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Symbiogenesis 
 

The view of evolution as chronic bloody competition among 
individuals and species, a popular distortion of Darwin’s notion 

of “survival of the fittest”, dissolves before a new view of 
continual cooperation, strong interaction, and mutual 

dependence among life forms. Life did not take over the globe 
by combat, but by networking.♣ 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                               
♣ Lynn Margulis and Dorion Sagan, Microcosmos: Four billion years of evolution from our 
microbial ancestors (New York: Summit Books, 1986), 14-15. Quoted in Daniel Bowling and 
David Hoffman, "Bringing Peace into the Room: The Personal Qualities of the Mediator and 
Their Impact on the Mediation," Negotiation Journal 16, no. 1 (2000), 16.  



 
 
 

Abstract 

This thesis examines the potential for children to contribute to peacebuilding 

processes in societies experiencing protracted social conflict. Since the shifting nature 

of contemporary armed conflict has increased the involvement of civilians, the 

potential for purely government-brokered peacemaking initiatives to bring about a 

sustained end to conflict has weakened. As a consequence, effective and permanent 

cessation to conflict has a better chance of success if a policy of grass-roots 

peacebuilding is constructed in and around top-level peace agreements. 

Implementation of track two diplomatic initiatives, particularly using the process of 

conflict transformation through dialogue encounter, has the potential to encourage a 

fundamental shift in the perceptions held by opposing groups in conflict, and the 

eventual total transformation of the conflict itself.  

The prominent role of civilians in conflict, meanwhile, has brought children to the 

forefront of violent confrontation between ethnic and national groups, increasing their 

scope for negative agency in such conflicts, while the increasing relevance of children 

to social and political decision-making processes has become recognised as a key 

aspect of community-building and the development of peaceful, just societies.  

By synthesising these key ideas, this thesis explores the potential for the agency of 

children in conflict to shift from negative to positive, as a way of contributing 

constructively to governmental attempts at lasting peace settlements. The Palestinian-

Israeli conflict is used to explore this potential: as an excellent example of protracted 

conflict between two rival national groups, it has attracted considerable public 

discourse concerning the involvement of children in hostilities. Parallel cultural 

analyses of Palestinian and Israeli society reveal the role of culture and nation-

building in protracted social conflict; the effect of these dynamics on the political 

socialisation of children from both sides; and the extent to which these dynamics 

produce children who are suitable for participation in peacebuilding initiatives.  



The dissertation then explores the programs of several key child-orientated 

peacebuilding organisations currently operating in the sphere of the Palestinian-Israeli 

conflict. Through analysis of procedures, outcomes, effectiveness and external 

societal dynamics, the thesis discusses the various social, economic, cultural and 

political factors that contribute to the success and limitations of such ventures in 

Israel/Palestine.  
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Introduction 

 

Defining the Problem: the agency of children in protracted social conflict  

Over the course of the 20th century, an increasing number of armed conflicts began to 

play out in localised domains including villages and city streets, while a decreasing 

number took place in the traditional domain of the battlefield. This was partly due to 

the increase in hostilities between opposing groups within states, and the decrease in 

state-against-state warfare due to Cold War dynamics. The change had significant 

implications for civilians, who began to participate in violent expressions of these 

conflicts with the small arms that had proliferated throughout the developing world. 

Focused increasingly on identity and culture, which were utilised as expressions of 

nationalism between conflicting groups, these were termed protracted social conflicts 

(PSCs).  

 

Practitioners and analysts of world politics thus began to recognise that human factors 

needed to be incorporated into attempts to find permanent solutions to violent 

conflict. The idea that human needs had to be addressed alongside negotiations on 

territory permeated peacemaking efforts on the ground and led to the application of 

conflict resolution techniques in international negotiation between governmental 

elites. Grass-roots members of society were eventually acknowledged as imperative 

agents in attempts to implement a sustained, positive atmosphere of peace in conflict 

societies. The emergent field of peace and conflict studies thus began to explore ways 

of transforming conflict itself through mediation and reconciliation at the grass-roots 

level. Through the implementation of community programs designed and conducted 

overwhelmingly by non-governmental organisations (NGOs), civilians living in 

conflict societies began to engage in track two diplomacy – non-governmental, 

unofficial interaction aimed at building confidence between members of opposing 

groups – by taking part in conflict transformation initiatives. Some of these initiatives 

were unilateral in approach and focused on creativity, empowerment, and the 

implementation of peace education programs in schools; others were multilateral with 

an emphasis on face-to-face encounters between members of adversary groups. The 

latter approach involved an intersecting of conflict resolution with group therapy 
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techniques that confronted stereotypes, prejudices and collective memory, and 

encouraged the traversing of the boundaries between national identities.  

Research into the increasing prominence of civilian agency in conflict was 

accompanied by gradual but significant changes in the way children were perceived 

in society. Historically regarded as generally weak, immoral and underdeveloped 

creatures, until the late 19th century children were judged only in terms of what they 

might ultimately contribute to society as adults. Changes to these attitudes began to 

emerge against the backdrop of the Industrial Revolution, and into the 20th century, 

when the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF) and associated child-focused 

NGOs started to regard children as valuable commodities of society in and of 

themselves. Developments in research into childhood complemented these changes: 

the popular conviction that childhood itself was a social and cultural construct opened 

avenues for it to be studied as an independent entity, rather than as a step in the 

process of becoming an adult.  

The research was further enhanced by exploration of the relationship between 

children and nationalism, which examined how children make sense of the political 

world around them through a process termed political socialisation. The research 

revealed the overwhelming tendency for children to be recognised as receptacles of 

nationalist ideology, but ignored as political resources who might contribute 

something positive to conflict situations. This tendency is reflected in the nature of 

contemporary involvement of children in conflict: as the instances of PSC increased 

in political hotspots around the world, the agency of children in conflict has expanded 

and broadened into both active and passive manifestations.  

 

The increased visibility of children on the landscape of conflict, together with 

developments in the children’s rights arena, led to almost universal ratification of the 

1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child and the 2002 Optional Protocol on the 

Protection of Children in Armed Conflict. These agreements sought to empower 

children in society by recognising and engaging their decision-making capabilities, 

while simultaneously protecting them from involvement in and consequences of 

armed conflict. These two ideals, however, are not necessarily complementary in PSC 
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societies, and face considerable restrictions and limitations because of varying 

cultural contexts and geopolitical delineations of conflict.  

 

This thesis, consequently, explores a possible option for allowing these two principles 

to operate simultaneously, thus establishing an alternate role for children living in 

conflict societies – by employing them as agents of grass-roots peacebuilding 

processes in a manner that engages the influences of culture and national identity. 

Specifically, this thesis explores the potential for children to play a salient and 

distinctive role in unilateral and multilateral conflict transformation processes 

amongst civilians living with protracted social conflict. It does so with reference to 

the Israel/Palestine conflict and the role children can play in finding ways to 

permanently end violent hostilities between groups. 

 

Why Israel/Palestine? 

The Israel/Palestine conflict was born from a struggle over territory between the 

Jewish national movement of Zionism, and Palestinian nationalism. For the European 

leaders of Zionism, the establishment of Israel represented the end of a centuries-long 

exile from their spiritual and biblical homeland. For the Arabs who already inhabited 

the area, and for the governments of the neighbouring Arab countries, Zionism was 

tantamount to settler colonialism, orchestrated by foreigners with no legitimate moral 

claim to the land. The Israel/Palestine conflict that eventuated is one of the world’s 

most influential and long-standing, a major impediment to peace in the Middle East 

and a significant contributing factor to global security issues. The protracted nature of 

the conflict spiralled from territorial dispute to deeply-entrenched hostility between 

the two nationalities involved: a profound and embedded distrust between Arabs and 

Jews, whose struggle for territorial sovereignty bled into their perceptions of one 

another as human beings. The contemporary dynamic, therefore, is best understood in 

terms of its historical context, which reflects the relevancy of the conflict to the 

defined field of analysis. 

 

The War of Independence and al-Nakbah 

On November 29 1947 the United Nations passed a resolution in favour of the 
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partition of Palestine into separate Jewish and Arab states1 – a plan that was rejected 

by the Arabs but mostly accepted by the Jews.2 Relations between the two groups 

rapidly deteriorated into civil war after the British withdrew from Palestine,3 and 

although the Palestinian Arabs vastly outnumbered the Jews (1.2-1.3 million to 

650,000), the prestate Jewish community – a highly self-reliant national collective – 

had superior manpower, weapons production, morale, motivation, command and 

control.4 On May 14 1948, the State of Israel was declared, promising equal rights to 

its Arab inhabitants and extending the “hand of peace” to neighbouring Arab states.5 

The following day, however, the Egyptian, Transjordanian, Syrian, Lebanese and 

Iraqi armies invaded Israel, and the nascent state’s War of Independence ensued. The 

war caused the mass exodus or expulsion of the Palestinian Arabs, and population 

displacement continued until armistice agreements were reached in 1949,6 replacing 

war merely with non-belligerency.7 Israel now controlled 79 per cent of former 

Palestine – far more than that proposed by the United Nations8 – and  the proposed 

Palestinian Arab state failed to eventuate, with Jordan and Egypt taking the lands 

outside Israeli control.9 The Arabs who remained in the new Israeli state were given 

automatic Israeli citizenship but were subject to military rule until 1966.10  

 

The Israeli War of Independence, which the Palestinians remember as al-Nakbah (the 

Catastrophe), created an enormous refugee problem that was largely ignored by Israel 

and the Arab states. Approximately 320,000 Palestinians moved into eastern Palestine 

and Transjordan, 210,000 to Egypt-administered Gaza,11 100,000 to Lebanon, and 

75,000 to Syria.12 Those in Gaza, Syria and Lebanon were given different degrees of 

                                                 
1 Avi Shlaim, The Iron Wall: Israel and the Arab World, (New York: W.W. Norton and Company, 
2000), 25. 
2 Martin Gilbert, Israel: A History, (London: Black Swan, 1998), 149. 
3 Ahron Bregman, A History of Israel, (Hampshire: Palgrave Macmillan, 2003), 41. 
4 Benny Morris, Righteous Victims: A History of the Zionist-Arab Conflict, 1881-1999, (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf Inc., 1999), 192. 
5 Shlaim, The Iron Wall, 33. 
6 Rashid Khalidi, Palestinian Identity: The Construction of Modern National Consciousness, (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1997), 179. 
7 Morris, Righteous Victims, 251. 
8 Bregman, A History of Israel, 68. 
9 Noah Lucas, The Modern History of Israel, (London: Weidenfeld and Nicholson, 1974), 266-7. 
10 Khalidi, Palestinian Identity, 93. 
11 Morris, Righteous Victims, 248. 
12 Ian J. Bickerton and Carla L. Klausner, A Concise History of the Arab-Israeli Conflict, (Upper 
Saddle River: Simon and Schuster, 1998; 3rd), 100. 
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refugee status, and those in the Jordan-administered West Bank received Jordanian 

nationality.13 The Arab population of Israel had reduced from around 726,000 before 

the war to 150,000 afterwards, of whom 70 per cent were Muslim, 20 per cent were 

Christian, and 10 per cent were Druze. The dramatic downsizing of the Arab 

population simplified Israel’s settlement of new and destitute Jewish immigrants, 

who were housed in abandoned Arab villages and towns.14 In the postwar period, the 

remaining Arabs were further weakened by Israel’s suppressive and discriminatory 

legislation, which included legalising the expropriation of property belonging to 

Arabs who had fled. The unofficial policy was to impose harsh restrictions and 

reinforce the Arabs’ inferior status through the actions of the Military Government, 

which executed governmental policies in areas of Arab concentration. In 1950 the 

Knesset (Israeli Parliament) passed the Law of Return, which effectively granted 

immigration and citizenship rights to all Jews; the unspoken subclause was that Israel 

was to be exclusively Jewish.15 

 

The Palestinians were deeply frustrated at their political situation, having 

continuously failed to motivate governments to rein in Zionism.16 The Palestinian 

refugee issue was used as a political pawn in anti-Zionist arguments; Palestinians 

themselves also used Arab popular sympathy to exploit the Palestine issue against the 

Arab regimes.17 The situation in the refugee camps was desperate, degrading and 

insecure – demoralisation was compounded by unemployment and discrimination – 

and remained so partly because of the refugees’ refusal to improve living conditions 

to emphasise the impermanence with which they viewed their circumstances.18 In 

1959 Yasser Arafat established Fatah, which advocated the liberation of Palestine 

through armed struggle and promoted Palestinian nationalism without revolutionary 

ideology;19 it was followed by the establishment of the Palestine Liberation 

Organisation (PLO) in 1964.20 The PLO was a political organisation under the 

                                                 
13 Khalidi, Palestinian Identity, 93. 
14 Lucas, The Modern History of Israel, 273-4. 
15 Bregman, A History of Israel, 73-5. 
16 Khalidi, Palestinian Identity, 186. 
17 Ibid., 192. 
18 Bickerton and Klausner, A Concise History of the Arab-Israeli Conflict, 108. 
19 Said K. Aburish, Arafat: From Defender to Dictator, (London: Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, 1998), 
40. 
20 Morris, Righteous Victims, 303. 
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auspices of the Arab League, with the Palestine Liberation Army (PLA) as its 

military arm,21 and by 1966, Fatah was engaged in guerrilla-style raids in Israel.22  

 

In the Six-Day War of 1967, Israel annexed the West Bank (including East 

Jerusalem), the Sinai Peninsula, Gaza and the Golan Heights.23 Fatah came to 

symbolise Palestinian resistance and anti-defeatism in response to the Arab feeling of 

despair and self-disgust, as the only Arab organisation to emerge from the war 

intact.24 Palestinian nationalism, which had lain relatively dormant since 1948, was 

revived as new groups representing Palestinian interests evolved25 and disillusioned 

young male refugees entered resistance programs.26 

 

The conquest of new territory also created a paradigm shift in Israel’s identity. 

Debate raged over Zionism’s territorial aims, manifesting in political discord over 

whether to return the conquered lands. Expansionism altered Israel’s ethnography: 

Jewish Israelis were suddenly confronted with a large and mobilised Palestinian 

population.27 While the Palestinian Israelis were a small minority, the enormous land 

gains added 1.1 million disgruntled, neglected and ignored Palestinians to Israel’s 

social fabric, igniting internal debate about the demographic legitimacy and 

pragmatism of Occupation, and setting the scene for fiery disputes over settlements. 

Israel became locked in combat with Palestinian resistance, the leaders of which 

attempted to turn the West Bank and Gaza against the Jewish state when they realised 

that coexistence would sideline the Palestinian issue.28 

 

The First Intifada 

Unbearable economic conditions and growing national aspirations that were 

reinforced during Occupation29 prompted the West Bank and Gaza Palestinians to 

                                                 
21 Shlaim, The Iron Wall, 230. 
22 Morris, Righteous Victims, 303. 
23 Ilan Pappe, A History of Modern Palestine: One Land, Two Peoples, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2004), 188, Shlaim, The Iron Wall, 241. 
24 Aburish, Arafat: From Defender to Dictator, 71. 
25 Bickerton and Klausner, A Concise History of the Arab-Israeli Conflict, 153. 
26 Morris, Righteous Victims, 58. 
27 Uri Ram, "The Colonization Perspective in Israeli Sociology," in The Israel/Palestine Question, ed. 
Ilan Pappe (New York: Routledge, 1999), 58. 
28 Bregman, A History of Israel, 136. 
29 Morris, Righteous Victims, 562. 
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instigate a civil uprising, which they named the Intifada (“shaking off”), in December 

1987. Characterised by strikes, commercial shutdowns and violent, unarmed 

demonstrations against the occupying Israeli forces,30 the Intifada erupted at a low 

point in the PLO’s armed struggle, the influence of which was declining domestically 

and internationally.31 Increased politicisiation of Palestinian youth – an entire 

generation of whom had grown up under Occupation32 – and a clarification of their 

general goals meant a better-educated and radicalised younger group emerged to 

confront traditional leaders.33 The aim was to attract world sympathy to the 

Palestinian plight, but also to avoid a bloodbath that would smother the Intifada; 

hence stones, rather than guns, came to symbolise the revolt.34 Hamas emerged to 

advocate holy war against the Zionist enemy, opposition to peace efforts, and 

conversion of Arab states to the way of Islam; it also romanticised the ideal Muslim 

youth as one more eager to enter Paradise through martyrdom in the struggle against 

Israel.35 Israel, however, continued to establish settlements and expropriate property; 

this, coupled with an “iron fist” policy towards the Palestinians, exacerbated 

hopelessness and despair felt in the West Bank and Gaza. By late 1987, the Intifada 

had world attention:36 Arafat began to look for support for a two-state solution that 

included a readiness to negotiate with Israel. The Intifada continued, however, as did 

Israel’s reprisals, and the Palestinian National Council unilaterally declared the 

establishment of the independent State of Palestine with its capital in Jerusalem in 

November 1988.37 

 

In 1992 the left-wing Labour party’s Yitzhak Rabin replaced the right-wing Likud 

party’s Yitzhak Shamir as Israel’s Prime Minister, reflecting the public’s war-

weariness after a series of failed peace plans and its willingness to compromise on 
                                                 
30 Ibid., 561. 
31 Bard E. O'Neill, "The Intifada in the Context of Armed Struggle," in The Intifada: Its Impact on 
Israel, the Arab World, and the Superpowers., ed. R. O. Freedman (Miami: Florida International 
University Press, 1991), 37. 
32 Bickerton and Klausner, A Concise History of the Arab-Israeli Conflict, 228. 
33 Kenneth W. Stein, "The Intifada and the Uprising of 1936-1939: A Comparison of the Palestinian 
Arab Communities," in The Intifada: Its Impact on Israel, the Arab World, and the Superpowers., ed. 
R. O. Freedman (Miami: Florida International University Press, 1991), 17. 
34 F. Robert Hunter, The Palestinian Uprising: A War by Other Means, (London: I. B. Tauris & Co. 
Ltd, 1991), 60. 
35 Morris, Righteous Victims, 577. 
36 Bickerton and Klausner, A Concise History of the Arab-Israeli Conflict, 236. 
37 Lea, David (ed). A Survey of Arab-Israeli Relations 1947-2001, 2002, p 103-104. 
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territory for the sake of peace. A lack of diplomatic progress escalated violence in the 

Territories, but the Oslo Accords of the following year saw Arafat recognise Israel, 

renounce violence and pledge his support for the repeal of objectionable clauses in 

the PLO’s charter. For his part, Rabin recognised the PLO as a negotiating partner 

and the representative of the Palestinian people. Soon afterwards the Declaration of 

Principles laid plans for a permanent peace settlement to be negotiated. Israel later 

withdrew from Jericho and Gaza, and Arafat formed the Palestinian National 

Authority, which began to take control in the newly surrendered territories.38  

 

In September 1995 Rabin and Arafat signed the Oslo II agreement, which divided the 

West Bank into three areas: area A was placed under exclusive Palestinian control; 

area B, under civilian Palestinian control and Israeli security control; and area C, 

under exclusive Israeli control; while all non-Jewish settlement areas in Gaza 

(approximately 65 per cent of the land) were relinquished to the PNA.39 Though 

continued settlement of Gaza, a lack of improved living conditions in the West Bank, 

and the dispute over Israeli-controlled bypass roads in Palestinan areas meant that the 

Oslo process actually worsened the situation in the West Bank and Gaza, Arafat and 

Rabin had begun to interact as peace partners. But in November 1995, Rabin was 

assassinated by a fanatical right-wing Jew, reflecting Israel’s deep secular-religious 

divide, Rabin’s underestimation of the passions of the religious Right, and the Right’s 

criticism of the Oslo concessions.40 His succession by former Labour rival Shimon 

Peres lasted only seven months, after which hard-line Likud leader Benjamin 

Netanyahu was elected as Prime Minister in 1996 in an environment of 

unprecedented terrorism.41 In accordance with his commitment to an undivided Land 

of Israel, after further Jewish settlements in the West Bank increased the settler 

population nine per cent in a year42 and the peace process was on the verge of 

breaking down, Netanyahu announced the freezing of Oslo II. Further attempts at 

diplomacy in 1998, instigated by the United States, resulted in the signing of the Wye 

River Memorandum, in which Israel agreed to relinquish 13 per cent of the West 

                                                 
38 Bickerton and Klausner, A Concise History of the Arab-Israeli Conflict, 268-9, 84-5. 
39 Shlaim, The Iron Wall, 527-8. 
40 Ibid., 530, 46-51. 
41 Morris, Righteous Victims, 636. 
42 Shlaim, The Iron Wall, 584, 600. 
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Bank and Arafat agreed to renounce terror and violence.43 But again the peace 

process stalled and both Arafat and Netanyahu were blamed, the latter (accused of 

deliberate sabotage44) calling an early election as a result.45 

 

In May 1999 Labor’s Ehud Barak was elected as Prime Minister; the elections 

reflected Israel’s bitter internal divisions between secular and religious, Arabs and 

Jews, Israeli-born and immigrants, and Sephardim (Middle Eastern Jews) and 

Ashkenazim (European Jews). While Barak pledged to restart negotiations with the 

PA on the future of the West Bank and Gaza, he also promised not to return to the 

pre-1967 borders (a cornerstone policy of the peace movement), to keep Jerusalem 

undivided and to protect the settlements.46 

 

The Second Intifada 

The collapse of the Camp David II talks in July 2000 was followed by the outbreak of 

the Second Intifada on September 28, after then-opposition leader Ariel Sharon 

visited the al-Aqsa compound at the disputed Temple Mount/Haram al-Sharif in 

Jerusalem’s Old City.47 The failure of the Oslo Accords and the collective Palestinian 

feeling of frustration resulting from a lack of improvement in their living conditions 

were blamed as the uprising’s deeper causes,48 while media reports claimed Arafat 

has preplanned another armed resistance.49 By October 9, 18 Palestinian children and 

72 adults had been shot and killed in clashes with the IDF,50 attracting global 

attention and prompting yet another peace attempt through the Clinton Plan,51 which 

also ultimately failed. 

 

                                                 
43 Bregman, A History of Israel, 257-60. 
44 Shlaim, The Iron Wall, 600. 
45 Bregman, A History of Israel, 261. 
46 Shlaim, The Iron Wall, 607-8. 
47 David (ed). Lea, A Survey of Arab-Israeli Relations 1947-2001, (London: Europa Publications 
Limited, 2002), 230. 
48 Bregman, A History of Israel, 274. 
49 "Arafat Warns of a New Intifada If Peace Process Collapses". BBC World Service February 12 1998 
[Retrieved November 19 2005];available from 
www.news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/middle_east/56038.stm. 
50 Lea, A Survey of Arab-Israeli Relations 1947-2001, 231. 
51 Bregman, A History of Israel, 276-7. 
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A general election held in February 2001 brought Ariel Sharon to power in Israel 

despite a massive boycott by Barak supporters. In 2002, Israel launched Operation 

Defensive Shield in response to an unprecedented number of suicide attacks against 

Israeli civilians, leading to the arrest or assassination of significant leaders of 

Palestinian militant groups, and the IDF’s reoccupation of Palestinian areas. In 2003, 

the United States’ demand that Arafat implement democratic reforms was followed 

by its promotion of the so-called Road Map for Peace, aimed at bringing about a 

permanent end to the conflict.  

 

In the same year Israel began construction of its Separation Fence, seen by Israel as a 

protection measure against militant attacks from the West Bank, but by the 

Palestinians as an orchestrated land grab. Israel continued targeted attacks on 

militants and the demolition of Palestinian homes built without permits, and in 2005, 

Sharon’s plan to withdraw all Israel’s settlers from the Gaza Strip was carried out, 

much to the grief of those evacuated and the rejoicing of Gaza’s Palestinian 

population. Arafat’s death in November 2004 was followed by the election of 

Mahmoud Abbas as PA President, beginning a period of attempted alliances between 

the PA and militant factions including Hamas. Although an official truce was reached 

between the PA and Israel, the latter is still accused of demolishing Palestinian homes 

and continuing settlement growth in the West Bank, while the former is accused of 

failing to rein in terrorism. To date the violent conflict between the two nations 

continues, with an estimated 3,518 Palestinians and 982 Israelis killed since 

September 2000.52 

  

Israel/Palestine in the context of peace and conflict studies 

Although the Israel/Palestine conflict concerns similar territorial claims, the dispute 

has also come to encapsulate a struggle between the two nationalities. Israeli Jews 

and Palestinian Arabs have engaged in the denial and negation of each other’s 

legitimacy in the fight to assert their own historical and moral claims to the land, 

which has manifested in their cultural, political and social expressions of national 

identity. As top-level diplomacy failed to negotiate permanent peace settlements, the 

                                                 
52 The Israeli Information Center for Human Rights in the Occupied Territories B'Tselem [Website] 
2005 [Retrieved August 15 2005];available from www.btselem.org.il. 
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importance and centrality of the conflict magnified in both societies, causing it to 

emerge as a fundamental aspect of both the nation-building effort, and political and 

cultural identity. Both societies, consequently, have integrated the protracted 

experience of conflict into their national psyches, which has played out in social 

expressions of nationalism, patriotism, education and culture. The centrality of 

civilians to the Israel/Palestine conflict means that top-level peacemaking efforts are 

likely to be rendered futile if they remain unaccompanied by attempts to address 

social manifestations of conflict at the grass-roots level.  

 

The appropriateness of the Israel/Palestine conflict as a case study for this thesis is 

further supported by the high visibility of children on its landscape, as chapters 3 and 

4 will demonstrate. Both Israeli and Palestinian children have featured as powerful 

icons of the conflict, which is partly reflected in the number of child fatalities: 

approximately 666 Palestinians and 118 Israelis under 18 have been killed in 

hostilities since September 2000.53 Their mainly negative agency in the conflict has 

the potential to be rechannelled in constructive directions, given the nature of the 

nation-building process through education in each society. The Israel/Palestine 

conflict therefore stands as an excellent example of protracted social conflict whose 

social manifestations amongst children have profound implications for the future of 

permanent peace settlements, and will benefit from research into the effectiveness of 

child-oriented grass-roots peacebuilding. 

 

Terminology 

The challenging and deeply entrenched nature of the Israel/Palestine conflict evokes 

emotional reactions in members of the groups involved. Consequently, it is necessary 

to establish the reasons for the terminology used to describe and label the various 

groups, national boundaries and concepts. The following terminology is used because 

it most appropriately reflects both the political reality of the Israel/Palestine conflict, 

and the terminology used in contemporary historical and political discourse. 

 

                                                 
53 Ibid. 
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Israel refers to the State of Israel in accordance with the boundaries recognised by the 

international community in 1948. It does not include the land annexed in 1967, 

including the Golan Heights, Gaza and the area west of the Jordan River known as 

the West Bank. These two latter areas are referred to as Palestine, partly out of 

deference to Palestinian nationalist aspirations, but mainly because “Palestine” is 

increasingly used in contemporary literature on the Israel/Palestine conflict to 

describe the Palestinian nation. This is appropriate terminology, particularly in the 

context of a cultural analysis of Palestinians, since it is possible to exist as a nation 

without the security of a state. The word Palestine is not meant to deny the existence, 

present or future, of the State of Israel, nor is the word Israel meant to deny the 

history or reality of the Palestinian people. The terms West Bank and Gaza are used to 

differentiate between the two components of Palestine, and in discussions of Israel’s 

settler population. 

 

Occupation is referred to as a proper noun because it describes the collective 

historical and contemporary experience of the Palestinian people in the West Bank 

and, until August 2005, Gaza. It has more cultural and historical meaning than simply 

a military operation and has been in effect for so long that it defines a particular 

aspect of Palestinian history. The term Jewish Israeli rather than Israeli is generally 

used in this study because it more accurately reflects the national group being 

discussed, and differentiates from the state’s Arab population, who are usually 

discussed as part of the Palestinian nation. The latter are referred to as Palestinian 

Israelis, a term that respects both their nationhood and their citizenship. The Arab 

population of the West Bank and Gaza are referred to as Palestinians, or as PA or 

West Bank and Gaza Palestinians when additional differentiation is necessary. 

 

Organisation of the thesis 

Chapter 1 provides a review of the literature on peace and conflict studies, with 

particular focus on the discourse of conflict resolution and transformation in the 

context of contemporary conflict. It discusses how the contemporary predominance of 

intrastate armed conflicts in the international system has been accompanied by a 

parallel increase in the frequency and scope of civilian agency. Chapter 1 establishes 

the shift in the nature of war from the pre to post-Cold War eras, and argues that the 
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corresponding manner in which societies manage conflict has progressed to 

incorporate its psychosocial aspects, bringing culture and identity to the forefront of 

hostilities between opposing groups. The chapter then discusses how the human 

components of war have been integrated into both the discipline of peace and conflict 

studies, and peacemaking efforts on the ground, through grass-roots initiatives that 

engage conflicting groups in dialogue encounter processes aimed at acceptance and 

reconciliation. It explores the idea that civilians have a role to play in track two 

diplomacy, which was traditionally implemented through negotiations between non-

governmental elites. Finally, chapter 1 argues that engaging grass-roots members of 

society in track two diplomacy through conflict transformation processes may assist 

top-level diplomatic peacemaking efforts by building cultures of peace from the 

ground up. 

 

Chapter 2 assesses the potential for children to contribute to the peacebuilding 

processes described in chapter 1, in the context of their evolving role in contemporary 

conflict. To this end, the chapter explores the experience of childhood in different 

historical eras and cultures, and charts how the perception of children has altered, 

particularly throughout the 20th century amid the growth in conflict across the globe. 

Chapter 2 discusses how the accompanying evolution of the children’s rights agenda, 

and developments in research into children and political socialisation, have 

contributed to a growing recognition of their mainly negative agency in political 

conflict.  

 

This chapter, consequently, discusses whether traditional modes of children’s 

participation in conflict situations can be rechannelled in more constructive directions 

that might allow them to make a unique contribution to peacebuilding initiatives. It 

assesses this possibility within the framework of dialogue encounter and track two 

diplomacy described in chapter 1, and by discussing the unique aspects of childhood 

and adolescence that might allow children to make a meaningful and distinctive 

contribution. Adolescence is given particular attention in this discussion, because of 

the distinctive qualities of the adolescent stage of development and the cumulative 

effects of political socialisation on teenagers. The aim of chapter 2 is to establish the 

extent to which children, and specifically adolescents, can function effectively as 
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track two diplomats in peacebuilding processes, using the conflict transformation 

theory and practice essential to a permanent cessation of conflict. 

Chapters 3 and 4 apply the hypotheses posed in the previous chapters to the 

Israel/Palestine conflict by exploring the potential for Israeli and Palestinian children 

to operate as agents of peace. Through a critique of first Israeli (chapter 3) and then 

Palestinian (chapter 4) cultural history, they establish the dynamics that have 

influenced the way children currently function in both societies and have contributed 

to their sense of political and national identity. Since identity is primarily a function 

of the broader historical experience, a cultural analysis is best approached by 

exploring the discourses that influence how identity is constructed, perceived and 

experienced by Israelis and Palestinians themselves. Through an exploration of 

historical narratives; the prevailing academic discourses that contribute to 

contemporary social commentaries; the news and creative media; the education 

systems; and the youth cultures, chapters 3 and 4 reveal the extent to which Israel’s 

and Palestine’s historical experiences have influenced the political socialisation of 

their youth. Through an analysis of the impact of the Israel/Palestine conflict on 

cultural consciousness and national memory, these chapters demonstrate that culture 

is imperative in identity-building processes.  

By establishing the characteristics of Palestinian and Israeli society that exacerbate a 

culture based on hostility, mistrust and fear of the Other, chapters 3 and 4 discuss 

how deeply-entrenched societal attitudes towards the Other influence the political 

socialisation of Israeli and Palestinian children. Chapters 3 and 4 explore the 

dynamics that have instilled certain attitudes and values amongst Israeli and 

Palestinian youth that influence the development of a culture of peace. They argue 

that the effects of these social dynamics on the ethical, moral and political 

development of Israeli and Palestinian children have created a culture that acts as a 

barrier to effective long-term diplomatic peacemaking. The chapters also argue, 

however, that these influences have helped build structures for youth that may be 

receptive to peacebuilding initiatives, by virtue of their focus on youth empowerment 

and expression. The chapters conclude by assessing the suitability of Israeli and 

Palestinian children for participation in peacebuilding processes, in the context of the 
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historical dynamics that influence their attitudes towards each other. Together, 

chapters 3 and 4 reflect on the role of enemy construction in the Israeli and 

Palestinian nation-building efforts, and the effects of this construction on the attitudes 

and values of Israeli and Palestinian adolescents. 

 

Chapter 5 tests the hypothesis that children living with the Israel/Palestine conflict 

have the potential to function as agents of peacebuilding processes. The chapter 

explores how youth-oriented peacebuilding initiatives are implemented in the 

Israel/Palestine context, and discusses the extent to which they allow children to 

make unique contributions to peacebuilding. Chapter 5 examines and draws data from 

several key organisations operating dialogue encounter programs that devote a 

significant proportion of their efforts toward Palestinian and Jewish Israeli youth – 

namely an Israeli program that focuses on interaction between Jewish and Palestinian 

Israelis (Neve Shalom/Wahat al Salam). Through analysis of the approaches, 

processes, outcomes and limitations of these organisations, chapter 5 identifies the 

key elements of youth-focused peacebuilding activities and the dynamics of 

Palestinian and Jewish Israeli society that enhance and restrict their success.  

 

Chapter 6 addresses some of the restrictions encountered in chapter 5 by assessing a 

US-based peacebuilding program for children as an alternative model of dialogue 

encounter. Through an exploration of its structure, goals and processes, Seeds of 

Peace International Camp is assessed for its approaches to and success in utilising 

adolescents as agents of peace in the context of the Israel/Palestine conflict. Chapter 6 

provides an understanding of the conflict transformation process between Israeli and 

Palestinian adolescents, and assesses the organisation for its limitations and successes 

in eliciting transformative shifts in program participants. A primary aim of chapter 6 

is to assess whether conducting youth-oriented peacebuilding programs in so-called 

“neutral territory” may help to counteract some of the restrictions faced by locally-

based programs. Chapter 6 also explores the measures taken by Seeds of Peace to 

involve its participants in political diplomacy, thus encouraging them to function 

effectively as track two diplomats. Together, chapters 5 and 6 provide a solid 

assessment of the degree to which the political agency of Israeli and Palestinian 
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children can be rechannelled towards constructive approaches to the permanent 

cessation of the Israel/Palestine conflict. 

 

Methodology 

This thesis adopts an interdisciplinary approach to studying the role of children as 

agents of peace. Chapters 1 and 2 draw upon secondary source material that provides 

a framework for analysis of the relationship between children and the contemporary 

political arena. References are also made to primary source material in the form of 

two main legal documents – the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the Child, and the 

2002 Optional Protocol on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict54 – and 

newspaper articles that strengthen the discussion on the relationship between 

children, conflict and the media. Chapters 3 and 4 provide a critique of Jewish Israeli 

and Palestinian cultural history primarily by employing the academic discourses on 

history and memory; the Arab-Israeli conflict; the relationship between education and 

nationalism; and Self-Other perception in Jewish Israeli and Palestinian society. 

Newspaper articles, websites, poetry and contemporary music are also used to 

provide depth to the analysis of cultural identity and historical memory. 

 

The discussion of Neve Shalom/Wahat al Salam and other peacebuilding programs 

relies upon publications by the relevant organisations including Israeli and 

Palestinian Identities in Dialogue: The School for Peace Approach published in 

2004.55 Secondary source materials for chapter 5 include newspaper articles, journal 

articles and scientific studies conducted by Israeli academics. These sources, together 

with personal communication with conflict resolution facilitators, are combined to 

provide an assessment of the results of such programs. 

  

The bulk of primary resource material for chapter 6 was gathered during fieldwork 

conducted at Seeds of Peace International Camp from June 16 to July 4 2003. During 

                                                 
54 "Convention on the Rights of the Child". UNICEF [Website] 1989 [Retrieved May 2 2002];available 
from www.unicef.org/crc/crc.htm, "Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child on 
the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict". United Nations Human Rights Commission 
[Website] 2002 [Retrieved May 2 2002];available from 
www.unhcr.children/html/menu2/6/protocolchild.htm. 
55 Rabah Halabi, ed., Israeli and Palestinian Identities in Dialogue: The School for Peace Approach,  
(New Brunswick: Rutgers University Press, 2004). 
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this period I lived with and worked alongside the camp’s staff and participants, who 

allowed me to observe and experience the conflict transformation process between 

Israeli and Palestinian adolescents. Intensive learning, training and interaction with 

all staff members and program participants characterised this fieldwork, allowing a 

thorough and insightful understanding of camp processes to develop. Source material 

for this methodology originates from long sessions of observation; detailed field 

notes from a daily log book; tape-recorded informal discussions with facilitators, 

counsellors and campers; and total absorption into the intensive five-day orientation 

and training session for facilitators and counsellors. These materials provide for a 

first-hand qualitative analysis of the Seeds of Peace experience. 

 

In 2003, Seeds of Peace commissioned American public opinion research company 

Zogby International to conduct an independent, three-phase study of the impact of 

Seeds of Peace programs on its Middle East participants. The study, titled Moving 

Towards Understanding,56 was submitted to Seeds of Peace in February 2004, and 

remains to date the only comprehensive assessment of the impact of Seeds of Peace 

programs commissioned by the organisation and conducted by an external 

evaluator.57 Following the Zogby report, Seeds of Peace conducted its own two-phase 

study into the impact of its programs, the outcomes of which provided a more 

revealing assessment of the success of its initiatives.58 The results of the studies, 

which embrace both qualitative and quantitative assessment methodology, are 

discussed in this chapter. Additional source material is provided by The Enemy Has a 

Face: the Seeds of Peace Experience,59 which documents 10 years of interviews with 

Seeds of Peace alumni and anecdotal descriptions of camp life, and Seeds of Peace’s 

annual reports and staff manuals. Assessment of the program’s resonance with 

participants is made through analysis of articles in The Olive Branch, Seeds of 

Peace’s alumni magazine, and SeedsNet, its private internet forum for program 

graduates. Finally, newspaper articles and televised current affairs/news segments are 

                                                 
56 Will Daley. "Moving Towards Understanding". Zogby International: 2004.  
57 Seeds of Peace has also been the subject of at least two other doctoral dissertations, one of which is 
still in the research stage. 
58 Bill Taylor and Marieke Van Woerkom. "Seeds of Peace Middle East Pre/Post Camp Survey". Seeds 
of Peace: 2004.  
59 John Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face: The Seeds of Peace Experience, (Washington DC: United 
States Institute of Peace, 2000). 
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utilised to discuss criticisms of the Seeds of Peace approach. This assessment and 

discussion of Seeds of Peace as an effective program for youth-centred peacebuilding 

through dialogue encounter, therefore, is characterised by summative evaluation that 

combines qualitative and quantitative analysis in the form of observation, 

consultation and data assessment. 

 

Limits of Research 

While this thesis canvasses the role of children in peacebuilding initiatives in 

Israel/Palestine, certain limitations to the research should be considered. This thesis 

examines Palestinian-Israeli dialogue encounter initiatives, and uses them to reflect 

on the relationship between the two national groups involved. It should be noted, 

however, that Israel itself is a heterogeneous society, making it problematic and 

inappropriate to approach the conflict as one between two monolithic societies.60 

Israel’s population includes Jews of Northern African, Russian, Eastern European, 

Western European and Middle Eastern descent; Arabs of the Muslim, Christian and 

Druze faiths, and semi-nomadic Bedouins. Jewish Israel is further divided by tensions 

over class, religious adherence and ethnicity, and the implications of life in what 

Israeli sociologist Sammy Smooha defines as an ethnic democracy: although Israel’s 

Arabs and Jews enjoy equal citizenship rights, there is an institutionalisation of 

majority control over the state, which in turn is identified with a “core ethnic nation” 

– its Jews – rather than with its citizens.61 

 

The Arab population, consequently, struggles with the meaning of citizenship 

(Israeli) versus peoplehood (Palestinian or Arab) and the traditional loyalties of clan 

and village. The Palestinian population of the West Bank and Gaza Strip, meanwhile, 

is almost entirely Arab and Muslim, but is divided by class, historical experience and 

socio-economic conditions. The population of the Gaza Strip is generally 

significantly poorer than that of the Palestinian population in the West Bank by 

nature of its stateless diplomatic status; a proportion of the West Bank population has 

Jordanian citizenship while others carry Palestinian passports. In addition, an 

                                                 
60 David K. Shipler, Arab and Jew: Wounded Spirits in a Promised Land, (New York: Penguin Putnam 
Inc., 2002; Revised ed.), xxxvi. 
61 Sammy Smooha, "Ethnic Democracy: Israel as an Archetype," Israel Studies 2, no. 2 (1997): 199.  
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estimated 66 per cent of the Gaza Strip and 27.5 per cent of the West Bank are 

internationally classed as refugees. Islamic observance also tends to be stronger in 

Gaza than in the West Bank. Importantly, the diversity of experiences between the 

Palestinians living in Israel and those living in the West Bank and Gaza has resulted 

in a fundamental schism between the Palestinian people as a whole. The picture is 

one of a profoundly diverse population whose experiences of the conflict itself are 

united in some respects but significantly isolated in others. 

 

The implications of this picture of the Palestinian and Israeli societies for this study 

are broad. Though chapters 3 and 4 attempt to canvas a range of perspectives in the 

respective societies, the studies discussed in chapters 5 and 6 tend to focus on three 

specific groups: Palestinian Israelis, Jewish Israelis, and Palestinians. They tend not 

to point out the specific participation of Druze, Christians and Bedouins; or to 

differentiate between Jewish Israeli children of Sephardic (Middle Eastern), 

Ashkenazi (Western/Eastern European), Northern African or Russian descent, and do 

not specify the refugee or non-refugee status of Palestinian participants. This thesis, 

therefore, assesses the degree to which Palestinian and Israeli children might 

contribute meaningfully to peacebuilding processes, but has approached them broadly 

as two separate national groups: Jewish Israeli, and Palestinian. This thesis does not 

attempt to define the relationship between appropriateness for peacebuilding, and the 

diversity of religious, socio-economic or ethnic backgrounds. It does not differentiate 

substantially between the experiences of Palestinians and Palestinian Israelis, even 

though their disparate citizenship status creates disparities between their value 

systems and experiences.  

 

Instead, this thesis approaches the conflict as one between two separate national 

groups who are further divided and influenced by a range of external factors. It does 

not assess the individual experience of peacebuilding according to different social, 

economic and religious factors, although it does broadly discuss the general impact of 

these factors on each society overall. It should also be noted that the Palestinians in 

this study are generally discussed as Muslims – the Druze, Bedouin and Christian 

populations, by nature of their minority status, fall outside the scope of this study. 

Finally, the comprehensive self-exclusion of Israel’s Orthodox Jewish population 
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from participation in peacebuilding initiatives means that an assessment of their 

suitability for track two diplomacy is not possible. This latter aspect, however, is 

discussed in terms of restrictions to peacebuilding.  

 

Additional limits to this study relate to language. This thesis generally relies on 

English-language studies of peacebuilding initiatives and secondary translations of 

Hebrew and Arabic texts where indicated. 

 

Finally, this thesis explores the potential for children to act not as instigators of 

political change at the elite level, but as agents of peace. It is important to identify the 

difference. This study does not examine the role of children in peacebuilding in order 

to assess the effect their involvement might have on diplomatic peacemaking 

initiatives between government elites. It does, however, assess the degree to which 

the traditional involvement of children in conflict might be rechannelled in more 

positive and constructive directions that may assist in shifting enemy perceptions at 

the grass-roots level. Analysis of this potential will provide a deeper understanding of 

the role of civic society in the search for permanent solutions to lasting conflict, and 

therefore represents a valuable contribution to contemporary literature on peace and 

conflict studies. The limitations of the study do not detract from its salience; they 

merely define its borders and leave room for further studies that could build on the 

research conducted for this thesis. 
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Chapter 1 

Conflict transformation, track two diplomacy and peacebuilding at the grass-

roots level: a reflection on the literature and its implementation 

 

The End of the Cold War 

While violent conflict has been a firmly entrenched element of most societies since 

the beginning of civilisation, human responses – how we perceive it, what attempts 

we make to end it, and the reasons for and manner in which we engage in it – have 

changed dramatically over the course of the last century. The two world wars were 

essentially fought between nation-states over the control and annexation of territory, 

and were resolved by massive military defeat coupled with peace agreements 

imposed upon the defeated nations by the victorious. Though they brought civilians 

into the scope of conflict, they primarily engaged only soldiers as combatants. In the 

Cold War period that ensued, the focus of military conflict shifted from the domain of 

the superpowers’ own territories to that of their aligned client states, and toward a 

struggle over ideology as well as land. The mushrooming problem of arms control, 

which arose directly from the flood of weapons from the superpowers to the 

developing world, shaped countries whose fragile social infrastructure interacted with 

weapons proliferation to result in humanitarian disasters.1 Importantly, the Cold War 

conflict was seen through the prism of victory rather than compromise and there were 

few negotiations on issues pertaining to the use of weapons. Reluctance to 

“negotiate” with (regarded as synonymous with “appease”) dictatorships had emerged 

amongst democratic states as a consequence of the failed agreements signed as 

precursors to World War II.2  

 

The end of the Cold War by no means ended the remote conflicts taking place in 

Africa, the Middle East and Central Asia. Though the number of active major armed 

conflicts has decreased since the end of the Cold War, many areas remain locked in 

                                                 
1 John Paul Lederach, Building Peace: Sustainable Reconciliation in Divided Societies, (Washington 
DC: United States Institute of Peace, 1997), 5-6. 
2 Peter Wallensteen, Understanding Conflict Resolution: War, Peace and the Global System, (London: 
SAGE Publications Ltd, 2002), 4. 
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violent conflicts that are regional rather than global in nature.3 The instances of 

“minor” armed conflicts, in which there have been less than 1000 battle-related 

deaths over the course of the conflict, have increased since the beginning of the post 

Cold War period, pointing to a failure of the international community to find their 

lasting solutions.4 The 119 armed conflicts that took place in the international system 

between 1989 and 20025 are a reflection of this failure, and importantly, signify a 

fundamental shift in the nature of armed conflict in the context of the contemporary 

global system. This chapter, consequently, discusses how such a shift revealed the 

need for the human components of war to be recognised and addressed by those 

seeking a sustained end to conflict. After establishing the necessity of looking to 

human beings as units of analysis in conflict situations, chapter 1 examines 

contemporary approaches to armed conflict and their implications for the 

implementation of peace initiatives. 

 

The rise of protracted social conflict 

There are an estimated half a billion small arms in the world today as a result of the 

Cold War small arms trade.6 Together with the shift of the theatre of war from the 

superpowers to their former satellite states, these dynamics form a portrait of 

contemporary armed conflict whose characteristics differ from those that influenced 

the 20th century’s two world wars. Unlike the world wars, and the armed conflicts 

fought in the superpowers’ client states, contemporary armed conflict is 

overwhelmingly characterised and caused by intrastate rather than interstate tensions. 

While interstate conflict necessarily involves confrontation between two or more 

nation-states over scarce resources or territory, intrastate conflict is characterised by 

intense, drawn-out and violent conflict between identity groups that exist within the 

                                                 
3 R. William Ayres, "Mediating International Conflicts: Is Image Change Necessary?," Journal of 
Peace Research 34, no. 4 (1997): 433.  
4 Karin Axell and Peter Wallesteen, "Armed Conflict at the End of the Cold War, 1989-92," Journal of 
Peace Research 30, no. 3 (1993): 333.  
5 Mikael Eriksson, Peter Wallensteen, and Margareta Sollenberg, "Special Data Feature: Armed 
Conflict 1989-2002," Journal of Peace Research 40, no. 5 (2003).  
6 Anup Shah. "Small Arms -- They Cause 90% of Civilian Casualties". Geopolitics [Website] 2003 
[Retrieved October 25 2005];available from 
www.globalissues.org/Geopolitica/ArmsTrade/SmallArms.asp. 
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same political structure.7 Fully 95 of the 111 conflicts that took place between the end 

of the Cold War and 2000 were intrastate in nature; a further nine were intrastate with 

foreign intervention.8 The landscape of contemporary conflict, consequently, has 

shifted from its traditional geographical setting of the battlefield to the highly 

localised domain of village,9 city or neighbourhood street, which has drastically 

increased both the nature and frequency of civilian participation. This participation is 

reflected in the dynamics that now characterise modern-day armed conflict: the use of 

small arms such as light missiles, mortars, landmines and grenades that kill as many 

as half a million people worldwide every year;10 the use of rape as a weapon of social 

control in the Rwandan, Liberian and Balkan conflicts; the illegal recruitment of 

children to armed forces in countries including Myanmar, Angola and Sri Lanka; and 

the role of ethnicity, religion and identity in Somalia, Kosovo and Sudan. Intrastate 

conflicts are recognised as potentially more socially devastating than interstate wars, 

because they are based on internal dynamics that build on domestic grievances and 

destroy familial and community relationships.11 Importantly, they are heavily rooted 

in long-term animosity, fear and dehumanisation of the enemy group that results from 

its geographical proximity.12 A revealing indication of the shift from interstate to 

intrastate conflict, and the implications for the involvement of civilians, is the drastic 

growth in civilian deaths during wartime: 90 per cent of wartime casualties in the post 

Cold War period are civilians,13 compared with 50 per cent in the first half of the 20th 

century.14  

 

The shift in geographical location of armed hostilities is both a consequence and 

cause of the increased role of identity in intrastate conflicts. Since group and 

community rights, as well as the rights of the individual, are at stake, the failure of 

                                                 
7 Herbert C. Kelman, "The Interdependence of Israeli and Palestinian National Identities: The Role of 
the Other in Existential Conflicts," Journal of Social Issues 55, no. 3 (1999): 582.  
8 Joseph S. Nye Jr, Understanding International Conflicts: An Introduction to Theory and History, 
(New York: Pearson Longman, 2005; 5th ed.), 153. 
9 Lederach, Building Peace: Sustainable Reconciliation in Divided Societies, 13. 
10 Shah, "Small Arms -- They Cause 90% of Civilian Casualties". Geopolitics [Retrieved. 
11 Wallensteen, Understanding Conflict Resolution, 133. 
12 Lederach, Building Peace: Sustainable Reconciliation in Divided Societies, 14. 
13 Shah, "Small Arms -- They Cause 90% of Civilian Casualties". Geopolitics [Retrieved. 
14 A.B. Fetherston, "Putting the Peace Back into Peacekeeping: Theory Must Inform Practice," 
International Peacekeeping 1, no. 1 (1994): 5.  
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governments to address fundamental needs, encourage participation in decision-

making, and ensure equal resource and benefits distribution has encouraged 

communities to identify with groups during conflict situations.15 The resulting picture 

is one of an abundance of protracted social conflicts (PSCs)– violent disputes that are 

historically entrenched in long-standing tensions, and are characterised by fluctuating 

intensity, pervasive despair and desperation.16 The majority of PSCs, such as the 

Rwanda and Somalian conflicts, are intrastate in nature, engaging two or more ethnic 

or national groups within the same political boundaries. Others, like the 

Israel/Palestine conflict, straddle the line between intrastate and interstate conflict:  

they engage national groups that exist within the same geographical, rather than 

political, parameters, but also engage a significant proportion of both civilian 

populations; involve the struggle of two distinct national identities over the same 

portion of land; and are rooted in long-standing perceptions of distrust, hostility and 

fear.  

 

The end of the Cold War caused the dismantling of the intellectual framework that 

had been relied upon by academics to understand violent conflict, and a consequential 

search for new ways in which to study it.17 Since contemporary PSCs have markedly 

different characteristics from the traditional model of interstate conflict, it became 

unfeasible to assess the reasons for their perpetuation by looking through the same 

lenses with which interstate conflict had traditionally been viewed, and unrealistic for 

it to be regarded solely in terms of structures and policies.18 At the same time, the 

corresponding increase in PSCs in the post-Cold War period attracted global attention 

from governments and international organisations that focused their concern on the 

role of and responsibility for intervention.19 It was becoming increasingly clear to 
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researchers and practitioners that as the Cold War system disintegrated and the 

nation-state could not longer be relied upon to provide the prism through which all 

armed conflict could be viewed, new approaches were necessary for the 

understanding and rechannelling of violent conflict. International focus in the 1990s, 

consequently, began to shift from searching for ways to manage or end violent 

conflict to finding ways in which such conflict could be unravelled, analysed and 

understood. Researchers and practitioners viewed the shift in focus as the key to both 

preventing and ending violent conflict, the consequences of which were ravaging 

communities around the world.  

 

Shifts in Global Responses to Conflict – from Conflict Management to Conflict 

Resolution 

During the Cold War period, international political involvement in interstate conflicts 

focused on conflict management, the priorities being to avoid an escalation of 

violence and attempt to maintain the political status quo. A growing sense of 

collective obligation towards war-torn societies on the part of the international 

community,20 as well as the failure of many peace agreements of the 1990s to 

positively affect human lives, opened the opportunity for conflict resolution practices 

– until then used primarily in the United States to deal with domestic and corporate 

disputes21 – to be applied to the international arena. Conflict resolution approaches to 

disputes between parties evolved from the understanding that conflicts stem from 

differences in attitudes, perceptions, values, communication styles, needs and goals 

between members of opposing groups. Promoting successful resolution between 

conflicting individuals, the discourse argued, relied on understanding and dealing 

productively with the differences that lie between them.22 Rather than demanding that 

warring parties negotiate and strategise, it was necessary for parties to be guided on 

what they should discuss, how they might reach agreements, how those agreements 
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might operate in reality, and how to ensure the sustainability of settlements to avoid 

the repetition of bitter war experiences.23  

 

Drawing on the traumatic political events of the 20th century, the field of peace 

research grew from a desire to understand the causes of war through systematic 

analyses of historical wartime experiences.24 Evolving from the philosophy 

developed by pioneering researcher Johan Galtung in the 1970s, peace research 

emphasised the search for “peace with peaceful means”,25 eschewing violence as a 

strategy and transcending the conflict management approach that defined Cold War 

diplomacy.26 Conflict resolution techniques began to be applied to global armed 

conflict as part of the peace research agenda and its attempts to uncover the core 

issues of conflict, and as an alternative approach to conflict management.27 While 

conflict management merely assisted in reducing the dangers of crisis and did not 

necessarily result in peace efforts, conflict resolution in its application in global 

politics attempted to solve incompatibilities as well as end fighting between parties.28 

 

Positive and negative peace 

One of Galtung’s major contributions to the field of peace research was his 

distinction between positive and negative peace.29 Negative peace refers to a state in 

which violent conflict is absent and efforts are made to avoid a relapse.30 In negative 

peace, armed conflict has ceased, but the dynamics that retain feelings of hostility 

between groups have not. Positive peace, on the other hand, focuses on building 

peace, establishing harmonious structures and creating dynamics that will help work 

towards that goal.31 Distinguishing between direct violence, in which an actor 
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commits violence, and structural violence, where there is no such actor,32 Galtung’s 

idea was to replace a culture of violence with positive peace – explicitly, to strive for 

cooperation and integration between groups of people33 who would create conditions 

encouraging the reconciliation, reconstruction and recovery of society,34 rather than 

merely remove or avoid a relapse into violence.35 According to John W. Burton, 

conflict resolution relies on analytical and problem-solving processes and aims not 

only at conflict prevention, but also conflict provention – promoting conditions that 

create cooperative relationships.36 The implication is that dealing with violent conflict 

through the application of conflict resolution practices will promote the growth of 

effective relationships between individuals and increase the chances of nurturing an 

environment of positive peace.37 

 

Top-down Peacemaking and Track One Diplomacy 

While conflict resolution challenged traditional approaches to the neutralisation of 

conflict, a considerable proportion of its implementation so far has been exclusively 

concerned with “top down” peacemaking, in which the upper echelons of 

governments sign treaties and agreements. This is reflected in the diplomacy of the 

post Cold War period, which was host to more government-centred peace agreements 

than any other era since the 1940s. Wallensteen, who defines conflict resolution as a 

situation in which conflicting parties agree to solve their central incompatibilities, 
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accept each other’s continued existence as parties and cease all violent action against 

each other, regards it as something that “necessarily comes after the cessation of 

conflict”.38 Conflict resolution techniques are designed for implementation within the 

bureaucratic and diplomatic echelons of society when the warring parties have 

already put down their weapons. The conflict resolution approach that emerged from 

the field of peace research, therefore, has been traditionally defined in terms of its 

application to post-conflict situations and the implementation of subsequent peace 

agreements that are required for a continued and sustained end to violence. 

Reconciliation, a crucial part of the conflict resolution process, has also been 

identified as part of the post-conflict environment, while mediation and negotiation, 

often involving shuttle diplomacy and secret talks, are generally regarded as 

necessary for the cessation of conflict.  

 

Conflict resolution approaches applied at this level usually involve government-

appointed state actors who contribute directly to official negotiating processes and 

shifts in policy. This form of political mediation, labelled track one diplomacy,39 

often engages third-party actors who assist in bridging the gap between adversaries. 

Examples of track one diplomacy can be found in the shuttle diplomacy and 

mediation efforts by former US president Jimmy Carter between Israel and Egypt in 

the 1970s, and between Israel and Jordan, with the principal involvement of US 

secretary of state George P. Shultz, in the 1980s.40 In the shuttle diplomacy that 

characterised the Dayton Accords in 1995, US negotiator Richard Holbrooke 

participated in track one diplomatic measures that ended the fighting in Bosnia, but 

he was criticised for not dealing with the fundamental causes of the conflict itself.41 

The track one diplomatic approach to conflict deals almost exclusively with existing 
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political hierarchies – a top-down attempt at peacemaking which is intended to 

“trickle down” to other levels of society.42 

 

Criticisms of conflict resolution approaches 

Despite considerable intellectual growth in the field of conflict resolution and its 

recognition of the need to identify and eradicate the causes of conflict, it has been 

criticised as a practice in the context of conflict theory from a number of perspectives. 

Diana Francis argues that conflict resolution, in ignoring “the demands of justice and 

the realities of power,” assumes that people in conflict can be persuaded to see that 

they are mutually dependent, regardless of their relative power. However,  

 
as the history of South Africa would suggest, those whose power is overwhelming, 

and whose comfort is in no way disturbed by the misery they cause to others, have 

no awareness of their dependency on them and no interest in talking about change. In 

order for them to be willing to give up their dominating position, and to enter into a 

dialogue of interdependent equals, there needs to be a shift in the ‘balance of power’. 

 

In his analysis of the transformation of Israeli perceptions of Palestinians during the 

Oslo process, Amal Jamal argues that transformation of conflict requires the “ruler” 

to accept the identity of the ruled as well as their right to autonomy,43 something that 

demands the ruler also relinquish a certain degree of psychological control. Although 

it is possible for the balance of power to be addressed through dialogue between two 

unequal parties, Francis argues, it is unlikely that the stronger party will be inclined to 

engage in or make agreements under such circumstances. Similarly, she argues, 

attempts to deny the external power structure by imposing a false sense of equality 

too far removed from reality will only limit any understandings reached in 

negotiation processes.44 These criticisms are particularly relevant to the application of 
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conflict resolution through track one diplomacy, in which official actors are often 

sequestered away from the realities of violence on the ground. 

 

Applying negotiation and conflict resolution processes purely through track one 

diplomacy has also been criticised by practitioners whose peace efforts on the ground 

have yielded different results to those proposed in theory. Olga Botcharova, who 

asserts that more than 50 per cent of international initiatives and negotiations on 

peace fail, argues that the inherent weakness in attempts to instil peace at the official 

level is that such measures are “rational responses to irrational phenomena”. 

Contemporary conflicts are not rational, she asserts, and official or military solutions 

are inadequate for handling them.45 The US-implemented Road Map for Peace 

between Israel and the Palestinian National Authority is an excellent example of 

negotiations that failed to address key social issues, thus preventing a sustained end to 

fighting. Critical of the international community’s failure to intervene successfully in 

domestic conflicts, Botcharova has little faith in track one diplomacy as the sole 

approach to peacemaking: 

 
Even though one may realize that partnership in a solution (the idea vigorously 

promoted by outsiders and often perceived as insulting by deeply victimized groups 

and individuals) is the only way to stop further tragedies, one may still not be able to 

disconnect from one’s emotions and to betray those principles and values 

fundamental to life itself. People forced by their leaders to fight with each other only 

yesterday cannot readily shake hands today just because their leaders finally draw 

lines on maps and put their signatures on important papers prepared in America, 

Paris, or Geneva. Alas! Only a paper peace can be reached on paper.46 

 

Although conflict resolution practices implemented at the top level ostensibly 

consider the deeper, intractable causes of tension in an attempt to prevent the 

rekindling of violence, applying and responding to this new knowledge purely at the 

political level cannot help but have short-term results in contemporary PSCs. In his 

exploration of the relationship between conflict resolution and ethnicity, Mohammed 

Rabie found that international conflict resolution models have failed to take into 
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account the relevance of ethnonational and religious conflicts,47 which dominate the 

landscape of contemporary armed conflict, since they do not deal with the needs of 

the populations most affected. Drawing on the knowledge gained from peace and 

conflict studies, academics in the field of conflict analysis have begun to take into 

account human ontological needs that cannot be subjected to authoritative control48 in 

their consideration of the theory of behaviour, especially as it relates to war and 

society. According to Burton, the resulting “paradigm shift” in political philosophy 

challenges the traditional notion that humans can be socialised into institutional 

requirements; it is necessary for us to move “from institutions to persons as the units 

of analysis”.49 Analysing conflict as a function of humanity as well as of 

governmental dynamics, together with an enhanced understanding of the role of 

grass-roots society in PSC situations, inevitably led to a shift in focus from the 

nation-state to the individual in cultures of war.  

 

Needs Theory 

In 1954, the American psychologist Abraham Maslow developed his now-famous 

Hierarchy of Needs Theory in his study entitled Motivation and Personality. Human 

beings, Maslow posited, possessed a set of instinctual needs, some of which were 

more powerful than others, and all of which were hierarchically arranged in terms of 

potency.50 In the early 1990s, Burton adapted Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs from the 

emotional/physiological context to the framework of conflict studies. He argued that 

the most frequent and serious causes of violent conflict are unmet human needs which 

must be satisfied for there to be any hope of permanent resolution.51 One of the 

primary reasons for the shift in the nature of many contemporary conflicts, as 

discussed earlier in this chapter, is that their root causes have changed. Historically, 

most armed conflicts evolved from competition between nation-states over scarce 

resources such as water and land. PSCs, however, are likely to be fought over the 

protection of societal values or cultures and the underlying deprivation of physical 
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human needs like food, shelter and medical attention, as well as psychosocial ones 

such as security, identity and justice.52 Rabie makes the distinction between “value-

related” and “interest-related” conflicts: while interest-related conflicts reflect 

disputes over borders between states and are easier to define and manage, value-

related conflicts are caused by incompatible beliefs; unfulfilled expectations; deeply-

held or irrelevant historical memories; and a “loss of direction in a troubled world”.53  

 

Furthermore, conflicts that begin as interest-related disputes over land and territory 

can evolve – or rather, devolve – into value-related conflicts as cycles of aggression 

and revenge lock into place, trust is betrayed and optimism abandoned. Where value-

related and interest-related conflicts exist together, it is sometimes difficult to identify 

which condition developed first; these situations have come to be labelled as 

protracted social conflicts.54 The Northern Irish and the Israeli-Palestinian conflicts 

are examples of the blurred boundaries between values and interests: both began as 

disputes over territory, but eventually grew to encompass a discourse of distrust, 

animosity and constructed mythology about the nature of the opposing group that 

became as fundamental to the conflict as the struggle over land. 

 

When human needs are ignored or denied, the very essence of humanity is 

challenged, as Galtung illustrates: 
 

Human beings have needs; if these needs are not satisfied or met, they are no longer 

human beings, meaning for the more material/somatic needs they are no longer 

beings (with life), and for the more non-material/spiritual needs they are no longer 

human.55 

 

Any conflict management or resolution approach will ultimately fail, therefore, if it 

does not “directly and fully” address those needs.56 Importantly, needs theory argues 

that warring parties with unmet needs are less likely to have them met through armed 
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conflict than “through a search for ways of meeting the needs of all those involved”, 

since the opposing groups must cooperate to find a solution that satisfies both their 

interests. If they are able to understand and respect one another, their attempts at 

cooperation are more likely to succeed. Viewing PSC through the needs theory prism 

shows the futility of looking to top-end diplomacy as the sole means of achieving 

positive peace, even if it does incorporate aspects of the conflict resolution 

philosophy. Since civilians have agency in PSC, no amount of applied sensitivity at 

the top level will make up for ignoring deeply entrenched psychosocial issues at the 

grass-roots level. Consideration of needs theory in the study of conflict, however, 

offers  

 
a way for people to connect with each other at a level of common human experience. 

In a world where demagogues have exploited and defiled the name of justice to 

generate episodes of violence in which any vestiges of justice, respect or care have 

been destroyed, the non-judgemental, compassionate language of needs has the 

power to cut through the rhetoric of blame and enmity, introducing in its place a 

recognition of mutual vulnerability and shared humanity.57 

 

If parties are able to recognise their own needs, Francis argues, they are likely to 

realise the futility of trying to achieve them through armed conflict or stubborn 

attachments to specific bargaining positions.58 Sustaining peace, therefore, requires a 

large-scale and meaningful change of mindset, in order for people to participate in 

challenges to cultures that perpetuate corruption, violence and hatred.59 As Fetherston 

argues, traditional methods of ending conflict have normally reflected compromises 

between parties, reinforced the strength of the already-powerful and had a negligible 

impact on the discontent of the marginalised and powerless.60 Burton asserts that the 

majority of the global society’s conflicts are internal ones that have “spilled over” 

into the international system, and that there are both domestic and international 

situations which cannot be subject to authoritative or coercive settlements.61 In his 
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1989 article on supplementary diplomacy, Jay Rothman argued that the failure of 

traditional international conflict negotiation to bring about conflict resolution has 

been largely due to an exclusive focus on interests rather than on the non-fulfilment 

of human needs. In contrast with the central recommendation of Fisher and Ury’s 

seminal work on domestic conflict resolution Getting to Yes, which advocates 

separating people from the problem, Rothman supports giving “due consideration to 

people and their relationships – they often are the problem.”62 In his analysis of the 

relationship between war and the individual, the psychoanalyst Bryant Wedge argues 

that using violence or the threat of violence to enforce authority at any level is likely 

to produce violence at all levels.63 If we continue to prepare people for war, 

Fetherston says, “it is far more likely that is what we will get”.64 

 

At the heart of these arguments is the premise that PSCs are to a considerable degree 

a function of humanity’s psychosocial needs and weaknesses, and are, consequently, 

somewhat immune to any long-term positive effects of top-down diplomacy whose 

goal is merely the cessation of violence. The emerging ontology, therefore, is 

increasingly shifting away from attempts to find short-term solutions to conflict, and 

towards a more sustainable approach that considers the psychosocial elements of 

humanity and society. This philosophy provides the foundation of needs theory, and 

has made substantial contributions to the manner in which PSC is understood and 

analysed.  

 

Conflict Transformation 

The weaknesses in the conflict resolution approach in the context of human relations, 

the identification of ethnicity, religion and culture as playing paramount roles in PSC, 

and the increased attention to needs theory have prompted calls by practitioners and 

researchers to encourage profound spiritual and ideological shifts in the attitudes of 

those most affected by conflict. This shift in focus has assisted in the development of 

conflict transformation as a philosophy for building cultures of peace in conflict 
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societies. Opposed to the view that only force can bring about order and stability,65 

conflict transformation  

 
represents a comprehensive set of lenses for describing how conflict emerges from, 

evolves within, and brings about changes in the personal, relational, structural, and 

cultural dimensions, and for developing creative responses that promote peaceful 

change within those dimensions through nonviolent mechanisms.66 

 

The political philosophy of conflict transformation was strongly influenced by the 

work of John Paul Lederach, whose approach to peace and conflict intervention in 

war-affected countries was strongly influenced by the Mennonite doctrine of non-

violence, non-resistance and pacifism. The Mennonites, a denomination of the 

Christian Anabaptists with a contemporary base in the Eastern United States, promote 

the parts of the Bible that focus on the oppressed and vulnerable, and view peace 

work as an offering to God who is ultimately responsible for its effectiveness.67 

Favouring a horizontal as well as a vertical approach to conflict across society,68 the 

Mennonites take a holistic attitude towards the human condition in terms of 

forgiveness and reconciliation and have been responsible for various Christian-

oriented outreach efforts in war-torn societies including Nicaragua, South Africa, 

Liberia and Northern Ireland.69 Lederach’s philosophy rests on the premise that a 

conflict must be transformed and will eventually disappear if the needs and interests 

of the parties involved are acknowledged and valued, and effort is made towards a 

restructuring of relationships to increase equality and justice.70 The path to conflict 

transformation, Lederach observes, 
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has been a journey toward an understanding that the work of conflict transformation 

and reconciliation involves both the termination of something undesired – violent 

conflict – and the building of something desired. It is about change and 

construction.71 

 

In keeping with the idea that some conflicts involve causes or reasons more 

fundamental than those expressed at the dispute level, achieving Galtung’s “positive 

peace” requires a corresponding fundamental change in the way conflict is 

approached and managed, and a transformation of conflict structures and settings.72 In 

PSC situations where severe violence has been experienced, it is necessary to process 

the “resentments, hatreds and traumas of the past” amongst individuals as well as at 

the group and national level to avoid the re-eruption of a new cycle of violence at 

some point in the future.73 PSC societies can even be disadvantaged by approaches to 

peacemaking that emphasise too strongly the role of the state and political actors, 

since the experience of modern conflict has created the need for an augmentation of 

relationships among groups in society and not just among elite leaders.74 A lasting 

peace requires consistent maintenance of solid working relationships and structures at 

all levels and in all spheres of society.75 The conflict transformation approach shifts 

focus from the elite to grass-roots members of society in order to engage those most 

affected by violence, and to change the structures and frameworks that cause 

inequality and injustice to improve attitudes and relationships.76 It provides the 

intellectual and emotional space in which the very root causes of conflict can be 

addressed, and through which a profound change in how that conflict is experienced, 

remembered and perceived can be elicited. Importantly, it shifts the traditional 

prescribed role of civilians in conflict from powerless bystanders or victims to 

dynamic actors in attempts to contribute to a positive peace. As such, conflict 
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transformation is most commonly used as a general term that encompasses the broad 

range of activities used to reshape conflicts.77 

 

Peacebuilding 

If conflict itself is transformed, rather than simply managed or resolved, it becomes 

possible for peace to be built, rather than simply made or kept. Peacebuilding, a term 

first used by Galtung in the 1970s and incorporated into “official contemporary 

practitioner discourse” by former UN Secretary-General Boutros Boutros-Ghali in 

1995,78 incorporates the “mesh of activities” necessary for a process of recovery from 

tension and violence.79 While Galtung’s philosophy was that peace could be built by 

addressing the root causes of poverty, political repression and uneven resource 

distribution, Boutros-Ghali’s approach to peacebuilding was specific to post-conflict 

societies in which the priority was to prevent a recurrence of violence80 through 

military as well as non-military channels. Both, however, focus on the needs of 

humanity and their prior neglect or abuse rather than on statist diplomacy that 

implements peace processes from the outside. Galtung’s and Boutros-Ghali’s 

definitions of peacebuilding differ primarily through their understanding of which 

elements of society should be emphasised in the process. The distinctions are made 

clear in W. Andy Knight’s exploration of current peacebuilding research trends, in 

which he identifies three distinct approaches to peacebuilding currently operating 

within the field: first, that violent conflicts are political and therefore require political 

solutions; second, that underlying socioeconomic problems trigger most civil 

conflicts; and third, that societal breakdown is primarily caused by the overabundance 

and supply of weapons. These three approaches, Knight suggests, are not mutually 

exclusive positions on peacebuilding but have often been combined by researchers as 

a “comprehensive strategy”, an approach that will contribute to its overall success.  

 

Importantly, it is necessary to achieve an effective balance between military and 

civilian activities in the peacebuilding process, even though the interaction of the two 
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causes major tension in the field because of their differing value systems and 

operation methods. Knight’s research suggests that the current literature advocates a 

strong correlation of peacebuilding activities between all levels of society, an 

approach supported and advocated by the United Nations and its peacekeeping and 

peacemaking initiatives in war-torn and post-conflict societies: Rwanda, Somalia and 

the former Yugoslavia were amongst the first regions of political and social 

deterioration that convinced scholars to place peacebuilding within the broader sphere 

of human security governance.81 

 

Building peace “from the ground up”, however, requires both a constructed vision 

and a design to guide it – both of which, Lederach argues, must be sourced from the 

tools and materials that emerge from the realities and relationships of everyday life. 

While Lederach supports the interaction of official and non-official approaches to 

peacebuilding, the focus of his work has been on the grass roots of society, where he 

found a strong need for the conceptualisation of a shared future and a design for 

transformation.82 Peacebuilding in this sense refers to the long-term construction of 

relationships amongst everyday people, in addition to negotiations between political 

leaders.83 Since PSC deeply affects the lives and experiences of the civilians who 

experience it, and conflict transformation consequently focuses on the shift in 

perception of conflict, its causes and solutions, the role of grass-roots society in 

peacebuilding is crucial to the process of conceptualising and augmenting the nature 

of conflict in deeply divided societies.  

 

Track Two Diplomacy 

The increasing awareness of the implications of needs theory, the evolving discourse 

of conflict transformation, and the prominent role prescribed to civilians by PSC has 

led to a broadening of academic interest in the role of track two diplomacy in 

resolving conflict. Official negotiation processes through track one diplomacy, Diana 

V. Chigas argues, are limited in their ability to develop creative solutions to conflict 

because of their character and structure, which restrict flexibility and do nothing to 
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deconstruct barriers of mistrust and suspicion that make negotiations difficult.84 In 

response to these perceived limitations of track one diplomacy, particularly in 

reaction to the security situation in the Middle East in the mid-1990s, various types of 

track two diplomacy began to emerge in the international arena of political 

negotiation that examined alternate ways to foster regional security dialogue with the 

participation of those not directly or immediately connected to top-level decision-

making processes. Rooted also in the experiences of US-Soviet military contacts in 

the Cold War context, track two diplomacy traditionally brought elite society 

members from opposing groups together in multilateral settings to engage in 

confidence-building measures (CBMs) that strengthened dialogue-based ties between 

them.85 Threats and security concerns were a primary focus of CBMs, while trade, 

cultural exchanges, arms control agreements, cooperation in space, and attention to a 

geographically neutral region of mutual national interest, were promoted as ways to 

build confidence between members of adversary groups.86 

 

As its application in various political settings has broadened, it has become difficult 

to provide an authoritative definition of track two diplomacy. It is distinguishable 

from the track one approach described earlier because it is not a function of official, 

government-led negotiation processes and does not necessarily lead to major policy 

changes at the top level,87 but it has been defined ambiguously throughout the body 

of conflict resolution literature and applied multifariously in situations on the ground. 

The various definitions are generally unified in their focus on non-official participants 

as the main channels of interaction and dialogue, but divergent in their description of 

exactly which individuals or institutions are non-official, and the style of interaction 

that take place. In her exploration of track two diplomacy and Middle East regional 

security, for example, Dalia Dassa Kaye broadly describes the former as “interactions 

among individuals or groups that take place outside an official negotiation process,” 

encompassing all diplomatic activities that occur outside official government 
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channels.88 Bertram D. Cohen suggests participants in track two diplomacy are 

“interested members of one or the other nation, but not official representatives of 

either government” who are encouraged to discuss their own experiences of 

entrenched intergroup disputes.89  

 

Joseph Montville coined the phrase in 1981 during his work as a US diplomat, and 

originally used it in reference to unofficial interaction between members of 

adversarial groups or nations to develop strategies, influence public opinion, and 

organise human and material resources in ways that might help resolve their 

conflict.90 His later approach was to engage participants with the help of a third-party 

mediator who, like a therapist, involved and confirmed the positions of group 

representatives who found it difficult to extend a hand to their enemies.91 Third-party 

mediation allows the examination of old, entrenched intergroup disputes92 that affect 

the participants and their experience of the conflict between them. The common goals 

of all approaches to track two diplomacy, therefore, are to provide 

 
a low-key, non-judgemental, safe environment and process in which participants feel 

freer to share perceptions, fears and needs, and to invent options without 

commitment, free of the constraints of governmental positions. The facilitated 

process encourages the development of mutual understanding of differing 

perceptions, creation of new ideas and strong problem-solving relationships.93 
 

While it is not a substitute for track one diplomacy (nor is it intended to be), 

Montville argues that track two diplomacy is designed to help leaders by 
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compensating for the constraints they face as an inevitable result of needing to be 

strong in front of the enemy. Track two diplomacy searches for political formulas or 

situations that could satisfy the basic security needs of parties in a dispute, and 

importantly, looks to promote an environment through public education that will 

make it safer for political leaders to take risks for peace.94  

 

This aspect of Montville’s approach to track two diplomacy has great relevance for 

the field of grass-roots conflict transformation. As the agency of grass-roots society 

in conflict situations has augmented, approaches to track two diplomacy have 

broadened to increase its involvement. In her experience with implementing track two 

diplomatic initiatives in the Yugoslavian, Cypriot, Israeli-Palestinian and Crimean 

conflicts, Botcharova found that official diplomacy has “failed to consider social-

psychological and spiritual approaches to peacebuilding” and that track two 

diplomacy has emerged to fill the void. Drawing heavily on Montville, her focus has 

been on grass roots society members – the non-elite, non-governmental civilians 

whose proximity to and everyday role in PSC serves as the very material with which 

to elicit a permanent shift towards positive peace through the conflict transformation 

process. A positive or “sustainable” peace, she argues, cannot be achieved by 

regarding grass roots society as passive recipients, rather than active resources, in 

peacebuilding.95 International forces can be called upon to instigate ceasefires and 

peace treaties at the bureaucratic and political levels, and these upper echelons can 

even reach a “paper peace”96 themselves, but without positive contributions from and 

the fundamental inclusion of the people for whom peace is being sought (and whose 

needs are being deprived), a lasting, sustainable peace remains a dream and the mere 

delay of further conflict the more likely reality.  

 

Although elite members of society and non-official government representatives have 

the potential to make considerable contributions to track two diplomacy, it is also 

vitally necessary to involve those who have experienced the rawest effects of war. If 
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consideration of the root causes of war is imperative for the instigation of a true 

positive peace, and if civilians themselves have become agents in PSC, then the 

argument for including those civilians in the process of conflict transformation 

through the implementation of track two diplomacy gains significant strength in the 

conflict resolution discourse.   

 

The Role of Culture in Peacebuilding Processes 

Conciliation is about transformation that originates inside people, contexts and 

cultures, rather than a preconceived and externally transferred notion of change.97 

Lederach has argued that conflicts should be approached through the cultural 

frameworks of disputants, and understood as social and cultural constructions whose 

meanings can be transformed as people change their perceptions of what is at stake.98 

If conflict is a social construction, it is capable of positive change, which can lead to 

mutually beneficial outcomes and a corresponding “moral growth”.99 Group 

participants seek their own understanding of the conflict rather than turning to the 

mediator for guidance; this is referred to as an “elicitive” rather than prescriptive 

approach. Using this model of interaction, Lederach’s method is designed to 

empower participants who can then develop conflict resolution models specific to 

their own cultural contexts. Unlike William Zartman, who posited in 1993 that 

culture was as relevant to negotiations as what the negotiators ate for breakfast,100 

Lederach argues that culture is a critical resource that can be harnessed to allow the 

sharing of proverbs and storytelling, and the eventual comprehension of how conflict 

is framed by each side.101  

 

Of particular importance to this discussion is Montville’s identification of ethnic and 

religious conflicts as the most resistant to traditional techniques of diplomacy, 
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political mediation and negotiation.102 Not only are they most resistant to traditional 

conflict resolution, they are also the most common form of PSCs. Mohammed Abu-

Nimer, who has actively researched track two diplomatic encounters between Arabs 

and Jews in Israel, argues that religious values and norms in particular are central to 

the cultural identity of many people involved in the dynamics of conflict.103 Since 

they are powerfully divisive elements of society, they also have great potential to be 

rechannelled towards positive ends. 
 

While cultural and religious disparities between groups have the potential to be 

harnessed for creative and positive ends through conflict resolution practices, they 

have also been identified as key restrictions in the quest to implement a universally 

valid set of conflict resolution techniques. “Intercultural” conflicts need to be 

assessed with the assumption that those involved will not share “crucial 

understandings” of root causes of conflict or locally acceptable ways of solving it.104 

Consequently, the desire to relegate cultural differences to the background of disputes 

in the hope of highlighting similarities rather than differences between groups can 

create “serious conceptual and methodological difficulties” that encourage the 

participant to mould to the confines of the conflict resolution structure, even at the 

risk of ignoring or suppressing his or her most meaningful experiences.105  

 

As chapters 3 and 4 demonstrate, opposing groups have a tendency to develop self-

perceptions as superior to or victims of the Other, which in turn exacerbates social 

distancing, stereotyping and conflict. Conflict is therefore a primary consequence of 

group diversity and cultural differences, and both should be taken into consideration 

in the peacebuilding process.106 To exclude culture, or to marginalise its importance, 

is to omit some of the most potent and useful psychological material available in the 

conflict transformation experience. With this realisation in mind, practitioners and 
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researchers in the field of peace and conflict studies began to focus on creating 

situations that would allow cross-cultural exposure between members of adversarial 

groups.  

 

The Contact Hypothesis 

Approaching conflict by bringing together members of different cultures over a 

concentrated period of time107 is referred to as the contact hypothesis, a term coined 

by Gordon Allport in The Nature of Prejudice (1954). Allport asserted that prejudice 

could be reduced by exposing groups to one another, but certain conditions were 

required: the involvement of groups of equal status; long-term interaction between 

participants; interdependence in carrying out a common task; and further potential for 

friendship development.108 Chances of success were considerably enhanced if 

institutionalised support was available, and if members of the opposing groups could 

begin to see their common interests and humanity.109 The contact hypothesis 

supposes that interpersonal contact between members of conflicting groups will 

reduce tension and hatred, and that once people can get in touch with their common 

humanity across group lines, “interpersonal harmony” will triumph110 over 

preexisting, conflict-based resentment.  

 

The contact hypothesis is criticised in two major ways.111 The first pertains to what 

Arie Nadler calls “generalisability”: even if the effects of interpersonal meetings are 

positive, a singular affirming experience with a member of the opposing group will 

not necessarily result in improved feelings towards the other side in general. Instead, 

a process of  “subtyping” can occur: prejudiced individuals create a distinct sub-

category for the person with whom they had a positive experience, treating that 
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person as the exception to what they believe is the group’s rule.112 A Jewish 

participant in contact between Arabs and Jews, for instance, may subcategorise with 

the following conclusion: “Sa’ad is very nice, but he is a special Arab. Most Arabs 

are cruel and stupid.” This observation suggests that a reduction in stereotyping 

during contact between conflicting groups will be relevant only for the participants 

themselves: through subcategorisation, they merely isolate the behaviour of those 

with whom they have personal contact.  

 

Generalisability issues arise with relation to time as well as context: a study on the 

integration of white suburban neighbourhoods in the United States suggested that the 

positive effects of intergroup contact wear off after approximately one year,113 while 

Thomas Pettigrew argues that only repeated, long-term treatments of intergroup 

contact accumulate positive results. This is illustrated by Muzafer Sherif’s 1966 

“Robber’s Cave” study in which boys attending a summer camp divided themselves 

into opposing groups after hostile feelings were introduced by the researchers. Once 

the boys were given a project that necessitated intergroup cooperation, they were able 

to overcome the negativity that had developed. Pettigrew asserts that the major 

findings of this now-famous study would not have eventuated outside of a 

longitudinal framework, which points to the potential for extended intergroup contact 

to elicit “striking” results.114 

 

The second weakness of contact hypothesis is the inherent risk that short-lived, 

culture-oriented encounters will actually serve to reinforce firmly established 

stereotypes and can be more damaging than no encounter at all. Herbert Kelman 

argues that the absence of the prescribed conditions is more likely to increase rather 

than decrease stereotypes, distrust and hostility,115 which David K. Shipler discovered 

during a contact encounter between Arabs and Jews in Israel:  
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If you want to know that Jews are domineering, you will learn in a day that Jews are 

domineering. If you want to know that Arabs are passive, you will learn that Arabs 

are passive. An Arab girl remarked after one acrimonious session, “I always knew I 

hated Jews, but I didn’t know why. Now I know why.”116 

 

Sara Helman refers to this as essentialisation, a phenomenon that becomes especially 

visible in encounters where there is a discernible power imbalance between the 

groups. Structural inequality and domination is reproduced rather than dissolved by 

situating people in roles that naturalise and reify difference, with the result that 

variations between the culture and identity of groups transform into 

“incommensurable and irreconcilable units” that further legitimise differences in 

power and structural inequality.117 The contact hypothesis suggests contributions can 

be made to conflict situations through the exposure of groups to one another, but it 

also makes clear that in circumstances that do not adequately meet Allport’s 

conditions for success, the effects can be short lived, superficial, and even negative, 

with little profundity of effect on interethnic conflict and asymmetric power 

relations.118 The geopolitical reality of most PSCs means it is extremely difficult for 

the conditions set out by Allport to be met on the ground. As a result, programs that 

rely purely on the contact hypothesis in conflict societies are often problematic and 

frequently have limited success in permanently decreasing intergroup prejudice.  

 

Although the various conflict resolution models were also criticised for a separate set 

of shortcomings in their approach to intergroup conflict, they circumvent the 

problems of the contact hypothesis because they can address intergroup conflicts on 

the individual as well as collective levels. According to Kelman, conflict resolution 

requires changes in attitudes and images on the individual level, which act as a 

vehicle for and an accompaniment of change in official policy and social action. 

Kelman’s model of conflict resolution allows psychological barriers to be addressed 
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as fundamental aspects of protracted conflict: rather than treating issues as functions 

of misunderstanding and misperception, the model recognises that psychological 

factors are intricately entwined with political factors. This encourages the overcoming 

of psychological prejudices in the hope that it may help to create options and new 

possibilities for negotiations. If conflict resolution techniques are applied according 

to the conditions set out by Burton and Kelman, systematic and structural changes 

can occur, because the direct or indirect goals are to reeducate the parties involved in 

the conflict.119 

 

Implementation of Conflict Transformation through Track Two Diplomacy –  

Dialogue Encounter Groups 

Two main ideas, therefore, emerged from the contact hypothesis and conflict 

resolution discourses. First, contact itself has the potential to decrease intergroup 

prejudice in ideal settings, but success is restricted by the realities of conflict 

societies. Second, human emotions need to be addressed at the grass-roots level of 

society, through processes that allow for mutual acknowledgement and reconciliation. 

Concurrently, practitioners and researchers became aware that parties engaged in 

conflict needed to approach their differences with constructive rather than destructive 

conflict resolution techniques120 that focus dialogue, third-party mediation and 

facilitation initiatives on grass-roots members of society, in order to elicit a shift 

toward positive peace. An increased focus on the human experience in war, 

Botcharova argues, drew attention to the need for “painful and dramatic inner 

changes” in war victims before they can begin the process of forgiveness. The 

circumstances of PSC societies that contribute to a dehumanisation of the enemy and 

an inability to see past negative stereotyping also ensure the protraction of such 

attitudes; proactive movements towards a positive peace require the hands-on 

involvement of the people at the heart of the conflict itself. The transformation of 

conflict, therefore, requires the scrutiny of issues that divide parties and colour their 

opinions and perceptions of one another, as well as the establishment of a culture of 

trust that opens paths towards understanding, acceptance, compromise, forgiveness 
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and, ultimately, reconciliation. The dialogue encounter model of conflict 

transformation consequently evolved from the fusing of conclusions drawn through 

experimentation with conflict resolution and the contact hypothesis. 

 

Conflict transformation processes on the ground thus began to engage grass-roots 

members of society in track two diplomatic approaches to peacebuilding through a 

variety of methods that emphasise these priorities. A common, powerful approach 

involves a series of facilitated workshops that target the transformation of human 

relations and promote socialisation121 through face-to-face dialogue encounters. 

Bringing together members of society from conflicting groups, these encounters, or 

workshops, are designed to create a safe space in which participants can learn to act 

openly and honestly with each other,122 deconstruct negative stereotypes, listen to 

each others’ stories, and address issues of victimhood, suffering, trauma and opposing 

historical narratives. With the help of a third-party mediator or facilitator, participants 

are able to connect with one another through a common “language of needs”, which, 

according to Diana Francis, has the ability to intersect the rhetoric of blame and 

hostility and replace it with recognition of mutual vulnerability and humanity.123 

Dialogue, the “engine of relationships”, aims to establish a working trust between two 

parties whose mutual suspicion and distrust has coloured their ability to reach out to 

one another.124 The role of the facilitator is to help develop a context in which the 

participants can appreciate and act upon the opportunities for empowerment of the 

Self and recognition of the Other that the conflict provides.125  

 

The 1990s and early 2000s saw a flourishing of initiatives that drew on the US-based 

intergroup and interpersonal relations approach of the 1960s and ’70s, and focused on 

dialogue encounter as a way of establishing positive and constructive contact between 

communities in conflict. These grass-roots programs frequently operated under the 
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auspices of US-based research institutions such as Vermont University’s School of 

International Training (SIT), or as part of larger research efforts by field specialists 

including Herbert Kelman, Louise Diamond, Diana Chigas and Joseph Montville, and 

explored the contribution dialogue could make to the wider peacebuilding process in 

various conflict societies around the world. By 2005, dialogue-based peacebuilding 

initiatives had been applied at the grass-roots level in some of the world’s most 

problematic protracted conflicts: between Greeks and Turks in Cyprus;126 in 

Guatemala and Colombia under the auspices of the United Nations Development 

Program;127 amongst blacks and whites in post-Apartheid South Africa;128 in Sudan 

and post-genocidal Rwanda;129 in the Balkans;130 and between Arabs and Jews in 

Israel/Palestine.131  

 

While the style and content of these workshops varies according to the dynamics 

between the participants, the goals of the organisation and the mediation techniques 

utilised by the facilitator, the ultimate objective is the creation of an environment in 

which language can be mobilised to develop tools that may eventually help break the 

cycle of aggression and revenge. The approach focuses on the articulation of 

underlying threats, fears, traumas, values and aspirations of the people engaged in 

protracted conflict;132 since their needs are being examined rather than their interests, 

their sense of victimhood must be acknowledged before they can look to their 

enemies or abusers as partners in search of a solution.133  

 

Montville argues that since PSCs are indelibly rooted in issues connected to ethnicity 

and identity, the human element of protracted social conflict suffers from three main 

components of victimhood: 
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[A] history of violent, traumatic aggression and loss; a conviction that the aggression 

was unjustified by any standard; and an often unuttered fear on the part of the victim 

group that the aggressor will strike again at some feasible time in the future.134 

 

Central to the belief systems of ethnic or religious groups with a history of violent 

conflict are dehumanised images of the other side that need eradication before true 

understanding can take place between groups. The context of dialogue encounters 

provides a safe space in which such images can be examined and challenged: 

 
Common beliefs  [among members of opposing groups] are that the enemy is 

deceitful, aggressive, heartless, often sexually licentious, with unclean personal 

habits, and incapable of change for the better. One way to define the goal of 

facilitated communication is to delegitimize stereotyped beliefs about the enemy by 

introducing new information which is cognitively dissonant, i.e., which challenges 

the negative stereotype… the big challenge is to delegitimize the negative 

stereotypes of the enemy in enough people so that a group or nation as a whole will 

discard old beliefs and values and undergo a transvaluation in an evolving collective 

belief system.135 

 

Donna Hicks argues that traumatic and threatening events in conflict result in the 

formation of a negative image of the Other, which becomes “frozen” into belief 

systems. While changes to these images do occur, it is usually in the absence of actual 

interaction, leading to the development of enemy images and other destructive 

psychological processes.136 In his analysis of conflict resolution and negotiations 

between Israelis and Palestinians, Herbert Kelman found these processes manifested 

in systematic efforts of both sides to delegitimise the Other: 

 
Extreme manifestations of such efforts are the equating of Zionism with racism on 

the one hand, and of Palestinian nationalism – as represented by the PLO – with 

terrorism on the other. The point here is not that the State of Israel is accused of 
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racist policies or that the PLO is accused of terrorist acts. The point is that Zionism is 

described as inherently racist and that the Palestinian movement as [sic] inherently 

terrorist.137 

 

Since racism and terrorism are universally condemned, Kelman argues,  

 
these extreme delegitimizing efforts carry a dangerously dehumanizing message. The 

epithets of racism or terrorism are intended to place the national groups at which 

they are directed outside the human family.138 

 

Not only does conflict define and dehumanise the other, it is also a central dynamic in 

the development and perception of identity. Donna Hicks asserts that threats to 

identity are one explanation for why groups in conflict are unable to reach a 

negotiated settlement. Acknowledging the identity of the other is often perceived as 

an act of self-destruction since coming to terms with the experiences or traumas of 

one’s adversary may necessitate a fundamental challenging of one’s own belief 

system, responsibilities and history. Kelman refers to this phenomenon as the zero-

sum view of oppositional groups in conflict: 

 
Each party perceives the very existence of the other – the other’s status as a nation – 

to be a threat to its own existence and status as a nation. Each holds the view that 

only one can be a nation: Either we are a nation or they are. They can acquire 

national identity only at the expense of our identity.139 

 

The zero-sum dynamic nurtures what Kelman refers to as the negative 

interdependence of two conflicting identities, which restricts the necessary 

development of a shared “transcendent identity” that would allow for effective 

cooperation, long-term peaceful coexistence, and ultimate reconciliation. Unless the 

two identities can come to view mutual recognition as a necessary step in the 

peacebuilding process, hostilities are likely to continue. A shared identity, Kelman 

argues, need not replace the particularities of the existing identities – which would be 
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met with great resistance – but can develop alongside them.140 Similarly, Valerie-

Barbara Rosoux describes the development of identity as something that evolves 

synonymously with the perception of how the Other views the Self; identities, she 

argues, cannot be separated from the concept of Otherness.137 Since the relationship, 

not the individual, is the unit of analysis in the development of one’s understanding 

of the Self and the world, the process of identity development requires social 

interaction.  

 

Hicks argues that an examination of the ways in which adversaries can begin a 

process of reconciliation through which they come to terms with their perceived 

existential threats, perhaps enabling them to coexist without fear of annihilation, is 

required;138 this is tackled systematically and meaningfully within the context of the 

dialogue encounter group. The attitude is supported by practitioners in the field: from 

implementing reconciliation projects in the former Yugoslavia, Botcharova found that 

skills training for problem solving was impossible until feelings of trauma were 

addressed and a process of healing from victimhood was achieved. The culture of 

forgiveness, she found, could not be imposed from the outside, but could be 

encouraged through a framework that encouraged the sharing of stories and the 

rebuilding of trust.139 Using these techniques, it is possible to tackle identity issues 

crucial to the development of Kelman’s transcendent identity. 

 

The culture of encounter groups relies foremost on two overarching goals, briefly 

described earlier: the acknowledgement of past suffering, and the joint reexamination 

of the historical narrative. Both are connected with forgiveness and justice, which are 

the key conditions of reconciliation:140 

 
[Establishing justice]  requires a “walk through history,” examining the wounds on 

all sides and recognizing mutual responsibilities (Montville, Arrow and the Olive 

                                                 
140 Kelman, "The Interdependence of Israeli and Palestinian National Identities," 586.  
137 Valerie-Barbara Rosoux, "National Identity in France and Germany: From Mutual Exclusion to 
Negotiation," International Negotiation 6 (2001): 176.  
138 Hicks, "The Role of Identity Reconstruction in Promoting Reconciliation," 129-31. 
139 Botcharova, "Implementation of Track Two Diplomacy," 280. 
140 Ibid., 291. 
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Branch). We cannot build a future if we remain afraid to know our past. Painful 

memories must be examined and a joint history written, free from the biases of 

national mythologies… Silence serves as a continuing suppression of fears. “Re-

writing” history opens the way to a cooperative approach, based on newly gained 

recognition and respect for each other’s suffering. Only then can negotiations on the 

practical issues of preserving restored relationships and changing the structures of 

the sociopolitical environment lead to true reconciliation.141 

 

Montville’s “walk through history” is designed to evoke the specific grievances and 

wounds of the groups or nations in conflict, which have not been acknowledged by 

the side responsible for inflicting them.142 A central theme of many PSCs, however, is 

the overriding sense of victimhood on both sides of the conflict, as is the case 

between Loyalists and Nationalists in Northern Ireland, and Jews and Arabs in 

Israel/Palestine. When both parties in a conflict perceive themselves as the only 

victims, the path towards reconciliation becomes more intricate, less straightforward 

and filled with challenges.  

Furthermore, in PSC situations where one side has a reasonably clear moral 

advantage over the other, it becomes difficult for the two sides to establish a 

relationship in which the value of each is equally acknowledged and respected. 

Governments often mythologise violent historical events in the shaping of a nation; as 

explained by Montville, these same nations have used traditional psychological 

devices of denial and avoidance to exempt themselves from the moral consequences 

of their behaviour. Revision and “cleaning up” of the published historical record of a 

conflicting intergroup or international relationship, Montville argues, has become 

widely accepted as an essential part of a reconciliation process.143  

 

Examining the historical narrative, however, is an exercise that highlights the gap 

between history and memory: while history attempts an objective representation of 

the past, memory is inherently connected to social representations within a group and 

refutes the commonly-held belief that the past is closed.144 Dialogue encounter groups 

                                                 
141 Ibid., 291-2. Partial quote from Montville, The Arrow and the Olive Branch.  
142 Montville, "The Healing Function in Political Conflict Resolution," 115. 
143 Ibid. 
144 Rosoux, "National Identity in France and Germany," 179.  
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assist in creating the conditions in which members of opposing groups may 

reexamine their separate memories of a shared past, in order to ascribe new meaning 

to the events that shaped their identities. 

 

Addressing the inadequacies of a sanitised history and the rifts between national 

memories inevitably raises parallel questions relating to suffering and victimhood. 

While dispensing with blame and an identity of victimhood are identified as central 

processes in the progression of encounter groups, the reality of most PSCs means that 

many victims are reticent to give up their anger, since they use it unconsciously as a 

defence against further betrayal.145 Accepting personal responsibility for suffering 

(for example, acknowledging the wrongdoings of one’s own government), 

furthermore, has profound implications for one’s self-identity. Psychological 

“disintegration” can occur when a threat to one’s integrity is perceived at either the 

psychological or physical levels.146  

 

Recognition of the psychosocial aspects of conflict has given the emergent practice of 

conflict transformation through dialogue encounter a distinctly interdisciplinary edge. 

Cathie Witty argues that approaches to conflict resolution and international relations 

are blended with reconciliation, social justice and healing within the framework of 

psychotherapy, encouraging emotional responses that might assist in eliciting 

transformative shifts in participants. While the international community rebuilds 

homes, infrastructures, and social and economic institutions, she argues, it makes 

negligible moral or financial commitment to rebuilding community relationships, 

which is vital if existing cultures of corruption, violence and hatred are to be 

confronted. Without the implementation of systemic family therapy approaches to 

conflict resolution as a way of healing interpersonal relationships, trauma and 

violence will continue and escalate.147  

 

                                                 
145 Montville, "The Healing Function in Political Conflict Resolution," 119. 
146 Donna Hicks et al., "Addressing Inter-Group Conflict by Integrating and Realigning Identity: An 
Arab-Israeli Workshop," in Group Process and Political Dynamics, ed. Mark Ettin (Madison: 
International Universities Press, 1996). Quoted in Hicks, "The Role of Identity Reconstruction in 
Promoting Reconciliation," 133. 
147 Witty, "Therapeutic Potential," 49-50.  
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Systemic therapeutic approaches, Witty argues, help people change from “those who 

react to each other to those who can relate to one another”. They add the ability to 

see “the pain of the whole person”, to the realm of conflict resolution approaches, 

something that conflict resolution techniques in themselves fail to do: 

 
[I]f the wounded, numb, repressed, and enraged are not included in community 

reconstruction, the inevitable outcome is more violence, hate, and revenge. To 

include them requires building healing into the reconstruction of violence 

communities everywhere.148 
 

Dialogue encounter groups, consequently, often present a profoundly challenging, 

emotive and confrontational experience for participants. It is precisely this sort of 

fundamental ontological shift, the discourse argues, that may encourage non-violent 

approaches to conflict situations at the grass roots level of society. This is not to say, 

however, that engaging grass-roots society in track two diplomatic attempts at 

conflict transformation and peacebuilding will necessarily lead to an end to conflict. 

While there is scope in the context of the encounter group to examine possible 

political solutions to conflict, rarely will these ever be heard at the executive or 

decision-making level of society. However, track two diplomatic measures that 

engage non-elite, non-official community members operate along the assumption that 

an improvement in cooperation between small groups in local settings can produce 

changes that overflow and encourage a shift in the larger conflict.149  

 

Additionally, dialogue encounter groups can be seen as “pre-negotiation” processes in 

which peaceful options are explored and a constituency for settlement is made 

possible. The latter of these is particularly important, because top-level negotiations 

require the solid support of the people for whom they are taking place. Track two 

diplomacy that involves the grass roots of society through dialogue encounter groups, 

therefore, reflects an evolution of the discourse of conflict resolution towards conflict 

transformation through the recognition of the importance of human rights and needs. 

Rather than attempting to resolve or even manage conflict at the micro level, dialogue 

                                                 
148 Ibid.: 50-51.  
149 Ross, "Creating the Conditions for Peacemaking," 1003.  
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encounter groups seek to transform its very nature by prompting paradigm shifts in 

the way their participants view the world.  

 

Conflict transformation in contemporary conflict societies 

In many conflict societies, attempts to establish communication between groups have 

become institutionalised, mainly through the active intervention of non-profit 

organisations whose most common approaches mirror those popular in the United 

States in the late 1960s and early 1970s.151 The value of track two diplomacy through 

dialogue encounters has been recognised – at least by non-state actors such as human 

rights-focused NGOs – in countries where PSC remains a serious impediment to top-

level peacemaking. In Cyprus, for example, “bi-communal” training and community 

building had exposed 500 people (by 1997) to training, dialogue and project activity 

that assisted in participants beginning to view themselves as catalysts for community 

change.152 In Israel, dialogue encounter groups form an integral part of government-

sponsored coexistence initiatives that aim to deflate tension between Jews and Arabs 

and raise more tolerant, democratic and culturally sensitive generations.153 In 2003 

the US-based Abraham Fund, in partnership with the Israeli government, published a 

detailed report on democracy and coexistence in Israel whose partial goal was the 

adaptation of some of these practices into the American education system. The report 

outlined the modus operandi of the different approaches taken by Israel’s 273 

coexistence programs. Some of these focus on dialogue encounters, with an emphasis 

on intense, short-term sessions in which participants address their similarities and 

differences, and others take “experiential” approaches that emphasise action rather 

than dialogue and highlight similarities through engagement in activities of mutual 

interest.154  

 

                                                 
151 Abu-Nimer, Dialogue, Conflict Resolution and Change, xvii-xviii. 
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154 Mitchell G. Bard. "Building Bridges: Lessons for America from Novel Israeli Approaches to 
Promote Coexistence". The Abraham Fund: 2003, Retrieved September 8 2003,  www.us-
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Multilateralism 

Dialogue encounter groups, however, are but one aspect of the multilateral, dialogue-

focused approach to peacebuilding and track two diplomacy – other, less formalised 

frameworks for communication have also been implemented. While dialogue 

encounter groups emphasise face-to-face confrontation and a focus on verbal 

examination of cultural cues and triggers, other programs concentrate on transforming 

violence into creative responses,155 often through the rechannelling of violent 

experiences into positive community programs designed to foster peaceful attitudes. 

Focused on the exchange of cultural experiences, these programs promote interaction 

as the first step on the road to breaking down barriers between members of warring 

groups, and will be discussed in more detail in chapter 5.  

 

“Summer camp” initiatives, where youth from both sides of a conflict zone take part 

in traditional American-style summer camps, represent a synthesis of both the 

dialogue encounter approach and the creative, informal approach to peacemaking. As 

well as providing an environment where the dialogue encounter process can be 

nurtured and explored, peacebuilding camps also support simple coexistence 

initiatives designed to channel creativity and proactive responses to conflict. Such 

camps have become an axis of peacebuilding amongst youth in Cyprus,156 the 

Balkans, and Israel/Palestine. 157  

 

The conflict transformation process assumes that the psychological and political 

parameters of groups will be addressed and traversed as a way to heal long-standing 

rifts on a path to sustained reconciliation. The implication is that dialogue encounter 

is a multilateral approach to peacebuilding – a cooperative strategy of working with 

allies or collective problem-solving institutions to face threats or global problems.158 

Multilateral approaches to conflict transformation, primarily using dialogue encounter 

                                                 
155 P. McKee, "Re-Education, Adolescence and Conflict Resolution: Lessons from Northern Ireland," 
Development 43, no. 1 (2000): 84.   
156 See Ungerleider, "Bicommunal Youth Camps for Peace in Cyprus."  
157 See Botcharova, "Implementation of Track Two Diplomacy." Peacebuilding camps in the 
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158 Charles W. Kegley Jr and Eugene R. Wittkopf, World Politics: Trend and Transformation, 
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as a vehicle, allow citizens to engage as agents of track two diplomacy in the wider 

peacebuilding process. 

 

Unilateralism 

The literature on track two diplomacy, however, tends not to discuss possible 

unilateral approaches to peacebuilding and conflict transformation processes, which 

engage only members of one of the conflicting groups. Examples of unilateralism as a 

self-reliant159 political approach can be found in peace education programs in schools, 

and in media campaigns that target a particular social demographic. Unilateral 

approaches to peacebuilding and conflict transformation are valuable aspects of the 

peacebuilding process, but since they do not embrace the intergroup setting, they do 

not complement the definition of diplomacy as interaction between opposing groups. 

In order for a community to be capable of producing suitable agents of track two 

diplomacy through dialogue encounter processes, however, it must first construct a 

society from which such diplomats are likely to emerge. As the literature 

demonstrates, peacebuilding is as much concerned with transforming attitudes within 

individuals as it is with forming cooperative and creative partnerships between them. 

It is vitally necessary, therefore, that peacebuilding and conflict transformation 

processes encompass unilateral as well as multilateral approaches – if the 

sociocultural environment continues to nurture distrust and animosity, it is hardly 

likely to produce diplomats amenable to the challenges of grass-roots peacebuilding.  

 

Socialisation is a primary agent in the construction of attitudes towards the Self and 

Other, and a key factor in the conflict transformation process. Consistent with 

theories of conflict transformation, the construction of attitudes and values plays a 

powerful role in the exacerbation and continuation of violent conflict. The basic 

building block of attitude is ideology, which is instilled through the process of 

socialisation in any, and usually all, of its three key levels: primary (within the 

family), secondary (within the formal education system), and tertiary (within the 
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sphere of adulthood).160 Conflict transformation can be described in terms of a freeze-

thaw-refreeze process: multilateral approaches tackle the second and third steps in the 

process, but unilateral approaches have the potential to redefine the first step, 

working within the confines of the very institutions that assist in instilling hostile, 

antidemocratic attitudes in the first place. They can also prove valuable in the second 

step of the process, for it is difficult enough to deconstruct identities without the 

presence of the Other.161 Both the “freeze” and “thaw” steps in the process have much 

to gain by being open to contributions on a unilateral level. It is vital, therefore, that 

the culture of ideology be addressed unilaterally – before potential grass roots-level 

track two diplomats meet each other through any multilateral initiatives. 

 

One of the most prominent unilateral influences on peacebuilding efforts can be 

found in the efforts (or otherwise) of governments to reform their formal education 

systems in ways that reflect overarching goals of tolerance, diversity, democratic 

values and nonviolence. In societies with histories of cultural attempts at nation-

building, schools have tended to become agents of ideology, and institutions of 

indoctrination rather than education.162 Alongside the growing body of literature on 

peacebuilding has flourished the field of history and memory, which examines the 

relationship of textbook content to national ideology in conflict societies such as 

South Africa, Israel/Palestine and India/Pakistan in its analysis of nationalism and 

collective memory. Books are primary vehicles for “cultural programming”, a means 

for social control and the shaping of attitudes, and a reflection of society’s existing 

value systems.163  

 

The discourse has found that education systems in conflict societies nurture the 

nation-building process through the promotion of ideologies connected to land, 

patriotism, dispossession and the survival of culture and ethnicity in the face of an 
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external, sometimes existential, threat. Attitudes towards the Other, therefore, are 

deeply entrenched in conflict societies, and need to be tackled before multilateral 

initiatives are attempted. Paradoxically, the effects of cultural ideology on conflict 

societies may also benefit conflict transformation processes through dialogue 

encounter: the freeze-thaw-refreeze process necessitates the existence of something 

worth unfreezing. The production of society members with firmly entrenched 

attitudes towards the Other at least constructs individuals in whom a profound 

ideological and attitudinal shift might occur. For this reason, conflict transformation 

processes at the grass roots level are a vital part of reconciliation endeavours in PSC 

societies. 

 

Conclusion 

This chapter has shown how the altered landscape of armed conflict has contributed 

to the dramatic increase of civilian involvement and the development of “conflict 

societies” whose members are constantly exposed to, and often participate in, acts of 

political violence. The deep interconnectedness between individuals and conflict, in 

part a consequence of the rising relevance of ethnicity and culture to political 

disputes, has rendered purely top-down peacemaking efforts largely inadequate for a 

positive and sustained cessation of violent hostilities between groups. If peace is to be 

achieved in PSC societies, then top-down peacemaking must be accompanied by 

bottom-up peacebuilding that addresses the very root causes of war through attention 

to the experiences of society on an individual basis. Grass-roots involvement in 

peacebuilding processes may be unilateral or multilateral in structure; both are 

considered crucial in the process of reconciliation, healing and the evolution of non-

violent ideology. 
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Chapter 2 

A reflection on the role of children in peacebuilding in protracted social conflict: 

sociocultural contexts 

 

This chapter assesses the potential for children to operate as agents of peacebuilding 

processes in the context of their evolving role in contemporary conflict. To this end, 

the chapter explores the social construction of childhood in different cultural and 

historical contexts; the children’s rights agenda; and the discourse on children and 

political socialisation, in order to understand the evolution of their agency in political 

processes. The chapter then discusses whether traditional modes of children’s 

participation in conflict situations can be rechannelled in more constructive directions 

that might allow them to make a unique contribution to peacebuilding initiatives. To 

address these questions, the historical place of children in society, and their unique 

stage of human psychological development, are examined. If children are to be 

analysed for their potential for agency in peace processes, the reasons for that 

potential – and the historical path that had brought children to this point – must be 

acknowledged and understood.  

 

Although existing literature on children and conflict certainly considers the role of 

children in conflict societies, most of the research has concentrated on the effects of 

conflict on children. The increased participation of civilians in armed conflict 

throughout the world, however, demonstrates the importance of enhanced research 

into the role of children in conflict – not just as victims, but also as agents who may 

have a valuable role to play in peacebuilding between opposing groups. The small 

amount of existing literature on children and grass-roots peacebuilding appears to 

support the idea of children as agents of peace,1 but it does not approach the discourse 

with a deep consideration of the historical experience of childhood. It discusses 

children as valuable members of community-building projects, but is vague on 

exactly why children should be involved, and the distinctive aspects of childhood that 

could contribute something unique to peacebuilding processes. Additionally, while 
                                                 
1 See, for example, Sara Cameron, "The Role of Children as Peace-Makers in Colombia," Development 
43, no. 1 (2000), P. McKee, "Re-Education, Adolescence and Conflict Resolution: Lessons from 
Northern Ireland," Development 43, no. 1 (2000), John Ungerleider, "Bicommunal Youth Camps for 
Peace in Cyprus," Peace Review 13, no. 4 (2001).  
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the disciplines of psychology, social work and sociology have devoted considerable 

energy to research into children and childhood, there is little evidence to suggest that 

peacebuilding studies have adequately incorporated this research into the field. There 

is ample literature on the challenges faced by youth in contemporary urban centres 

and the effects of incest, abuse and divorce on children, for instance, but research on 

the cognitive development of children has rarely been incorporated into research on 

children as participants in political processes. Gaps in the literature, therefore, are 

found between emergent studies on the role of the child in civic society, and the 

research into childhood as a unique stage of human psychological development. This 

chapter combines cultural, political and psychological considerations of children in an 

effort to assess how appropriate it might be to engage them as agents of peace. 

 

Defining the Child and Childhood 

The terms “childhood” and “children” have been variously defined according to 

different historical, legal and cultural contexts. International, contemporary 

humanitarian law does not adopt a specific definition of childhood, and instead 

identifies six separate stages: newborn babies, infants, and children under seven, 12, 

15 and 18 years of age respectively.2 The fields of psychology and sociology 

frequently separate studies of “children” into smaller, more developmentally specific 

age brackets. Studies of “youth”, therefore, are not synonymous with studies of 

“adolescence”, or with studies of “childhood” or “early childhood”. “Youth” is 

possibly a more accurate term for this thesis: focusing on the period of life between 

“childhood and maturity,”3 it allows more scope for examining the qualities and 

experiences of children who occupy the upper end of the legal spectrum of 

“childhood”. The definition of youth is far from universal, however: in their study on 

prejudice in child and adolescent development, Beatrix and David Hamburg define 

“youth” as “a long period following puberty when one is biologically but not yet 

                                                 
2 Geraldine Van Bueren, The International Law on the Rights of the Child, (Dordrecht: Martinus 
Nijhoff Publishers, 1995), 333. 
3 Michel Pastoureau, "Emblems of Youth: Young People in Medieval Imagery," in A History of Young 
People in the West (Volume 1): Ancient and Medieval Rites of Passage, ed. Giovanni Levi and Jean-
Claude Schmitt (Cambridge, Mass.: The Bellknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1997), 222. 
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socially mature”.4 This suggests that the focus is on the slide towards adulthood, 

rather than on the actualities of the developmental stage.  

 

Adolescence is generally understood to canvas the 13th to 17th year of life and is 

linked to the onset of puberty, but since puberty can begin as early as nine years of 

age and as late as 15, adolescence is also defined as the period of life in which 

cognitive and emotional transitions are made from dependency to autonomy, 

independence and maturity, and from being part of a family group to part of a peer 

group.5 While contemporary legal discourse classifies “children” as human beings 

under 18, sociological studies are more likely to refer to “children” as those 

occupying the younger end of this spectrum, and to “youth” as those who could be 

further classed as adolescents and young adults.  

 

For the purposes of clarity, however, and because of the international and legal status 

of the contemporary child, the terms “children” and “childhood” apply to all human 

beings under the age of 18 and the entire corresponding developmental stage 

respectively. Distinctions between young children and adolescents are made, since, as 

this chapter demonstrates, the unique characteristics of the different developmental 

stages of childhood may make different contributions to peacebuilding. Additionally, 

the term “youth” is used when examining secondary texts whose authors have used 

the same term, and to distinguish between younger children and older adolescents. 

 

A social construct? The child and childhood in history 

The idea of childhood has been subject to a range of interpretations that have evolved 

with the cultural and political contexts of human civilisation. Moreover, it is 

important to acknowledge the difference between studies of “children” and of 

“childhood”: much has been written about the way societies throughout history 

viewed the specific stage of childhood and the expectations placed upon it, but 

relatively little has been discovered about the actual lives of children during the same 
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time. Knowledge of children’s emotions, desires and thought processes in past eras is 

minimal; it has been relatively difficult for historians to write with any authority on 

the historical experience of being a child.6 Evidence for the manner in which children 

have been regarded by the upper echelons of society, however, reveals early attitudes 

toward them were steeped in condescension and a general lack of faith in their 

judgements and opinions. In his analysis of childhood in classical Athens, for 

example, Mark Golden found that children of the period were generally considered to 

be “physically weak, morally incompetent [and] mentally incapable”. Plato, Golden 

argues, grouped children with “women, slaves, and animals”, believing they could 

understand only simple things, spoke nonsense and made unreliable judges. “Because 

their reason is as yet uncurbed,” Plato wrote, “they are treacherous, fierce, hubristic; 

in short, the most difficult to manage of all wild creatures.” Aristotle, meanwhile, 

linked children with the sick, drunk, insane and wicked, and believed they were too 

troubled and unstable to learn or to make sound judgements.7 Classical civilisation 

did, however, recognise that childhood and youth were distinct categories of life that 

remained separate from adulthood and were important steps in the larger process of 

producing a good citizen. Discussions about them focused on their deficiencies as 

compared to adults;8 the tendency to regard children as “imperfect adults” continued 

until the mid-18th century.9 

 

In his seminal 1962 text Centuries of Childhood, Philippe Aries asserted that the 

Middle Ages had no concept of childhood at all – that it “failed to perceive a 

transitionary period between infancy and adulthood” and was instead “a society 

which perceived children to be small-scale adults”. Medieval children, Aries argued, 

merged naturally into adult society around seven years of age and from then on 

retained only loose ties with their families.10 Although Aries is credited with opening 

                                                 
6 Hugh Cunningham, Children and Childhood in Western Society since 1500, (Harlow: Longman 
Group Ltd, 1995), 2-3. 
7 Mark Golden, Children and Childhood in Classical Athens, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University 
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8 Cunningham, Children and Childhood, 25-6. 
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(Cambridge: Blackwell Publishers, 2001), 2. 
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the discourse on the perception of children and childhood throughout history, he has 

also been resoundingly criticised:11 Colin Heywood, for example, argues that the 

Middle Ages recognised the innocence of children rendered them capable of having 

celestial visions, denouncing criminals, and serving as intermediaries between 

Heaven and Earth12 – a sharp contrast with Aries’ idea that childhood was basically 

nonexistent. The advent of Christianity, moreover, increased the importance of young 

children13 in light of the miraculous virgin birth, the purity of the infant Christ and his 

later proclamations of the virtue of children, but these were generally isolated views 

and children were usually depicted as sinful creatures.14 Medievalists have generally 

rejected Aries’ belief in the nonexistence of childhood during this time, arguing 

instead that several stages of childhood were acknowledged and invested in by 

parents as well as scholars,15 and were understood as a process of development rather 

than as a fixed state.16  

 

Artistic expressions of the youthful, usually male, form during the European 

Renaissance emphasised strength, agility and virility, the likes of which other, less 

wholesome or inspiring members of society failed to match. In his examination of 

15th-century Florentine art, Christopher Fulton found that Florence’s adult population 

desired viewing portrayals of idealised male youths, created to inspire the adolescent 

audience of the time to develop into worthy heirs and trustworthy citizens. Works of 

art depicting dutiful and obedient youth were also reference points for Florence’s 

moral-political identity, which is reflected well in Donatello’s David (c.1453):   

 
The image of David is an age-old symbol of the Florentine Republic... David... 

stands as a traditional exemplum of virtue, signifying the triumph of humility over 

luxury and lust; this moral value of the personage was certainly united with the 

political reference expressed in Donatello’s work. The statue is both politically 

engaging and morally uplifting, and, indeed as has already been suggested, the full 

                                                 
11 For an example of a critique of Philippe Aries, see Heywood, A History of Childhood, 12-15. 
12 Ibid., 15. 
13 Cunningham, Children and Childhood, 40. 
14 Heywood, A History of Childhood, 15. 
15 Cunningham, Children and Childhood, 13, 30. 
16 Heywood, A History of Childhood, 16. 
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political weight of images of youth like this one is enhanced because the heroic 

figures are presented as ideal youths.17 

 

This depiction of the role of the child in Florentine society is supported by the general 

view of children at the time: thought to possess the key to the future of the state, 

children held a “special and exalted place”.18 Similar themes are found in Biblical 

texts, from which medieval iconography drew much of its inspiration: 
 

Remarkable young people abound in the Scriptures, and imagery naturally accords 

them a predominant place: Joseph and his brothers; David before his coronation; 

Jeroboam as Solomon’s attendant; Daniel and the three young Hebrews cast into the 

blazing fiery furnace; the adolescent Saul, witness to the martyrdom of Stephen; the 

pharaoh’s daughter who saves Moses; Dinah, Thamar, Salome; sons and daughters 

of every description, from Adam’s children to those of the New Testament, all 

mobilized by history, the Passion, and the parables of Christ (the prodigal son, the 

wise and foolish virgins, and many others).19 

 

By the early to mid-19th century, the ideology of childhood had evolved in response 

to the Renaissance, Reformation and Enlightenment, the major ideological 

movements that shaped the previous few centuries. Attention was now given to 

children’s rights and privileges, and the idea that one’s childhood powerfully 

determined the nature of one’s adulthood. A heightened sense of the importance of 

childhood manifested in support for early education for the salvation of the soul, and 

in a belief that children were somehow messengers of God, which made childhood 

the best time in life.20 Though the child had an important role in society, “he” was 

recognised for what he might ultimately become, rather than his immediate value to 

society as a child.  

 

By now, traditional policies that concerned the child’s soul and the state’s future 

manpower needs were joined by a new ideology that began to influence public 
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opinion: the idea that children should be allowed to enjoy childhood. This period was 

characterised by “child-saving” initiatives that drew philanthropists into the realm of 

charity-raising, cruelty prevention, orphan care and programs that tackled poverty.21 

The creation of the Save the Children Fund in 1919 reflected the focus on responses 

to suffering and maltreatment that had begun to characterise new approaches to 

childhood.22 The turn of the century also marked the “discovery” of adolescence, a 

concept popularised in 1904 by the work of American psychologist G. Stanley Hall, 

who saw it as a period between “childhood savagery and maturity”. The defining of a 

long period of childhood and adolescence – the latter of which Hall imagined might 

extend into one’s early 20s – was a product of both the increased segregation of 

children from adults in age-graded schools, and popular concern over the effects of 

the Industrial Revolution on the form and structure of urban society.23 

 

In the mid-20th century, anthropological studies of young people treated youth as a 

process of learning for later challenges, but not as capable of producing something 

immediately significant for itself.24 Focused on the institutionalised experience of 

school systems and child labour legislation, early studies of the history of childhood 

paid little attention to ideas about children themselves,25 causing the field itself to be 

labelled as almost “virginal” as late as the 1950s.26 Until the 1960s, and in keeping 

with the philosophy that pervaded attitudes towards children throughout history, 

researchers continued to view the child as an “incomplete organism”27 for whom 

childhood was merely a preparatory stage for oncoming adulthood. The conception of 
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children as deficient compared to adults discouraged research into children as a group 

unto themselves:28 
 

All the emphasis in anthropology, psychology, psychoanalysis and sociology was on 

development and socialization. What mattered was finding ways of turning the 

immature, irrational, incompetent, asocial and acultural child into a mature, rational, 

competent, social and autonomous adult.29 

 

The overwhelming focus on the urban, white, predominantly male and certainly 

Western child,30 moreover, left the experience of the Eastern, non-Christian child 

through history more or less on the sidelines. The idea of a universal, “natural” child 

is an attractive concept, since it is easy to regard development as determined largely 

by biological changes to psychology and physiology.31 This concept is problematised, 

however, when the predominantly Western, contemporary understanding of 

“childhood” is applied to other cultures and historical eras. Childhood has meant 

different things to different cultures in different historical periods; the phenomenon of 

childhood in 15th-century China, for instance, is unlikely to be deeply understood if it 

is analysed with the same set of principles ascribed to Western childhood in the early 

21st century.  

 

In the 1990s, consequently, the recognition of youth as a cultural and social 

construct32 became more widely appreciated and applied to anthropological and 

sociological studies. Children in different societies have been prescribed vastly 

dissimilar roles and the general impression is one of youth as a variable concept for 

which social differentiation and inequality weigh heavily;33 they cannot, therefore, be 

subject to a universal characterisation or comprehension. One pervading theme, 

however, is that of youth as an enviable state: free from psychological and emotional 
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regret; unencumbered by financial burden and physical limitations; and uninhibited 

by sin, vice and prejudice, young people, if not entirely entrusted with social 

responsibility, were at least regarded as a last bastion of hope and renewal for 

societies whose collective morality or sense of hope needed some momentum. 

Consequently, the historical recognition of children’s spiritual and political potential 

was paradoxical: while regarded and portrayed as a period of immense possibility and 

promise, childhood was also seen as a specific stage on the road to adulthood that 

could rarely contribute to society in its own right. Children, in other words, were 

recognised for their future potential, not for what they could contribute in the here 

and now.  

 

Complementing this picture was the general treatment of children as subjects in 

society upon whom ethical, moral and political frameworks were imposed; rarely did 

the upper echelons of society encourage such values to flow in the opposite direction, 

from children to adults. If they did happen to be included in the political process, 

children were overwhelmingly likely to be employed directly or indirectly as agents 

of their societies’ political and moral hegemonies, as the next section will 

demonstrate. 

 

The child in society – nationalism and political socialisation 

At the forefront of contemporary research on children in society is the notion that 

political awareness – termed “political socialisation” in the 1950s34 – begins early in 

life and has a pervasive effect on the way children make sense of society. Since 

nationalism is an ideological fusion of the emotional nation with the functional 

state,35 it follows that nationalist sentiment should develop alongside the growth of 

emotional capability. In his seminal text The Political Life of Children, which 

explores how the world’s children identify their political loyalties, Robert Coles 

argues that children grow up to embody political and ideological variations as a result 

of a “developmental history”: 
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Children ingeniously use every scrap of emotional life available to them in their 

“psychosexual development,” and they do likewise as they try to figure out how (and 

for whom) the world works. A friend’s remarks, a classmate’s comments, a 

statement heard on television can give a child surprising moral perspective and 

distance on himself and his heritage – though, of course, he is not necessarily 

thereby “liberated” from the (often countervailing) day-to-day realities of, say, class 

and race.36 

 

Coles challenges the notion that it takes decades for children to start understanding 

“what it is that works for or against them in the world”, arguing instead that political 

awareness develops very early in response to external influences. Race awareness 

takes root among children of preschool age, Coles argues, and children are “canny 

indeed” about the motives and purposes of governments, as well as quick to 

distinguish themselves racially from groups they may have seen on television.37 

Despite this, he says, 
 

[w]e who in this century have learned to give children credit for the most astonishing 

refinements of perception or feeling about the nuances of family life or the ups and 

downs of neighbourhood play, for some reason are less inclined to picture those 

same children as canny social observers or political analysts. No one teaches 

children sociology or psychology; yet, children are constantly noticing who gets 

along with whom, and why.38 

 

In 1971, Australian social scientist Robert Connell’s The Child’s Construction of 

Politics,39 to which Coles makes considerable reference, revealed through in-depth 

interviews with five to 16-year-olds that his subjects were strongly committed to the 

views of their environment. These views, at the time, were focused on the “triangle” 

of nationalism, anti-communism, and fear of threat: Connell’s subjects expressed a 

general sense of external danger even before being made aware of specific political 

conflicts. He concluded that the relationship between these fears and notions of 

nationalism and anti-communism were part of a “powerful tradition” communicated 

by family, school, mass media and political group influences. Though Connell saw 
                                                 
36 Coles, The Political Life of Children, 49, 41. 
37 Ibid., 27.  
38 Ibid., 39-40. 
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his subjects as committed to traditionalist thought, he also recognised their ability to 

approach political thinking with creativity and individualism, a paradox that, 

according to one reviewer, he was unable to explain.40  

 

Coles argues that children have been identified historically as intrinsic to the 

transmission of societal values and have hence been exposed to systematic political 

education: 
 

Plato was what we would call a “psychologically oriented” political philosopher, 

well aware of the need each society has for the transmission of values and 

assumptions – and of political loyalty. Rousseau takes up the matter of political 

education at great length – as if he knew that at some moment a “social contract” 

lives or dies in the homes and schools where children learn what (and whom) to 

believe in. Napoleon observed that “as long as children are not taught whether they 

ought to be Republican or Monarchist, Catholic or irreligious, the State will not form 

a Nation.”41 

 

Napoleon’s words resonate in the context of the 20th century’s conflicts, in which 

ideology functioned as one of the most powerful tools of nationalist and revolutionary 

political movements, and youth were identified as the key to the consolidation of 

nationalist aspirations. During the “age of nationalism” in the 19th century, cultural 

diversity was viewed as a threat to the nation state and the advent of mass education 

systems provided a mechanism with which to discourage it. This legacy continued 

into the 20th century to the extent that the process of being socialised into one culture 

restricted the acceptance of the legitimacy of others.42  

 

In his analysis of Europe’s interwar period from within the framework of 

totalitarianism, Stanley Shernock found that Nazi Germany, Maoist China and 

Stalinist USSR recognised youth to be experiencing a volatile stage in the life cycle 

in which they searched for moral absolutes, making them more susceptible to 
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indoctrination. This stage of the life cycle also required a “strenuous effort” at 

indoctrination because of the underlying potential for rebellion, which ran the risk of 

challenging the regime itself. Creating circumstances that allowed youthful rebellion 

to be redirected at the older generation facilitated generational conflict and 

encouraged a psychological dependence on the government. Totalitarian regimes, 

consequently, were able to ensure the political commitment of young people to the 

government’s ideology.43 In her analysis of youthful images in Italian national fascist 

mythology, Laura Malvano found that fascism in particular harnessed the potent 

symbolism of an “eternally young nation” by making youth the “touchstone of its 

activities, the key to its own organizational system”:44 
 

Fascism is youth, but the inexorable law of time is that of aging; what will become 

of fascism as it ages? …Men grow old, but the Race, unless condemned to extinction 

by some degenerative defect, perpetually renews itself. Fascism, born of the most 

vibrant energies of our Race… so as not to degenerate and age in turn, must shed any 

element of weakness and frailty… and follow nature, identifying itself with the 

Race, and every year drawing the vigor of life from upcoming generations.45 

 

Fascism, Malvano argues, was defined in part by its devotion to the youthful, athletic 

image of the young man, with sport, the “motor of fascism”,46 regarded as a sort of 

“mythical fountain of youth”.47 National procreativity, meanwhile, was encouraged as 

part of fascism’s expansionist ideals – “broods of children (preferably in uniform) 

attentive as much to the political as to the commercial message” also dominated 

cultural aesthetics, firmly establishing young people as social protagonists and the 

reference point of the regime.48 Totalitarian governments also created and sponsored 

youth organisations, which dominated young lives with political, para-military, 

economic and recreational activities, diminished the influence of other, preexisting 
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socialising institutions, and ultimately competed with schools to politically socialise 

youth and provide opportunities for mobility.49 Under Hitler’s Third Reich, 
 

youth did not refer so much to a social group, or even to a moment in the biological 

development of the individual. To be “young” meant first and foremost to belong to 

a new idea, the National Socialist weltanschauung, which sought to incarnate itself 

in struggle: “He who walks in the ranks of the Hitler-Jugend is not a number among 

millions of others, but the soldier of an idea.”50 

Nazi Germany, Eric Michaud writes, accorded so much importance to the role of 

paramilitary youth organisations that the family and school eventually became 

subordinate to them, leaving the responsibility of “formation” and education to the 

racist or “ethnic” (volkisch) state. Nevertheless, school remained the primary 

reference point for the learning of racial selection and anti Semitism, the latter of 

which assisted in maintaining the passion for combat and the individual’s desire to 

protect himself from the “antipeople”.51 Schools also provided an ideal setting in 

which to denounce suspicious friends or family members: 

The young German, reported Erika Mann, performed the Hitler salute 50 to 150 

times a day. On leaving home in the morning, he saluted with a “Heil Hitler!” the 

“leader of his building block” as he passed him on the stairs, the classmates he met 

on the street, and the train conductor; he repeated this same salute, which had 

become law, with his teachers at the start and end of every hour-long class period, 

with the baker or the stationer when school let out, with his parents when he came 

home for lunch. Anyone who did not respond with the same “Heil Hitler” was 

guilty… the child kept a bust of the fuhrer in his bedroom (a reduced version of 

those present in classrooms); ever since he had learned to read, he had known that 

the fuhrer “liked children”… It was so that the fuhrer’s “vision” would become a 

reality more quickly that he chose to keep among his toys not little lead soldiers but 

little SA men (Brownshirts) or SS men, geological survey maps, drums, and flags 

with the colors of the National Socialist Party.52 
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In the contemporary context, Islamic fundamentalism in Pakistan has found a 

pervasive vehicle in seminaries called madrasas, which are designed to breed holy 

warriors. Immediately following the attacks on the World Trade Centre in 2001, the 

New York Times reported that approximately 750,000 students in around 7,500 

madrasas were being indoctrinated with a rigidly misrepresented interpretation of 

Islam that encouraged holy war against Christian and Jewish infidels. The schools 

stimulate the loyalties of the poorest children, who rely on the infrastructure for their 

basic needs and are sheltered from secular influences while being inculcated with a 

doctrine of hate.53 

 

Though the political socialisation of children is easily demonstrated in the totalitarian 

or extremist context, the relationship between children and nationalism is by no 

means limited to extinct or despotic regimes. Evidence for the transmission of 

traditionalist political views are found in any racially, ethnically or political 

heterogenous society. Nationalism, Robert Coles argues, plays an imperative role in 

the formation of identity in contemporary, western and democratic cultures, where 

nationality and membership in a community is acquired at birth through 

governmental records and communicated to the child in the first years of life. The 

mere act of singing the national anthem has an effect on the place to which children 

assign themselves in societies: 

A royal doll, a flag to wave in a parade, coins with their engraved messages – these 

are sources of instruction and connect a young person to a country. The attachment 

can be strong, indeed, even among children yet to attend school, wherever the flag is 

saluted, the national anthem sung. The attachment is as parental as the words imply – 

homeland, motherland, fatherland. It becomes subject to the same fate as other 

attachments.54 

Research into sectarian attitudes amongst children in Northern Ireland revealed 90 per 

cent of six-year-olds were aware of the division between Catholics and Protestants; 

one-third identified with a specific community sector; and 15 per cent had already 
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begun making comments regarding sectarianism.55 Permeating almost every corner of 

the child’s mind, nationalism seizes symbols and craves explanation for sets of 

experiences while identities and personalities are shaped and asserted. By presenting 

the homeland as a source of nourishment and place of sanctuary, governments 

essentially contribute to circumstances that enable young citizens to “other” foreign 

peoples, and encourage them to forge ahead by making a mark on the world.56 

Instilling nationalist sentiment in young people has a profound effect on the 

development of identity and the manner in which children can be moulded to best 

reflect the ideals of the nation state.  

From a governmental and societal perspective, therefore, children have been 

recognised as receptacles of nationalist ideology, but essentially ignored as a possible 

resource in terms of their own ideas on or contributions to the political agenda. At the 

same time, children have been frequently viewed as a subgroup of society best kept 

shielded from political dynamics, particularly if those dynamics manifest in 

disturbing images. In Australia, for instance, television networks have been publicly 

criticised by some parents for showing graphic images of political violence or natural 

disasters during news broadcasts that might be viewed by young children. At the 

same time, parents exhibit fairly blasé attitudes towards exposing their children to 

fictional crime television shows that feature brutal images, sexually violent 

innuendos, and verbal imagery of violence and trauma. The tendency, particularly 

within the family dynamic, is to encourage retention of innocence by way of 

intellectual shelter.  

At the same time, opinions children might contribute to political decision-making in 

society are seen as being tainted with the idealism and impracticality that has been 

automatically ascribed to the condition of childhood and adolescence. This is 

particularly true of conflict societies, in which complex and violent dynamics are 

generally viewed as being either beyond the conceptual grasp of children, or outside 

the desired framework of child rearing that prolongs their innocence. Global 
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experiences of children who do “contribute” to conflict societies are overwhelmingly 

negative, characterised almost exclusively by participation in violent confrontations 

and as mouthpieces of nationalist ideology. The relationship between children and 

politics, in other words, has only been truly acknowledged for its ability to flow in 

one direction: from the government and society to the children. The opposite 

direction – from the children to government and society – is a dynamic that has been 

largely underappreciated, especially in situations that call for peaceful, constructive 

and innovative approaches to conflict.  

 

Children in Protracted Social Conflict 

Active agency in conflict 

Children may have been undervalued for their potential to contribute positively to 

societal processes, but they have not been excluded from the landscape of 

contemporary protracted social conflict described in the previous chapter. The 

postwar geographical shift of armed conflict to include the participation of civilians, 

in fact, has drawn children into the frame of war in ways that manifest both directly 

and indirectly. The preponderance of antipersonnel mines, shells and rubber bullets in 

PSCs means the effects of military violence are difficult to limit to armed 

combatants57 and less likely to be confined to non-civilian environments. Since 

intrastate conflict frequently centres on struggles for nationalist recognition of 

minority groups and therefore engages non-soldiers as combatants, furthermore, 

civilian centres are commonly the stages on which armed conflicts take place. When 

political conflict is not confined to state-against-state warfare on a battlefield, the 

violence that characterises it is inevitably played out on city streets – and this almost 

definitively draws children into the wartime experience, whether as actively recruited 

soldiers, unofficial tools of a political campaign, victims and perpetrators of small-

scale violence, or abstract symbols of a greater ideological struggle. The mere 

existence of armed conflicts in the world resulted in the deaths of two million and the 

homelessness of 10 million children between 1990 and 2000;58 together with women, 
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they constitute more than 80 per cent of the direct and indirect victims of military 

action.59 

 

Examples of such childhood involvement in conflict are found in almost all of the 

armed conflicts currently being played out in the world, two-thirds of which involve 

an estimated 300,000 child soldiers under the age of 15.60 Institutionalised 

engagement of child soldiers is endemic in countries such as Myanmar, Angola, 

Somalia, and Sudan61 where military organisations forcibly recruit children, provide 

them with weapons, and coerce them into violent behaviour under the auspices of a 

government or rebel group. Other conflict regions such as Northern Ireland and 

Israel/Palestine, however, experience a strong presence of children on the landscape 

of conflict to which the term “soldier” cannot automatically be prescribed. In these 

regions in particular, children usually do not carry firearms, wear uniforms or answer 

to a clearly defined command structure, but are still identified as participants in a 

channelled, violent effort, especially when a national army responds to their actions 

with violence.62 Examples of non-institutionalised participation in political standoffs 

can be found in the urban history of working-class Belfast, where civilian street 

confrontations that feature overtly or covertly sectarian tones have been most 

commonly experienced by youth. When asked for their definitions of violence in a 

questionnaire, for example, young Loyalists frequently alluded to brick-throwing and 

retributive action:63 

 
I got hit on the head with a brick thrown over a barricade by a Catholic. The next day 

I was with some friends and we saw the boy that hit me and my friends caught him 

and beat him with sticks.   Brittany, 14… 
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My experience of violence is that I have been to riots, fighting with Catholics and I 

have grown up to see people from my family in jail. I have also seen my cousins 

being killed in the Shankill bomb. And heard about guns and bombs.   Amanda, 15.64 

 

When children are drawn into political conflict within an urban environment, the 

scope for their involvement in violent confrontations is significantly broadened even 

if their participation is not characterised by organised military activities. Thus rock 

and brick-throwing, participation in violent as well as non-violent political 

demonstrations, and personal sacrifice through martyrdom are common ways in 

which children actively participate in PSCs, particularly in societies where they are 

not actually recruited to the military. 

 

Victimhood: passive agency in conflict 

Research into the relationship between children and political violence has 

traditionally focused on youth as passive victims of armed conflict, even though 

historical examples such as those discussed above prove many instances to the 

contrary.65 The salience of childhood involvement in PSC is powerfully illustrated 

through examples of passive, rather than active, agency, in which the victimhood of 

children is promoted to exemplify the treachery and barbarism of the enemy, or of the 

general state of war. Clear examples of the publicisation of victimhood can be found 

in the Israel/Palestine conflict: in September 2000, the footage of 12-year-old 

Palestinian Mohammed al-Dura’s death in crossfire between Israelis and Palestinians 

in Gaza was broadcast on television stations worldwide (figure 1). Not only did the 

images elicit anger amongst international audiences, but they also provided the 

Palestinian movement with a much-needed symbol of the effects of Israel’s 

Occupation of the West Bank and Gaza – a springboard from which to launch the 

motivation required for a grass-roots uprising. Within a week, the militant group 

Hamas responded to the child’s death by labelling October 6 a “day of rage”66 in 

protest against the Occupation, and the ensuing Second Intifada was characterised in 

large part by the participation and leadership of Palestinian youth. 
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Figure 1: Mohammed al-Dura’s father tries to shield him from gunfire (Source: “Who Caused 

the Televised Death of 12-Year-Old Mohammed Al-Dura?” Palestine Facts. [Website]. 2005. 

[Retrieved November 25 2005]; available from 

http://www.palestinefacts.org/pf_1991to_nowalaqsa_dura.php. 

 

In March of the following year, 10-month-old Israeli Shalhevet Pass’s death by 

Palestinian sniper fire in Hebron prompted right-wing Jewish settlers to rampage 

through the city, setting fire to Arab cars and shops and issuing demands that the 

Israeli government regain control over the hilltop from where the baby was shot. In 

what the Independent newspaper called “a grotesque example of the publicity war 

between both sides”,67 the grieving family initially refused to bury the child until their 

political demands were met.68 The public responses to the deaths of both children 

show that even passive involvement of children has a pervading influence on the way 

societies in conflict view and shape their memories of the wartime experience. 

 

The media and children in protracted social conflict 

In conflict societies where ideology plays an imperative role in the establishment and 

continuation of political struggle, the media act as a conduit through which ideology 

travels to reach the greater population, and children are frequently the motif used to 

seize the attention of the public. Children are further engaged as agents of PSCs 

through the powerful images of their participation that are captured on camera and 

film, and conveyed through news channels to the rest of the world – “put a child’s 

face on a crisis,” Susan Moeller claims, “and there is an instinctive, even when 
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abbreviated, response”.69 Contemporary experiences of PSCs show that political 

echelons have themselves begun to realise the potent effects of combining children 

and the media – children are employed to represent the human face of political 

struggle from within the struggle itself, as leaders become increasingly aware that 

exposing the global community to horrific and brutal images increases the chances of 

world sympathy and possibly even intervention.70 This was exemplified in the Israeli 

government’s eventual decision to distribute photographs of the dying and dead 

Shalhevet Pass to international media agents (figure 2).71  

 

 
Figure 2: Shalhevet Pass is attended to by ambulance officials (Source: “The Real Story of the 
Palestinians in Judea, Samaria, and the Gaza Strip.” Rotter.net [Website]. [Retrieved November 
25 2005]; available from http://www.rotter.net/israel/ 
 

In 1999, the transnational custody battle over six-year-old Cuban boy Elian Gonzalez, 

found floating on an inner tube in U.S. waters after a botched attempt at illegal 

immigration, made one of the biggest news stories in America. Although the U.S. is 

not a PSC society, its decades-long ideological standoff with neighbouring Cuba 

relegated the fate of a small child to a nationwide debate over citizenship, identity, 

democracy and communism. The media’s coverage of the struggle between Elian’s 

Florida-based extended family and his Cuba-based father, according to Sarah Banet-

Weiser, framed the issue according to a “nostalgic rendering” of Cuban refugees and 
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a parallel nostalgic discourse about “rescuing” the American family.72 The images of 

Elian’s ordeal, Banet-Weiser argued, were 

 
represented on the one hand as the lone, starving child floating at sea in an inner-

tube; angelic, innocent, and literally standing in as a Christ figure. Depicted on the 

other is the grieving father, consistently photographed with his wife and new baby, 

anxiously awaiting Elian’s return to the fold, as well as the nationally circulated 

images of Fidel Castro, always stern and menacing, clearly representing the “bad 

father,” lording over one of the last bastions of the evils of communism… These 

images… are interspersed with everyday, “candid” photos of Elian playing in 

Miami, always smiling, enjoying the benefits of American consumer culture… The 

two narratives together… intersect to construct not only a particular kind of nostalgic 

framing for a U.S. media audience but also to establish a symbolic link between 

discourses of the nation, those of the family, and those of exile communities in the 

U.S.73 
 

Just as the deaths of Mohammed al-Durra and Shalhevet Pass were used as a platform 

on which to debate Occupation and the belligerency of the Jewish settlers, Elian’s 

ordeal became a theatre in which the rights of children and parents, as well as the 

disadvantages of communism, could be discussed.74 As Moeller suggests, the true 

value of the involvement of children in violent conflict lies not in the immediate 

effects of their participation on the ground but in the response they evoke once those 

actions are filmed, edited and globally transmitted: 

 
A story that uses children is seemingly transparent in its meaning… children have 

become an entry point for the media to discuss any event or issue considered to be 

overexposed, merely boring, or of only tangential interest to an audience. In today’s 

competitive news environment, children are perceived to be one of the few surefire 

ways to attract eyeballs – on-line, in print, and on television.75 

 

The intense awareness of the relevance of political socialisation in nation-building, 

the subsequent increased visibility of children in contemporary society partly through 
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media, and the parallel rise in civilian agency in PSCs, have contributed to a 

sociopolitical environment in which children feature prominently on the landscape of 

conflict as passive as well as active agents. Since violent conflicts have begun to 

feature civilians as actors, children have assumed a more central and multifaceted 

role. The function of children in PSCs, therefore, is complex: capable of exerting 

enormous influence both within conflict societies and on the greater global 

community; characterised by both institutionalised and unconventional violence; and 

defined in terms of passive as well as active participation. The emergent picture 

suggests a discrepancy between the traditional role prescribed to children in conflict 

and the actual roles they take in reality, which opens the discourse for a broader 

understanding of the potential for children to contribute constructively to conflict 

situations. The next section of this chapter will examine changes in the global view of 

children that have contributed to this evolution.  

 

The Children’s Rights Agenda 

As the visibility of children in political conflict increased over the course of the 20th 

century, so too did developments in the field of children’s rights. In 1924, the League 

of Nations adopted the first Declaration on the Rights of the Child, 24 years before 

the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and in a political climate that had 

historically treated children as diplomatically invisible. In 1959 the Declaration of the 

Rights of the Child was established and adopted by the UN as a successor to the 

original 1924 Declaration, adding the protection against neglect; barriers to 

education, health and development; provisions for children with special needs; and 

language of entitlement to the rights contained in the Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights. Children began to emerge as not the passive recipients of international law 

but as subjects who were capable of enjoying the benefits of specific rights and 

freedoms.76 The focus was turning to bringing out the best in children, rather than 

benevolently solving their basic problems. 

 

Initially created to assist damaged European children immediately after World War 

II, UNICEF was recognised by the UN General Assembly in 1953 as a permanent 
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fixture in the UN system.77 Over the decades, it remained in place to take on a much 

broader role in the establishment and development of children’s rights and 

international humanitarian law. Concurrently, its activities and policies – as well as 

those of associated child-focused NGOs – have been redefined in the constantly 

changing global environment of the Cold War and post Cold War eras. When the 

majority of colonialist rule in Africa and the Caribbean came to an end in the late 

1950s and early 1960s, leaving new and vulnerable independent countries in the 

developing world, UNICEF focused its efforts on the children of those regions, 

recognising the necessity of building children’s needs into national development 

plans instead of treating them as “orphans of the development process”. The 

realisation that children were valuable commodities in the process of development led 

to their acknowledgement as a country’s most precious resource. The interests of 

children, UNICEF argued, needed to be addressed not only in times of distress, or as 

objects of humanitarian concern, but continually as part of an entire developmental 

effort.78  

 

In the 1970s, a global food shortage and soaring oil prices forced another change in 

attitudes towards children, resulting in UNICEF’s proposal of a range of integrated 

basic services that could be adapted by communities that had no experience with 

industrialisation. Health care returned to the foreground of the children’s rights arena, 

and amidst a concern that the special needs of childhood were being forgotten, a 

group of child-focused NGOs persuaded the UN to declare 1979 the International 

Year of the Child. The decision proved remarkably successful in heightening 

awareness of the children’s cause.79  

 

During the 1980s there was a momentous shift in attitude with regard to the scope 

and understanding of children’s rights. UNICEF moved into the realm of economic 

and social policy-making with a social mobilisation policy designed to spread the 
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message of child survival and development by involving people from every 

conceivable sector of society. An increasing concern for women’s rights had naturally 

led to an NGO-led push for the rights of children to be protected by law, a concept 

born with the 1959 Declaration and subsequently forgotten until the International 

Year of the Child. Attention also began to focus on Children in Especially Difficult 

Circumstances; those who suffered not just from poverty and malnutrition but also 

from mass violence, war and economic and sexual exploitation. Calls for the “high-

sounding principle” of children’s rights to be “enshrined in law” were answered in 

1989 with the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child – a policy 10 

years in the making which proved to be the most rapidly ratified human rights 

convention in history.80 For the first time, the issue of children’s rights was a global 

binding obligation instead of simply a recommendation, with governments 

establishing national structures responsible purely for children.81  

 

The 1989 Convention reflected the shift in focus on children’s welfare from charity to 

justice:82 children had come to be recognised as vital elements of society itself, rather 

than a societal group that merely required assistance in times of trouble. This was 

reflected in the Convention’s attention to the political rights of children – those 

encompassing the right to a name, a nationality, freedom of expression, and 

participation in decisions affecting personal wellbeing – as well as those that 

pertained to health and social welfare.83 Recognising the child as a “full human being, 

with integrity and personality, and with the ability to participate fully in society,” the 

Convention emphasised the centrality of a child’s views84 – a far cry from the 

vulnerable, helpless child of the 1950s whose only aspiration was survival. Articles 5, 

12 and 13 in particular highlighted the awareness of children’s rationality and their 

right to freely express views on matters that affected them: together, they shifted 
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focus from incompetency to competency in terms of participation in the decision-

making process.85 The change in focus rejected the idea of children as partly-formed 

humans, and instead accepted them as individuals under international law who had 

the same rational capability as adults.86 

The 1989 Convention and the 1990 World Summit for Children that followed were 

thus considered watersheds in the history of children87 – the traditional defensive, 

reactive policy was now complemented by an accelerated, proactive one that 

presented children as partners worthy of respect.88 The Convention was widely 

perceived, however, as merely the beginning of a necessary process to get “beyond 

conventions, towards empowerment” in order to make children’s rights more 

meaningful89 and address the deficiency of attention to civil and political rights in the 

1929 Declaration.90  

In 1994 Graca Machel, former Minister of Education of Mozambique, was appointed 

by the UN Secretary-General to research a comprehensive study on the impact of 

armed conflict on children. Machel’s 1996 report to the UN on the impact of war on 

children called for a children’s agenda on peace and security,91 reinforced the 

universal impact of PSCs on children, and emphasised the need to further strengthen 

the implementation of rights acknowledged in Article 38 of the 1989 Convention, 

which dealt specifically with preventing the active participation of children under 15 

as soldiers in armed conflict.92 Published in 2001, The Impact of War on Children, 

Machel’s follow-up to the 1996 report, provided an in-depth analysis of the complete 

and total effect of war on children and the legal developments in the international 

arena since 1996. Consistent with the global increase in PSCs, Machel noted that 
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modern-day conflicts were “particularly lethal” for children because little or no 

practical distinction is made between combatants and civilians.93  

Machel’s recommendations led to the drafting of the 2002 Optional Protocol to the 

Convention on the Rights of the Child on the Involvement of Children in Armed 

Conflict, which raised the legal age for compulsory military recruitment from 15 to 

18 and expressly prohibited minors from taking a direct part in hostilities.94 There 

now existed a new international standard on child soldiers95 aimed at further assisting 

and protecting children taking active part in armed hostilities around the world, 

whether through state-sanctioned military recruitment or encouragement to 

participate in the activities of armed forces distinct from those of the state.96 

Together, the 1989 Convention and the 2002 Optional Protocol reflected both the 

shift in world attitudes towards children and the changing nature of armed hostilities 

in contemporary global conflicts. While the Convention brought political and civil 

recognition of children to the forefront of the children’s rights agenda, the Optional 

Protocol reinforced the growing realisation that children were becoming active in 

armed conflict in ways that could not easily be defined in terms of conventional, 

militarised participation. The changes to the global children’s rights agenda, 

therefore, were a direct indictment on the growing relevance of children in armed 

conflict. The need to augment the laws pertaining to children in society and conflict 

showed that the outdated legal instruments of the 1950s and ’60s were no longer 

satisfactory for dealing with the challenges facing children in the new millennium. 

The new agenda, and the legal and social attitudes that accompanied it, revealed the 

strong support for the empowerment and recognition of children in civic society and 

its decision-making processes. 

 

Participation and protection: aspiration vs. implementation of children’s rights 

Developments in the rights of children, and their growing visibility on the landscape 

of conflict, have assumed a symbiotic relationship; both have developed with the 
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influence of the other. The dominance of intrastate over interstate conflict and the 

parallel increase in children’s proximity to armed conflict, along with the surge in 

global mass communication, has increased the visibility of and concern for children 

on the world stage. The reverse dynamic, however, is also true. The paramount 

importance of childhood protection, empowerment and participation on the world 

stage has made children more susceptible to being drawn into violent conflict, as state 

and non-state actors harness the global media to command the world’s attention, and 

invest in the childhood right to political decision-making to educate their youth 

toward a specific ideology.  

 

Evidently, there is a significant gap between aspiration for and implementation of 

children’s rights, particularly in the context of armed conflict. The clearest proof of 

this gap lies in the huge number of child soldiers still actively recruited to 

governmental and rebel military groups throughout the world, despite the 

overwhelming ratification of both the 1989 Convention and the 2002 Optional 

Protocol. In 2001, Jo de Berry argued that this was singularly due to the 

circumstances in which young people find themselves in conflict societies – 

circumstances that were unpenetrated by the Convention: 

 
Children become soldiers in light of the influences and pressures upon them, which 

they experience as part of their day-to-day environment. The global optimism of the 

CRC can seem a far cry from these local contexts. If the CRC is ever to move from a 

universal charter of idealism to a working and implemented agreement, there must 

be an account of the contexts and realities in which children come to fight.97 

 

Cultural context, in other words, is an extremely important factor in the discourse on 

children in armed conflict. International law on the protection of children in conflict 

societies may aspire to enforce the kinds of rights for children that protect them, but 

without due consideration of complex societal dynamics, the implementation of these 

rights remains fundamentally problematic. This issue increases in complexity when 

weak points of the Convention – criticised for its predominantly “Northern” image of 
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the child98 despite appealing to the governments of all countries regardless of 

ethnicity or culture – are taken into account: 

 
Ennew argues that the child of the Convention is not a universal, but a ‘Northern’ 

child, globalised inappropriately ‘first through colonialism and then through the 

imperialism of international aid’, with damaging consequences to the context of the 

South... The place for children within the Convention is on the ‘inside’ (for example, 

the home, the family and society). Children who are outside these domains, such as 

the ‘street children’ of the shanties and slums and the child soldiers of war-torn 

countries, become ‘outside’ of childhood and so beyond the bounds of the 

Convention.99 

As established earlier in this chapter, childhood is not a universal experience; it is 

therefore naïve to assume that a universal children’s rights treaty could be 

implemented with universal consequences in conflict and non-conflict societies, areas 

of high and low socioeconomic status, and communities of conflicting ethnicities and 

religions. While the Convention emphasises the equal rights of all children across all 

cultures, it does not acknowledge the difficulties many societies face in attempting to 

implement those rights. Implementation is particularly difficult in PSC situations, 

where the proximity of children to violent confrontation sets their circumstances aside 

from those of the “Northern” and Western child described by Matthews, Limb and 

Taylor. 

The philosophy towards protecting children in conflict situations is further 

complicated by the parallel growth in support for the empowerment of children in 

society. The rights of children to participate in decisions affecting their own destiny 

have historically been the most significant and controversial, with a central issue 

being whether the best interests of the child are better served by focusing exclusively 

on welfare or allowing children to shape their own decision-making processes.100 The 
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tendency for societies to “infantilise”101 children has impeded the implementation of 

aspects of the Convention that seek to make children key actors in decision-making 

processes relevant to them. For the most part, participation has been viewed as an 

adult activity, a consequence of doubt over children’s capacity to engage with 

political processes as well as a lack of consensus over the appropriateness of such 

participation.102 In their analysis of children’s participatory rights in the United 

Kingdom, Matthews, Limb and Taylor suggest that 

denying rights of participation to everyone under the age of 18 assumes a 

homogeneity of emotional and intellectual needs, skills and competences. 

Furthermore, we contend that both positions are imbued with an adultist assumption 

that children are not social actors in their own right, but are adults-in-waiting or 

human becomings. Denigrating children in this way not only fails to acknowledge 

that children are the citizens of today (not tomorrow), but also undervalues their true 

potential within society and obfuscates many issues which challenge and threaten 

children in their ‘here and now’ (Matthews and Limb, in press).103 

Importantly, there also exists a fundamental difficulty in simultaneously 

implementing participatory and protective rights. When children grow up in 

situations where violence is legitimised, they often create their own violent strategies 

of political struggle,104 especially in PSC situations when violence is proximate and 

civilians play a prominent role. An excellent example of this can be found in the 

promotion of martyrdom for a religious or nationalist cause – a relatively unexplored 

issue in international human rights law with little precedent for establishing the rights 

and status of children encouraged to become martyrs. Establishing an international 

norm against child soldiers, on one hand, but turning a blind eye to the 

encouragement of child martyrs, on the other,105 would make children’s rights largely 

ineffective for children who take part in conflict in the unconventional, non-

militarised ways described earlier. This point is particularly troublesome when 
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consideration is given to the fact that children are often physically and ideologically 

“recruited” by non-state actors such as rebel organisations that are in no way bound 

by international legal agreements. 

More abstract contradictions are found in instances where culture and education play 

a significant role in the political socialisation of children that leads to the enforcement 

of negative, violent images of and tendencies towards the “enemy”. In this context, 

knowledge itself can be regarded as “weaponry”, and the instilling of ideology as 

“recruitment”. Protecting children from violence, while simultaneously encouraging 

circumstances that allow them to participate in society, nation-building and political 

processes, presents significant challenges in PSC situations. A child participating 

negatively in a conflict cannot be protected from that conflict at the same time, just as 

a child shielded entirely from conflict (which, in the realm of contemporary PSC, is 

highly unlikely) cannot participate in the political sphere.  

This analysis paints a rather depressing picture of the extent to which the new 

international standard on children’s rights can be implemented in PSC societies. 

However, it is by no means the case that attempts to protect as well as empower 

children in conflict should be abandoned, simply because of the complexities 

involved in implementing their rights. What is required, rather, is a fresh approach to 

the roles traditionally assigned to children in conflict societies. Compartmentalising 

the role of children in warzones to passive recipients of aid, hapless victims of armed 

hostilities, or soldiers, will ultimately have a detrimental effect on the extent to which 

the peacebuilding techniques explored in Chapter 1 can be effectively implemented to 

transform conflict societies. If the world stage for children has augmented to the 

extent that they can negatively influence conflict outside their traditional wartime 

roles of soldier and victim, and if this eventuality has led to problems implementing 

participatory and protective rights, then engaging children in the arena of 

peacebuilding might assist in creating for them a new niche in society that allows 

them to participate in political processes, while still remaining protected from the 

perils of war. 
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Implementing the Convention: current constructive approaches to children’s 

participation in conflict societies 

Research has shown that children have begun to play a multifaceted role in conflict. 

The nature of their involvement has evolved beyond the traditional role of victim to 

encompass participation in violent expressions of hostilities between groups. Because 

of this evolution, children have begun to be recognised for their potential to influence 

the direction and nature of armed conflict. At the same time, research has shown that 

children channel their political energies toward the development of an “astute and 

intense political consciousness;”106 are highly receptive to and interested in political 

issues; and show evidence of “surprisingly outspoken, idiosyncratic, blunt, and 

imaginative” political opinions.107  

 

The strength of these opinions, and their potential to be channelled toward 

constructive approaches to society and conflict, have become increasingly recognised 

and valued by organisations with vested interests in peacebuilding and management 

of conflict societies. These organisations focus on the development and 

encouragement of prosocial behaviour amongst children living in conflict: by 

creating environments in which children learn decent consideration for others as well 

as the self, they foster attitudes that encourage non-violent problem-solving tactics to 

deal with the inevitable differences between people.108 By fusing the increasing 

relevance of children on the stage of armed conflict with the growing appreciation of 

their political maturity, these organisations have recognised the potential for children 

to make a substantial contribution to peacebuilding efforts in conflict societies. Just 

as children have proven to play a significant role in the exacerbation of conflict, so 

too may they have the potential to contribute to its cessation. 

 

During the 1999 Kosovo crisis, for example, adolescent Kosovars in Albanian 

refugee camps organised 20,000 children into youth councils that significantly 

improved the quality of camp life: they elected leaders, organised concerts and 

sporting events, and took part in landmine awareness and peer support. Youth 
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resource centres have been established in Azerbaijan in areas with high populations 

of refugees and internally displaced persons, culminating in the creation of a child-to-

child peace network.109 In Colombia, where guerrilla war has raged since the 1960s, 

5,000 children from the guerrilla-ruled Apartado region gathered in 1996 for a “Week 

of Reflection” which culminated in their formation of a local “government for 

children”, mass peace meetings, and “peace carnivals” where youth from warring 

communities could play together.  

 

Later the same year, a group of UNICEF-sponsored children organised an election for 

children that asked them to identify the rights most important to themselves and their 

communities; more than 2.7 million children turned out to cast their vote. The 

consequential revitalisation of the Colombian peace process stood as “possibly the 

most profound example to date” of the potential for children’s rights to contribute to 

political processes.110 In the West Bank and Gaza, the Palestinian Youth Association 

for Leadership and Rights Activation (PYALARA) reaches out to young Palestinians 

frustrated with the restrictive political situation, and encourages self-expression and 

activism through communication.111 PYALARA works with UNICEF on media and 

telecommunications projects that mobilise youth to provide each other with 

psychosocial support with the use of telephone hotlines. 

 

In 2003, UNICEF published its Map of Programmes for Adolescent Participation 

During Conflict and Post-Conflict Situations, which profiled over 100 peacebuilding 

programs aimed directly at involving and empowering youth at the grass-roots level 

of conflict societies. With enough support and access to the right resources, the report 

found, young people can become agents for change, provide a foundation for the 

rebuilding of lives and societies, and help to create a more just and peaceful 

society.112 In Honduras, for example, the collective efforts of UNICEF Honduras, the 

National Football Association, and various arms of the city and district governments 

implemented the Sports for Life Program. The goal was to increase the participation 
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of young people in sports activities with the ultimate objective of preventing 

HIV/AIDS, sexual exploitation, hazardous labour and abuse. In Indonesia, the Peace 

Generation Go & See Visits and Youth Civic Participation Initiative, implemented by 

the Consortium for the Assistance to Refugees and the Displaced in Indonesia 

(CARDI), assisted youth in North Sulawesi and North Maluku in their organisation of 

two radio programs aired on national radio that addressed resettlement issues; in UN-

administered Kosovo, the United Methodist Committee On Relief-NGO (UMCOR-

NGO), UNICEF and the Canadian International Development Agency (CIDA) 

worked with a youth group to create a Computer and Internet Centre that allowed 

Serbian and other Balkan youth to communicate online.113 All have proven successful 

in their efforts to empower youth in society and draw them effectively into the realm 

of social policy-making.  

 

These examples are testimony to the growing faith in young people’s ability to 

function constructively as agents of peace in conflict societies. Importantly, they are 

also reflective of the potential for children to develop prosocial behaviour if they are 

provided with appropriate and stimulating tools with which to explore and 

demonstrate personal qualities of kindness, generosity and cooperation. Programs 

such as the ones described encourage self-confidence and atmospheres of success 

amongst their participants, who are consequently more likely to exhibit helping 

behaviour towards others.114 

 

Adolescent qualities and their contributions to peacebuilding 

If children are to be examined for their ability to participate progressively and 

constructively in PSC situations, it is necessary to clearly identify the qualities of 

young people that might assist them in making unique contributions to peacebuilding 

efforts. At this point it becomes difficult to continue speaking of the 18 years of 

“childhood” as a homogeneous entity, as though there exists little difference in 

cognition, consciousness and moral awareness between, say, a child of six and a 

“child” of 16. Both are “children” in the legal sense, but they have different 

contributions to make to peacebuilding. This is not to state empirically that one stage 
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of childhood has a greater potential in peacebuilding than does another (although 

psychological analyses of childhood might certainly argue to the contrary); it is 

simply to acknowledge that when assessing the effectiveness of children as 

peacebuilders, it is necessary to do so within the context of their specific stage of life. 

 

Adolescents and multilateralism; young children and unilateralism 

Although this dissertation addresses the role of children in peacebuilding and 

political processes, it is necessary at this juncture to further define this focus group 

according to the principles upon which sociological and psychological studies, and 

the children’s rights agenda, are based. The distinction between unilateral and 

multilateral peacebuilding processes has been made, with an emphasis on dialogue 

encounter groups as powerful examples of multilateralism, and on cultural hegemony, 

the education system and empowerment programs as illustrative of unilateralism. 

This thesis, however, is primarily concerned with the extent to which children can 

contribute to peacebuilding through dialogue encounter. To this end, the remainder of 

chapter 2 focuses exclusively on the subgroup of children that appears most suitable 

for this task: the adolescents, aged roughly between 12 and 17. Analysis of their 

specific developmental traits reveals their appropriateness for participation in track 

two diplomacy through dialogue encounter. 

 

The qualities of the adolescent 

Research into the nature of adolescence has been led overwhelmingly by the fields of 

sociology, psychology and psychoanalysis: Jean Piaget pioneered the notion of 

movement from “concrete” to “formal operations” and Anna Freud founded the field 

of child psychoanalysis. As a consequence of the research carried out in these fields, 

it is possible to establish the kinds of qualities adolescents possess that make them 

suitable for participation in peacebuilding processes, particularly since the adolescent 

stage of development requires a significantly different approach to that required for 

adults and young children.115  

In their research into counselling adolescents, Kathryn and David Geldard identified 

the adolescent period as the transition from dependency to self-determination, 

                                                 
115 Geldard and Geldard, Counselling Adolescents, 6, 3. 
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independence and maturity, and from the family unit to the peer group.116 “Profound 

biological transformations” such as fluctuations in sexual hormone levels combine 

with cognitive alterations in social relationships, beliefs and attitudes, and self-

perception, to influence changes in the adolescent’s emotional state. At the same 

time, adolescence is also a socially dangerous period, in which risky behaviour 

becomes more attractive and lifelong destructive patterns can be established if 

difficulties are ignored by society.117 On the cusp of profound emotional, physical 

and social change, adolescent energy has the potential to be harnessed in creative and 

prosocial ways that utilise it for positive ends. Ignoring or marginalising this energy 

in contemporary communities has often contributed to the aimlessness, restlessness, 

boredom and delinquency so often associated with modern adolescents; urban 

societies in particular have begun to respond to this pattern by establishing 

infrastructure that redirects, focuses and aims to prevent such tendencies. The success 

of outreach programs, mobile health clinics, youth centres and supervised community 

service initiatives support the idea that adolescents have the potential to be positive 

agents of peace. 

Adolescence is a time during which the capacity for abstract, creative and critical 

thinking, as well as the ability to deal with relationship issues, is considerably 

enhanced. Older adolescents in particular are able to deal with complex social and 

ethical issues presented to them, and significantly, studies have suggested that 

adolescents can be taught to improve their capacity to think critically. As explored in 

Chapter 1, the use of metaphor is a powerful tool in the context of conflict 

transformation as a means of producing change, and it is during adolescence that the 

ability to understand and apply metaphor is greatly enhanced.118 Researchers also 

believe that the process of identity formation singularly defines the adolescent 

experience.119 The consolidation of identity provides a sense of meaning and personal 

                                                 
116 Judith Mabey and Bernice Sorensen, Counselling for Young People, (Buckingham: Open 
University Press, 1995). Quoted in Geldard and Geldard, Counselling Adolescents, 3. 
117 Hamburg and Hamburg, Learning to Live Together, 87. 
118 Geldard and Geldard, Counselling Adolescents, 6-8. 
119 E.H. Erikson, Identity: Youth and Crisis, (New York: Norton, 1968), et al. Quoted in Nancy A. 
Gonzales and Ana Mari Cauce, "Ethnic Identity and Multicultural Competence: Dilemmas and 
Challenges for Minority Youth," in Toward a Common Destiny: Improving Race and Ethnic Relations 
in America, ed. Willis D. Hawley and Anthony W. Jackson (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass Publications, 
1995), 133. 
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continuity, a set of guidelines for choices regarding lifestyle and values, and the 

foundation for the establishment of personality integration and psychological well-

being, while providing a framework to prepare the adolescent for his or her potential 

place in society.120 The search for identity is particularly profound for adolescents of 

ethnic minority groups, whose first experience of the consolidation of identity can 

involve internalising negative views of their own group while accepting the values 

and attitudes of the majority culture. First-time experiences of racism or prejudice can 

prompt a highly emotional “personal ethnic identity search” which is resolved by the 

development of a deeper sense of belonging to a particular group.121 

Spiritual and moral growth also characterise the adolescent search for identity. 

Outlining three major stages of moral development, Kohlberg argued that a period of 

“post-conventional morality” begins at the age of 13, when adolescents develop a 

conscience and a sense of human rights. Post-conventional morality allows 

adolescents to depart from earlier stages of morality, in which they learn to conform 

to society and avoid wrong purely to gain approval or avoid punishment, and decide 

what they are prepared to defend.122 Spiritually, the search for meaning in life 

characterises the development of personal identity; it is during this time that 

adolescents become aware of the validity of the spiritual views of others, and learn to 

appreciate the value of symbolism and ritual in the growth of spiritual beliefs.123 

All these qualities are highly relevant to an understanding of the adolescent as an 

individual in society, but they acquire even stronger implications when considered 

against the requirements for the process of conflict transformation. Geldard and 

Geldard argue that the unique aspects of the adolescent experience lend themselves 

well to counselling and group therapy, which have proven to be remarkably effective 

ways of dealing with and working through childhood trauma, abuse, neglect, and 

other emotional and social issues that frequently characterise the adolescent 

                                                 
120 Gonzales and Cauce, "Ethnic Identity," 133. 
121 S. Waterman, "Partition as a Problem in Ethnic Geography," in Political Geography, Recent 
Advances and Future Directions, ed. P.J. Taylor and J.W. House (Beckenham: Croom Helm, 1984). 
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landscape. Their increased capacity for self-reflection, criticism, analysis and 

appreciation of ritual and symbolism, together with their emerging sense of morality 

and social conscience, are qualities with which psychologists in group settings can 

engage in order to elicit profound emotional changes in their participants. 

Adolescents occupy a fairly unique position in the counselling experience: they are 

unlike younger children, whose capacity for self-reflection is somewhat limited due 

to their developmental immaturity, but also unlike adults, who are completely free to 

make decisions and choices without extreme external influences,124 and who are, 

more often that not, far more set in their cognitive frameworks. Adolescents, rather, 

inhabit a delicate area between familial dependence and autonomy as part of the 

complicated process of identity formation; consequently, it has been possible to tailor 

psychological approaches to group therapy in order to best meet their special needs. 

When these needs are met, significant cognitive and moral shifts can occur, which 

can lead ultimately to profound changes in feelings, thoughts and behaviour that 

extend outside the boundaries of the organised therapy setting. 

The adolescent experience of group therapy intersects meaningfully with the 

discourse on children as track two diplomats in peacebuilding processes described in 

Chapter 1. Practitioners working with grass-roots members of society have begun 

employing therapeutic techniques in their approach to conflict transformation that 

closely mirror those used in traditional group therapy settings. Emphasising personal 

transformation, forgiveness, justice and healing, emerging approaches to conflict 

transformation focus on dialogue, self-reflection and critical historical analysis in the 

intergroup setting, to elicit profound changes in participants’ attitudes that allow a 

recognition of common and mutual humanity.125 Originally developed as part of a 

framework with which to approach psychosocial and personal issues, these 

techniques have become recognised as imperative to grass-roots peacebuilding in 

societies experiencing protracted social conflict, since they deal directly with the 

human, emotional, experience of violence. Integrating the fields of conflict resolution 

and family therapy holds “incredible promise” for a solution to the continuing 

struggle to comprehend and eliminate protracted and repetitive cycles of violence, 
                                                 
124 Ibid., 55-6. 
125 Bertram D. Cohen, "Groups to Resolve Conflicts between Groups: Diplomacy with a Therapeutic 
Dimension," Group 26, no. 3 (2002): 191.  
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since it encourages a multilevel response to war and trauma that identifies healing as 

the critical missing element of traditional peacebuilding efforts.126  

Conclusion 

If adolescents are identified as having distinctive qualities that make them particularly 

receptive to group therapy settings partly because of their specific developmental 

stage, and group therapy settings are identified as particularly useful tools of conflict 

transformation, there are significant implications for the potential of adolescents to 

take part in peacebuilding in conflict societies. The first implication is that young 

people are capable of making original contributions to peacebuilding initiatives. The 

specific stage of development inhabited by adolescents allows them to be more 

reflective, analytical and morally conscious than younger children and less ingrained 

in their constructed sense of sociopolitical reality and identity than adults. Their 

impressionable stage of development means the “freeze-unfreeze-refreeze” processes 

described in Chapter 1 effectively challenge adolescents to examine and redefine 

nationalist loyalties – a central feature of identity formation – as well as constructed 

enemy images and historical narratives. Consequently, they are far more capable of 

experiencing profound inner changes that allow them to contribute directly to the 

greater transformation of conflict societies.  

The second implication is that the difficulties inherent in implementing participatory 

and protective rights for children in PSC societies may be addressed by prescribing a 

fresh role to children that gives them a stronger, more visible role in societal 

processes. The potential for children to be engaged as agents of peace in conflict 

societies by engaging in prosocial behaviour has gained considerable support in a 

contemporary political environment that has realised the value of children and their 

multifaceted agency in conflict. 
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Chapter 3 

The function of children in Jewish-Israeli society: contextualising the potential 

of youth as peacebuilders 

 

This chapter examines the potential for Israeli children to make a unique contribution 

to peacebuilding processes, by exploring the political and social context in which 

they grow up. The chapter engages in a cultural critique of Israeli society by 

examining the relationship between history, nationalism and identity, and discusses 

how these dynamics have manifested in Israel’s social fabric. It then explores the 

effects of these dynamics on the attitudes and values of Israeli children through 

analysis of Israel’s youth culture, and discusses their implications for the agency of 

children in conflict. The chapter concludes by highlighting the structures in Israeli 

society that might support the rechannelling of adolescent energy toward constructive 

approaches to the conflict. 

 
Zionism and Post Zionism: perspectives on Israeli nation-building 

In order to understand the sociopolitical function of Israeli children so that their 

potential for agency in peace initiatives might be assessed, it is necessary to identify 

the various voices in Israeli society that have influenced the country’s social and 

political fabric. These voices, or discourses, have been shaped to a significant extent 

by the legacy of Israeli nation-building, and the eventual self-reflection and criticism 

that evolved from alternative intellectual approaches to the country’s history. The two 

main discourses that have most strongly influenced Israel’s cultural hegemony have 

been termed Zionist and Post Zionist respectively, and a thorough understanding of 

Israel’s sociocultural dynamics requires a discussion that clearly articulates the 

characteristics of both. 

 

Zionism 

The establishment of Israel in 1948 gave birth to a dominant and almost unchallenged 

historical and mythological narrative with profound implications for the formation of 

Israel’s national identity, sense of moral responsibility and self-perception. Though 

by no means a politically or religiously unilateral front, early Zionism was united by 

one significant aspect of the European Jewish collective memory: a legacy of 
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persecution and fear made particularly palpable by the Holocaust, and a consequential 

desire to escape the cultural, religious and social compartmentalisation of the past. In 

the early years of the state, the dominant Labour Zionists combined tenets of 

nationalism and socialism to create a discourse that combined knowledge, conquest 

and redemption of the moledet (homeland) with Enlightenment values of equality, 

justice, and the brotherhood of humanity.1 The evolving ideology in the growing 

number of kibbutzim and moshavim (farming collectives) and within expanding cities 

and villages, was one of survival, heroism and triumph: the Diasporic past was to be 

removed from collective Jewish memory as the old Jew metamorphosed into the new 

Hebrew who could look forward to a post-Exilic future2 (figure 1). The creation of 

the Israeli military allowed the Jew – weak, passive, economically parasitic on other 

nations and forever vulnerable to the political whims of Eastern Europe – to 

transform into a new being: a strong, independent, politically astute, autonomous 

Israeli, never again to be led as a “sheep to the slaughter”.3  

 Figure 1: A pro-Zionist poster of the prestate era 
(Source: Jewish Agency for Israel [Website]. [Retrieved November 25 2005]; available from  
jafi.jewish-life.de/zionismus/posters.html) 
 

                                                 
1 Laurence J. Silberstein, The Postzionism Debates: Knowledge and Power in Israeli Culture, (New 
York: Routledge, 1999), 58-60. 
2 David N. Myers, "Between Diaspora and Zion: History, Memory and the Jerusalem Scholars," in The 
Jewish Past Revisited: Reflections on Modern Jewish Historians, ed. David N. Myers and David B. 
Ruderman, Studies in Jewish Culture and Society (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1998), 98.  
3 Tamar Liebes, Reporting the Arab Israeli Conflict: How Hegemony Works, (London: Routledge, 
1997), 5. 
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The discourse that developed from the new national memory was naturally influenced 

by the political and psychological goals of Zionism’s founding fathers. Fortified by 

the dual influences of the Holocaust on one hand and the conflict with Israel’s 

neighbouring Arab states on the other,4 Israeli society had to reimagine itself, 

reinvent a tradition, and renarrate a historical identity:5 

  
Historians, together with authors, poets, painters, sculptors, journalists, teachers, and 

other intellectuals, artists and persons of letters – at a later stage including also social 

scientists – took active and even leading parts in the composition and propagation of 

the national narrative. Far from being a remote academic arbiter, Israeli academia 

was part and parcel of the national endeavor [Ram 1996]. Academic disciplines… 

had been shaped under the spell of national ideology… The history and sociology 

written in Israel until the mid-late 1980s, conferred an ostensible scientific aura and 

academic legitimisation upon collective memory and collective ideology required by 

the crystallising national identity… It would not be a gross exaggeration to suggest 

that, until recently, ‘the nation’ has studied itself rather than being properly studied.6 

 

The Zionist approach to Israel’s history built the collective nationalist memory of the 

Israeli state on a number of monolithic, mainly self-serving historical assumptions7 

that painted Israel, its founding Zionist leaders and their sense of moral righteousness 

in a positive light. Amongst the ideological foundations of Zionist history are the 

following notions: that the creation of the state of Israel was the a miraculous story of 

the few who had beaten the many8 in a land without any meaningful Palestinian 

presence;9 that the Palestinians who did inhabit the land in 1948 vacated their homes 

                                                 
4 Uri Ram, "From Nation-State to Nation-----State: Nation, History and Identity Struggles in Jewish 
Israel," in The Challenge of Post Zionism: Alternatives to Israeli Fundamentalist Politics, ed. Ephraim 
Nimni, Postcolonial Encounters (London: Zed Books Ltd., 2003), 30. 
5 Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism, 
(London: Verso, 1991; Revised ed.). Quoted in Ram, "From Nation-State," 30. 
6 Ram, "From Nation-State," 30-1. Partial quotation from Uri Ram, "Memory and Identity: Sociology 
of the Historians' Debate in Israel," Theory and Critique 8 (1996). [Hebrew]. 
7 For a detailed examination of some of the major “bones of contention” between the Zionist and the 
Post Zionist historians, see Avi Shlaim, "The Debate About 1948," in The Israel/Palestine Question, 
ed. Ilan Pappe (New York: Routledge, 1999), 171-92. 
8 Pappe, Ilan. "Post Zionist Critique on Israel and the Palestinians: Part I: The Academic Debate." 
Journal of Palestine Studies 26, no. 2 (1997): 29-41, p 32. 
9 Ilan Pappe, "Introduction: New Historiographical Orientations in the Research on the Palestine 
Question," in The Israel/Palestine Question, ed. Ilan Pappe (New York: Routledge, 1999), 3. 
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voluntarily during the Arab-Israeli War;10 that Israel’s military conduct was always 

morally superior to its enemy’s;11 that the displaced Palestinians had no claim to an 

independent role in the continuing conflict; that Israel constantly sought the 

peacemaker’s role and its neighbouring Arab states were stubborn aggressors,12 and 

that Israelis were the true victims of the conflict and the rational party in the struggle 

over Palestine.13  The result was an essentially monolithic and stereotypical view14 of 

Palestinians, who were portrayed as irrational, fanatical, intransigent and immoral15 

by the Zionist approach to the nation’s past. The overarching picture of Israeli society 

and politics provided by the Zionist discourse since the establishment of the state, 

therefore, was one of moral superiority, military fortitude and social equality. This 

picture remained mainly unchallenged by academics, writers and artists alike until 

changes on the geopolitical landscape forced a new wave of thinking that gave birth 

to the Post Zionist movement in the 1980s and early 1990s. 

 

Post Zionism 

The annexation of the West Bank and Gaza Strip to Israel in the Six-Day war of 1967 

war brought Israelis face to face with their previously anonymous neighbouring 

Arabs and exposed them for the first time to the growing fervour of Palestinian 

nationalism. The heated debate that ensued within Israel over the legitimacy and 

desirability of Occupation,16 together with the Yom Kippur war of 1973, triggered 

readiness to look into the essence of Zionism and cracks in Israeli wall of “moral 

smugness and self-satisfaction”.17 In addition, the emerging multicultural and 

multiethnic society – a result of increased immigration of Sephardim and a sudden 

influx of working-class Russians – contrasted starkly with the “melting pot” ideal of 

                                                 
10 Benny Morris, "The Causes and Character of the Arab Exodus from Palestine: The Israeli Defense 
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Israel’s founding fathers and contributed to an ideological tension18 between past 

mythologies and present realities. By the early 1970s, the deceleration of the Jewish 

nation-building project, competition between religious fundamentalists and secular 

Labour Zionists for the legacy of the Zionist movement, and tensions between 

Sephardim and Ashkenazim were eroding the utopian vision of Israel as a prejudice-

free place of refuge for all Jewry.19  

 

The trend continued with the 1982 Lebanon War, the first of Israel’s wars that could 

not, even by those most loyal to the dominant Zionist narrative, be described as a war 

of ein breira (no alternative).20 Instead, said then-Prime Minister Menachem Begin, 

Lebanon was a war of choice designed to achieve national objectives. The 

consequential public debate about the moral righteousness of the war encouraged 

novelists, filmmakers and journalists to construct a non-Zionist interpretation of past 

and present reality,21 as the national consensus around ein breira crumbled and was 

replaced by a political space that allowed a critical reexamination of the country’s 

earlier history.22 The ground became fertile for a fresh look at the origins of the 

Israeli state and the chance to deconstruct what was beginning to be interpreted by 

critics as Zionist mythology. 

 

Post Zionism evolved from the intellectual discourse of self-labelled critical 

sociologists and new historians who provided an alternative to what they regarded as 

the essentially apologetic history23 written by “Zionist” historians, whose work 

reflected the collective desire for a united and empowered national memory for the 

fledgling state. Although there is no essential Post Zionism, Lawrence Silberstein 

argues, the new historians and critical sociologists who provided the backbone of the 

movement were united on a number of levels. They desired a resolution of the 

ongoing Palestinian-Israeli conflict by finding viable alternatives to the dominant 

Zionist discourse; and the clearing of a “space” for previously silenced voices in 

                                                 
18 Ibid.  
19 Jonathan Mahler, "Uprooting the Past: Israel's New Historians Take a Hard Look at Their Nation's 
Origins," Lingua Franca 7 (1997): 25.  
20 Shlaim, "The Debate About 1948," 176. 
21 Pappe, "The Academic Debate," 35.  
22 Shlaim, "The Debate About 1948," 176. 
23 Ram, "From Nation-State," 31.  
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Israeli society, including Diaspora and Middle Eastern Jews, Palestinian Arabs, and 

women. Collectively, they have proved themselves willing to face academic and 

political hostility – which manifests in accusations of anti-Zionism, anti-Israelism and 

even anti-Semitism – while challenging Zionism’s exclusive claim over the control of 

Israeli culture.24 It is an essentially post-modernist approach to history, which, 

Silberstein says, does not ask: 

 
Who is a Jew? What is Jewish identity? What are its essential components, 

parameters? What common attitudes, beliefs, practices make up Jewish identity?  

 

but rather 
 

What are the discursive processes, political as well as social, by means of which 

what we understand as Jewish identity has been generated, disseminated, and 

perpetuated? Who are the significant Others, internally and externally, over and 

against whom hegemonic notions of Jewish identity have been formed? How have 

they perceived them and interacted with them? What characteristics have they 

ascribed to them as a means to differentiate Them from Us, Self from Other? At any 

given period, who is being marginalized or excluded by prevailing notions of Jewish 

identity? What is the relationship of the processes of otherizing, marginalizing, and 

excluding to Jewish self-understanding? 25 
 

In addition to identifying the Zionist approach to history as mythologisation, Post 

Zionists confronted the deficiency of Palestinian points of view on the establishment 

of the Israeli state, as well as the tendency for the old historians to mention 

Palestinians only as the exotic, unfamiliar and unwelcome Other, or as a security 

threat. Israel’s new sociologists, whose own “sea change” emerged in the mid-

1970s,26 also support Post Zionist principles but identify Zionism as settler-colonialist 

nationalism,27 an idea first proposed by marginal intellectual groups in the 1960s.28 
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The new sociologists clash with the traditional Zionist interpretation of nation-

building: they view Zionism as a colonialist enterprise whose founders conquered and 

expropriated a settled land, and exploited or expelled its native inhabitants, rather 

than as a movement of a landless people returning to an uninhabited land. Culturally 

and institutionally, new sociologist Uri Ram argues, the colonial nature of Israel 

makes it inherently racist and oppressive, giving a privileged position to Jews over 

the “native” population.29 Sammy Smooha asserts that Israel is in fact an “ethnic 

democracy”, making no distinction between religion and nationality, or religion and 

ethnicity, even though its inhabitants have equal citizenship rights.30 Significantly, 

the new sociologists confront the Arab-Israeli conflict as a starting point for the 

examination of Israeli history and affirm its centrality to the formation of Israeli 

national identity, instead of conspicuously omitting the conflict component of Jewish 

Israeli society, as most historians in the past, according to Ram, have done. 

 

Post Zionism consequently emerged as a discourse that could address the suspicions 

the new generation of Israeli scholars had for the ideological bent of their 

predecessors. Additionally, it approached more positively the work of Palestinian 

historians in an effort to narrow the gap between the Palestinian and Israeli national 

narratives.31 The shared Post Zionist approach advocated the creation of an Israeli 

rather than a Jewish state32 and deconstructed the sense of victimology prevalent in 

Zionist history; the resulting discourse promoted the idea that Israel’s fortunes have 

been determined by conscious choices of its leaders, which ignited a healthy internal 

debate.33 In addition, it is now safe to say that professional Israeli historians have 

adopted at least some of the principal chapters in the Palestinian historical narrative.34 

Together, these elements of the Post Zionist approach to Israeli history allow for 

more critical, unconventional and abstract analysis, encouraging the layers of society 

to be peeled back to reveal the dynamics that, implicitly and explicitly, influence its 
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cultural hegemony. The resulting distinction between Zionist and Post Zionist 

interpretations of the nation’s past35 have eventuated in two dominant contemporary 

discourses, both of which have shaped the nation’s attitudes towards itself and its 

neighbours. 

 

Identifying the Enemy: the role of the Other in Israeli nation-building 

The emergence of a strong Post Zionist voice in Israeli society has allowed the 

examination and redefinition of Israeli collective memory, necessary for the 

development of a new national culture36 that more appropriately reflects the cultural 

and demographic landscape of contemporary Israeli society. A valuable contribution 

of Post Zionism to the (re)construction of Israeli cultural history is its linking of 

ultranationalism – manifested historically in both left and right-wing Israeli 

governments’ quest for territorial expansion into the West Bank – to the concept of 

Otherness.37 The creation of the Israeli state, Leon T. Hadar argues, relied on a 

Zionism that was 

 
a nationalist movement par excellence... It was anti-individualist, collectivist, and 

statist, and it required a despised “Other” to target as part of the process of state 

mobilization.38 

 

The collectivist, anti-liberalist values on which the state was founded relied on the 

creation of a despised Other, through which the new society could filter its perceived 
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threats to security, justify its immigration to the land, and rationalise its quests for 

territorial expansion. This Other came to be recognised as the collective Arab entity. 

Ideologically and politically, Ilan Peleg argues, viewing the Arab as the Other was a 

natural but not necessarily inevitable outgrowth of a right-wing position on the future 

of the West Bank and Gaza. The demonisation of the Arab, he asserts, provided the 

most effective rationalisation for territorial annexation – culturally constructing Arabs 

as a hostile, vicious, threatening menace was far more likely to garner political 

support for land policies than extending the hand of friendship would. This 

construction had a dynamic relationship with increasingly vocal and eventually 

violent expressions of Palestinian nationalism. Ironically, then, the personal sense of 

Otherness experienced historically by the Diaspora Jews themselves had allowed 

them to create conditions for the emergence of a new structure of Otherness, fed and 

sustained by Arab-Jewish rivalry.39 Drawing on Foucault’s examination of power 

relations, Silberstein identifies Otherness as a primary factor in the cultural makeup 

of Israeli society, the basis of which can be found in the ideological foundations of 

the Israeli state: 

 
Others, whether within or without, threaten our sense of distinctiveness, coherence, 

and stability. As we encounter the foreigner, the external Other, we feel threatened 

with a loss of self. Thus, the Other is viewed as a threat to our own precarious sense 

of self, on both the individual and group levels. Only by thoroughly investigating 

“our remarkable relationship with both the Other and strangeness within ourselves” 

can we reach a point where we no longer attempt to elevate ourselves by making the 

Other into a scapegoat.40 

 

This legacy of Otherness has had profound implications for the way in which Israeli 

society evolved, powerfully influenced the manner in which it managed the conflict 

with the Arab world, and contributed significantly to the manner in which the 

dynamics of society were constructed for Israeli children. Academically, the 

perceived existential threat to internal security meant that a Palestinian historical 

narrative of events since 1948 remained either unnoticed or unaccepted by 

mainstream Zionist historians until the intellectual watershed that eventuated after the 
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1982 Lebanon war, since the Zionist victory of 1948 made it easier for Israelis to 

successfully propagate their version of events.41 Zionism, argues Ilan Gur-Ze’ev, 

negated any Palestinian identity of the land by referring to Palestinianism from an 

Orientalist perspective as a deterioration of the old Hebrew identity of the land and 

people, “or to the Palestinians as natives who should be recognised and helped as 

long as they do not develop into “Amalek” [a biblical enemy of the Jews]”.42 The 

destruction of the collective memory of the Other through the construction of one’s 

own memory, Gur Ze’ev and Ilan Pappe argue, is a central element in the formation 

of national identities: 

 
In the case of Palestine/Israel, control of the collective memory is part of the internal 

and external violence each of the rival collectives applies to secure its reconstruction. 

That is, the way the two sides to the conflict construct their collective identity is a 

dialectical process whose impelling force is the total negation of the Other. Within 

this dialectic, each side sees itself as a sole victim while totally negating the 

victimization of the Other.43 

 

The need to identify the Self as the primary victim of history also made the memory 

of the Holocaust central to Israel’s constructed national identity. Pappe and Gur-

Ze’ev argue that Zionism worked “systematically” on mystifying the Holocaust and 

“structuring modes of control over the representation of its memory,” while at the 

same time denying al-Nakbah and refusing to acknowledge Israel’s role as victimiser 

in the suffering of the Palestinians.44 By far one of Israel’s most vociferous and 

radical critics (though criticised for an over-polemical style which is said to 

undermine his credibility), Norman Finkelstein went so far as to label the post-1967 

ideological venture a “holocaust industry” which was used to deflect criticism of 

Israeli treatment of Palestinians.45 Zionists, Silberstein argues, regularly emphasised 
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the contrast between the new Israeli Hebrews and the “unproductive, subservient, 

weak, parasitic diaspora” Jews.46 Ethnic survival became the cornerstone on which 

the new state was founded and the duality of the Holocaust memory – the ultimate 

survival of the Jewish people, though millions perished – became mirrored in Israel’s 

relationship with its Arab neighbours. While the dominant discourse encourages 

Israelis to perceive themselves as empowered and miraculous survivors, they are also 

guided by the constant and searing reminder of the general sense of victimisation felt 

by the Jewish people before, during and after the Holocaust. Likewise, Israel’s 

military strength in the Middle East contrasts with an overwhelming sense of regional 

insecurity brought on by the proximity of 22 neighbouring Arab states, some of 

which have expressed destructive attitudes towards Israel. The memory of the 

Holocaust, therefore, became embedded in the new national narrative, which drew on 

historical successes and failings in order to construct a new Jewish identity.  

 

Thus a powerful paradox, and one which can be identified as a primary source of 

existential anxiety for the collective Israeli identity, exists: while the dominant 

Zionist narrative is based on the Jewish experience of persecution, genocide and 

perceived threat of annihilation from neighbouring Arab states, it also draws heavily 

on the constructed identity of indestructibility, power and strength. There is a 

perplexing dialectic between victimhood and potency that acts as a filter through 

which interpretations of history, memory and culture are viewed by society. This 

dialectic, together with the powerful influence of the Self/Other discourse, manifests 

in Israeli culture in a variety of ways, and the effects of these legacies on the 

sociocultural experience of Israeli childhood are both broad and profound. 

 

Manifestations of cultural hegemony in Israeli society 

Though the Post Zionist rendering of culture began recently to manifest in Israel’s 

non-academic arenas, a strong current of Zionist hegemonic attitudes and values has 

underpinned popular culture since the establishment of the state. Stereotyping, 

alienation and a general “us versus them” mentality remain firmly embedded within 

society’s representations and reflections of the Self and Other, and have contributed 
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to the manner in which Israeli children have come to regard their own security as well 

as the moral strengths and weaknesses of the Palestinian Other. The separation of the 

Self and Other that is partly a legacy of the Zionist nation-building effort has revealed 

itself in all areas of society, particularly in fields where self-expression naturally 

gives way to reflections on nationalism and history.  

 

Film 

According to Ilan Pappe, the film industry in Israel has gone further than any other 

medium in directly challenging the dominant Zionist historical narrative and 

discourse. A process of radicalisation occurred for the film industry in the late 1980s 

and early 1990s, when the combined effects of the Lebanon war and the First Intifada 

created a cultural space that could be used to examine and reassess the essence of 

Zionism.47 Until the early 1970s, however, it was staunchly committed to the 

nationalist agenda and thus portrayed Arabs on screen as  

 
pathetic stereotypical figures – evil, cruel, and stupid – who end up yielding to the 

superior Israeli hero. A common plot is one in which Jewish school children 

singlehandedly capture armed Arab terrorists or invaders.48 

 

In her analysis of the representation of Arabs and “Oriental” Jews in Israeli cinema, 

Dorit Naamen argues that until the early 1980s, Arab characters fell into three 

categories: the good-hearted, harmless, primitive Arab; the evil Arab (a spy, a thief, 

or a liar); or the sexually exotic and forbidden Other:49 

 
An example of the sexually forbidden Arab can be seen in My Michael (1975), in 

which Hana, the introverted main character, is attracted to Arab twins with whom 

she grew up. The twins, however, are seen mainly from the back, covered by long 

kaffiyas, and the film focuses on Hana, who is tortured by her attraction to them. As 

a result of this attraction, the twins come to signify a generalized, impersonal but 

taboo other. All of these stereotypes stand in opposition to the new ideal of the 

Zionist as a secular, rational, and productive member of a Western society.50 
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Sexuality is a prevalent theme in Israeli cinema and has frequently been used as a tool 

with which to explore the taboo, and therefore exotic and fascinating, Arab. In his 

analysis of the Palestinian-Israeli conflict in Israeli cinema, Raz Yosef argues that 

early Zionist films explored fears for future Jewish nationalism through narratives of 

interracial sexual relations: 

 
Both heterosexual and homosexual interracial sexual relations are represented as 

“abnormal,” “degenerate” forms of desire that threaten to cause the catastrophic 

undoing of Jewish Israeli national and racial sovereignty. Miscegenation and 

homosexuality mobilize fears of racial decline in the population; they evoke 

anxieties about the very possibility of the future of the Jewish race, inasmuch as they 

threaten not only to pollute the Jewish state but to put an end to it.51 

 

Raz argues that the Zionist project was sexual as well as political and ideological, 

“obsessed with Jewish masculinity and especially the Jewish male body” in an 

attempt to transform the Diaspora identity of the weak male Jew.52 Themes in Israeli 

cinema also reflected the hierarchy within Jewish society itself – films of the 1960s, 

’70s and ’80s overwhelmingly concentrated on Western European Ashkenazim, 

portraying and regarding the other sectors of Jewish Israeli society as incidental 

rather than intrinsic. Naamen argues that early Israeli cinema depended on the 

country’s political system, which placed Western European Jews at the top, Eastern 

European Ashkenazim and the pure Sephardim of the Holy Land in the middle, and 

the “Orientals” (Mizrahim or Middle Eastern Jews and Arabs) at the bottom. 

Consequently, she argues, the Israeli film industry and the “Ashkenazi creative 

forces” behind most projects reflected the Ashkenazi predominance and portrayed 

Middle Eastern Jews and Arabs as internal as well as external Others:53 

 
The films of the 1960s and 1970s are the products of a Eurocentric establishment, 

and they tend to reinforce twenty-year-old stereotypes about the Mizrahim. A prime 

example is Sallah Shabatti (1964)… the film follows the trials and tribulations of the 
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newly immigrated Sallah, an Oriental Jew who tries to find housing, work, and 

proper matches for his kids to marry… Sallah is good-hearted, but he is also simple, 

if not dumb, lazy, a drunkard, and sexist. Films of the 1970s… also base their 

representations of Mizrahim on well-ingrained stereotypes (the criminal, the 

housekeeper, and the prostitute).54 

 

Exploration of other perspectives has not eradicated the Ashkenazi predominance, 

Pappe argues, and the general treatment of the Other tends to be characterised by a 

projection of the Israeli image onto the Palestinian, as though the other side can only 

be understood if its heroes act like Israelis.55 In the pre-Intifada 1980s, a “Palestinian 

wave” in Israeli cinema produced a flood of films that dealt sympathetically with the 

plight of Palestinians and the effect of West Bank Occupation,56 often turning to 

interracial romance as the vehicle through which the Palestinian-Israeli relationship 

could be scrutinised.57 The narratives of these films, argues Ella Shohat in the first 

comprehensive analysis of Israeli cinema, is founded on the experience of wars and 

militarisation, using a psychological discourse to examine, by implication, the Israeli 

mental state.58  

 

This trend intensified with the onset of the First Intifada in 1988, Raz argues, during 

which the critical tone of Israeli cinemography tackled antimiscegenation discourses 

by traversing the taboo of interracial sex, and biracial homoeroticism was used to 

illustrate “the extension of colonial power over the homosexualized Palestinian male 

other”.59 While making considerably bold moves towards defying the dominant 

Zionist narrative, therefore, the film industry’s historical preoccupation with 

contemporary Israeli issues – most of which centre on the Arab-Israeli conflict – 

contributed to society’s endorsement of the Self/Other status quo and the 

overwhelming cultural focus on national identity and conflict.  
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Audience and filmmaker fatigue with the well-worn subject of conflict resulted in the 

associated emotions being explored and addressed through metaphor in contemporary 

films, even if the literal images and issues of the conflict are not. The most recent 

batch of Israeli films – which began to be produced just before the Second Intifada 

started – were characterised by seemingly apolitical, personal issues. The politics of 

the region were often still addressed in an ambiguous, metaphorical, and often sexual 

way, however, as the film “Yossi and Jagger”, about a love affair between two male 

soldiers in the Israeli military, shows:60 

 
[“Yossi and Jagger” producer Gal] Uchovsky claims that it’s not so easy to bridge 

liberal politics with left-wing views of the conflict. “Israelis love to see a movie like 

‘Broken Wings’, and see how dysfunctional Israel has become, but if it’s about 

Arabs and Israelis, they won’t take it.”… Israeli’s industry is known for making a 

slew of unabashedly political films in the 1980s, but Uchovsky claims the movies 

simply didn’t work. “Film students hated them,” he says, “Now we’re experiencing a 

backlash from the ’80s, so when the new generation arrived, we didn’t want to have 

a film with a Jew and an Arab fighting in the heat.”61 

 

In The New Republic, Saul Austerlitz argues that the recession of Arab-versus-Jew 

themes from recent Israeli cinema reflects “a form of wish fulfillment: Avoid the 

daily catastrophe of the second intifada and it will vanish”. An emphasis on family 

dynamics in these films hides a metaphor that treats family as country by dealing with 

the messy entanglements of familial life:62 

 
These films may avoid directly addressing the heart of recent Israeli life, but their 

stories of disintegrating, bickering families, stricken by tragedy and strife, are tales 

that do not need further explication. These families are the family of Israel in 

miniature.63  
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Contemporary Israeli cinema has proved a powerful medium through which 

dissenting voices have channeled their political agendas, but the fact that so many 

Israeli films have historically featured some aspect of Arab-Jewish relations as their 

pivotal issue reinforces the centrality of the conflict to daily life. A recent broadening 

of the manner in which Israel’s experience with conflict is explored and portrayed in 

Israeli cinema reveals at once a weariness with the subject and the power with which 

political influences shape and pervade the cultural landscape. Challenges to the 

dominant discourse through channels of creative expression nevertheless fertilise the 

ground that nurtures a culture concerned with a distinction between Self and Other. 

  

Literature 

A long history of stereotyping and enemy construction, along with perceptions of the 

self as morally virtuous and the other as ethically bereft, also characterises Israeli 

Hebrew literature. In his 1994 study, Yerach Glover found a “singular moral tension” 

that shapes political and moral reflection in contemporary Israeli fiction. This tension, 

he argues, involved the “politicoethnological” history of the Jews, and an incessant 

need to create an identification with “a certain version of a very different kind of 

Jewish history”, which accounts for the distinctively ideological nature of Israeli 

culture. In literature, Glover identified an inescapable synonymy between morality 

and politics; people learn to think politically and morally simultaneously in their 

treatment of referents, images and concepts.64 In his analysis of the representation of 

Arabs in modern Hebrew literature, Glover found the same patterns that emerged in 

the discourses of cinema and historiography: 

 
Briefly, the Arab cannot be conceived of as an authentic moral being... He or she 

exists only in the formlessness of a nonsubject assimilated to the generally negative 

category of the other than us and its concomitant moralistic evaluation – unable to 

be us.... In all of this, exclusion and marginalisation are accompanied by an 

extraordinarily self-conscious but unself-critically idealist historiography in which 

the living utopia of Zionism’s Israel is at the center of an epic and epochal narrative, 
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the course of which is strictly allegorical, and whose persuasive force lies in its 

accumulation of a seemingly endless stream of confirming anecdotes and cases.65 

 

Israeli literature also reflects the hegemony of the Western European Ashkenazi 

experience over that of its Mizrahi counterpart. Hannah Hever argues that since the 

Mizrahi experience of migration to Israel did not involve the traversing of sea, it is 

portrayed and regarded as insignificant by the dominant Ashkenazi migration 

experience: 

 
In the course of appropriating the Mizrahi’s migration for the obligatory dictates of 

its own immigration story, the hegemonic discourse also posits it as marginal and 

inferior: as incapable of fulfilling the Zionist promise of a dramatic sea crossing 

from Europe to the East. The act of appropriation subordinates their migration to the 

Zionist act, and excludes Mizrahi immigration from the Zionist project.66 

 

Predictably, the literature that characterised the post-1948 generation of writers 

centred on family situations but were structured “to satisfy symbolic or allegorical 

needs” of the nascent state. The family motif, writes Rochelle Furstenburg, was often 

employed as a symbol for the larger collective Israeli experience: 

 
…the assumption underlying this generation’s symbolic writing had to be that there 

was one monolithic, national experience that could be allegorized, symbolized. And 

this monolithic experience was, on the whole, male, Ashkenazi, socialist, pioneering 

and secular. Certainly, there were many other writers: women, Sephardi, communist, 

realistic, personal. But they were not considered “mainstream”. They were not seen 

as representing the collective, and whatever claims to the contrary, it was the 

collective that was important.67 

 

With the advent of Likud rule in 1977 and consequential political pluralism came a 

surge in literature that reflected first the Sephardim/Mizrahim and then the general 

minority experience in Israeli society, allowing for the emergence of personal 
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narratives that were considered a luxury in the state’s early years. Childhood, for 

instance, became a popular genre through which to view the anxieties of life, and 

youth began to function in literature as a time of political and cultural reflection. In 

See Under: Love, Grossman’s protagonist is the only child of Holocaust survivors, 

translating his parents’ concentration camp experiences into his own terms. 

Grossman’s work was the beginning of a surge of young Israelis writing about the 

Holocaust.68 The exploration of territory and nationalist belonging through romantic 

and familial metaphors also found its way into literature: in her feminist analysis of 

love and war in Israeli fiction in 1986, Esther Fuchs found that the transformation of 

Israel’s pioneering, idealistic society into an embattled, bureaucratised state has been 

frequently represented in fiction as “love gone awry”: 

 
The internecine relations between husband and wife, and the degeneration of love 

into mutually destructive sex serve as metaphors for what Israeli writers perceive as 

Israel’s ideological and social disintegration… Identified with the family, the 

fundamental unit of society, women came to signify the stultifying hypocritical and 

corrupt society from which the Israeli male hero constantly flees, often right into the 

arms of war.69 

 

The land of Israel, Fuchs argues, is often portrayed as a “deathly woman, exacting 

endless sacrifices from her male lovers”.70 The effects and experiences of Israeli 

nation-building and political conflict, therefore, remain luminous issues in 

contemporary film and literature and are explored through the motifs of love, the 

family unit, and other contemporary social concerns, even though allegory and 

metaphor increasingly function as a vehicle for political expression. 

 

News media 

The news media is central to the social construction of reality in Israel, providing 

society with tools that create and disseminate a sense of collective identity and a 
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stereotype of the Other71 that interact to ensure each other’s survival. The Post Zionist 

debate spread from academic institutions to the media at a time when self-criticism 

and introspection over the Lebanon War and the First Intifada compelled Israeli 

society to examine itself with a greater intellectual aggression. In 1997, Ilan Pappe 

asserted that the Israeli media was a Zionist one that had begun to allow Post Zionist 

voices, even though the media took a major role in airing Post Zionist views through 

opinion columns, supplementary sections of the printed press, and talk shows. Pappe 

argued, however, that fairly transformative changes in Israel’s media in terms of 

allowing voices of dissent and criticism did not fundamentally alter its general 

conduct, even in the cases of considerably left-wing newspapers such as the liberal 

Hebrew daily Ha’aretz, long known for its exposure of human rights issues in the 

West Bank and Gaza and its occasional disregard for the military censorship imposed 

upon all Israeli media for reasons of national security. According to Pappe, the 

representation of the Other in news columns had remained fundamentally the same – 

“factual” news reports continued to reflect an overall national agenda and employ a 

nationalistic discourse.72  

 

In her 1999 analysis of the media and hegemony in Israel, Tamar Liebes identified 

four hegemonic constraints in the reporting of the Arab-Israeli conflict: technical 

limitations that force reporters to see only one side; a self-perception of journalists 

and publishers as actors in the Zionist movement rather than as critical outsiders; 

inherent difficulties in criticising any aspect of the Israeli military since the IDF 

“signifies the anti-diaspora ideology of Zionism”; and the media’s unwillingness to 

risk reader alienation by criticising the political establishment.73 Using the First 

Intifada as an example of the ingrained nature of hegemony, Liebes argued that lack 

of access to the other side and the tendency for reporters (by choice or unwittingly) to 

adhere to the dominant Zionist perspective resulted in the presentation of a faceless 

and terrifying Other: 
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During the first weeks of the [first] intifada, reporters interviewed Palestinian 

victims and witnesses in order to put forward their point of view on Israel Television 

news. As clashes between protesters and army went on, “they” disappeared from the 

screen, leaving behind only a threatening mass of stone-throwing demons, faces 

obliterated behind their kaffias. This was not a policy decision but a process in which 

the various constraints that operate in the routines of the reporting of conflict 

conspired to construct a hegemonic, dichotomous picture… Thus, within a few 

weeks, the Palestinian image was frozen (with active contribution of the Palestinians 

themselves) into that of “the other.”… “They” were only shown archetypically in the 

role of terrorists. The daily suffering of “their” ordinary people was absent from the 

screen. Daily incidents of stone throwing become “routine,” and stopped “counting” 

as news; only exceedingly violent incidents, or ones in which Israelis were hurt, 

were reported. Hegemony took over without anybody noticing.74 

 

According to Anat First, whose analysis was published almost two years into the 

Second Intifada, the Israeli public continues to be exposed to the Arab image only in 

texts concerning the political agenda (ie news and current affairs programs), and 

rarely encounters Arabs in other genres except through imported programs from the 

West. Though the majority of Western societies have learned to ingrain negative 

stereotypes about Arabs, First argues, it is Israel’s daily interaction with its Arab 

neighbours and citizens that creates the dominant Israeli image of Arabs in the media, 

not previously created, Americanised stereotypes.75 In the collaborative publication of 

Left-wing Israeli commentators The Other Israel: Voices of Refusal and Dissent, 

Neve Gordon argues that much of the Israeli media since September 2000 has 

become a “government organ”. In a departure from its historically critical tone, 

Gordon argues, the Israeli media has begun to ignore Palestinian suffering while 

graphically portraying attacks on Jews, 

 
thus rendering victimhood the existential condition of the Israeli Jew. The deeply 

rooted victim syndrome has been manipulated over the past year in order to rally the 

public around the flag. Along the same lines, almost no criticisms of the 

government’s policies make their way into the mainstream media.76 
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The media, Gordon argues, is taking part in a state-led delegitimisation of Israel’s 

Palestinian citizens, which manifests in attacks on their leaders by Knesset Members: 

 
Jewish cabinet ministers and other Knesset Members repeatedly refer to the Arab 

representatives as Arafat’s agents, collaborators, and a fifth column. Joining the 

fanfare, newspapers, television, and radio have marked them not only as “other” but 

also as enemies, which serves to justify the harassment they are currently 

undergoing.77 

 

In the same publication, Aviv Lavie describes Israel as “an isolated media island” 

whose reporters are “drafted” into convincing themselves and their audience that the 

government’s and army’s actions are justifiable. The Hebrew daily Yediot Ahronot, 

Lavie reveals, features a regular column by a reporter who writes from the West Bank 

during his military reserve service, thus erasing the critical line that should exist 

between defence and editorial. This also reflects the Israeli media’s reliance on the 

army for information, which results in soldiers becoming the “eyes” of the journalists, 

and manifests in a “huge difference between what is reported and broadcast to us, and 

what the rest of the world sees, particularly the Arab world”.78 Despite the gradual 

dissolution of a monolithic Arab presence in the Israeli media, Arabs in general and 

Palestinians in particular continue to be represented as the Other, continuing the long 

tradition of suspicion and distrust that problematises desirable shifts in attitudes and 

values. The Israeli media’s intimate connection with the army means that 

representations of domestic news events accentuate the Jewish Israeli experience and 

tend to marginalise that of the Palestinians.  

 

The overarching influences on most forms of creative expression in Israel have been 

either a continuation or an exploration of the dominant Zionist narrative – a product 

of nation-building and the quest to assert the Zionist version of history. The recent 

trend towards a more critical approach to Zionist discourse has augmented, rather 

than negated, the preoccupation with Self/Other discourse and the Palestinian-Israeli 

conflict. Whether presenting a direct challenge to Zionist national construction or 
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remaining implicitly loyal to it, Israeli culture is overwhelmingly preoccupied with 

the exploration of identity – a tendency that ensures the discourse of victimhood, 

feelings towards national security and mistrust of the Other remain strongly 

embedded within the psychopolitical space. Extrapolating from this assessment, two 

main pervasive dynamics emerge that could be said to influence the perceptions and 

role of children in contemporary Israeli society. The first corresponds with the 

attitudes and values taught to and internalised by the older generation of Jewish 

Israelis whose cultural forces were strongly shaped by the Zionist hegemonic 

constraints of 1960s and 1970s Israel, and who impart their own moral and ethical 

framework to their children. The second relates to the new wave of creative 

expression in Israeli society that rebels against traditional nation-building attitudes, 

but also takes new approaches to old social issues that still pervade the Israeli moral 

consciousness. Clearly, these experiences remain strong features on the cultural 

landscape, and contribute powerfully to the manner in which Israeli society has 

constructed its identity. 

 

Israel’s youth culture 

Based strongly on ideological, mythological and self-empowering foundations, the 

fabric of Israeli society has been heavily influenced by the dual notions of spiritual 

and military invincibility on the one hand, and a still-painful legacy of victimhood on 

the other. These perceptions were compounded in the contemporary context of 

Palestinian expressions of resistance to Occupation. They are overwhelmingly 

represented in almost every aspect of Israel’s cultural identity, and since they 

powerfully affect the attitudes of society, they have inevitably filtered down to 

influence its children. In order to establish whether Israeli children might contribute 

meaningfully to peacebuilding processes, it is necessary to show how Israel’s cultural 

hegemony influences its youth and their perception of and response to the 

Palestinian-Israeli conflict. Examining the manner in which Israeli children perceive 

and respond to these discourses will make it possible to assess their suitability for 

participation in peacebuilding processes. 
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Education 

With 95 per cent of youth aged 14 and 17 enrolled in its public, ultra-orthodox or 

national religious education systems, Israel’s investment in education is second only 

to the amount of national resources it allocates to defence. The 12.3 years of 

education completed by the average Israeli student reflects the historical importance 

of education in Israeli society, and is also likely to reflect the European Jewish 

mentality that valued education as a means of liberation from the historical 

experience of oppression and migration. Institutionalisation of the role of youth in the 

nation-building process has roots in youth movements that were established in the 

pre-state era and were heavily subsidised and directed by Israeli governments.79 As 

such, education in Israeli society since the inception of the state has had a pervasive 

influence on the degree to and manner in which the nation-building exercise has 

manifested, and a powerful effect on the ways in which the Other is perceived and 

portrayed. 

 

Despite – or perhaps because of – attempts to distinguish between past weakness and 

present strength of the Jews, David Grossman argues, contemporary Israeli youth 

constantly find themselves confronting the Holocaust, the national memory of which 

is embedded in the Jewish Israeli education system both textually and abstractly. 

Though they are meant to be fearless and devoid of their parents’ anxieties, Grossman 

argues in an article that first appeared in the German newspaper Die Zeit, the new 

generation is “doomed to revisit [the Holocaust] on all levels of life, in their mental 

associations, in their moral choices, in their behavioural codes”. Each and every 

Israeli, Grossman asserts, is a “carrier pigeon” for the Holocaust:80 

 
Among our youth, we create a one-dimensional identification between Jewish 

experience in the Holocaust and the overall meaning of being Jewish. Tens of 

thousands of high school students, on the verge of their enlistment in the army, make 

pilgrimages to Auschwitz to discover their “roots”. For nonreligious young Jews, the 
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Holocaust often becomes the central element in their national identity, taking up a bit 

of the space filled in others by religious identity.81 

 

Ilan Gur-Ze’ev has argued that the memory of the Holocaust in Israel was based on 

an “instrumentalized interpretation of the biblical notion of Zachor (remembrance)” 

and mobilised by the “founding fathers” of Israeli public education. The hegemonic 

version of Holocaust memory and its distribution, he asserts, has been “vital in the 

formation of the collective Israeli consciousness” and constituted part of the project 

of creating “an effective Zionist moral education,” all of which contributed to the 

creation of the “new Jew”.82 Gur-Ze’ev even argues that 

 
[t]he new Jew’s collective identity and violent ethnocentricity was essential, and its 

protection was to be ensured by the uniformity of the holocaust memory and the use 

of its legitimate interpretations for the nation-building project. Within this 

framework, “Auschwitz” was developed into an immanent and obligatory expression 

of the cultural and social alternatives to Zionism for Jews, and of the possible 

consequences for refusing to answer the call to join to struggle for an independent 

Jewish state in Israel.83 

 

By channeling the legacy of the Holocaust through the Israeli education system, and 

by asserting an inexorable link between the tragedies of the past and the success of 

the Jewish nation state, the Israeli education system instilled in its youth a deep sense 

of moral obligation and spiritual commitment to the Israeli nation-building effort. By 

ensuring its youth retain an emotional connection to the Holocaust – even if they 

personally have had no direct familial relationship to it – the Israeli education system 

guarantees their allegiance to the state, as well as a fundamental sense of confusion 

over the prescribed, contradictory roles of victim and hero. 

 

Centralised by the Labour government in 1953,84 the Israeli education system has 

always been closely tied to ideology, whether Labour, cultural or political Zionism 
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for secular Jews, or religious Zionism and ultra-Orthodoxy for the Orthodox.85 

Recurring themes of war, persecution and heroism are present throughout the school 

year, during which the children absorb messages that promote heroism, the few 

against the many, and the ein breira necessity of war86 – which form the basis of the 

Zionist defence of Israel. In H.A. Alexander’s opinion, Israel’s school system 

assumes that the role of schooling is to promote ideology. The doctrine of Zionism, 

he argues, succeeded in the early years of the state because it had access to the 

“ecological connection” between school, community and home, a connection that 

also led to “mechanical, tendentious, and divisive” education that excludes non-

Jewish identities from the education discourse.87 According to Yitzhak Kashti, 

schools in Israel have functioned as “disseminators of a national culture and a modern 

identity” with values and structures that are suited to maintaining the educational 

privilege of the social centre.88 The Israeli education system functions as an arm of 

Zionist ideology, and in doing so, has historically marginalised the non-Jewish, non-

exilic, and often non-Ashkenazi experience.  

 

Central to any critique on Israeli education is Elie Podeh’s singular exploration of 

Israeli textbooks and Zionist hegemony, The Arab-Israeli Conflict in Israeli History 

Textbooks, 1948-2000, which examines national identity formation and its 

relationship with the representation of history in Israel’s high school textbooks over 

three main periods: 1920 to 1967, 1967 to 1984/85, and 1984/85 to the mid 1990s and 

beyond. Through analysis of prototext (non-textual symbols including maps and 

photographs); bias by omission/commission and proportion/disproportion; 

stereotyping; linguistic tone and usage; and representation of the Self and Other, 

Podeh identifies the major ideological transitions in Israeli society that have 

influenced the portrayal of the Arab-Israeli conflict in its textbooks. 
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While textbooks used from 1920 to 1967 largely ignored the “Arab question”, Podeh 

argues, the reality depicted in history textbooks during this time reinforced the 

process of Jewish alienation from Arabs. This resulted in a loss of Arab legitimacy, 

which helped to lay the groundwork for justifying the use of force against them.89 

The following excerpt provides an excellent understanding of the tone of first and 

second-generation textbooks: 

 
Substantiating the “wilderness thesis”, both the first- and second-generation 

textbooks included photographs showing Eretz Israel as empty and underdeveloped, 

thus “proving” that the immigrants indeed found a desolate country. By contrast, 

other photos showed flourishing Jewish communities in the four holy cities and in 

the new Jewish settlements built from the 1880s onward... In addition, all the 

textbooks, including those of the third generation that gave a fairly balanced account, 

contained maps showing the locations of Jewish settlements and of mixed Jewish-

Arab towns, but eliminating towns and villages inhabited by Arabs only…. A more 

comprehensive description of the complex Jewish-Arab reality would have helped 

avoid stereotypical thinking and prejudice. Instead, students were led to believe that 

the immigrants encountered a desolate country inhabited by a scattered Arab 

population, which was insignificant in comparison with the grand Zionist enterprise. 

Such narrative, however, served to reinforce the Jewish claim to Eretz Israel, while 

negating that of the Arab. At the same time, the textbooks entrenched a negative 

Arab stereotype: cowardly, treacherous, with little social and economic 

consciousness. Moreover, the Arabs were always portrayed in the context of their 

reaction to Zionism rather than as an independent entity.90 
 

In his analysis of conflict beliefs in Israeli textbooks from 1994-95, Daniel Bar-Tal 

argues that in situations of intractable conflicts, society members develop a variety of 

conditions that enable successful coping. These beliefs have been intentionally and 

unintentionally propagated in Israeli society through the construction of social reality 

in textbooks. Drawing on earlier studies, Bar-Tal found that textbooks of the 1950s 

and 1960s denied Arab rights to the land through delegitimisation of Arabs, the denial 

of a national Arab movement and the refusal to recognise a Palestinian entity. The 

same textbooks only portrayed Arabs in a positive light when they were shown to be 

collaborating with the “Zionist enterprise”; otherwise they were  
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unenlightened, inferior, fatalistic, unproductive, apathetic, with the need of a strong 

paternalism…They are divided, tribal, exotic, people of the backward East, poor, 

sick, dirty, noisy, coloured… And they do burn, murder, destroy, are easily inflamed, 

and vengeful. 

 

Jews, on the other hand, were 

 
presented in a very positive light. All violent acts had been forced on the Jews who 

were in quantitative inferiority, but who nevertheless were presented as winning 

most hostile encounters because of their determination and bravery. Jews were also 

described as more advanced, educated, and industrious as well as moral, human and 

fair.91 

 

The Israeli education system in the 1950s and 1960s, Bar-Tal argues, “attempted to 

inculcate societal beliefs in a manner approaching indoctrination”; it was these 

societal beliefs that played a central role in the ongoing conflict with the Arabs. 

Importantly, Bar-Tal asserts that these societal beliefs were not only functional for 

coping with protracted conflict but also contributed to its continuation: 

 
They support far-fetched and uncompromising goals, ways and means for 

perpetuation of the conflict, and they foster perceptions of self and of the adversary 

which are detrimental to peaceful conflict resolution.92 

 

The 1967 war and Israel’s consequential annexation of the West Bank and Gaza 

marked a watershed in Israeli education since it brought Jewish Israelis closer to 

Palestinians and Palestinian nationalism than ever before. By 1969, a heated debate 

over the legitimacy of Occupation led Aryeh Simon of Hebrew University to assert 

that Jews had mistakenly projected the image of the Diaspora goy (non Jew) onto the 

Arabs, and to emphasise that Jewish students, while ignorant of Arab history, viewed 

Arabs themselves as bloodthirsty, cruel, primitive and inhuman. Prepared for the first 

time with the assistance of Middle Eastern scholars, a new reader was produced in 

1975 that presented students with historical sources and evidence rather than a single 
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narrative. Despite positive changes that acknowledged its predecessor as biased and 

inadequate, nonetheless, the new reader remained firmly based in Zionist ideology 

and focused on strengthening Jewish and weakening Arab land claims.93 

 

The moral and ethical fallout of the 1982 Lebanon war had powerful implications for 

the education system as well as for the arts. The rise of Rabbi Meir Kahane’s 

fanatical and racist Kach movement, which promoted the expulsion of all Arabs from 

Israel as a solution to the Arab-Israeli conflict, was met with derision by large sectors 

of the population but was also blamed for a rise in anti-democratic attitudes amongst 

Jewish Israeli youth in classrooms.94 Concerns that the education system had failed to 

instill democratic attitudes in its youth prompted the Ministry of Education to declare 

1984/5 the year of Israeli unity, emphasising harmony between religiousness and 

secularism and promoting democracy and coexistence in its Jewish and Arab 

schools.95  

 

The Ministry’s changes marked the start of a new era in the portrayal of Arab-Jewish 

relations: in February 1984 a 16-year process of implementation of the Education for 

Jewish-Arab Coexistence program began. Aimed at the “existential necessity” of 

improving Arab-Jewish relations by teaching Arab culture, language and history and 

removing all stereotypes and prejudices from textbooks, the program was a 

governmental response to a concern that as many as 50 per cent of students were 

expressing anti-democratic ideals, especially in relation to Arabs and foreigners. By 

the 1997/98 school year, the new historians’ historiography was being debated in 

schools against a cultural and social backdrop that had begun to debunk national 

myths.96  

 

Though Podeh implies that the third generation of Israeli school textbooks fall short 

of what could be considered a truly integrated Arab-Jewish narrative of historical 

events, he acknowledges that the negative image of the Arab is “withering away” in 
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most history textbooks today. Arabs in general are also beginning to be portrayed not 

merely as spectators or aggressors but also as victims of the conflict. Though the new 

textbooks are an important step on the Israeli Education Ministry’s path toward Arab-

Jewish coexistence, Podeh asserts, they are not free from biases and inaccuracies, nor 

is the trend uniform. Although the third generation of textbooks present Arabs more 

favourably than their predecessors and incorporate some of the material suggested by 

Israel’s new historians, the old Zionist narrative remains prevalent and reflects the 

incomplete nature of the transformation process, especially since the new material has 

taken more than 10 years to penetrate the new textbooks.  

 

Textbooks, Podeh argues, have been the vehicle with which a “silent conflict” has 

been waged in the educational realm: numerous biased versions of history are 

presented by the conflicting parties, each of which has attempted to deny the rights of 

the Other. The consequential effect on the world view of the young generation makes 

it difficult for governmental elites to part with negative enemy images acquired 

during childhood and adolescence.97 Like Podeh, Bar-Tal concluded in 1998 that 

despite the changes made to textbook content in the 1990s, “substantial traces of the 

conflictual ethos” still remained, resulting in self-righteous, ethnocentric, simplistic, 

and black-and-white presentations of Israeli-Arab relations in many of the textbooks 

he examined. He argues that since school textbooks play a significant role in the 

shaping of prevalent societal beliefs, changes to the portrayal of Self and Other in the 

education system are imperative before Israeli society can adjust to the idea of living 

in tractable conflict with some of the Arab nations.98 

  

The debate over textbook content intensified in 2000, when Israel’s then-Labour 

Party Education Ministry decided to introduce poems by the outspoken anti-Zionist 

Palestinian poet Mahmoud Darwish,99 and a new ninth-grade history textbook 

reflecting the Post Zionist attitudes of the 22-part Israel Television documentary 

series Tekuma (rebirth), into the syllabus. The textbook, A World of Changes, 

attempted to consider the Palestinian experience by asserting that the 1948 war gave 
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the Jews wide-ranging advantages over the Arabs,100 and contradicted the Zionist line 

that the Jewish triumph was partly due to a series of miracles. But in 2001, Likud 

Education Minister Limor Livnat ordered the book to be removed from the school 

curriculum in response to complaints that the attitudes promoted in the text were a 

“failure in faithfully representing Zionist values”.101 A World of Changes, Livnat 

asserted in an opinion piece in the Jerusalem Post, 

appears to downplay feelings of compassion for the suffering of the Jewish people, 

and seems to distance itself from explaining the idea that the establishment of the 

Jewish state was legitimate and necessary. Add to this the book’s emphasis on the 

sufferings of the Palestinians, and Israeli ninth-graders may well wonder whether the 

Zionist adventure was a proper imperative to begin with. A World of Changes is but 

a revealing symptom of the growing influence of post-Zionist thinking in the Israeli 

educational system. Together with colleagues from across the political spectrum, I 

intend to return post-Zionist thought to its rightful place. The ministry’s acceptance 

of the… recommendation to remove A World of Changes until it is rewritten from 

the ninth grade curriculum is the first step.102 

Livnat also ordered Darwish’s poems to be “stricken” from all Israeli textbooks, 

claiming that Israelis needed to “reinforce the education of our own nationalist 

literature”.103 The survival of the state, she argued, “relies as much on our children’s 

belief in the justice and grandeur of Zionism as on the strength of the IDF”.104 The 

Ministry’s resistance of attempts to absorb progressive voices into school textbooks 

demonstrates a tendency toward the promotion of Zionist hegemony in Israeli 

education. Though substantial moves have been made to broaden the scope of 

represented historical perspectives, the energy that has been poured into depictions of 
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the Arab-Israeli conflict reflects the value placed by the government on this aspect of 

identity construction. Through Israel’s youth, and using the education system as a 

tool, the political establishment has sought to create a self-aware, politically 

mobilised, militarily prepared Sabra with the skills to critically analyse his or her 

nation’s past but also the cultural and mythologised loyalty that will ensure adherence 

to the dominant Zionist narrative.  

 

Israeli youth and the military  

By the time Israeli children reach adolescence, Zionist themes of heroism and 

triumphalism that filtered down to them through education and popular culture find a 

new expression in the domain of the military, to which young men and women are 

almost universally conscripted for two to three years between the ages of 18 and 21 

(figure 2). As a “nation-in-arms”, Israel draws 65 per cent of its combat unit soldiers 

from the reserve units; the civilian population, therefore, is at all times closely 

intertwined with the army and its role in all levels and facets of society.105  

Figure 2: Young Israeli soldiers (Source: 
Raffi Berg."Israel's Teenage Recruits". BBC News Online [Website] April 29 2002 [Retrieved 
November 25 2005]; available from http://news.bbc.co.uk/1/hi/world/middle_east/1947874.stm) 
  

Though conscription generally occurs at 18, the essential role of the military due to 

perceived threats to national security means “pre-military socialisation”106 of Israeli 

youth begins in kindergarten, where Israeli children are familiarised with questions 

relating to war, peace and Israel’s military reality. Mirta Furman argues that the 

fusion between Israel’s political ideology and formal education begins in the 
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preschool arena, where children are taught the priority of loyalty and commitment to 

the state over the family, and collectivist attitudes are cultivated and encouraged: 
 

Educators display a sense of “ownership” toward children. They do not hesitate to 

intervene and to penetrate the child’s private domain. For example, if a child takes an 

individualistic initiative, such as inviting only selected children from the 

kindergarten to his birthday party, the educators immediately step in and conduct a 

thorough inquiry, threatening: “How will you get through the army?”107 

 

To overcome the friction this may cause between state and family, the kindergarten is 

used as a stage on which to set holiday celebrations that emphasise heroism and 

active self-defence through folktales that present a Jewish and masculine warrior 

figure. By school age, Israel’s collectivist orientation prepares Jewish youths to join 

the military forces, to whose authority they will then become subordinate.108 While a 

distinction is made along gender lines in terms of the kind of military preparation the 

youths receive, both boys and girls are heavily influenced by visiting IDF members, 

pre-induction courses, films and discussion groups109 as to their future role in the 

army. The school-based film program focuses on providing information about 

military values; different units, military courses and training; and the process of 

adaptation that aims at improving physical fitness and coping techniques. While its 

primary target group is the adolescents themselves, it also considers the central role 

of parents in their children’s lives, and to that end directs its messages to the mothers 

and fathers as well.110 

 

Military service for boys is a rite of passage to male adulthood. Uta Klein argues that 

youths themselves are not only prepared at an early age for their personal role in the 

defence of the state, but are also exposed to the constant connection almost all male 

family members have with the military as a result of reserve duty; every Jewish 

Israeli family copes with daily fear for their men. Here the dominant Zionist narrative 

is evident again: the creation of the Israeli state and its corresponding national 
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identity replaced the passive and effeminate Diaspora Jew with the autonomous and 

manly Israeli who would no longer be subjugated by the military and political whims 

of other governments. The Israeli military conveys a sense of heroism, with particular 

attention paid to historical warriors such as Bar-Kochba and the Maccabeans to 

further bolster the counter-history against the defenceless Jewish people.111 In his 

exploration of the military as an initiation to Zionist masculinity, Danny Kaplan 

argues that military participation has become a prolonged initiation rite for becoming 

an adult, an Israeli citizen and a man.112 Since the transition from child to adult 

necessitates a period of intense involvement with the military, issues of national 

security (related to hegemonic belief systems of otherness and enemy perception) 

become embedded in the growing-up process in Israeli society. Exposed at a 

relatively young age to the realities of combat – and prepared for this for almost two 

decades beforehand – Israeli youth experience an unavoidable political socialisation 

that is more intricately linked to violence and militarism than that of other Western 

countries: 

 
Since the Zionist shift within Judaism aimed at ridding the image of Jewish 

masculinity of its historic associations with effeminate, dislocated Jews who 

surrendered themselves to the study of the Torah, and transforming it into an identity 

associated with fighting men in the land of Israel, it is hardly surprising that Zionism 

has institutionalized combat military service as a dominant developmental marker… 

The military has replaced the bar mitzvah as the meaningful initiation rite for men in 

the new Israeli religion of security.113 

 

The Israeli military reflects the dominant Zionist ideology that powerfully shapes the 

masculine identity of Israeli Jewish youth,114 assists in defining both their present and 

future roles in society, and contributes powerfully to continuation of the Self/Other 

mentality upon which the state was partly built. In order for the Israeli military to 

succeed as an institution of defence against threats to the state, it must unify its 

soldiers by instilling and maintaining patriotism and providing them with a collective, 
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monolithic threat that they might unite against and defeat. Constantly on alert, Israel 

consequently places the nation’s security on the shoulders of its youth.115 This 

process begins in early childhood, with the result that Israeli youth enter their combat 

service years well versed in the perceived threats to the nation’s existence. For young 

Jewish Israelis, these threats are made manifest by the resistance and perceived 

violence of the neighbouring Palestinians. 

 

Music 

Israeli music, which historically tended to avoid politics in favour of soft rock and 

metaphorical ballads, has begun to provide a channel for youthful expression of the 

conflict. The American-imported genre of hip-hop in particular has begun to feature 

on the front lines of adolescent expression of political frustration and fatigue – with 

origins in the African-American ghettoes of the 1970s and ’80s, hip-hop historically 

used rap-like lyrics to politicise social situations of the disenfranchised in Western 

society. The Second Intifada has allowed hip-hop to move from the outskirts of 

Israel’s music industry into the mainstream, where it provides Israeli teenagers with 

an alternative to popular “escapist” music.116 Israeli hip-hop has begun to challenge 

the political status quo on issues currently plaguing Israeli society, giving a sense of 

empowerment to teenagers in compromised socioeconomic groups. The Ethiopian 

community in particular has become attracted to the genre, since its adolescents draw 

parallels between the U.S. and Israel with regards to the treatment of black minorities. 

Hip-hop artists such as Babylon (of Moroccan heritage) and MC Habash (from 

Ethiopia) appeal to the sense of marginalisation felt by adolescents amongst Israel’s 

non-Ashkenazim, and address issues such as crime, unemployment, drug use and 

poverty.117  
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Filling the void left by the traditional employment of popular music as a tool of either 

escapism or social reconciliation, Israeli hip-hop also addresses the sense of anger 

and despair felt by the ongoing conflict. The popular “Sticker Song”, for instance, 

written by David Grossman and performed by the hip-hop group Hadag Nachash 

(Snakefish), is a satirical look at Israel’s myriad of contradictory political slogans that 

have featured on bumper stickers throughout Israel: 

 
  A Whole Generation Demands Peace 
  Let Tsahal Win 
  A Strong Nation Makes Peace 
  Let Tsahal Play Hardball 
  No Peace With Arabs 
  Don't Give Them Guns 
  Combat is the Most, Bro 
  Draft Everybody Exempt Everybody 
  …The Territories Are Here 
  Na Nach Nachman me-Uman [religious chant] 

NO FEAR - Mashiach [Messiah] Is Here 
  No Arabs, No Bombings 
  The Supreme Court Endangers Jews! 
  The Nation is With the Golan 
  The People are for Transfer 
  …The Holy One Blessed Be He, We are Voting for You 
  Direct Elections Are Evil 
  The Holy One Blessed Be He, We are Zealots for You 
  Death to Zealots... 
 
  How much evil 
  Can you swallow? 
  Father have mercy 
  Father have mercy 
  My name is Nachman and I stut- stut- stutter118 
 

The shift towards right-wing attitudes amongst Israeli adolescents is reflected in the 

overwhelming popularity of Subliminal (otherwise known as Kobi Shimoni), Israel’s 

preeminent rap artist who appeals to the sense of anger and despair that characterises 

the contemporary, secular adolescent consciousness. Many of Subliminal’s tracks 

take a decidedly pro-Zionist, right-wing stance that express open hostility towards the 

Palestinian resistance and a fierce pride in Jewish nationalism. Dubbed the “Israeli 

Eminem”, in 2004 Subliminal said Israel was “dangling like a cigarette in Arafat’s 

mouth”. On the track “Divide and Conquer”, Subliminal raps “to think that an olive 

branch symbolises peace / Sorry it doesn’t live here anymore. It’s been kidnapped or 
                                                 
118 “The Sticker Song”, written by David Grossman, performed by Hadag Nachash (Snakefish). 
Translated by Dan Rice. Israel Center [Website] [Retrieved November 25 2005]; available from 
www.israelcentersf.org. 
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murdered / There was peace my friend / Handshakes, fake smile. Treaties signed in 

blood”.119 His latest album – featuring a muddied hand clenching the Star of David 

(figure 3) – sold 54,000 copies in a nation of just 6 million people, and his concerts 

draw crowds of up to 10,000.120  

 

 Figure 3: The image on Subliminal’s latest album cover 

(Source: Rob Winder. “Rival Rappers reflect Mid-East conflict”. BBC News [Website] 

November 26 2004 [Retrieved November 25 2005]; available from 

http://news.bbc.co.uk/2/hi/middle_east/4039399.stm) 
 

Subliminal turned the Star of David into a fashion symbol amongst young Israelis 

seeking to redefine the secular Jewish identity, and despite being criticised for 

“fascist” leanings, his use of lyrics as a “weapon” against the Intifada has won him 

strong support amongst Israeli adolescents.121 Contemporary Israeli adolescence, 

therefore, is strongly influenced by the dynamics of US consumerism and the 

pervasiveness of Western culture, but is also affected by the realities of the 

Palestinian-Israeli conflict and the consequential debate over identity. Hip-hop has 

responded to the ongoing conflict by providing an assertive voice that addresses 

contemporary issues in a way that speaks clearly to Israeli teenagers. The genre’s 

focus on the conflict, however, has contributed to the negative way in which 

Palestinians are viewed amongst young Israelis. 
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The Impact of Cultural Hegemony on Israeli children 

At this juncture, it is necessary to discuss the effects the sociocultural influences 

described thus far have on the attitudes and values of Israeli children. This is an 

ambitious and problematic undertaking by any estimation, since the ethnically 

heterogeneous, religiously divided and socially volatile nature of Israeli society 

makes it difficult to draw any generalised conclusions about the way Israeli children 

think about and respond to the conflict with which they live. Through studies of 

experimental groups conducted by research institutions, and exploration of trends on 

the landscape of young people, it is possible to assess general movements across the 

spectra of beliefs and values.  

 

The idea that cultural hegemony profoundly impacts on the attitudes and values of 

Israeli children toward the Arab Other has been supported by psychological studies 

that have engaged children at different developmental stages in creative and 

expressive exercises to determine their perceptions of the enemy and conflict. Daniel 

Bar-Tal’s research shows that Jewish Israeli children form negative conceptions of 

adult Arabs around the age of nine or 10,122 while longitudinal studies show that the 

attitudes formed by children between six and 10 could predict their subsequent 

political behaviour in adolescence and into adulthood.123 These attitudes are reflected 

in analyses of Israeli children’s dreams: in a 1994 study of the dreams of 2,000 

Jewish and Palestinian fifth to seventh graders in Israel and the West Bank and Gaza, 

Yoram Bilu found that Arabs and Jews appeared in each other’s dreams “stripped of 

any personal characterization that would depict them as distinctive individuals”: 

 

                                                 
122 Daniel Bar-Tal, "Development of Social Categories and Stereotypes in Early Childhood: The Case 
of "the Arab" Concept Formation, Stereotype and Attitudes by Jewish Children in Israel," 
International Journal of Intercultural Relations 20 (1996): 341-70, Daniel Bar-Tal, Y. Teichman, and 
U. Yahel, "The Development of Ethnic Concepts through Pictorial Representations and Verbal 
Reports," (1994). Quoted in Charlotte F. Cole et al., "The Eduational Impact of Rechov 
Sumsum/Shara'a Simsim: A Sesame Street Television Series to Promote Respect and Understanding 
among Children Living in Israel, the West Bank, and Gaza," International Journal of Behavioural 
Development 27, no. 5 (2003): 410.  
123 R.L. Punamaki. "Childhood under Conflict: The Attitudes and Emotional Life of Israeli and 
Palestinian Children". Tampere Peace Research Institute: 1987, D.O. Sears, "Political Socialization," 
in Micropolitical Theory, Handbook of Political Science, Vol 2, ed. F.I. Greenstein and N.W. Polsby 
(New York: Addison-Wesley, 1975). Quoted in Gordana Kuterovac Jagodic, "Is War a Good or Bad 
Thing? The Attitudes of Croatian, Israeli, and Palestinian Children toward War," International Journal 
of Psychology 35, no. 6 (2000): 243.  
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Dream characters… were accorded collective designations, often with strong 

depreciatory connotations: Arab terrorists, Arabs criminals… Grim, tough, 

frightening facial expressions and the color black completed the stereotypical view 

of the enemy. That the other is indeed an enemy became evident when we analyzed 

the content of the social interactions in the dreams. More than ninety per cent of the 

dream encounters were aggressive in nature, and the dreamers in both sectors were 

actively involved in these acts of aggression.124 

 

Bilu found Jewish children typically dreamed about terrorist attacks and suspicious 

objects; these dreams were accompanied by a strong sense of vulnerability and, in the 

majority of cases, an effective retaliation that overturned the picture and restored a 

sense of relief. The image of the enemy in dreams was “nurtured by the harsh reality 

and dire manifestations of the political conflict”.125 

 

Between 1998 and 2005, the Minerva Center for Youth Studies at the University of 

Haifa in Israel conducted a longitudinal National Youth Survey that assessed trends 

in the attitudes of Israeli adolescents towards social and political issues. Several 

articles resulted from this study, one of which focused on the right-wing attitudes of 

Israeli youth and eventually featured in the German publication Sozialisation Zur 

Litburgerlichkeit. In a representative sample of 1,000 Israeli households representing 

60 localities, just under 900 adolescents were administered a face-to-face structured 

questionnaire that sought to determine whether right-wing attitudes had an effect on 

youth violence. The primary goal of the study was to better understand the factors 

that influenced extreme political attitudes and violent conduct amongst Israeli youth. 

 

The researchers found that although only 14.5 per cent of youth identified with the 

sentiments of extreme right-wing political groups, and only 16 per cent supported 

violent resistance to government evacuation of settlers, fully 50 per cent supported 

the transfer of Arabs from the West Bank and 47 per cent opposed any evacuation of 

the Jewish settlements there. The researchers concluded that such attitudes were not 

necessarily indicative of general xenophobia, since 70 per cent of respondents 

supported the importation of foreign workers to Israel. They did concur, however, 
                                                 
124 Yoram Bilu, "The Image of the Enemy: Cracks in the Wall of Hatred," Palestine Israel Journal 
(1994): 25.  
125 Ibid.: 25-6.  
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that this could be purely utilitarian in the Israeli context and consistent with negative 

attitudes towards Palestinians, since foreign workers serve as an alternative to cheap 

Palestinian labour.  

 

While they exhibited negative attitudes towards Arabs, the respondents were also 

cognisant of the schisms that exist in Israeli society: 53 per cent perceived 

discrimination against Sephardim, and 79 per cent believed Arabs were discriminated 

against. The researchers concluded that although the adolescents did not necessarily 

identify with the tenets of Israel’s most extreme political parties, a significant 

proportion supported policies or political concepts relating to Arabs that only the 

most extreme right-wing party promotes. The Palestinian minority within Israel and 

Palestinians from the West Bank, they concluded, continue to be perceived by many 

youths as the enemy, an attitude that was rooted in the experience of the Arab-Israeli 

conflict but also underscored by terrorist attacks that occurred during collection of the 

data.126  

 

Other studies reveal the social effects of the continuing conflict on the dynamics of 

Israel’s youth culture: a study conducted by Israeli pollster Mina Tzemach in April 

2002 revealed that 66 per cent of teenagers reported a decrease in social activity since 

the start of the Second Intifada, and that as many as 50 per cent believed there would 

never be peace with the Palestinians. Desire for peace, furthermore, appeared to be 

outweighed by commitment to basic Zionist principles: fully 77 per cent opposed full 

peace with the Palestinians if it meant the division of Jerusalem.127  

 

In May 2004, Israel’s Democracy Institute carried out a survey of 600 Israeli youth, 

the results of which, according to the researchers, revealed strong anti-democratic 

attitudes and decreasing interest in politics. A majority of teenagers polled said they 
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would prefer a “strong leader” over “all the debates and laws” in the contemporary 

political environment. In what could be interpreted as a contrast with these attitudes, 

however, 43 per cent of teenagers polled said they supported the attitudes of Israel’s 

“refusniks” who express ideological objections to military service outside Israel’s 

disputed borders. Overall, the respondents’ attitudes appeared to reflect a diminishing 

interest in politics and a sense of detachment from the state: 27 per cent said they did 

not think they would remain in Israel, compared with 13 per cent of adults.128  

 

Religious youth, particularly those from staunchly ideological settlements in the West 

Bank and Gaza that represent perhaps two per cent of the total Israeli population,129 

generally exhibit less tolerant and more radical attitudes towards their Palestinian 

counterparts than do secular youth, a trend that has increased with the amplified 

militancy of certain settler blocs in the years following the onset of the Second 

Intifada. For an article in the New Yorker magazine in May 2004, reporter Jeffrey 

Goldberg ventured into the “militant Jewish ghetto” in the West Bank’s Hebron. The 

article begins with a retelling of his first impressions: 

 
A group of Yeshiva students appeared… The yeshiva boys wore flannel shirts and 

jeans. They had the wispy beards of young men who have never shaved. Two Arab 

girls, their heads covered by scarves, books clutched to their chests… were walking 

toward the yeshiva boys. “Cunts!” one of the boys yelled, in Arabic. “Do you let 

your brothers fuck you?” another one yelled. I stopped one of the students and asked 

why he was cursing the girls. He was red-faced, and his black hair was covered with 

a blue knit skullcap. “What are you, a goy?” he asked.130 

 

Later in the article, Goldberg discusses the newer phenomenon of the “hilltop youth”: 

teenagers and young men, many of whom were high-school dropouts with a 

reputation for marijuana use, who had built temporary settlements on isolated 

mountaintops in defiance of territorial policy.131 Throughout 2005, after the Knesset 

passed Prime Minister Ariel Sharon’s bill to “disengage” from the Gaza Strip by 
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evacuating the 7000 Jewish settlers who lived there, the activities of youth like these 

increasingly became a media focus of the resistance movement against 

disengagement. On July 4 2005, Ha’aretz reported that six 13-year-old settler 

children in Gush Katif had been arrested for their part in “a mass, violent incident” in 

Muasi in the Gaza Strip, during which a Palestinian home was seized and Palestinians 

were attacked with rocks.132 Local youth, it was reported, had become more militant 

than the adults, fearlessly challenging the “restrained behaviour” of their parents. 

They had no faith in the police and army, Ha’aretz said, and “the state for them is a 

four-letter word”:133 

 
We saw them on the highways, we heard then cursing elected officials and the prime 

minister, violating law and order, going wild and humiliating the people in uniform, 

the police and the army. They declare and they write: “Sharon will be murdered like 

Rabin,” “Sharon, Hitler is proud of you,” and mainly, “Death to the Arabs!”134 

 

Disengagement, reported Daniel Ben Simon in Ha’aretz, had provided the Gush Katif 

youth, who used to feel removed from the “raging torrents of Israeliness”, with a new 

surge of energy that they directed towards ideological and physical defence of their 

settlements (figure 4). 

   
Figure 4: Settler youths clash with Israeli police during disengagement (Source: 

uk.news.yahoo.com/ 050718/323/fnjzt.html, retrieved November 25 2005) 
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Through interviews with five 17-year-olds from Gush Katif, Ben Simon found a 

stubborn refusal to depart, physically or ideologically, from the tenets of settlement: 

 
Einat Yefet, 17:… “The people don’t understand what we’re going through, either. 

People tell me: ‘Einat, what’s the big deal if you have to move?’ They don’t 

understand that being uprooted from your home is like a spiritual death.” 

 

Hananel Elul, 17... “It’s hard to combine studies with the [protest] activity,” he 

explains. “It’s just crazy right now. Each day it gets even worse. You get up in the 

morning and you don’t know what’s going to happen. You thought yesterday was 

horrible, and today you discover it’s even more horrible… I don’t know what’s more 

important, the studies or the activity. We are studying, but are always making time 

for the demonstrations. That’s the most important thing to us.”135 

 

The tense countdown to disengagement on August 15 was characterised in part by 

media images that zeroed in on babies, children and youths clad in the orange 

scarves, tee-shirts and hats of the anti-disengagement movement (figure 5).  

  
Figure 5: A teenager pleads with an Israeli soldier during disengagement (Source: “Stripping 

Gaza of its Myths”. HonestReporting.com [Website] August 31 2005 [Accessed November 25 

2005]; available from 

http://www.honestreporting.com/articles/45884734/critiques/Stripping_Gaza_of_Its_Myths.asp) 
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While such activism amongst young people in Israel is far from exceptional, the 

months leading up to disengagement represented the first era in which the media did 

not shy away from reporting incidents that reflected negatively upon zealous youth.136 

Some of the religious youth are seen as more fanatical than their parents’ generation 

and reflect a fearless belligerency within the youth ranks of ultra-Zionism in terms of 

resistance to governmental policy. Although only a tiny proportion of religious youth 

participated in violent activities in the lead-up to disengagement, the general attitudes 

of religious settler youth as reflected in Ben Simon’s article demonstrates a general 

sense of outrage on the part of religious youth towards the government’s territorial 

policies, and a determination to resist them. The refusal to withdraw from Gaza 

ultimately implies a resistance to the establishment of a Palestinian state, which, even 

without taking into account the racist epithets that have often been directed at the 

Palestinian population, shows that many religious youth are hostile towards them as 

individuals and as a political entity. 

 

This discussion reflects how difficult it is to assert a homogeneous impression of 

Israeli children’s attitudes toward the Palestinian Other. The very nature of Israel as a 

multiethnic society means that different socioeconomic, religious and ethnic factors 

influence attitudes and values, and while studies and polls do help to identify certain 

trends, they should not be relied upon to provide a universal picture of Israeli 

adolescence. The studies discussed here have shown that a shift towards anti-

democratic ideals has accompanied a deterioration in demonstrative commitment to 

Zionist ideals. Paradoxically, however, the strong social commitment to Zionist 

hegemony means that children remain loyal to the Israeli state, even if some are 

becoming less willing to express that loyalty through military service. Fatigue with 

the Intifada is partly responsible for decreasing interest in political processes and a 

lowered confidence in democratic processes. While Israeli adolescents have generally 

embraced a Western, secular cultural consciousness, therefore, the ongoing political 

influences continue to reinforce their construction of Palestinians as the enemy group. 
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Positive Structures for Adolescents in Israeli society 

Israel’s cultural hegemony and its ongoing conflict with Palestine have contributed to 

the development of hostile enemy attitudes amongst its children, but this analysis 

alone does not provide a balanced picture of Israel’s attitudes towards Palestinians 

and peace efforts. While Israelis have demonstrated a considerable shift to the right in 

terms of political attitudes since the beginning of the Second Intifada, a strong culture 

of peace activism in Israel grew from the territorial outcomes of the war of 1967 and 

has featured prominently on the landscape of public discourse on Palestinian rights 

and the future of the Israeli state.137 Youth movements, meanwhile, also took an 

imperative role in Israeli nation-building, being closely affiliated with political parties 

and making substantial contributions to the tenacity of the state’s fledgling years, as 

discussed in chapter 2. Although a gradual governmental departure from 

institutionalisation of voluntary processes has weakened their role in contemporary 

Israeli society, youth movements still occupy a prominent place, but have augmented 

to complement society’s shift from collectivism to individualism. Specifically, a 

mandatory year-long volunteer program is implemented at the high school level, 

while other optional programs work with high school students to emphasise the role 

of meaningful participation in community work.138  

 

The coexisting cultures of peace activism and social support for youth movements 

have combined to encourage the development of a vibrant non-governmental sector 

that advocates the involvement of children in community-building initiatives 

throughout Israel. Many of these organisations focus on Arab-Jewish coexistence and 

the bridging of ethnic and socioeconomic gaps. The recognised importance of 

domestic peace between Jews and Arabs has allowed coexistence programs to 

flourish, providing a strong alternate voice to the ingrained stereotypes of Jews 

toward Arabs. Consequently, there is already strong culture of peace activism 

involving children in Israel, which has the potential to act as a buffer for the effects of 

hegemony and the protracted conflict with Palestine. It may also be capable of 

channeling the associated frustrations of Israeli children in more positive, creative 

directions, a notion which is explored in detail in chapter 5.  
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Conclusion 

This chapter established the cultural and political context in which Israeli children 

grow up, the influences upon their political outlooks, and the ways in which these 

attitudes and values manifest in their own views on democracy, violence and conflict. 

Analysis of Israel’s political and cultural dynamics showed that the legacy of Zionist-

structured nation-building contributed directly to the evolution of a nation that 

perceives itself as both invincible and vulnerable in the face of modern-day threats to 

its identity and security. This duality is not only reflected in Israeli culture but is also 

encouraged to grow through those channels, creating confusion in the realm of 

nationalist self-perception and adding to the already vulnerable sense of identity felt 

by Israeli society. The tenuous nature of Israeli identity and the need for national 

collectivity has a cyclical relationship with the establishment and cultivation of a 

despised Other, against whom a unified Israel must struggle and define itself. This 

legacy has been sustained by the collective association of the general Arab entity as 

the Other, which stands a potent barrier to peace efforts between Israelis and 

Palestinians.  

 

The cultivation of a culture of negativity towards Palestinians in Israel has had 

significant effects on the attitudes and values of the nation’s children, who are 

exposed from birth to the cultural manifestations of fear, distrust, triumphalism and 

heroism. Together with the pervasively negative effects of the ongoing Palestinian 

Intifada, this culture continues to produce generations of children who are hostile 

towards and distrustful of Palestinian people. As a direct consequence of these 

effects, demonstrations of the Self/Other discourse that are found in Israeli youth 

attitudes could be addressed early in the developmental process through application 

of the peacebuilding and dialogue encounter processes described in chapter 1. While 

Israeli youngsters appear to be powerfully influenced by Israel’s protracted social 

conflict, it is precisely these attitudes that can be transformed during the dialogue 

encounter process as a vehicle of conflict transformation. Due in part to the legacy of 

youth movements, on which the ideology of the early state relied, and Israel’s 

historically strong peace movement, there already exist solid structures that could be 

used to engage Israeli adolescents in peacebuilding processes. 
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Chapter 4 
 

The function of children in Palestinian society: contextualising the potential of 

youth as peacebuilders 

 

Chapter 4 explores the cultural and political context in which Palestinian youth are 

brought up so that their potential for contribution to peacebuilding processes can be 

assessed. Similarly to the structure of the previous chapter, the discussion addresses 

Palestinian history, the discourses of memory and identity, and the manifestations of 

political and historical experience in culture, in order to provide an understanding of 

the influences that shape the political socialisation of young people in Palestinian 

society. The chapter then discusses these influences with reference to studies that 

have attempted to gauge the attitudes and values of young Palestinians, and concludes 

with an analysis of the extent to which they might be suitable agents of peacebuilding 

processes.  

 
The origins of identity: Pan-Arabism or Palestinian nationalism? 

In order to understand the sociopolitical function of Palestinian children so their 

potential for agency in peacebuilding might be assessed, it is necessary to examine 

how identity has been constructed during the historical experience of nation building, 

and how the resulting collective memory has shaped the attitudes and values of the 

Palestinian people. The academic discourse on Palestinian nationalism is a 

heterogeneous one, however, in which several overlapping senses of identity – the 

products of different phases in history – have affected the way Palestinians now 

define themselves as a people.1 According to Middle Eastern historian Rashid 

Khalidi, the historical roots of Palestinian identity are inherently interrelated with 

“broad, transnational foci of identity”, and are particularly difficult to explain within 

the framework of the Western European experience of nationalism: 

 
…it would be normal for a Palestinian today to identify primarily as an Arab in one 

context, as a Muslim or Christian in another, as a Nablusi or Jaffan in yet another, 

and as a Palestinian in a fourth… the Palestinian would be more likely to refer 
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identity to a number of “historical” narratives, each carrying a different valence and 

a somewhat different message.2 

 

Palestinian nationalism, therefore, is best described and understood within the context 

of the ideologies that came to influence it, of which three in particular – pan-Arab 

nationalism, Ottomanism, and Islamism – were especially active in the early years of 

the 20th century. When late 19th-century Ottomanism and adherence to religious 

tenets attempted to win the loyalties of the Ottoman Empire’s subjects, but was 

rendered obsolete by the outcome of the first World War,3 a sweeping movement of 

pan-Arab nationalism attempted to fill the ideological void and dominated Middle 

Eastern intellectual and political discourse in the 1920s and 1930s4. The goal of pan-

Arab nationalism was a shared destiny based on the commonality of all Arabs, but the 

parallel push of loyalties to local nationalisms – partly due to the effect of Western 

civilisation on Asia’s Arabs – ultimately triumphed over the dream of a unified Arab 

entity. This was at least partly caused, according to Muhammed Muslih, by the 

“dismemberment” of post-World War I Syria and the subsequent control of Palestine 

by the British, as well as by weaknesses in pan-Arab solidarity. The failure of Arab 

nationalism, Muslih asserts, was a significant contributing factor in the emergence of 

Palestinian nationalism, even though the former was a movement that viewed Arab 

unification as an effective way of resisting the perceived Zionist encroachment from 

Europe.5  

 

Attempts at a linear assessment of the ideologies that shaped Palestinian 

consciousness may imply one movement naturally gave way to another until 

Palestinian nationalism became the uncontested inheritor, almost completely in 

response to the increase in momentum of the Zionist movement between the first and 

second world wars. This is the image conveyed by the original Zionist historians, 

whose perspective was discussed in the previous chapter: though they eventually 

acknowledged the existence of a Palestinian national movement, they argued 
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universally that it was only the threat of Zionist encroachment on Palestine that 

motivated Arabs in the region to assert a particularly Palestinian identity. But 

although Palestinian nationalism ultimately emerged as the dominant force to shape 

identity, it was not merely a function of the geographical effects of Zionism, nor did 

it develop only after the collapse of pan-Arab nationalism. Khalidi argues that the 

“formative period” of Palestinian national identity immediately after World War I 

drew on dynamics that were already widespread and most likely contributed to a 

sense of community amongst the people as Palestinians, even though it did not yet 

provide the primary focus of identification for Arab Palestine. Zionism did, however, 

push the developing Palestinian identity – manifesting in a collective imagination that 

saw itself as part of a single community – to crystallise more rapidly than it may have 

otherwise done, resulting in a “well-developed sense of Palestinian identity” in the 

immediate postwar years of the early 20th century.6 While Palestinian nationalism 

emerged partly in response to the threat of Zionism and took decades to solidify in 

form and definition, Palestinian identity as an independent cultural entity was 

recognisable in Palestine by the end of World War I. 

 

Al-Nakbah, Occupation and Palestinian nationalism 

Palestinianism should not be defined purely in terms of its relation to Zionism, since 

it implies the former emerged only as a knee-jerk reaction to the latter. Although the 

roots of Palestinian identity originated from dynamics that operated independently of 

Zionism, however, the majority of Palestinian historians place the influence of 

Zionism and its geographical expressions in the foreground of the collective 

Palestinian memory. The Palestinian narrative, argues Khalidi, is “intimately 

intertwined” with “one of the most potent narratives in existence, that of Israel and 

the Jewish people”, resulting in a “rigid polarity” between the two.7 While the 

common view of Zionism as a motivating force of Palestinian nationalism is justified, 

it provides an incomplete picture: the lack of primacy given by Iraq and Syria to the 

Palestinians made it unlikely that the latter would have abstained from establishing 

their own national movement even without the influence of Zionism.8 Thus while a 
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discussion of Palestinian nationalism only within the context of the Zionist movement 

would be misguided, it would be similarly inappropriate to assess it without due 

consideration of its entanglement with Zionism, which has almost wholly shaped and 

defined the modern Palestinian collective consciousness.  

 

The true fabric of contemporary Palestinian identity cannot be understood without 

giving due consideration to al-Nakbah (the Catastrophe), the mass exodus and driving 

out of Arabs from the towns and villages of Palestine during the Arab-Israeli War of 

1948. The failure of nascent Palestinian nationalism to garner the attention of the 

British in the years immediately following World War II had severely weakened the 

movement during an era when strength was essential, and it was crushed during the 

catastrophic defeat of Israel’s neighbouring Arab armies. The precise number of 

Palestinians who became refugees in 1948 is subject to debate, but the United Nations 

estimated that at least 726,000 Arabs were expelled from or fled their homes as the 

state of Israel was born.9 The majority ended up in refugee camps in Jordan, Lebanon, 

Syria and Egypt, where today 800,000 original inhabitants and their offspring remain. 

A further 150,000 who did not flee grew into Israel’s current Palestinian population 

of just over a million,10 and another estimated five million displaced Palestinians and 

their descendants are now scattered throughout the world.11  

 

Edward Said, himself a refugee from Arab East Jerusalem and perhaps academia’s 

most vocal proponent of Palestinian rights until his death in 2003, called the Arab 

Palestinian experience a “political living death” characterised by the “peripherality, 

isolation and silence” that are the conditions of displacement and loss.12 The 

dispersion of the Palestinian people, together with an overwhelming sense of 

alienation from their fellow Arabs in neighbouring states, contributed to a potent 

sense of injustice and displacement that manifested in the evolution of a collective 
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memory and the eventual assertion of a nationalist identity embedded with bitterness, 

yearning and loss. Al-Nakbah, consequently, marked a turning point in the history 

and development of Palestinian nationhood: Elias Sanbar argues that although a 

distinct Palestinian identity was not born in 1948, the events of that year left an 

imprint on the people’s national personality, “as if its facial features had changed, or 

its voice had suddenly acquired a different resonance”.13 Al-Nakbah remains the 

singular reference point for the Palestinian experience, not just for those who were 

actually subjected to expulsion or fled “voluntarily”, but also for the generations born 

since. Dispossession, consequently, is the foundation stone of contemporary 

Palestinian identity:  

 
The fact of having been dispersed in 1948 and left without homes or a national locus 

or, as far as most of the world was concerned, a national identity, is a personal and a 

national catastrophe whose effects Palestinians still cannot escape. The reality of 

dispossession has been the major, indeed almost the only, factor in shaping 

Palestinian political thinking over the years, particularly the Palestinian view of 

Israel and of what constitutes a just peace settlement with Israel.14 

 

Though unified by a collective historical experience, the Palestinian identity is 

expressed through a profusion of disparate narratives. Yezid Sayigh argues that due to 

the dissimilar circumstances of exiled Palestinians, they tended to retain their pre-

existing patterns of social solidarity and cultural expression while evolving in 

reaction to the various frameworks in which they found themselves. Though 

patriotism and attachment to homeland were common qualities, he argues, it was not 

inevitable that a distinctly Palestinian nationalism would arise, since there was no 

political or institutional framework common to the entire exiled population. Before 

1948, most Palestinians attributed their emotional attachment to native villages and 

specific neighbourhoods and houses within them, more than on the Palestinian nation 

itself.15 In her exploration of expressions of Palestinian identity amongst refugees, 

Rosemary Sayigh found that before 1948, most Palestinians would have defined 

themselves as Arabs or according to their local regional origin that superseded the 

                                                 
13 Elias Sanbar, "Out of Place, out of Time," Mediterranean Historical Review 1, no. 1 (1986): 90.  
14 Christison, The Wound of Dispossession, 31. 
15 Ibid., 59. 
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Palestinian identity.16 Khalidi’s argument supports these findings: arguing that local 

loyalties have never been fully replaced by nationalism, he observes that Palestinians 

can still be linked to their place of origin by family name, even if they have never 

lived there. This tendency is particularly prevalent amongst refugees, many of who 

have lived in exile from their villages for numerous generations.17 Due to 

marginalisation of the stateless Palestinians and the limits to social mobility and 

economic access in the host Arab states, however, it did eventually emerge as the 

dominant force. The combined experience of al-Nakbah and the ensuing social and 

political marginality, therefore, transformed grass-roots patriotism into a 

protonationalist movement after 1948.18  

 

After Israel’s defeat of the combined Palestinian, Syrian, Egyptian and Jordanian 

forces in the 1967 war, Palestinian nationalism moved into a new phase. Israel’s 

consequential Occupation of the West Bank as well as Egypt-administered Gaza 

brought 750,000 more Palestinians19 under Israeli control, rejuvenated the flagging 

Palestinian national movement under the auspices of the newly-created Palestine 

Liberation Organisation and Fatah, and signalled the end of pan-Arabism, secularism 

and modernity. The latter ideologies were replaced for some with the religious 

solution of Islam,20 which had gained a following in the refugee camps in the 1950s 

by building on the attachment to religion amongst ex-villagers and low-income 

groups.21  

 

The Israeli Occupation, consequently, added a new dimension to the crystallising 

Palestinian identity.22 Rooted in dispossession, displacement, bewilderment and anger 

at what Palestinians regarded as the colonising Zionist enterprise, now it was also 
                                                 
16 Rosemary Sayigh, "The Palestinian Identity among Camp Residents," Journal of Palestine Studies 6, 
no. 3 (1977): 21.   
17 Khalidi, Palestinian Identity, 153. 
18 Yezid Sayigh, Armed Struggle and the Search for State: The Palestinian National Movement, 1949-
1993, (Washington DC: Clarendon Press, 1997), 36-46. 
19 David K. Shipler, Arab and Jew: Wounded Spirits in a Promised Land, (New York: Penguin Putnam 
Inc., 2002; Revised ed.), xxxv. 
20 Said K. Aburish, Arafat: From Defender to Dictator, (London: Bloomsbury Publishing Plc, 1998), 
68-70. 
21 Sayigh, Armed Struggle, 49. 
22 Aziz Haidar, "The Impact of National Conflict and Peace on the Formation of the Image of the 
Other: How Palestinians in Israel Perceive, and Are Perceived by Others," Journal of Mediterranean 
Studies 11, no. 1 (2001): 43.  
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intertwined with the humiliation of military defeat and resentment at being the 

subjects of foreign military rule. An aggressive Israeli campaign to “settle” the West 

Bank after 1967 and the corresponding IDF military presence in its cities and towns, 

meant that for many Palestinians, Israeli Jews had become purely a monolithic 

military entity, devoid of humanising or individualising qualities. Their lack of daily 

contact with Jews in a non-military, non-settler context encouraged the development 

of a national memory that constructed hostile images of the Israeli entity. 
 

National Memory and Al-Nakbah  

Al-Nakbah and the ensuing Israeli Occupation of the West Bank and Gaza shaped the 

emerging Palestinian identity and directly contributed to the dynamics of the cultural 

landscape. The bulk of the Palestinian national narrative consists of oral testimonies 

rather than a unified, empiricist history, and was formed and reinforced through oral 

history and storytelling, literature, music and the media. Such expressions of the 

exilic experience coalesced to identify the Palestinian people as oppressed and 

marginalised, and Zionist Jews as primarily responsible for their plight. Rosemary 

Sayigh’s examination of refugee Palestinian women and their telling of quassas 

(stories) reveals the essentialism of al-Nakbah to personal identity – rather than 

beginning their life stories with birth, place of origin or first memories, the women 

interviewed in various refugee camps tended overwhelmingly to begin their 

narratives with their exodus from Palestine, even if they were already adults at the 

time of al-Nakbah, or were too young in 1948 to have remembered it:23 

 
The degree of detail of that terrible journey preserved in memory over four and a 

half decades signals not only the significance assigned to it retrospectively – as 

historic mistake, rupture from Palestine and beginning of exile, precursor of other 

tragedies – but also suggests processes of collective memory formation as individual 

stories were told and retold in refugee gatherings.24 

 

Sayigh found that the better-educated and more politicised younger speakers tended 

to structure their personal narratives around national historical landmarks and placed 

                                                 
23 Rosemary Sayigh, "Palestinian Camp Women as Tellers of History," Journal of Palestine Studies 
27, no. 2 (1998): 43.  
24 Ibid.: 44.  
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their political activities in the foreground of life stories; “national crisis” formed part 

of their earliest memories and perceptions of self and situation. The lack of a 

hegemonic version of Palestinian history and the “deepening” of the Diaspora, Sayigh 

argues, encouraged “a multiplicity of particular histories, each with its own 

‘authority’ and intended circle of readers” which broadened the scope of Palestinian 

history and helps to explain the persistence of the struggle.25 In his examination of the 

testimonies collected to commemorate the 50th anniversary of al-Nakbah, Birzeit 

University professor Salim Tamari found drama to be the dominant characteristic of 

the narratives 

 
as if the war itself and the displacement that followed, was not dramatic enough. 

Siege, confrontations with the enemy, fighting, massacres, martyrdom, and 

expulsion were at the core of the stories… What is absent… is the fabric of daily 

life, which could have provided a framework and an explanation for these 

incidents… Above all, however, there is an overriding sense of localism. What 

happened then is seen as having happened to this town or village in isolation from 

the onslaught that affected Palestine as a whole… There is an astounding absence of 

an overall picture and of the interconnection that affected the lives and behaviour of 

combatants and onlookers alike.26 

 

The importance of oral testimony to the memory and experience of al-Nakbah and 

Occupation intertwined with the Arab tradition of storytelling, giving the emerging 

Palestinian national narrative a richness and passion that reflects a palpable longing 

for the homeland. Many refugees incorporate detailed descriptions of the villages and 

gardens they left behind into their narratives: 

 
A little further south, near Ashdod (or Isdud), is where the village of Hamama once 

stood. My friend Souad’s father came from Hamama, which was famed for its many 

romances. He once told Souad that the fields and orchards of Hamama (Arabic for 

turtledove) were thickly planted to keep the sands from shifting; there were bountiful 

olive trees, apricot trees, almond trees, fig trees – and daring lovers would hold 

hands under the cover of the foliage.27 

                                                 
25 Ibid.: 51.   
26 Salim Tamari, "Narratives of Exile," Palestine Israel Journal of Politics, Economics and Culture 9, 
no. 4 (2002): 101-2.  
27 Amira Hass, Drinking the Sea at Gaza: Days and Nights in a Land under Siege, (New York: 
Metropolitan Books, Henry Holt and Company, 1999; 1st American ed.), 154. 
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The refugees tend to glorify every detail of their “lost paradise,” insistent that the fruit 

in their orchards was the sweetest and the rooms in their houses the most spacious.28 

Through her experiences living with and amongst Gazan Palestinians, Ha’aretz 

journalist Amira Hass encountered typical expressions of the exilic experience that 

reflected the Palestinian connection to the land and a yearning to return to it: 

 
We wanted to visit the sites of the dozens of Arab villages that once filled the region 

south of Jaffa. The older man was able to name every last one of them: which village 

had sat atop that green hill now stripped of all remains or in this innocent field of 

sunflowers, near that deserted house – so Palestinian-looking – standing alone at a 

junction, dignified in its desolation.29 

 

Refugee Palestinians can describe in intricate detail the villages, houses and gardens 

they left behind; the older generation still possess the large metal keys that unlocked 

their homes and the title deeds to the land they farmed. The key has become a 

prominent motif in the expression of Palestinian loss and frustration, with newspaper 

cartoonists using the image in a variety of political and cultural manifestations 

(figures 1 and 2). 

 Figure 1: Palestinians stave off Israeli army tanks with the 
key’s strength (Source: Al Ayyam newspaper, May 16 2003. Retrieved from Palestinian Media 
Watch [Website] [Retrieved November 25 2005]; available from http://www.pmw.org.il/) 
  

                                                 
28 Danny Rubinstein, The People of Nowhere: The Palestinian Vision of Home, (New York: Random 
House, 1991), 25. 
29 Hass, Drinking the Sea at Gaza, 151.  
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 Figure 2: A man on his deadbed 
passes his son the key to Palestine (Source: Al-Ayyam newspaper, September 1 2003. Retrieved 
from Palestinian Media Watch [Website] [Retrieved November 25 2005]; available from 
http://www.pmw.org.il/) 
 

In the 2002 documentary film Promises, which recorded the political and social 

attitudes of a group of Palestinian and Israeli youngsters between 1995 and 2000, 

Palestinian teenager Faraj and his grandmother discuss Ras Abu-Ammar, the village 

from which she fled during the 1948 war. Sitting on a couch in her home in Deheishe 

refugee camp, the grandmother produces the title deeds and key to the house she lived 

in until 1948, which Faraj studiously examines. When the film crew takes the boy and 

his grandmother back to Ras Abu-Ammar, the two engage in a storytelling ritual that 

typifies the handing down of the exilic experience: 

 
Faraj’s grandmother: The Jews destroyed [Ras Abu-Ammar], blew it up, so no one 

could say we had a town. 

Faraj (gesturing to the horizon): All this is our land. 

Faraj’s grandmother: Who could taste this pure air and then go to Deheishe? Damn 

Deheishe and the day it was built! 
(She gestures toward a pile of rubble.) 

That iron beam was part of your grandfather’s house. 

 

Faraj: United, you would have defeated [the Jews]. 

Faraj’s grandmother: When the Deir Yassin massacre happened, and they raped the 

women, we ran away… to Bethlehem and other places. 
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After climbing over rocks and pointing out trees and the ruins of houses, Faraj and his 

grandmother sit down to contemplate the remains of the village around them: 

 
Faraj’s grandmother: May you, your father, son and grandson, all return to live here. 

God willing. 

Faraj: God willing. 

Faraj’s grandmother: Don’t lose this key. Keep it with you always. 

Faraj (to film crew): I have a right to return to Ras Abu-Ammar, not just to be 

allowed past the checkpoint, but to return. One day we will liberate Palestine and 

return to Ras Abu-Ammar.30 
 

The rawness of the exilic experience and the pain and bitterness of dispossession and 

Occupation, together with the strong tradition of storytelling, gave rise to a national 

memory that, while far from homogeneous, contributed considerable form and 

substance to the collective Palestinian consciousness that emerged.  

 

Manifestations of national memory in Palestinian society 

The collective experience of geographical uprootedness found a voice in creative 

expressions of the Palestinian national narrative, colouring the already vibrant Arabic 

literary landscape with writing that reflected the pain and frustration of exile and 

Occupation. In her introduction to the Anthology of Modern Palestinian Literature, 

Salma Khadra Jayyusi identified the post-1948 period as a turning point for modern 

Arabic literature as a whole: 

 
It represents a fundamental division between a time of relative calm and false 

confidence and hope, and a time of brutal self-realization, despair, deep loss of faith, 

anxiety, and general restlessness.31 

 

The birth of Israel was just one political upheaval that took place in the Arab world in 

the 1940s and ’50s. Revolutions and coups d’etat in Algeria, Iraq, Yemen and Syria 

meant that Arab literature and poetry began to focus less on the traditionally popular 

                                                 
30 "Promises". Written by Justine Shapiro and B.Z. Goldberg, directed by Justine Shapiro, B.Z. 
Goldberg, and Carlos Bolado. Produced by Promises Film Project and Transit Media (Berkeley CA: 
2002) Documentary.  
31 Salma Khadra Jayyusi, ed., Anthology of Modern Palestinian Literature (New York: Columbia 
University Press, 1992), 16. 
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subjects of romance and the attainment of happiness, and more on questions relating 

to political and national destiny. The events of 1948 produced two distinct literatures 

by Palestinian writers: one reflected the experiences of Israel’s Palestinian citizens; 

the other spoke for those living in the Palestinian Diaspora. In 1967, two “wings” of 

Palestinian culture were reunited geographically when Israel took control of the West 

Bank and Gaza, allowing the two sides to identify with and experience one another. 

Their writing, however, reflected the disparate experiences of minority citizenship (in 

Israel) versus refugee/exilic status (in the West Bank and Gaza), while those in the 

refugee camps of Syria, Lebanon, eastern Jordan and Egypt continued to write and 

experience exile from the Diasporic perspective. The exposure of the West 

Bank/Gazan and Israeli Palestinians to one another, Jayyusi argues, increased the 

visibility of writers whose work provided Arab readers with a  “potent verbal 

weapon” against the circumstances of their people.32  

 

In her exploration of Arab and Jewish memories of the village of Ein Houd/Ein Hod, 

Susan Slyomovics found that Palestinian writers have “developed a sense of place, 

self-consciously reimagining a Palestine to which one may attach”. Evoking the 

natural environment and rural life in Palestinian poetry, Slyomovics argues, 

emphasises the close Palestinian association with nature and the land. Birds are 

frequently employed as a metaphor for the expelled refugee who writes and fantasises 

about a native village in the distance, and as nature’s “go-between” for the refugee 

and homeland:33 

 
It crossed the horizon and cleft the darkness 

Mastering the blue, darting on wings of light – 

Twisting, turning and still turning 

It knocked at my dark window, and the gasping silence quivered: 

“Bird, is it good news you bring?” 

It divulged its secret, yet breathed not a word 

                                                 
32 Ibid., 5, 16-21. 
33 Susan Slyomovics, The Object of Memory: Arab and Jew Narrate the Palestinian Village, 
(Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 1998), 172-3. 
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And the seagull disappeared.34 

 

Detailed imagery of the Arab home complements descriptions of the natural 

environment, with every aspect of the village house described in intricate detail. 

Women are frequently used as poetic metaphors through which the love of and 

longing for Palestine is explored, celebrated and mourned: 

 
The ghost city sleeps on, 

No olive trees to guard it, 

Nor night chatter to fill its lanes, 

Its eternal drowsiness is wrapped in a robe of lies, 

And here you are, the braids of your Arab hair brushing my eyes, 

And your eyes, brimmed with sadness, 

Dwell in my silence and pain. 

Your saintly face 

Warms my bosom 

And plants all the fertile seeds of love in my writings. 

To you I return, my beautiful pain.35 
 

This motif is also prevalent in novels: in Ghassan Kanafani’s novella Um Sa’ad, the 

ridges and wrinkles in Sa’ad’s mother’s face are likened to the geography of 

Palestine. Her inner qualities, meanwhile, are like the vine, which demands little from 

the environment but transforms every drop of water into nourishing and succulent 

fruit.36 Specific yearning for Jerusalem is also a prominent motif in Palestinian 

literature: the inseparable nature of Jerusalem from the greater geographical 

landscape in the Palestinian national consciousness is synonymous with both the 

vision of the homeland and allegories of lost love. In Jabra I. Jabra’s Hunters in a 

Narrow Street (1990), for example, Ahmad Harb points out the parallels between the 

loss of the protagonist’s fiancée during a Jewish attack on an Arab suburb in 1948, 

and the greater loss of Jerusalem, the war-torn city: 

 

                                                 
34 Tuqan. “The Seagull and the Negation of the Negation”. In A.M. Elmessiri, ed., The Palestinian 
Wedding: A Bilingual Anthology of Contemporary Palestinian Resistance Poetry (Washington DC: 
Three Continents Press, 1982), 223. 
35 Al-Latif ‘Aql, ‘Abd. “On one single face”. Ibid., 137. 
36 Suha Sabbagh, "Palestinian Women Writers and the Intifada," Social Text 22 (1989): 66.  
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…the “beloved Leila” and the “beloved Jerusalem” have become interchangeable 

images of the same “dream” which [the protagonist] tries to realize throughout the 

rest of his life as a refugee following that horrifying experience.37 

 

Jerusalem is represented in modern Palestinian literature as the provider of an 

“unwavering sense of national identity and a rich source of life-sustaining values”.38 

Analogies between women and Jerusalem/Palestine naturally embrace images of 

reproduction, moreover – a force of nature but also “a historical tactic in a national 

struggle”,39 employed to pose a demographic challenge to the Jewish population. 

Tawfiq Zayyad’s “The Impossible” illustrates the commitment to revolution, 

steadfastness, and the production of children who will not forget their political 

legacy: 

 
…A wall upon your chest here we shall remain, 

Starving, naked, defiant, 

Singing out poetry, 

Filing the wrathful streets with out protests, 

And the dungeons with our pride, 

Giving birth to generation after generation of angry children.40 
 

In I Saw Ramallah, prize-winning poet Mourid Barghouti reflects on exile from and 

return to the Palestine of his birth, using a lyrical and metaphorical style of prose that 

reveals implicit longing and frustration: 

 
Is it not odd that when we arrive at a new place living its new moment we start to 

look for our old things in it? Is there something new for strangers? Or do they go 

around the world with baskets full of the stains of the past? The stains fall but the 

hand does not drop the basket.41 

 

Displacement, Barghouti writes, 

 

                                                 
37 Ahmad Harb, "Representations of Jerusalem in the Modern Palestinian Novel," Arab Studies 
Quarterly 26, no. 3 (2004): 4.  
38 Ibid.: 18.  
39 Slyomovics, The Object of Memory, 179. 
40 Zayyad, Tawfiq. “The Impossible”. In Elmessiri, ed., The Palestinian Wedding, 151. 
41 Mourid Barghouti, I Saw Ramallah, (Cairo: First Anchor Books, 2003), 50-1. 
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is like death. One thinks it happens only to other people. From the summer of ’67 I 

became that displaced stranger whom I had always thought was someone else. The 

stranger… is always the ‘infiltrating element’ in demonstrations, even if he never left 

his house that day. He is the one whose relationship with places is distorted, he gets 

attached to them and repulsed by them at the same time. He is the one who cannot 

tell his story in a continuous narrative and lives hours in every moment. Every 

moment for him has its passing immortality… He lives essentially in that hidden, 

silent spot within himself. He is careful of his mystery and dislikes those who probe 

into it… The stranger is told by kind people: “You are in your second home here and 

among your kin.” He is despised for being a stranger, or sympathized with for being 

a stranger. The second is harder to bear than the first.42 

 

The outbreak in 1987 of the First Intifada strengthened the bonds of nationalism, 

which were clearly felt by members of the literary community.43 Published literature 

reflected the social, cultural and political processes being experienced: loss and 

longing became accompanied by expressions of bitterness and resentment as the 

Occupation ensued and hopes for the liberation of Palestine dwindled: 

 
Occupation… interferes in every aspect of life and death; it interferes with longing 

and anger and desire and walking in the street. It interferes with going anywhere and 

coming back, with going to market, the emergency hospital, the beach, the bedroom, 

or a distant capital… Israel closes down any area it chooses whenever it wants. It 

prevents people from entering or leaving until the reason for the closure is over. 

There are always ‘reasons’.44 

 

“Resistance literature”, as it was termed by Ghassan Kanafani and Barbara Harlow, 

was reflected in the poems, stories and songs written about the effects of Occupation 

and the influences of armed insurgent political movements like the PLO. 45 Ami 

Elad-Bouskila identifies the literature of the First Intifada as “replete with slogans 

and stereotypes” that address the reader directly and consciously with a direct appeal 

to emotion. Virtually all poems and stories written from within the West Bank and 
                                                 
42 Ibid., 3-4. 
43 Ami Elad-Bouskila, Modern Palestinian Literature and Culture, (London: Frank Cass Publishers, 
1999), 12. 
44 Barghouti, I Saw Ramallah, 48. 
45 Barbara Harlow, Resistance Literature, (New York: Methuen, 1987). Quoted in Salah D. Hassan, 
"National Validation: Modern Palestinian Literature and the Politics of Appeasement," Social Text 75, 
no. 2 (2003): 8.  
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Gaza during the first two years of the First Intifada, Elad-Bouskila argues, are at the 

service of the national cause, reflected in the idyllic depiction of Palestinian society: 

patriotic, united in solidarity, free of internal bickering, cherishing the values of 

national and personal pride, suffering and revival, elevating the burdens of struggle 

and glorifying casualties. Only in the third year of the uprising did cracks in this 

idealism begin to appear, but even then, “qualities that might compromise the heroic 

image – materialism, pettiness, embarrassment, perplexity, aimlessness, depression – 

[were] rare”.46 Elad-Bouskila also identifies a dualism of weak/powerful imagery, 

similar to that found in the modern Israeli consciousness and explored in the 

preceding chapter:  

 
Although moral and mental fortitude is depicted – the people’s courage, endurance, 

and unflagging belief in future victory – their weakness as a nation is also shown, in 

persecution, humiliation, torture and suffering.47 

 

Expressions of exile, Occupation and resistance in Palestinian literature strengthened 

the national narrative by providing a framework with which to articulate collective 

experiences that defined Palestinian national identity. Unlike Israeli music, which 

historically tended to avoid or marginalise politics, Palestinian music has been a 

particularly valuable tool for cultural expressions of the Palestinian struggle, 

particularly since the shift of the focus of national memory from al-Nakbah to 

Occupation. Joseph Massad argues that of all the artistic genres utilised since 1948, 

songs of liberation and ideological mobilisation reached the largest number of people, 

due in part to the availability of transistor radios throughout the period and to the 

effectiveness of non-written storytelling for what was then a partly-illiterate and older 

peasant-based population. Songs written after 1967 reflected a “melange of sadness 

and despair combined with the hope vested in the fida’iyyin” (fighters and partisans); 

Palestinian suffering was likened to Christ’s journey down the via Dolorosa, and bird 

motifs prevalent in literature and poetry also made appearances in songs:48 

 

                                                 
46 Elad-Bouskila, Modern Palestinian Literature and Culture, 85-91. 
47 Ibid., 91-2. 
48 Joseph Massad, "Liberating Songs: Palestine Put to Music," Journal of Palestine Studies 23, no. 3 
(2003): 22-9.  
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O Heart, slow down, 

Do not throw yourself 

In exhaustion on the road of return, 

For it pains us to see that tomorrow, 

The flocks of birds will return 

While we still remain here49 

 

As well as expressing longing and displacement, Massad argues, these songs also 

fulfilled a historical role by recording a geography irrevocably changed with the 

razing of Palestinian towns. By invoking the names of villages lost to the 

Palestinians, they asserted their continuing presence in Palestinian memory. The 

onset of the Second Intifada in October 2000 encouraged the emergence of more 

songs from the Arab world that reflected a yearning to return to the homeland and 

bitterness over Occupation. These songs alone could not achieve national liberation, 

but they expressed and registered the changing dynamics of the Palestinian struggle 

while also reflecting the shift from a dreamed-for united Arab front to a celebration of 

the Palestinian guerrillas’ fight for independence, descriptions of oppression, and a 

rejuvenated Arab solidarity. Music, Massad asserts, recorded the feelings and 

aspirations of a dispossessed people who had no access to official state channels or to 

forms of writing official histories.50 

 

The national struggle therefore manifested largely in artistic expressions of the 

historical experience, which resonated in society through the passing down of the 

collective narrative to the younger generations. Poetry, literature and music were used 

as channels through which loss, expulsion, sorrow and longing could be expressed, 

together with later demonstrations of anger, resentment, bitterness and calls for 

mobilisation. The Palestinian national identity that emerged after 1948 featured 

cultural signposts that linked its characteristics to these experiences, resulting in a 

collective consciousness based on personal and collective responses to exile, 

displacement, Occupation and resistance. 

 

Identifying the Enemy: the role of the Other in Palestinian nation-building  

                                                 
49 “Sanarji’u Yawman” (We shall return one day), sung by Fayruz, quoted in Ibid.: 27.  
50 Ibid.: 32, 37.  
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The Palestinian collective consciousness evolved in response to historical events that 

constructed the Palestinian Self as victimised, unrecognised and betrayed, and the 

Jewish Israeli Other as the violent, victimising and colonialist tyrant (figure 3). In 

Palestinian society, the demonisation of the Jewish image has assisted the negation of 

the “Zionist entity”, which is now regarded as solely responsible for the Palestinian 

experience of dispossession and statelessness.  

 

 Figure 3: Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon eats 
Palestinian children (Source: Al-Hayat Al-Jadida newspaper, March 22 2004. Retrieved from 
Palestinian Media Watch [Website] [Retrieved November 25 2005]; available from 
http://www.pmw.org.il/) 
 
In his seminal study of Arabs and Jews in Israel/Palestine, David K. Shipler identified 

two main components of the stereotyped Jewish image: the “violent, craven” and the 

“alien, superior” Jew. Shipler found that the stereotype of the violent Jew became 

increasingly pronounced as contact between Arabs and Jews decreased. The most 

aggressive examples he found were in the Arab world outside Israeli jurisdiction, and 

within the refugee camps of Gaza and the West Bank.51 According to the latter 

stereotype, Jews are intruders whose presence in the Holy Land is incongruous and 

unwelcome: 

 
The Jews are regarded as aliens, outsiders, trespassers trying to graft their foreign 

cultures onto indigenous Arab land. And they don’t fit. They don’t belong. Their 

                                                 
51 Shipler, Arab and Jew, 183-4. 
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presence in the Middle East is artificial, a contamination of Arab purity. The image 

ignores the ancient ties of the Jews to this place.52 

 

The legacy of dispossession and Occupation, moreover, appears to have contributed 

to a generally negative perception of Jewish Israelis on a personal level. An opinion 

poll conducted in 1997 by the Jerusalem Media and Communication Centre with Tel 

Aviv University revealed 77 per cent of Palestinians believed Jewish Israelis were 

violent people.53 This perception mirrors the tendency for Palestinians to identify 

Jews and soldiers as one and the same54 – a consequence of Israel’s years of military 

rule over the West Bank and Gaza Strip. Anti-Semitism also frames Arab denial of 

the Holocaust, which has portrayed Israelis as present-day Nazis and minimised the 

event in history. Instrumentalisation of the Palestinian tragedy exists alongside a 

refusal to acknowledge the Jewish tragedy and its universal ethical implications;55 

Ilan Gur-Ze’ev argues that the Palestinians  

 
refuse to address the dialectics of the Holocaust and the Nakbah in a non-

ethnocentric moral and conceptual framework. The violence of the system in the 

Palestinian case likewise prevents its agents/victims from critically reflecting on the 

instrumentalization of the Nakbah memory and on the violent reproduction of the 

Palestinian identity, memory and suffering.56 

 

In their collaborative 2003 study on Palestinian/Israeli collective memory, Gur-Ze’ev 

and Pappe identified several major new attitudes towards the Holocaust within 

contemporary Palestinian academia. Palestinian academics were critical of but 

empathic towards past Arab denial and minimisation of the Holocaust, while arguing 

that Israel and Zionism have instrumentalised the event. Additionally, Gur-Ze’ev and 

Pappe identified the beginning of a search into the possible connection between 

Holocaust and Nakbah memories as a means of finding a basis for peaceful 
                                                 
52 Ibid., 232. 
53 Jerusalem Media and Communication Centre Public Opinion Polling Unit and Tami Steinmetz 
Center for Peace Research, "Palestinians and Israelis Agree on Peace, but Not on Each Other: Public 
Opinion Poll," Palestine Report 4, no. 31 (1998). Retrieved November 1 2005, 
www.jmcc.org/media/report/98/Jan/3.htm#poll. 
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coexistence, but this last trend is acknowledged as almost totally absent from both 

Israeli and Palestinian cultural politics.57 Holocaust denial manifests in Palestinian 

attitudes through a general lack of understanding of the magnitude of the event and its 

psychological relevance for the state of Israel: 

 
Very few Arabs seem to know much about the Holocaust. Its full horrors rarely seem 

to penetrate… Even the best informed and most sophisticated and moderate of the 

Palestinian Arabs cannot bring themselves to gather the experience of the Holocaust 

into their understanding of the Jews. That essential feel for the trauma, the tragedy, 

the aloneness of the Jews in that dark period is simply missing from the Arabs’ sense 

of history and from their grasp of the present. And therefore they cannot understand 

Israel. They cannot understand the fierce sensations of vulnerability, the lusty 

devotion to military strength, the stubborn resistance to international criticism, the 

waves of guilt that soften the core of the hardness. They cannot comprehend the 

gnawing fear of powerlessness that grinds beneath the arsenal of tanks and planes, 

the lurking conviction that it could happen again, and that again the world would 

look the other way.58 

 

When Jewish suffering in the Holocaust is acknowledged amongst Palestinians, it 

often simply exacerbates indignation: Palestinians fail to understand how a people 

who have experienced such torment appear to be inflicting what they interpret as the 

same magnitude of suffering upon another people. Acceptance of Holocaust suffering 

within Palestinian society, therefore, has tended to strengthen Palestinian attitudes of 

moral righteousness, rather than to deepen the understanding of the Jewish 

experience.  

 
Palestinian Israeli perceptions of Jewish Israelis are particularly complicated, as Aziz 

Haidar discovered in his 2001 analysis of their attitudes. For Israel’s Palestinian 

population, Jewish Israelis represented the powerful and victorious in the political, 

military and economic contexts, but the perception on a personal level was of a mean, 

untrustworthy and permissive individual, who did not care about the honour of family 
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or women.59 The duality of this image can be partly attributed to the confusion of 

Israel’s Palestinians over their political and social identity. While Palestinian Israelis 

have full civil rights under Israel’s legal system, Israeli sociologists Gershon Shafir 

and Yoav Peled argue that the very nature of the Jewish state necessarily precludes 

them from participation in attending to the common good of society.60 The realities of 

living in a Jewish state mean symbols like the national flag and anthem are 

meaningless,61 while considerable disparities between the economic and social 

conditions of Israel’s Arabs and Jews only began to be addressed with vigour in the 

1980s after the onset of the First Intifada.  

 

The participation of Palestinian Israelis in the Second Intifada revealed a growing 

affiliation with their brethren in the West Bank and Gaza and an increasing sense of 

alienation from Israeli society: in 1999 just 32.8 per cent of Palestinian Israelis 

described their identity as “Israeli”, compared with 63.2 per cent in 1995.62 

Palestinian attitudes towards Jewish Israelis, therefore, are rooted in the experience of 

Occupation and the collective historical narrative of the older generations, and are 

harnessed, explored and disseminated in Palestinian society through a number of 

social and cultural channels. 

 
Media 

The Palestinian media provided a public space in which society could explore the 

dynamics of national identity and their attitudes towards the Jewish Other. The 

Palestinian press, Amal Jamal argues, is an excellent though somewhat atypical 

example of the tension between the media as a public space and a tool of political 

control in postcolonial states, even though Israeli jurisdiction over the West Bank and 

Gaza makes it a special case. The Palestinian news media began to operate as an 

organ of political advocacy in the 1970s, when the Palestine Liberation Organisation 
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(PLO) narrowed its focus to the West Bank and Gaza in order to activate the 

population there. The newspapers in circulation during this period espoused a clearly 

pro-PLO and nationalist line and constituted a “national press” aimed at political 

mobilisation.63 Newspapers such as these, consequently, were difficult to study 

according to the standards of objectivity and impartiality that the West promotes, but 

does not always observe.64 In addition, news sources in the West Bank and Gaza were 

subject to censorship by Israel, which prohibited the publication of articles on 

demonstrations or clashes and their associated casualties.65  

 

Since the signing of the Oslo Accords, the Palestinian media has been characterised 

both by structural pluralism and by various forms of control. While the widely-read 

Palestinian daily al-Quds avoided any direct criticism of the PA, al-Hayat al-Jadida, 

established after the PA’s creation in 1994, reflected the organisation’s position in all 

respects, being highly politicised and carrying out an educating, domesticating and 

mobilising role within Palestinian society. In the context of the Second Intifada, the 

media has strengthened its role as social advocate, expanding into cyberspace where 

an abundance of internet sites make the Palestinian case to an international audience 

by focusing on Israeli military incursions, house demolitions and targeted 

assassinations. Domestic television has played a major role in garnering support for 

and approval of resistance against the Occupation: the Palestinian Broadcasting 

Corporation, set up by Arafat in 1994, was regarded by almost half the Palestinian 

population in 1997 as the most trusted news source compared with Jordanian radio 

and Israel’s Arabic service.66 During the Second Intifada, it was resoundingly 

criticised in the international sphere for a series of violent, advertisement-like 

segments that glorified casualties and promoted martyrdom for the Palestinian cause. 

Virulently anti-Israel sermons made by some Muslim clerics, one of whom informed 

the Palestinian public that they were “waging this cruel war with the brothers of 
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monkeys and pigs, the Jews and the sons of Zion”,67 helped to bolster support for a 

grass-roots resistance based on a firm hatred of the Jewish Israeli entity. 

 

The Palestinian news media has been criticised by Israeli, American and Palestinian 

commentators for being replete with bias and incitement, specifically in terms of the 

language it employs to communicate events. An English-language article on the 

effects of the Intifada on children in the online edition of the Jerusalem Times, for 

example, discussed the number of children “killed in cold blood as Israel discovered 

new means to annihilate the next generation”.68 Arabic-language sources make 

reference to the “blood-filled history of the Zionist entity”, the “colonialist and racist 

inclination of Zionism”, and the “Zionist criminals,” and claims that Israel poisons 

Palestinians, puts bombs in children’s toys, and causes Palestinian birth defects have 

been published by Arabic newspapers in the West Bank and Gaza,69 contributing 

powerful material to the culture of hatred towards Jewish Israelis.  

 

The Palestinian media plays a leading role in the mobilisation of the Palestinian 

public for the struggle against Occupation and the continuation of the memory of 

1948, not only through its assessment and reportage of the effects of Occupation, but 

through its ability to foster and nurture anti-Israeli attitudes, some of which stem from 

ancient tenets of anti-Semitism. The harnessing of the Internet in particular allowed 

the spreading of Intifada messages and images beyond geographical boundaries, and 

the encouragement of worldwide recognition of the Palestinian experience.70 The role 

of Palestinian media, therefore, transcends that of information dissemination and 

provider of a social forum. Rather, it has been used by governmental elites and 

competing political factions as a way of channelling energy and mobilising support 
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for resistance against the Occupation, primarily through the demonisation of both the 

individual and collective Jewish Israeli entity. 

 

Islamisation and Occupation 

Daily psychological and physical restrictions of Palestinian life under Occupation, 

which increased in intensity in the Second Intifada era, contributed powerfully to the 

fabric of Palestinian identity, the consequential resentment towards and hatred of the 

occupying Israeli forces, and the maintenance of attitudes and values that reinforce 

hostility and distrust. The failure of the Oslo Accords, the ensuing Palestinian 

desperation and the launching of the Second Intifada, followed by IDF retaliation and 

the Israeli government’s policy of collective punishment, have had devastating effects 

on Palestinian society. By the end of the first year of the Second Intifada in 

September 2001, the Palestinian economy had lost around USD$3.2 billion according 

to UN estimates, and almost half the Palestinian population was subsisting on less 

than USD$2 a day, more than double the poverty rate since the Intifada began.71  

 

The Second Intifada reflected both the deepening sense of dispossession felt by the 

Palestinian people and the impression that the peace process was largely Israeli-

determined: between September 1993 and September 2000, construction of Jewish 

settlements in the West Bank and Gaza increased by 52 per cent, the fastest rate of 

settlement growth yet, which exacerbated Palestinian frustration.72 While the 

corresponding 250 miles of settler-only bypass roads built by Israel allowed settlers 

to traverse the West Bank and Gaza at their convenience, they severely restricted the 

daily movements of Palestinians, who cannot travel without being subject to searches 

and delays at Israeli checkpoints.73 Checkpoints, in fact, are amongst the most bitterly 

resented elements of the Occupation; many Palestinians have resorted to riding 

donkeys on dirt roads in order to avoid the humiliating experience of being searched, 

questioned and examined by Israeli soldiers.74 Road closures and checkpoints, which 
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increased as the Second Intifada escalated in an Israeli attempt to prevent acts of 

terrorism, have also limited admission to Jerusalem, blocked Palestinian access to 

holy sites and commercial activity, and pushed many Gazans to work and study 

illegally in the West Bank.75 Frustration with the political situation is exacerbated by 

high unemployment rates in the West Bank and Gaza, where in 2004, one in three 

people aged 15 to 24 and over half the people aged 25 to 29 were unemployed.76 The 

“forced idleness” of the younger generation, the pressure of military rule, and a lack 

of faith in the Palestinian leadership’s ability to improve the situation through 

negotiations with Israel, has led the Palestinian population to explore other, more 

violent alternatives to their situation.77  

 

The pressurised social environment of Palestinian life in the West Bank and Gaza and 

dissatisfaction with the Palestinian leadership, particularly amongst the refugees for 

whom the economic effects of Occupation and the Intifada are most strongly felt, is 

reflected in the growth in support for Hamas, the organisation that grew from the 

fundamentalist Islamic movement the Muslim Brotherhood and catapulted to 

popularity during the First Intifada.78 Based in Islamic ideology, Hamas prioritises 

the end of Occupation through nationalist struggle, and the establishment of a 

theocratic Palestinian state in Israel, the West Bank and Gaza. To this end, it has been 

responsible for guerrilla-style attacks against civilian and military targets in Israel. 

Linking Palestinian nationalism to political Islam,79 Hamas assisted the widespread 

approval of martyrdom as an empowering response to the humiliation of Occupation 

and military defeat. The organisation’s support for and establishment of much-needed 

social infrastructure, particularly in the economically destitute Gaza Strip, further 

strengthened its popularity amongst a people who lack economic security: through 

the provision of housing costs, university tuitions and subsidies for the families of 
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jailed martyrs, Hamas’s charities support one in six Palestinians.80 The conflict 

between Hamas, the old guard PA and the newly emerging Fatah leadership81 

encouraged the paramilitary organisation to emerge as an attractive alternative to the 

PA, which is perceived as weak and inefficient in its failure to negotiate an end to 

Occupation. In a JMCC public opinion poll conducted in April 2002, fully 58.9 per 

cent of respondents reported having increased their support of Hamas.82 

 

Popular approval of violence as a tool of the Palestinian nationalist struggle is 

reflected in support for suicide missions against Israeli military and civilian targets, 

most of which are planned and carried out by Hamas and other Palestinian 

paramilitary organisations including Islamic Jihad and the al-Aqsa Martyr’s Brigade. 

Though suicide itself is rejected by the dominant Sunni ideology to which most 

Palestinians belong, the concept of self-sacrifice has long been promoted in 

Palestinian political culture,83 and increased in popularity as the Second Intifada 

escalated. A JMCC poll of Palestinian public opinion conducted in April 2001 

revealed 76 per cent of respondents supported suicide operations – a dramatic 

increase from 24 per cent in 1997.84  
 

Hilal Khashan’s 2002 study of the attitudes of Palestinian refugees in southern 

Lebanon revealed 66 per cent approved the use of suicide attacks as a legitimate way 

to coerce Israel into submitting to their demands, and that a significant proportion 

believed “unwavering struggle” was the only recourse for achieving national 

aspirations. Support for suicide bombings, Khashan argues, suggests a “deep sense of 

national humiliation, which bombers seek to redeem by politicising religion, not 

through breaking away from it”. Drawn-out Palestinian frustration has taken on 
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“unimaginable” proportions, with the result that political Islam mixed with desperate 

poverty has strongly influenced the attraction to participation in suicide attacks.85 The 

rise of political Islam in the West Bank and Gaza coupled with daily humiliation, 

unemployment, frustration and the struggle for national recognition coalesced to 

create favourable conditions for the rise of support for and participation in suicide 

attacks since the onset of the Second Intifada, with armed struggle and personal 

sacrifice emerging as a powerful means of expressing Palestinian resentment and 

hatred of Israelis.  

 

As the Second Intifada dragged on with few indications that armed struggle would in 

fact achieve Palestinian political aspirations, however, Palestinian attitudes began to 

show signs of significant shift, particularly towards the notion of peace with Israel. A 

public opinion poll conducted in March 2005 revealed that support for suicide 

bombings had dropped to 29 per cent, down from 77 per cent in September 2004. In 

addition, 69 per cent opposed the continuation of armed attacks against Israel once 

full Gaza disengagement was complete. Although 59 per cent of the Palestinian 

public now believe in the possibility of a peace settlement with Israel’s current 

leadership, only 24 per cent expected a full reconciliation to be achieved in the next 

decade, though this did represent an increase of nine per cent since June 2004. 

Importantly, 42 per cent of respondents supported legal action against anti-Israeli 

incitement, up from 35 per cent in June 2004.86  

 

These figures reveal that support for violent tactics is decreasing in a society fatigued 

by five years of armed resistance. Considered against the backdrop of the arguments 

thus far presented, furthermore, they appear to contradict the picture of Palestinian 

attitudes often presented by the global media and discussed in academic discourse. 

The tendency for both has been to focus on the extremist factions of society without 

giving due consideration to the moderate elements that also function, and which 
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might provide energy and resources for alternative approaches to the management of 

violent conflict. This final point is intended not to discredit the earlier argument but 

to characterise Palestinian society as one that constitutes many voices and opinions, 

many of which are often ignored or marginalised in the media by the constantly 

changing impact of governance and conflict. Consequently, it is necessary to 

recognise that the dynamics of Palestinian society are multi-dimensional and 

complex, and should be assessed in a manner that avoids compartmentalisation. 

 

Palestine’s Youth Culture 

The historical experience of exile, dispossession and nationalist struggle, together 

with the debilitating effect of protracted social conflict with Israel, have had profound 

consequences for the construction of the Palestinian national identity. Palestinian 

nation-building has relied on the creation and distancing of the despised Israeli Other; 

as a result, Palestinians remain deeply distrustful and resentful of the Israeli entity, to 

which they apportion the vast majority of blame for their vulnerable and 

unrecognised political position, and at which they direct the resistance effort. It is 

now necessary to examine how this cultural consciousness has influenced Palestinian 

children, and the extent to which they might be receptive to transformative shifts 

within the framework of peacebuilding processes.  

 

Nation building and Self/Other imagery in the Palestinian education system 

Palestinians regard education as having vital significance as a primary means of 

personal and social survival.87 Field research carried out by Salah Alzaroo and Gillian 

Lewando Hunt revealed that displacement and prolonged conflict were decisive 

factors in pushing Palestinian refugees towards education, which helped them adapt 

to the new life of exile and kept alive the prospect of returning home.88 This is 

reflected in the sharp increase of girls’ enrolment in primary and secondary education 

in the last 20 to 25 years, and a total student increase of 40.1 per cent between the 
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1994/5 and 1999/2000 school years, resulting in almost universal education.89 

Although the Palestinian Authority allocates less than a fifth of its budget to 

education, it employs 30,000 teachers,90 while a study conducted by Brigham Young 

University in 1994 revealed the ratio of university students to the total population to 

be considerably higher for Palestinians than all other Arab nations and many 

advanced European nations.91 

 

In his 2001 study of the self-other discourse in Israeli and Palestinian education, Ilan 

Gur-Ze’ev found the education system to be a key player in the production of subjects 

who function as agents and victims of that system, making them objects for 

manipulation who are committed to the destruction, exclusion, marginalization, or 

“salvation” of the external and internal Other. In the Israel/Palestine context, he 

argued, “educational violence” uses memory and suffering to produce “pleasures, 

truths, victories, hierarchies and strategic orientations” that leave no room for 

counter-education.92 National memory is a key component of the Palestinian 

education system, which until 1967 was controlled by Egypt and Jordan but has since 

been subject to first Israeli and then the Palestinian Authority’s control. Before the 

formal granting of limited Palestinian autonomy in August 1994, Palestinian 

education was divided into three streams: governmental (controlled by Israel), United 

Nations Relief Works Agency (UNRWA), and private.93 Although Israel censored 

textbooks and curricula between 1967 and 1994 to minimise national spirit amongst 

Palestinian youth,94 other educational influences in the form of teachers and parents 

gave them oppositional points of view that attempted to further the revolutionary 

cause and continue the motivation for resistance: 
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it can be said that teachers, parents, peers, and other persons, through different 

means, taught students and youngsters about Palestine, as an occupied land to be 

liberated, and about Palestinians, as a people aiming for self-determination free from 

Israeli rule.95 

 

This teaching took place not only in the universities but in primary, secondary and 

even pre-schools. The latter of these served as an institutional system that politicised 

Palestinian children using teachers and peers as socialising agents, who instilled 

political norms through the teaching of rhymes handed down from the Palestinian 

underground leadership.96 Anfez and Laila Nazzal’s 1996 study of the politicisation 

of Palestinian children found that nursery schools in the West Bank served as an 

institutional system through which teachers and peers behaved as socialising agents:97 

 
Accompanying the rhymes, usually half-chanted, half-spoken, were gestures such as 

the victory sign, a clenched fist, a commando posture, the pointing to an imaginary 

flag, or the upright stance of a soldier marching in the underground popular army. 

Constant reiteration of the rhymes became part of the daily routine in schools. When 

a teacher had to leave the classroom for one reason or another, the tape recorder was 

left on, with a tape repeating the rhymes to the children.98 

 

The almost obsessive longing for a homeland and flag, Nazzal and Nazzal assert, is a 

prevalent theme in these nursery rhymes, in which everything is viewed from a 

fighting perspective and the homeland is idealised as free and liberated: 

 
My country, my country 

How pretty it is 

My family and my home 

Under its sky 

My Country, my country, 

We are its protectors 

The land of plenty, 

We are its liberators. 
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The flowers of the valley, 

Their fragrance disseminates throughout the land.99 
 

In other rhymes this yearning is replaced by evocative images of al-Nakbah and 

Occupation, featuring the bird motif as well as a sense of imminent rebellion: 

 
I envy you, O bird 

You are free, unhampered 

And I am an oppressed prisoner … 

 

They took away my father in the middle of the night 

And imprisoned him. 

They humiliated him and beat him 

From his home they deported him… 

 

My grandfather’s house they destroyed, 

And bulldozed it with its furniture 

And my people, they scattered 

From their lands, they exiled… 

 

My brother stoned them and lighted a fire 

To drive them away from the house, 

To protect his younger brothers… 

 

My sister is among the walls 

Protecting the Aqsa with fire  

To return the oppression of the cunning 

With her brothers, the revolutionaries…100 
 

These excerpts illustrate how the Palestinian education system has been used to 

inspire and mobilise young children against the Occupation, and to ensure the 

memory of Al-Nakbah remains firmly ingrained in the collective student 

consciousness.  
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The implementation of autonomy in 1994 gave Palestinians the right to take control 

of the education system and write their own curricula, ending a long period of 

outdated textbook use and beginning an era in which they could use education to 

shape their own future and consolidate their identity and nation-building needs.101 

Palestinian education in the contemporary context, particularly for the refugees, 

continues to be used as a tool for nation-building in three ways: first, as a remedy to 

overcome the consequences of al-Nakbah and subsequent displacement; second, as a 

mechanism for political, economic and social mobilisation; and third, as a tool for 

identity-building.102 A strong discourse of criticism, however, surrounds the content 

of old Palestinian textbooks and continues to be addressed towards their 

replacements. Until late 2000, Egyptian and Jordanian textbooks published before the 

1993 Oslo declaration were used in Palestinian classrooms and were identified by 

critics as anti-Semitic and stereotypical towards Jews and Israel:103 

 
A seventh grade religious education textbook, for example, includes the following 

exercise: “Why do Jews hate the Muslim entity and want to cause division among 

them? Give an example of the evil attempts of the Jews from events happening 

today.” A ninth-grade religion textbook states “One must be aware of the Jews for 

they are treacherous and disloyal.” A history textbook made this comparison: “The 

clearest examples of racist belief and racial discrimination in the world are Nazism 

and Zionism.” A literature reader for eighth-graders states, “The Jews claim that [the 

Western Wall] is one of the places belonging to them… but this is not so.” And a 

seventh-grade Islamic religion text states bluntly: “Muslims must protect all 

mosques… and must wage a jihad both of life and property to liberate al-Aqsa 

Mosque from the Zionist conquest.”104 

 

The Palestinian education system also emphasises the role of al-Nakbah while 

downplaying the impact of the Holocaust. Ilan Gur- Ze’ev argues that anti-Semitic 

tradition and Holocaust denial naturally found its way into textbooks and assisted in 

formulating the attitudes and values of high school students.105 In his conversations 

with Palestinian Israeli students, who study under a separate education system from 
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the Jewish Israelis’ that is presided over by the Israeli Ministry of Education, Israeli 

author David Grossman found the lack of understanding of the Holocaust’s 

dimensions to have infiltrated classrooms: 

 
…I asked the students what they knew about the Holocaust. At first they could not 

figure out what I was talking about. Maybe they didn’t know the word. I translated it 

into Arabic…. One girl said hesitantly “What the Nazis did to the Jews?” When I 

confirmed this, everyone remembered. They had spent four hours studying World 

War One, and they knew. “That they put them in the ovens? I heard that he killed six 

million Jews.” She smiled. “That’s what they say.” A boy named Munzir… said “I 

saw a television documentary about that. In my opinion, what they say about the 

Nazis isn’t right. They killed maybe only a million… [Hitler] brought the whole 

German people together under him, and wanted to unite all the nations of the world. 

But the Jews were a problem for him, because they’d gotten control of all the money 

in Germany. Hitler wanted the Germans to be in control, and the Jews interfered 

with that. So he killed them. But certainly not more than a million.”106 

 

Between 2001 and 2005, the US/Israeli NGO Centre for Monitoring the Impact of 

Peace (CMIP) published a series of reports that charted the progress made on the 

content of Palestinian school textbooks. CMIP analysed all textbooks in circulation in 

the West Bank and Gaza for their adherence to the United Nations Educational 

Science and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO) criteria for accuracy, objectivity, and 

the teaching of freedom, international cooperation and peace.107 The first report, 

published in November 2001, reviewed 58 new textbooks introduced by the PA and 

concluded that they “foster a multi-faceted rejection” of the existence of the state of 

Israel instead of fulfilling criteria for education towards peace and coexistence. 

Tolerance, the report found, was promoted as a concept only between Muslims and 

Christians, with no mention of Jews; historical Jewish ties to Palestine were 

minimised; and language was structured to imply negative character traits such as 

greed and dishonesty amongst the Jewish population.108 The report concluded that the 
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Palestinian Authority was instilling a culture of hate in its children that explained 

Palestinian fanaticism.109  

 

The language used in the new textbooks also appears to encourage a pride in 

martyrdom; Levine argues that the new texts, which include phrases such as “I will 

take my soul in my hand and toss it into the abyss of death”, reinforce the message of 

a culture based on war with Israel.110 The ensuing June 2005 report, which analysed 

more recent additions to the curriculum, found tolerance was still not promoted 

within the context of conflict with the Jews, and peace with Israel was not discussed 

at all. While terror against Israel was never mentioned explicitly, the textbooks did 

make several favourable references to war, power, jihad and martyrdom. Further, the 

newest textbooks were found to be almost devoid of any historical references to Jews, 

whether positive or negative, which the report argued implied an Arab presence in the 

land that preceded a Jewish presence.111  

 

The new Palestinian textbooks are also regarded as far more nationalistic than both 

their predecessors and the textbooks of most other countries.112 The new set of 

textbooks contain 

 
nationalist symbols in every conceivable location and illustration. Every school flew 

a Palestinian flag, homes had pictures of the Dome of the Rock, classrooms 

exhibited nationalist slogans on their blackboards, computers displayed Palestinian 

flags… Jerusalem was mentioned in any possible context, and even children playing 

soccer wore the jerseys of the Palestinian national team. A grammatical point was 

illustrated with a quotation from the 1988 declaration of independence. The texts did 

not merely deliver the message subliminally: they asked children to color the flag, 

describe their duties toward Jerusalem, and repeat, “I am from Palestine” and “My 

nationality is Palestinian.” In learning calligraphy, second-grade students copied 

“Jerusalem is in the heart of every Arab.” Seventh-grade students graduated to 
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“Beloved Palestine, how can I live far from your peaks and valleys?” The students 

read nationalist writings while studying Arabic and counted Palestinian flags while 

studying arithmetic. And students did not merely study English; they learned it from 

books entitled English for Palestine.113 

 

According to Susannah Levine, the new textbooks are criticised by Israeli research 

institutions and Knesset members mainly because of their regional maps, which label 

an area on the Mediterranean coast as “Palestine” rather than “Israel”, and list 

Jerusalem and Nazareth as Palestinian cities. Fouad Moughrabi, who directs 

Ramallah’s Qattan Centre for Educational Research and Development, presents a 

contrasting perspective, however. The first CMIP report, Moughrabi argues, was 

headed up by “extreme rightwinger” and West Bank settler Itamar Marcus, and “is 

full of distortions, exaggerations and outright lies” that “tried and convicted” 

Palestinians “in total disregard of the facts”. As a consequence of the report, the 

Italian government withdrew its funding of the new Palestinian school curriculum 

and the more important issues, such as Occupation and general closure of Palestinian 

schools by the Israeli army, were generally avoided:114 
 

Israel’s Occupation of Palestinian lands breeds more hatred and mistrust than any 

schoolbooks can. Indeed, if Itamar Marcus wants Palestinians to stop identifying 

Israel as “the evil colonialist enemy who stole their land”, he would do far better to 

join the campaign to end Israel’s Occupation, land expropriation and settlement 

construction, which continue to this day.115 

 

In defence of current Palestinian educational trends, Moughrabi argues that the new 

textbooks are not anti-Semitic and simply avoid dealing with unresolved political 

issues: 

 
They do not provide a map of Israel because the latter has yet to define its borders, 

and they do not provide a map of Palestine because its borders remain to be 

negotiated. The texts do, however, reflect the Palestinian narrative, which is that of 

the native in conflict with a settler colonial movement. The narrative presents the 
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establishment of the State of Israel in most of Palestine in 1948 as a disaster (nakba) 

for the Palestinians, a majority of whom became uprooted and were forcibly expelled 

from their homes.116 

 

Through her interviews with Israeli and Palestinian education officials, furthermore, 

Jennifer Miller found that although some Jordanian-authored books that feature anti-

Israel incitement are still in circulation in the West Bank and Gaza, none of the new 

textbooks authored by the Palestinian Authority call for Israel’s destruction, and are 

admitted by CMIP to be “a huge improvement” over textbooks in other Arab 

countries. Although they do feature illustrations of bulldozers and soldiers, “it’s the 

real-life versions of these pictures that truly influence students”. But despite the fact 

that Jihad is not discussed in a “modern-day” context, Miller asserts, the constant 

implicit references through poems and historical events “cannot help but stir up 

students’ emotions about the conflict with Israel”. The curriculum does not promote 

war, she concludes, but neither does it emphasise peace.117 The legacy of 

dispossession and loss that eventuated within Palestinian culture because of al-

Nakbah, and the resentment of and resistance to the Israeli state that followed, remain 

powerful and pervading themes in the Palestinian school curriculum. Through 

implicit and explicit messages that question, challenge or ignore the status of Israel, 

the negative influences on Palestinian nationalism are asserted and reinforced from 

political, historical and cultural perspectives, and encouraged to manifest in the 

attitudes and values of the young people at whom they are directed. 

 

Youth and armed struggle: children as agents of resistance 

In 2004, 44.1 per cent of the West Bank and 49 per cent of the Gaza Strip populations 

were estimated to be younger than 15 years of age. The median Palestinian age is 

16.7118 in a nation where high birth rates and large families have been increasingly 

encouraged as a tool of demographic resistance. The sharp increase in unemployment 

to 38 per cent in the Second Intifada period, furthermore, means that an estimated 
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750,000 children are currently living below the poverty line with little to no access to 

infrastructure such as health care and leisure activities enjoyed by children in 

neighbouring Israel.119 Under such circumstances, it is unsurprising that youth culture 

in the West Bank and Gaza in the context of the Second Intifada is overwhelmingly 

characterised by personal responsibility for the resistance taking place. This 

responsibility has frequently been expressed by participation – both active and 

passive – in the conflict with Israel. The Israeli human rights organisation B’Tselem 

estimated in October 2005 that of the 3,237 Palestinians killed by the IDF in the West 

Bank and Gaza since the start of the Second Intifada, 660 were under the age of 18.120 

 

While the Palestinian Authority has denied supporting the participation of children in 

hostilities, it has been at the centre of a strong discourse of criticism (instigated 

mainly by Israeli social commentators but supported by the international community 

and some Palestinian observers) for issuing encouragement of child fighters, praising 

them as the “generals of the Intifada” and the “brave stone throwers”.121 This was a 

particularly contentious issue before the 2004 death of Yasser Arafat, who 

encouraged the martyrdom of children at rallies and schools, and during interviews, 

as the following PA television segment reflects: 

 
Interviewer: Mr President, what message would you like to send to the Palestinian 

people in general, and, particularly, to the Palestinian children? 

Arafat: The child who is grasping the stone facing the tank – is it not the greatest 

message to the world when the hero becomes a shahid?122 

 

Since Arafat spoke to Palestinians in Arabic but to the international news media in 

English, he frequently denied to the latter that his Arabic-language speeches 

contained incitement. Such encouragement all but disappeared from the official PA 

speaking circuit after Arafat’s death, but evidence of unofficial  – and passive – 
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endorsement had also been evident in different arenas. The most conspicuous of these 

was found in Fatah, Hamas and Islamic Jihad-sponsored summer camps (estimated in 

2000 to number as many as 90 in the Gaza Strip123), that provided military training 

and militant ideology along with traditional summer activities like swimming and art 

for Palestinian children (figure 4).  

 

In 2001, the New York Times reported that a Fatah-sponsored camp offered children 

 
the chance to stage a mock kidnapping of an Israeli leader by masked Palestinian 

commandos, ending with the Israeli’s bodyguards sprawled dead on the ground. 

Next, there is the mock attack on an Israeli military post, ending with a sentry being 

grabbed by the neck and fatally stabbed. Finally, there is the opportunity to excel in 

stripping and reassembling a real Kalishnikov rifle.124 

 

In July 2005, the San Francisco Chronicle reported that Hamas-run summer camps in 

Gaza had accepted 12,000 children into its 50 camps, providing evidence that they 

continue to be popular sites of political socialisation for Palestinian children.  

 

Figure 4: A Palestinian police officer teaches children how 
to use an AK47 assault rifle at a summer camp in El-Bureij refugee camp (Source: Thousands of 
Kids Learn Guerrilla Tactics in Palestinian Summer Camp". CNN.com. [Website]. August 4 
2000. [Retrieved November 25 2005]; available from 
http://archives.cnn.com/2000/WORLD/meast/08/04/palestinian.wargames.ap/ 
 

The leaders of these camps insist they are only providing Palestinian children with 

the opportunities denied to them by the Israeli Occupation, but unofficially, they have 

been revealed as potentially volatile sites of control and indoctrination, particularly 

because of the ideologies promulgated by their organising institutions. Disillusioned 
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with the ineffectiveness of the PA, Gazan parents have increasingly turned to Hamas 

to provide enjoyable infrastructure for their children. As well as excursions and 

activities, however, the Hamas camps promote nationalist pride that often translates 

into anti-Israeli sentiment and expressions of violent resistance:125 

Across camp, a group of younger children – most between 10 and 12 – sat in a circle 

in the sand singing one of the “intifada songs” they learn at camp. One boy sang 

verses in a rolling soprano as the others joined in on the one-word chorus.  

“We don’t want to sleep.  

HA-A-MAS! 

We want revenge.  

HA-A-MAS! 

Raise it up.  

HA-A-MAS! 

Rifle fire.  

HA-A-MAS! 

If it will take a thousand martyrs.  

HA-A-MAS! 

Kill Zionists.  

HA-A-MAS! 

Wherever they are.  

HA-A-MAS! 

In the name of God.  

HA-A-MAS!”126 

Although the PA officially condemns the promotion of violence and incitement in 

these camps and says it does not permit Palestinian children to handle guns, it has 

done little to prevent their operation and less to discourage their popularity. While as 

many as 700 camps run by the Palestinian Authority operate under the auspices of 

UNICEF and do not endorse violent attitudes, they do continue the nation-building 

exercise by encouraging Palestinian pride and supporting “legitimate resistance”. 
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Debate ensues between critics of the PA, consequently, over the differences between 

“legitimate resistance” and terrorist values.127 

 

Palestinian children have also been targets of indoctrination via state-sponsored 

television advertisements and video clips that encourage their participation in the 

channelled resistance against the Occupation. One television clip, recorded May 2 

2001, featured a voice-over telling seven and eight-year-old children that “the time 

for toys and games is over, throw away your toys, pick up rocks!”, while showing 

such a scenario being played out. Another, recorded January 11 2001, features an 

older boy telling a younger one not to be afraid to throw stones at armed soldiers, 

while a “plaintive” voice sings “Don’t be afraid/Allah is with him/A stone in their 

hands/Has turned into a Kalishnikov/Don’t be afraid”. A third, recorded October 22 

2001, shows a group of 12-year-old headscarved girls, one of whom says: “We must 

all get together we the children, to expel the enemy Israel. All we ask is that the 

countries stand by our side, to help us, to give us weapons. We on our own, the 

children, the boys and girls, will go and kill them, on our own, murder them, shoot 

them all. Just give us weapons, the boys and girls. We will kill them all. We won’t 

leave a single Jew here”.128 Late in 2004, a PA TV segment featured an adolescent 

Palestinian girl asking a hand puppet in the shape of a chick how it would respond if 

“you had two olive trees and a boy came and cut them down, what would you do?”. 

“I’ll fight him and make a big riot,” the chick replies in an Arabic falsetto. “I’ll call 

the whole world, I’ll bring AK-47 assault rifles and commit a massacre in front of my 

house.”129 

 

Analyses of Palestinian advertisements and video clips support the argument that the 

political elite encouraged martyrdom of youth. After the death of 12-year old 

Mohammed al-Durrah in September 2000 during a clash between Palestinian gunmen 

and the IDF, a commercial on PA Television – apparently sponsored by the 
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Palestinian National Fund’s Ministry of Information and Culture130 – showed an actor 

playing Mohammed in heaven, flying a kite in a lush meadow, and running along a 

beach. The clip opens with the following invitation written on the screen, signed 

“Mohammed al-Dura”: I am waving to you, not in parting, but to say, follow me…”. 

The lyrics to the song that accompanies the clip – “How sweet is the fragrance of the 

earth, its thirst quenched by the gush of blood flowing from the youthful body” – 

imply that bloodied images of youth and martyrdom are the ideal fate of Palestinian 

youth.131  

 

Edited footage of Mohammed’s death and funeral were reported by Israeli-based 

watchdog Palestinian Media Watch to have been shown on PA television “usually 

tens of times a day”;132 correspondingly, the Gaza Mental Health Centre reported that 

children were suffering from anxiety and fears directly related to Mohammed’s 

death.133 Calls to battle that were broadcast on Palestinian radio and television were 

interspersed with “images of the bloodied and dead” and the ever-present image of 

Mohammed being shot in his father’s arms.134 In February 2005, newly-elected 

Palestinian president Mahmoud Abbas ordered such film clips to be scrapped from 

PA TV’s repertoire to make room for “feel-good” nature programs and romantic 

films that would more accurately reflect the new reconciliatory mood amongst 

politicians in the region. Abbas’s lack of desire for a “screen full of blood” 

encouraged the PBC to remove aggressive images.135 Despite the promises, however, 

music videos that incite hatred towards Israelis continue to be broadcast on PA TV: a 
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March 2005 clip shows a woman in traditional dress singing a song that accuses 

Israel of inhuman crimes against Palestinians.136 

 

The Second Intifada era has produced Palestinian children who appear eager to take 

part in the resistance against the Occupation, but the ensuing debate between some 

Palestinian commentators and their critics centres on whether this eagerness is a 

result of an internal culture of incitement, or of an oppressive and frustrating foreign 

military Occupation. Correspondingly, it is difficult to differentiate between the 

effects of televised and actual violence on the desires of Palestinian children to 

participate in violent resistance. Israel’s closure of Palestinian schools in the West 

Bank and Gaza – a security tactic designed to discourage Palestinian militants using 

the schools as bases – resulted in widespread disruption of classes, while the lack of 

basic supportive youth infrastructure contributed to a growing void on the landscape 

of Palestinian youth culture. A broad range of influences, therefore, have contributed 

to the desire for Palestinian children to participate in the resistance: the collective 

resentment and desperation felt from the crippling effects of Occupation; the failure 

of the older generations to regain lands lost in 1948 and 1967; the economic effects of 

the Second Intifada; and media and educational messages that extol nationalistic 

behaviour and perpetuate negative images of Jewish Israelis. Children as young as 

five throw stones during clashes with Israeli soldiers,137 while adolescents voice their 

enthusiasm for joining the martyrs who have sacrificed their lives for the Palestinian 

cause: 

 
Ahmed unlimbered his sling, cupping a stone in its denim pouch. Again and again, 

he twirled the sling about his head, then snapped the line taut. Sometime around four 

o’clock, two carloads of [Israeli] settlers wanted to drive through. The Palestinian 

boys kept throwing stones. Live ammunition was fired from the Israeli side. Many of 

the boys fled or dived behind barricades, but Ahmed kept standing…. A bullet from 
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an M-16 struck him just above his right ear… He was dead before an ambulance 

crew could reach him.138 

 

The nature of children’s involvement in the Second Intifada, particularly in its first 

year, illustrated the enthusiasm amongst Palestinian youth for playing an empowered 

role in the struggle: 

 
At 12, Mohammed wants to be a Palestinian shaheed, or martyr, to bring “great 

honour to my family.” In Ramallah, traces of tear gas waft through the air as Amir 

Wahidi, 13, takes a break from throwing stones. He, too, talks of becoming a 

shaheed. “Life in heaven,” he says, “is much better than life in a refugee camp.” 

…Mohammed, Amir, Fares, and other youngsters like them have become the poster 

boys of the Palestinian uprising... Some 40 adolescents have been killed by Israeli 

soldiers and likely a few thousand wounded. But this is not entirely accidental. Even 

as Palestinian officials accuse Israeli troops of grossly overreacting to “peaceful” 

protests, the same officials are encouraging and even facilitating the youths’ 

participation.139 

 

Mohammed al-Durrah’s death and the associated television clips appeared to fan the 

fires of Palestinian youngsters’ desire to participate in the Intifada (figure 5). Poems, 

paintings and declarations of vengeance that immortalised the child were graffitied on 

walls throughout Gaza,140 embedded with heroic and enraged language that promoted 

Mohammed to the status of an angel and portrayed his fate as one to be emulated. 

Arab singers who serenaded the uprising with songs of heroism frequently used 

Mohammed’s story to direct their messages at a youthful audience:141 

 
“It was the voice of right 

“Embodied in a child’s cry 

“In the bosom of death. 

“A father’s sigh in a last look 

“And a last sound.”142 
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The traumatic event provided children images with which to reenact the scene in 

playgrounds, with one child playing the part of Mohammed and the other that of his 

father.143 Mohammed’s martyrdom seemed to be an incentive to join the front lines of 

the uprising – one Reuters report profiled a six-year-old Palestinian boy who was 

excited to be returning to school so he could gather with his friends and throw stones 

at the Israeli army. “All I want is to get the soldier who killed him,” he told the 

reporter.144  

 

 
Figure 5: A Palestinian boy takes part in a political rally (Source: David Kupelian."Who Killed 
Mohammed Al-Dura?" WorldNetDaily [Website] December 4 2000 [Retrieved November 25 
2005]; available from http://www.wnd.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=18774.) 
 
On the streets of refugee camps, Palestinian children play the types of war games that 

mimic their own experiences of Israeli checkpoints, interrogations and home 

invasions. Visiting journalists to refugee camps reported children playing “martyr”: 

feigning death from an IDF bullet, a child lies down in the dirt road while the other 

children stage a mock burial, covering him with sand and flags.145 “Arabs and Jews” 

became a favourite game in the West Bank and Gaza, with children dividing into 

“Jewish” and “Arab” teams and chanting “we will sacrifice our blood and soul for al-

Aqsa”.146 Amongst the most provocative images to emerge from the Second Intifada 

was that of a tiny Palestinian child dressed as a suicide bomber (figure 6), which was 
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released and disseminated by the IDF in an attempt to scale what Ha’aretz called the 

“slippery wall” of Palestinian counter-propaganda:147 

 
Delivering remarks uncannily reminiscent of Golda Meir’s righteous statement (“we 

will not forgive the Arabs for forcing us to kill them”), [Palestinian spokesperson] 

Hanan Ashrawi was quoted as saying that the suicide infant should mostly shame 

Israel, since the image illustrates the emotional state to which the Palestinians have 

been pushed…. The most representative response was disseminated in the Internet 

newspaper Salon, based on a quote from [former] PA Labor Minister Ghassan 

Khatib. He said that if the IDF intended to show that the Palestinians educated their 

children to loathe Israel and act against it, “then I want to say that was right.”148 

 

The photograph, which was taken from an album found in the house of a suspected 

terrorist in Hebron, was explained as a “joke” by the baby’s family, but a Hebron-

based Palestinian journalist quoted in Ha’aretz dismissed claims of fakery and 

reported that such photographs were far from unusual in Palestinian society: 

 
“I can find you many, many photos like this… Many kids imitate adults and wear 

toy masks and guns, especially during marches. It’s not strange at all.” She added 

that she had seen children as young as the one in the photograph wearing similar 

costumes. “In our society it happens a lot. It’s a kind of phenomenon,” she said…149 

 Figure 6: The IDF released the image of a baby dressed as a suicide 
bomber to the media (Source: Doron Rosenblum."Weekend's End/Fact as Rumor". Ha'aretz 
Online [Website] July 2 2002 [Retrieved July 2 2002]; available from 
www.haaretzdaily.com/hasen/pages/ShArt.jhtml?itemNo=181473). 
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According to Ha’aretz, children had also been seen dressed up as suicide bombers at 

school ceremonies and rallies that supported militants leading the Intifada. The 

promulgation of hatred of Israel and Jewish Israelis, therefore, has emerged as a 

central theme in the education of Palestinian youth, even though the nature of and 

rationale for this dynamic is the focus of much dissent both inside and outside 

Palestinian ranks. A bitter resentment towards Occupation, a potent sense of 

dispossession resulting from al-Nakbah and support for self-sacrifice to achieve 

national liberation have contributed substantially to a culture that has invested 

political hope in its youth. To a considerable extent, this hope has been expressed – 

both culturally and institutionally – in ways that encourage negative political agency 

of Palestinian youngsters. 

 

Music 

Palestinian adolescents in the West Bank and Gaza and Israel have recently turned to 

the globally popular musical genre of hip-hop as an outlet for the frustration and 

anger that characterises their political attitudes in the Second Intifada period. The 

genre attracted young Arabs in Palestine and Israel who saw parallels between the 

United States and Israel in terms of discriminatory governmental attitudes.150  

  
Figure 7: Palestinian Hip-Hop group DAM (Source: Amelia Thomas."Israeli-Arab Rap: An 
Outlet for Youth Protest". Christian Science Monitor. [Website]. July 21 2005. [Retrieved 
November 3 2005]; available from http://www.csmonitor.com/2005/0721/p11s01-wome.html) 
 

                                                 
150 Mark Espiner, "Hip-Hop on the Frontline," The Guardian [Website] October 26 2004 [Retrieved 
November 3 2005]; available from www.guardian.co.uk/arts/features/story/0,11710,1336084,00.html. 
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Palestinian hip-hop was pioneered by the Palestinian Israeli group DAM (“blood” in 

Arabic and Hebrew) in 1998 (figure 7), whose leader Tamer Nafar calls it the “CNN 

of Palestine”, but has begun to form a stronghold in Gaza as a way of taking the 

nation-building message to Palestinian youth. Rami Bakhit, a rapper in Gaza City’s 

R.F.M., told a reporter that the group was making “something new” for Gaza. “It’s 
the only way to talk in the street language to the youth who are going to build the 

Palestinian state,” he said.151  

 

DAM’s “The Flower”, for instance, explores the experience of being Palestinian, 

using the provocative lyrical style that characterises the hip-hop genre: 

 
You grew up in indulgence, we grew up in poverty. 

 You grew up in spacious homes, we grew up in burrows. 

And he, who lost his way, you turned into a criminal. 

Then you have the nerve to call me a terrorist?152 

 

DAM’s 2001 single “Man Irhabi?” (“Who’s the Terrorist?”) has reportedly been 

downloaded over a million times from an Arabic hip-hop website,153 revealing the 

extent to which its subject matter resonates with listeners. Importantly, the group raps 

in Hebrew as well as Arabic in an attempt to enlighten Jewish Israelis about the 

Palestinian experience. Like the Gaza-based group P.R. (Palestinian Rappers), it also 

covers subject matters that are not overtly political, drawing attention to social 

problems including drug addiction amongst Palestinian youth. Hamas and its 

supporters oppose Palestinian hip-hop because it encourages public expressions of 

enjoyment while the resistance continues to claim Palestinian lives,154 but the music 

has a strong following amongst many Palestinian teenagers wishing to express their 

frustration and promote a political message through music. Hip-hop has begun to 
                                                 
151 Dion Nissenbaum. "'Palestinians' Embracing Hip-Hop to Push 'Perspective of the Victims'". 
JewishWorldReview.com (Online Edition) [Website] September 29 2005 [Retrieved November 3 
2005];available from www.jewishworldreview.com/0905/arab_hip-hop.php3. 
152 Amelia Thomas. "Israeli-Arab Rap: An Outlet for Youth Protest". Christian Science Monitor 
[Website] July 21 2005 [Retrieved November 3 2005];available from 
http://www.csmonitor.com/2005/0721/p11s01-wome.html. 
153 BBC. "Dam Vs. Subliminal". ArabRap.Net [Website] 2005 [Retrieved October 28 2005];available 
from http://www.dam3rap.com/arabrap/articles.php?lng=en&pg=75. 
154 "The Day Rap Music Came to the Gaza Strip". The Daily Star Regional [Website] September 16 
2005 [Retrieved November 3 2005];available from 
www.dailystar.com.lb/article.asp?edition_id=10&categ_id=4&article_id=18522. 
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provide Palestinian youth with an alternate way to voice resistance to and frustration 

with the Occupation.155 While it certainly contributes to negative attitudes towards 

Israel and Jewish Israelis, it encourages the “fight” to be expressed with words 

instead of weapons. 

 

The impact of cultural consciousness on Palestinian children 

The volatile combination of economic and political desperation, the rising influence 

of political Islam, and the legacy of the acutely-felt injustices of 1948 and 1967, have 

had a powerful effect on Palestinian children. There are two specific angles from 

which to approach an assessment of this effect: first, through analyses of the 

psychological consequences of conflict exposure on Palestinian children, and second, 

through studies that attempt an understanding of their attitudes towards Israelis. 

Though extensive research has been done on the former, specifically by R.L. 

Punamaki (in the late 1980s to early 1990s) and Eyad El-Sarraj (under the auspices of 

the Gaza Community Mental Health Project), the latter is of more interest since it 

attempts to reflect not only psychosomatic but also intellectual responses to conflict 

and enemy perception. Curiously, however, it has proven difficult to find studies that 

focus on Palestinian children’s attitudes – and the few that have been undertaken do 

not leave the reader with a homogeneous impression of the attitudes of Palestinian 

adolescents. 

 

Throughout his extensive research into the psychological impact of Occupation, El-

Sarraj found Gazan children to be tense, vigilant, angry and defiant, clearly 

understanding the socioeconomic differences between their own impoverished lives 

and those of the Israeli settler children living close by:156 

 
These differences make them wonder why Jewish children living in the settlements 

deserve big, clean playgrounds and swimming pools while their refugee camps have 

open sewer systems and garbage piled high at every street corner. The buildings of 

the settlements are clean, the streets are clean and the grass is watered even when 

there is a water shortage in the camps. Palestinian children observe Israeli settlers 
                                                 
155 Laila El-Haddad. "Rap Finds New Voice in Occupied Gaza". Aljazeera.net [Website] March 15 
2005 [Retrieved November 3 2005];available from http://english.aljazeera.net. 
156 Eyad El Sarraj. "Peace and the Children of the Stone". Gaza Community Mental Health Project: 
1994. Retrieved August 8 2002, www.gcmhp.net/File_files/Stone.html. 
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zooming by in their fast, well-protected cars that project an aura of power and 

security, in contrast to their own feeling of vulnerability.157 

 

Fear of Occupation, a perceived impotency of the older generation, and the 

institutionalised encouragement to participate in the resistance have, unsurprisingly, 

shifted to the subconscious: a 2001 study of Palestinian children’s dreams revealed 78 

per cent were political, featuring physical violence158 in which martyrdom played a 

prevalent role. Earlier studies of Palestinian children’s drawings revealed a similar 

trend that was evident even before the Second Intifada: a 1997 study concluded that 

the most salient identity for children in the Gaza Strip was as martyrs to the First 

Intifada, with the dominant role being that of allegiance to the collective community 

rather than the development of an individual identity.159 Elbadour, Bastien and 

Center’s study of identity formation amongst Palestinian and Israeli Arab children 

supported Sherif and Sherif’s 1953 theory of identity formation: the greater the 

external or social conflict, the greater the tendency to align one’s identity with the 

group. Identity, the study showed, is defined in large part by the enemy: 

 
Children who depict violent confrontations with Israeli soldiers… are depicting 

boundaries whose function is to differentiate between themselves (the Palestinians of 

the Intifada) and the enemy outside (the Israeli army and government)…. These 

children perceive the enemy as attempting to destroy their people, at least in some 

measure, through taking the land away… A part of the ‘we’ identity for many 

Palestinian children, then, has become ‘the mortal enemy of Israel’. For these 

children, the presence of the Israeli army and their continuing violent actions are 

essential to the maintenance of the children’s identities.160 

 

In a 1999 study that explored the “worries” of children in Gaza, the responses of 194 

children aged 8 to 14 years showed that highest on their list of concerns were societal 

and group issues such as “dirty streets”, “Israeli Occupation”, “war”, and “lack of 

medicines in the hospitals”, which contrasted sharply with the more personal, self-

                                                 
157 Ibid. 
158 "Intifada's Children Wear a Crown of Thorns," The Statesman, July 10 2001. Retrieved April 22 
2002, www.dowjones.com. 
159 Salman Elbedour, David T. Bastien, and Bruce A. Center, "Identity Formation in the Shadow of 
Conflict: Projective Drawings by Palestinian and Israeli Arab Children from the West Bank and Gaza," 
Journal of Peace Research 34, no. 2 (1997): 218.  
160 Ibid.: 218, 26.  
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centred types of worries reported by children living in individualistic societies such as 

Australia and the United States.161 

 

Opinion and attitudinal studies provide a complex picture of the effects of conflict on 

the adolescent Palestinian consciousness. Contrary to the impressions that can be 

formed through the prism of international media coverage, Bernard Sabella’s study of 

573 West Bank Palestinian teenagers and their parents revealed the former to be far 

less willing to participate in civil disobedience than were their German or Israeli 

counterparts. Sabella attributed this to the perceived costs of illegal protest 

(imprisonment, injury, death) outweighing the possible ideological benefits. He 

concluded further that contrary to “sensationalised” media reports, the Palestinian 

family may have a significant role to play in discouraging their youngsters from 

participation in illegal demonstrations.162  

 

These findings contrast with the media-fuelled impressions of Palestinian society that 

have accused parents of encouraging their children to participate in dangerous 

political activities. As is the case with most heterogeneous cultural impressions, 

substantial evidence for both eventualities exists. The tentative conclusion, therefore, 

is that while support for negative agency of Palestinian youngsters has been 

institutionalised in society, it is not necessarily universally supported as an ideology 

by Palestinian parents, and does not always translate to an increased desire to 

participate in negative aspects of conflict. It does, however, translate to a tendency for 

Palestinian children to view Jewish Israelis as resented, feared, and despised symbols 

of the Occupation. Considerable moves have been made towards addressing the 

dynamics that contribute to this tendency, but a pervading culture of Israeli hatred 

still characterises the landscape of Palestinian youth culture. 

 

                                                 
161 Colin MacMullin and Jumana Odeh, "What Is Worrying Children in the Gaza Strip?," Child 
Psychiatry and Human Development 30, no. 1 (1999): 66.  
162 Bernard Sabella, "Political Participation of Adolescents in the West Bank of the Palestinian 
Territories: The Significance of the Family Context," in Political Development? East German, Israeli 
and Palestinian Adolescents, ed. Hilke Rebenstorf (Wiesbaden: VS Verlag fur Sozialwissenschaften, 
2004), 180. 
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Positive structures for adolescents in Palestinian society 

There is an abundance of evidence that shows Palestinian children have been utilised 

as negative agents of the Israel/Palestine conflict. However, there is also a growing 

infrastructure in Palestinian society that focuses on involving youth in community-

building projects designed to empower the next generation. By developing the 

leadership skills of Palestinian adolescents, organisations such as the Palestinian 

Youth Association for Leadership and Rights Activation (PYALARA) and the 

International Palestinian Youth League (IPYL) have established youth projects that 

work to increase opportunities for young Palestinians. They have also developed 

alliances with international grass-roots NGOs such as the International Solidarity 

Movement (ISM), and attracted funding from UNESCO and USAID. Encouraging 

the use of electronic media, they promote the strengthening of the political voices of 

Palestinian adolescents through a focus on justice and freedom, and participation in 

the civic, social, cultural and environmental sectors of their communities.163 Although 

generally ignored by the international media, these organisations mobilise the 

political and social frustrations of Palestinian adolescents in a manner that encourages 

them to channel their emotions in constructive political directions.  

 

The culture of Palestine’s youth organisations, however, is focused less on 

reconciliation with the Israeli state and more on producing empowered future 

generations. Consequently, it tends to emphasise justice and freedom above 

reconciliation and dialogue, by encouraging the expression of perceived political and 

social injustices perpetrated by the Israeli state. These issues are explored and 

articulated using more constructive and creative channels than the ones traditionally 

prescribed to adolescents in Palestinian society. Therefore, there is evidence to 

suggest that a shift in attitude towards the agency of children in conflict is taking 

place in Palestine in the context of the Second Intifada, and the growing body of 

community-oriented infrastructure is harnessing this shift. Although Palestinian 

adolescents continue to express hostile feelings towards Israel, these feelings are 

beginning to be channelled more constructively. Consequently, there are significant 

                                                 
163 See Palestinian Youth Association for Leadership and Rights Activation [Website] [Retrieved 
August 15 2005];available from www.pyalara.org. and International Palestinian Youth League 
[Website] 2005 [Retrieved November 4 2005];available from www.ipyl.net. 
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implications for the future of peacebuilding efforts between Israelis and Palestinians: 

as these organisations strengthen, the scope for their participation in peacebuilding 

processes is likely to broaden. The mere fact of their existence and growth, however, 

points to a growing recognition of the potential of Palestinian adolescents to 

participate meaningfully in peacebuilding processes.  

 

Conclusion 

This chapter established that the dominant Palestinian national narrative and its 

expression in the arenas of culture and education have filtered down to affect the way 

young Palestinians are regarded by society, as well as their attitudes and values 

towards national identity and Occupation. The nation-building effort has relied to a 

considerable extent on the manufacturing of a culture of hostility, resentment and 

distrust towards Israeli Jews. This culture has manifested amongst children in 

generally negative and sometimes violent expressions of hopelessness and despair, 

partly as a response to personal experiences with the effects of Occupation, but also 

because of the constructed Palestinian national narrative of perceived Israeli 

injustices.  

 

Palestinian society, however, is comprised of different voices, many of which are not 

examples of a channelled, violent effort towards negative agency of children. The 

focus of Palestinian society on its young people has encouraged the establishment and 

growth of organisations which focus on empowerment of children through political, 

creative and journalistic expression, with an emphasis on providing channels of 

communication that allow them to constructively express their emotions towards the 

Occupation and the daily conflicts of Palestinian life. Palestinian adolescents, 

therefore, may in fact be well suited to engaging in peacebuilding processes based on 

dialogue encounter. They possess a strong sense of political awareness and are 

capable of articulating their experiences; they also have a structured perception of the 

Jewish Other that could be amenable to transformative shifts. Importantly, there is 

infrastructure in society that could eventually assist in the implementation of dialogue 

encounter projects amongst Palestinian adolescents. 
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Chapter 5 

Adolescent-oriented dialogue encounters and peacebuilding in Israel/Palestine 

 

Children in Palestinian and Israeli society function as both receptacles of nationalist 

ideology, and agents of political conflict, through nation-building processes that 

encourage negative perceptions of the Other. In addition to traditional structures that 

have nurtured these perceptions, however, there also exists community infrastructure 

that encourages adolescents to direct their political energy in constructive directions.  

Chapter 5 examines the potential of some of these organisations by exploring how 

child-centred peacebuilding initiatives are implemented in the context of the 

Israel/Palestine conflict, and if these initiatives allow children to make a unique 

contribution to the wider peacebuilding process. To this end, the chapter profiles a 

prominent Israeli organisation that promotes dialogue and conflict transformation 

encounters between Arabs and Jews in Israel, and devotes a significant proportion of 

its efforts in this area toward Israeli youth. Through analysis of the approaches, 

processes, outcomes and limitations of this organisation, as well as references to other 

initiatives, this chapter explores the extent to which child-centred dialogue encounter 

programs succeed in eliciting attitudinal shifts; how adolescent participants make a 

unique contribution to the greater peacebuilding process; and the restrictions that 

affect success. 

   

Coexistence initiatives in Israel since the 1950s 

Arab-Jewish awareness and coexistence programs have operated in Israel since the 

1950s, but only in the mid-1980s did they begin to move away from their original 

association with local Jewish municipalities, the Hestadrut and the Mapai Party, to 

start tackling the education system. In the pre-1967 period, “coexistence” focused on 

the attendance of Jewish officials at religious, cultural and social celebrations in the 

Arab community as a way of mobilising political support and developing trust in the 

Arab-educated and elites. When the post-1967 period of occupation made Israeli Jews 

realise the inevitability of Arab-Jewish proximity, the focus shifted from cooptation 

to exploration of the Arab-Jewish relationship through new grass-roots 
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organisations.1 In the 1970s, some of these organisations imported U.S.-style 

approaches to encounters between Arabs and Jews which were viewed by members 

of the contemporary peacebuilding community as “naïve and romantic”, their only 

value being that they took place at all. They met the Arab need to have contact with 

Jews, while soothing the “liberal leftist ego of a marginal Jewish group” that 

comprised part of the Arab-Jewish Israeli Communist Party.2 Later incarnations in the 

1970s reinforced the Arab-Jewish power structure by fulfilling the needs of the 

Jewish majority who wanted Israel to be perceived as a liberal state, while failing to 

recognise the individual needs of religiously and ethnically heterogenous Arab 

population.3 

 

Exploring the Arab-Jewish relationship through education gained attention at the 

beginning of the 1980s following a series of surveys that reflected a growth of hostile 

attitudes amongst Jewish students towards Israel’s Palestinian citizens. A 1980 

survey revealed that a significant proportion of Jewish youngsters viewed the general 

Arab population as menacing and ill-intentioned.4 The Dahaf Research Institute’s 

face-to-face interviews with 651 15 to 18-year-old Jewish students in 1984 showed 

60 per cent thought Palestinian Israelis were not entitled to full equal rights with 

Jews, 47 per cent favoured reducing Arabs’ rights, and 42 per cent favoured 

restricting democracy to deny civil rights to Arabs. While the students didn’t 

explicitly oppose “democracy” by definition, many endorsed anti-democratic ideals, 

such as the creation of a law that would prohibit media criticism of the government 

regarding its relations with the Arabs.5 The students’ attitudes were attributed at least 

in part to the political success of the hardline Kach movement, led by the racist, anti-

Arab arguments of Rabbi Meir Kahane. Kahane’s solution to the ongoing Lebanon 
                                                 
1 Mohammed Abu-Nimer, Dialogue, Conflict Resolution and Change: Arab-Jewish Encounters in 
Israel, (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1999), 38. 
2 Rabah Halabi, "Introduction: Thoughts About the Palestinian-Israeli Conflict," in Israeli and 
Palestinian Identities in Dialogue: The School for Peace Approach, ed. Rabah Halabi (New 
Brunswick, NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2004), 7. 
3 The tendency was for the Arab population of Israel to be regarded as a homogenous entity, and not as 
a divergent group comprised of Christian, Muslim, Bedouin and Druze Arabs. Mohammed Abu-
Nimer, "Education for Coexistence and Arab-Jewish Encounters in Israel: Potential and Challenges," 
Journal of Social Issues 60, no. 2 (2004): 410.  
4 Dan Rabinowitz, "Natives with Jackets and Degrees: Othering, Objectification and the Role of 
Palestinians in the Co-Existence Field in Israel," Social Anthropology 9, no. 1 (2001): 65.  
5 David K. Shipler, Arab and Jew: Wounded Spirits in a Promised Land, (New York: Penguin Putnam 
Inc., 1986; Revised ed.), 482. 
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war – to expel all Arabs from Israel and the West Bank – gained the support of 42.1 

per cent of 600 15 to 18-year-old Jewish Israelis polled by the Van Leer Foundation 

in 1985. Amongst Palestinian Israelis, the effects of Lebanon and the Kach movement 

were mixed: an increase in radical Palestinian nationalism conflicted with a 

continuing strong interest in contact with the Jewish population when Jewish 

stereotypes were reinforced by the massacres, yet negated by a huge Jewish protest 

demonstration in Tel Aviv.6  

 

Liberal Zionist Israelis united with Jews and non-Jews from international foundations 

over their concern about the trends, which encouraged the establishment of NGOs 

that promoted coexistence through research, development and implementation of 

educational programs.7 Tentatively recognising the efforts being made in the non-

governmental sector, the Ministry of Education launched a plan in 1983 to 

incorporate education for democracy and coexistence in Jewish and Arab schools.8 

Based on a program to revise textbooks, rewrite children’s literature, develop 

curricula, introduce teacher-training programs and computerise the study of Arabic,9 

the approach gave rise to a wave of new organisations that operated independently of 

the school system but still focused on encounter work, curriculum building and 

teacher training. These new programs faced strong resistance from members of the 

Orthodox community, which in turn increased the importance of the issue with 

secular society.10  

 

In 1986, the Unit for Education for Democracy and Coexistence was established 

under the auspices of the Ministry of Education and Culture, as a further response to 

youth radicalism. The unit operated with the belief that formal and informal education 

activities could combat stereotypes and develop tolerance through the curricula and 

instructional programs that tackled controversial issues.11 Although the coexistence 

programs of the 1980s received considerable support amongst the liberal Jewish 
                                                 
6 Ibid., 464-5. 
7 Rabinowitz, "Natives with Jackets and Degrees," 66.  
8 Abu-Nimer, Dialogue, Conflict Resolution and Change, 38. 
9 Shipler, Arab and Jew, 480-1. 
10 Abu-Nimer, Dialogue, Conflict Resolution and Change, 39. 
11 Mitchell G. Bard. "Building Bridges: Lessons for America from Novel Israeli Approaches to 
Promote Coexistence". The Abraham Fund: 2003. Retrieved September 8 2003, www.us-
israel.org/jsource/bridges. 
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sector, they concentrated on the development of democratic and liberal values within 

the framework of citizenship education, and promoted the peaceful continuation of a 

Jewish state with a Palestinian Israeli minority, more than they did on tackling the 

wounds of history. “Depoliticisation” of the Jewish-Arab relationship, in fact, came 

to characterise the government-supported programs, with conflicts of interest between 

the two groups largely ignored in favour of the production of improved, trusting 

individuals.12  

 

Under the influence of two Likud governments – led by Yitzhak Shamir from 1986 to 

1992, and Benjamin Netanyahu from 1996 to 1999 – state sponsorship of and budget 

allocation for coexistence projects were reduced, resulting in a decline in activities.13 

The Labor-led period in between, however, which was punctuated by the 1993 Oslo 

Declaration of Principles and an ensuing period of political optimism, encouraged a 

dramatic expansion of the coexistence sector, which reflected huge sociopolitical 

changes regarding rights, citizenship, and optimism towards the concurrent 

Palestinian-Israeli peace process amongst Arabs and Jews in Israel.14 Initiatives that 

focused on relations between Israelis and the subjects of the new Palestinian 

Authority were given particular financial support by European and American 

agencies.15 By the late 1990s the various governmental policies towards the 

coexistence sector had led to a need to reassess and challenge the manner in which 

coexistence initiatives were being carried out.16  

 

Contact hypothesis vs. conflict resolution: prominent organisations in Israel’s 

coexistence sector 

The culture of coexistence that developed in Israel since the 1950s grew to 

encompass a range of initiatives that took different approaches to their programs. 

Most were based on the contact hypothesis explored in chapter 1 – programs that 

emphasised cultural awareness, creative expression and the generation of democratic 

                                                 
12 Rabinowitz, "Natives with Jackets and Degrees," 68.  
13 Ibid.: 67.  
14 Sara Helman, "Monologic Results of Dialogue: Jewish-Palestinian Encounter Groups as Sites of 
Essentialization," Identities: Global Studies in Culture and Power 9 (2002): 328.  
15 Rabinowitz, "Natives with Jackets and Degrees," 67.  
16 Cookie White Stephan et al., "Introduction to Improving Arab-Jewish Relations in Israel: Theory 
and Practice in Coexistence Educational Programs," Journal of Social Issues 60, no. 2 (2004): 238.  
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principles that were oriented towards celebrating similarities between Arabs and Jews 

and reducing the cultural mystique of the Other. Intergroup contact in the 1950s 

relied on the belief that interaction like this would change attitudes and eventually 

improve relations;17 organisations that foreground this philosophy are still highly 

active in Israel today, and divide their energies and resources between research and 

program development. While the deterioration in Palestinian-Israeli relations have 

restricted children from the Palestinian Authority from participating, the 

organisations have persevered with the maintenance and expansion of initiatives that 

focus on contact between Arab and Jewish children.  

 

One of the most prominent of these is the Abraham Fund, a banner organisation 

established in 1989 that conducts research into Arab-Jewish relations; lobbies the 

government for funding, acknowledgement of Arab minority rights and coexistence 

projects; and supports programs that further a vision of shared citizenship and 

equality between ethnic and religious groups within a Jewish democratic state. With 

the support of the Abraham Fund, educational youth-focused programs such as Tel 

Aviv-based “Peace Child” promote coexistence through theatrical and musical 

teamwork between Arab and Jewish youngsters;18 mixed Arab-Jewish soccer teams, 

public art projects, cultural exchanges and youth leadership programs also 

characterise the contemporary youth-oriented coexistence field.  

 

While some of these programs concentrate on cultural exposure and intergroup 

cooperation as the basis for eroding stereotypes and improving relations, more and 

more have turned to dialogue encounter as a valuable and constructive gateway to 

true understanding and reconciliation: Beit Hagefen, Givat Haviva, Adam, and the 

Van Leer Institute are amongst the most prominent dialogue-based encounter 

programs active in the contemporary context.19 One of the reasons for this trend 

                                                 
17 R.  Ben-Ari and Y. Amir, "Contact between Arab and Jewish Youth in Israel: Reality and Potential," 
in Contact and Conflict in Intergroup Encounters, ed. M. Hewstone and R. Brown (Oxford: Basil 
Blackwell, 1986), 45-58. Quoted in Abu-Nimer, Dialogue, Conflict Resolution and Change, 1. 
18 See The Abraham Fund [Website] [Retrieved June 5 2004];available from www.abrahamfund.org. 
and Peace Child [Website] [Retrieved August 8 2005];available from 
www.mideastweb.org/peacechild/. 
19 See Adam Institute for Democracy and Peace [Website] [Retrieved July 2 2004];available from 
http://www.hagshama.org.il/en/resources/view.asp?id=1908, Beit Hagefen [Website] [Retrieved July 2 
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stems from criticism of the contact hypothesis explored in chapter 1 and acutely 

perceived by Israel’s coexistence sector in the 1990s: although recognised as a 

worthwhile and necessary exercise, Arab-Jewish encounters were often seen to 

merely reinforce existing cultural and political power structures. Encounters that 

based their approach on the contact hypothesis ran the risk of strengthening the 

political inequality of the Arabs, and providing the Jews with evidence to support 

their perceptions of Arab inferiority. Intense criticism of these encounters still exists 

in Israel: many coexistence groups continue to run what might be termed “tea and 

coffee encounters” that are led by Jews who choose to avoid the political aspects of 

the tension between Arabs and Jews. Given that the vast majority of problems 

between the two peoples stem from social inequality because of government policy, 

this approach can only fail to achieve a real change in relations.20  

 

In an attempt to address these restrictions, many organisations with coexistence 

programs developed unique approaches to their initiatives, combining an acute sense 

of the current sociopolitical climate with traditional approaches to conflict resolution 

and the contact hypothesis. The approach of one such organisation will be profiled in 

this chapter, and its processes and outcomes, together with analysis of other 

organisations and their programs, will be assessed. 

 

Israeli-operated coexistence: Arab-Jewish or Palestinian-Israeli encounters? 

This dissertation questions the extent to which children can make a unique 

contribution to peacebuilding initiatives between Israelis and Palestinians in the 

Israel/Palestine conflict. Due to the current sociopolitical climate, however, most of 

the organisations discussed in this chapter focus almost entirely on encounters 

between Jewish Israelis and Palestinian Israelis (interchangeably referred to as Jews 

and Arabs), reflecting the population’s outward support for democratic values and a 

society based on social equality. Furthermore, this chapter concentrates on initiatives 

that are largely instigated and managed by Israelis, not by Palestinians. As the 

previous chapter discussed, the priority of the Palestine-based youth advocacy 
                                                                                                                                           
2004];available from http://www.haifa.gov.il/beit-hagefen/meetings.html, Van Leer Institute [Website] 
[Retrieved July 3 2004]; available from www.vanleer.org.il. 
20 Susan Nathan, The Other Side of Israel: My Journey across the Jewish-Arab Divide, (London: 
Harper Collins, 2005), 169-70. 
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network is to empower Palestinian children through political, theatrical and 

journalistic expression, rather than through contact with Jewish Israelis. 

Consequently there are no dialogue-based initiatives run purely by Palestinians, 

though as this chapter will demonstrate, there do exist a number of institutions that 

are based in Israel but managed jointly by Israelis and Palestinians.  

 

Peacebuilding between Arabs and Jews in Israel itself is by no means synonymous 

with peacebuilding between Jews from Israel and Palestinians from the West Bank 

and Gaza: while the former is conducted between two national groups within the 

same state, the latter takes place between members of two separate, (semi)-

autonomous national entities that are currently embroiled in expressions of violent 

conflict.21 As the preceding chapters established, the Palestinian citizens of Israel 

experience their own conflict with Jewish Israel, but the dynamics of that conflict 

differ from those between West Bank and Gaza Palestinians and Israel. Both 

scenarios, however, require a psychological change that will allow the formation of 

new goals, beliefs, attitudes and behaviours so that the dynamic of negative 

intergroup relations can be altered.22 Conclusions drawn from studies of Palestinian 

Israelis cannot be automatically grafted onto West Bank and Gaza Palestinians, and 

vice versa. They can, however, provide clues as to the restrictions of dialogue 

encounters for the peacebuilding effort, and on future possibilities for extending the 

model to encounters between Israelis and Palestinians.23  

 

Case study – Neve Shalom/Wahat al Salam 

In 1972, an Egyptian-Jewish convert to Christianity who had become a Dominican 

monk24 led a small group of Arab and Jewish couples in taking the contact hypothesis 

a step further: by establishing Neve Shalom/Wahat al Salam (“Oasis of Peace” in 

Hebrew and Arabic), a cooperative village in which they coexisted in a “social-

                                                 
21 Ifat Maoz, "An Experiment in Peace: Reconciliation-Aimed Workshops of Jewish-Israeli and 
Palestinian Youth," Journal of Peace Research 37, no. 6 (2000): 723.  
22 Daniel Bar-Tal, "Nature, Rationale, and Effectiveness of Education for Coexistence," Journal of 
Social Issues 60, no. 2 (2004): 255.  
23 To this end, it will be indicated whether the programs being discussed involved Jewish Israelis and 
Palestinian Israelis, or Jewish Israelis and Palestinians from the Palestinian Authority/the West Bank 
and Gaza. 
24 Deborah Horan, "Mixed Village in an Oasis of Peace," Inter Press Service (Wire Feed), April 16 
1998. Retrieved August 6 2002, http://global.factiva.com. 
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psychological experiment” aimed at enacting a collective vision of care and justice.25 

The village is located 30 kilometres west of Jerusalem on the border between Israel 

and the West Bank and Gaza, on land that was rented to the community by the 

Trappist monks of the nearby Latrun monastery26 until they deeded it to the village in 

2001.27 In 2004, around 40 families28 – half of them Arab, half Jewish – lived in 

NSWAS and another 300 families were waiting to build houses.29 Everyday life in 

the village is determined by an overriding philosophy of mutual respect for the 

religious and political identities of the two peoples30 who, given the ideology of the 

project, are generally secular, well-educated, liberal and agnostic.31 While community 

and integration are prioritised, there is an equally strong sense that the Jewish and 

Arab identities should be maintained as separate entities rather than assimilated. This 

philosophy is the basis of the village’s existence and its approach to Arab-Jewish 

relations: although Israel has other Arab-Jewish cities and towns, NSWAS is the only 

one in which equality and coexistence are the overriding goals.32 

 

In addition to functioning as a model of coexistence, NSWAS runs two educational 

institutions: the School for Peace, which opened in 1976, and the elementary school, 

established in 1984. In a nation where Jewish and Arab students are educated in 

separate school systems, the NSWAS elementary school is one of only a handful of 

entirely Arabic-Hebrew bilingual, bicultural and binational educational frameworks 

in the country, where each class is taught by both a Jewish and an Arab teacher.33 

Approximately 300 students attend the school from kindergarten to year eight, 90 per 

                                                 
25 Grace Feuerverger, "Neve Shalom/Wahat Al-Salam: A Jewish-Arab School for Peace," Teachers 
College Record 99, no. 4 (1998): 693.  
26 Shipler, Arab and Jew, 458. 
27 Farnaz Fassihi, "'Oasis of Peace' Rattled by Conflict: The Mideast Community Where Jews and 
Arabs Live in Harmony Is Trying to Maintain Peace Despite the Strains of Unrest," The Grand Rapids 
Press, July 28 2002. Retrieved October 1 2005, http://global.factiva.com. 
28 Halabi, "Introduction," 7. 
29 Fassihi, "'Oasis of Peace'."  
30 Bard. "Building Bridges".  
31 Joan Connell, "In Israeli Village, This Bitter Soil Is Bearing Fruit," The Seattle Times, Weekend, 
February 13 1994. Retrieved October 1 2005, http://global.factiva.com, Feuerverger, "Neve 
Shalom/Wahat Al-Salam," 693.  
32 Deirdre Shesgreen, "Arabs, Israelis Forge Haven of Coexistence: Conflict Outside Tugs at Fabric of 
Community," St. Louis Post-Dispatch, Five Star Lift, April 28 2002. Retrieved October 1 2005, 
http://global.factiva.com. 
33 Feuerverger, "Neve Shalom/Wahat Al-Salam," 694.  
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cent of whom are bussed in from surrounding Arab and Jewish towns.34 The goals of 

the elementary school are to deconstruct Israel’s traditional school discourses by 

challenging the dominance of the Hebrew language in the curriculum, and to operate 

as a “moral community” through which the relationship of education to multiracial 

and multicultural communities can be examined.35  

 

The experience of living together brought previously marginalised issues – such as 

the dominance of Hebrew over Arabic – to the foreground of Arab-Jewish relations 

for the villagers, and motivated them to establish the School for Peace, which aimed 

to reach out to the wider public.36 Bringing together Arab and Jewish students, 

educators, psychologists, social workers and activists from all over Israel,37 the 

School for Peace conducts workshops based on dialogue encounter and facilitation of 

group processes that challenge power structures and tackle issues that dominate the 

Arab-Israeli conflict. Programs for high-school students as well as adults are 

conducted, and to date around 25,000 people have participated.38 The programs are 

three to six months in duration: monthly, uninational (all-Arab or all-Jewish) 

meetings precede a three-day intensive workshop, in which participants divide into 

mixed groups of 12 to 14 people to work through issues connected to identity and 

conflict.39 The youth encounter project involves 16 and 17-year-old Arab and Jewish 

students who attend four-day workshops at NSWAS as school delegates; an Arab and 

a Jewish director; and about 15 specially-trained Arab and Jewish facilitators.40 An 

Arab and a Jewish facilitator supervise the process, which takes place in Arabic and 

Hebrew. 
 

The School for Peace approach to dialogue encounter 

In their research on the implementation and outcomes of dialogue encounters at 

NSWAS’s School for Peace, Rabah Halabi and Nava Sonnenschein identified two 

                                                 
34 Shesgreen, "Haven of Coexistence."  
35 Feuerverger, "Neve Shalom/Wahat Al-Salam," 695.  
36 Halabi, "Introduction," 8. 
37 Feuerverger, "Neve Shalom/Wahat Al-Salam," 695.  
38 Halabi, "Introduction," 8. 
39 Feuerverger, "Neve Shalom/Wahat Al-Salam," 696.  
40 Michael Zak, Rabah Halabi, and Wafa'a Zriek-Srour, "The Courage to Face a Complex Reality: 
Encounters for Youth," in Israeli and Palestinian Identities in Dialogue: The School for Peace 
Approach, ed. Rabah Halabi (New Brunswick NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2004), 97. 
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specific “axes” that generally characterise the models of dialogue encounter used 

throughout the world:  

 
Individual orientation   Group orientation 

1. human relations –––––––––––––––––––– conflict resolution 

2. Contact hypothesis –––––––––––––––––– Intergroup encounter41 

 

The first axis emphasises the psychological aspects of the encounter experience at the 

human relations end, and participants as group representatives with less emphasis on 

their inner selves at the conflict resolution end. The second axis is defined by the 

contact hypothesis theory at one end, and the intergroup encounter at the other. The 

intergroup approach assumes that group identity is a salient feature of encounter and 

should be maximised rather than minimised during interactions between groups, 

allowing participants and researchers to generalise from the personal encounter 

experience to the external reality.42 The School for Peace initially worked from the 

human relations and contact hypothesis ends of both continua, which had been 

“imported” from the U.S. to fill a void in the field in Israel at the time: 

 
The goals we set for the meetings we conducted back then were to develop 

individual and group awareness in the Jewish-Arab context, to decrease stereotyping, 

and to encourage development of empathy for the other. The encounter was 

constructed on an individual rather than a group basis. We stressed that participants 

spoke for themselves and not in the name of a group and that they should direct what 

they said to someone specific within the group. When a participant spoke in the first-

person plural (“We…”), we corrected him or her, noting that he/she was not the 

spokesperson of the group… The meetings revolved mainly around the expression of 

feelings, and the maxim of the facilitation was that there is no arguing with feelings, 

that one may try only to understand.43 

 

The School for Peace facilitators found this approach did not allow participants or 

facilitators to deal with the underlying reasons for the emotions expressed, or to 

                                                 
41 Rabah Halabi and Nava Sonnenschein, "Awareness, Identity, and Reality: The School for Peace 
Approach," in Israeli and Palestinian Identities in Dialogue: The School for Peace Approach, ed. 
Rabah Halabi (New Brunswick NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2004), 47. 
42 Ibid., 48. 
43 Ibid., 48-9. 
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argue with the root conception of reality that accompanied them. Importantly, they 

also found that the model produced “artificial and inauthentic” meetings that only 

supported the interests of the Jewish participants,44 whose position as the ruling 

majority in society was mirrored by the encounter dynamics. Through experience, the 

staff found that the “utopian alternative” of building bridges “beyond nationality” – 

an approach often referred to in Israel as “eating hummus together” – did not work in 

reality. They desired instead to “unravel” and then reconstruct the identity of the 

participants, believing that only encounters between equal and confident people could 

lead to the building of a more human, just society.45 Consequently, the facilitators 

chose to “improve and perfect” their encounter model by acknowledging and working 

within the framework of the external reality of power relations between Jews and 

Arabs: 

 
Our goal… is to develop the awareness of the participants about the conflict and 

their role in it, as well as to enable them to explore and evolve their identity through 

interaction with the other. Awareness gives people the option to choose their path 

according to their understanding and consciousness; having a clear and mature 

identity equips a person to build reciprocal and egalitarian relationships (Phinney 

1990; Helms 1990a). In pursuit of this common goal, the task of each of the groups 

is a little different because the reality in which they live is asymmetrical. The Arabs 

must deal with being the controlled, the minority group, with all the ramifications of 

that. And the Jews must deal with being the rulers, the majority group. Meanwhile 

both groups need to investigate the oppressive patterns in which they are caught and 

move toward liberation from these patterns through the search for their humanity 

(Freire 1972).46 

 

The shift in approach moved the School for Peace model toward the second pole on 

both axes – the focus became oriented towards participants as representatives of their 

groups, rather than on the individualistic, psychologically-oriented approach of the 

                                                 
44 Ibid., 49. 
45 Halabi, "Introduction," 8. 
46 Halabi and Sonnenschein, "Awareness, Identity, and Reality," 49-50. Partially quoting Paulo Freire, 
Pedagogy of the Oppressed, (Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1972), J.E. Helms, ed., Black and White 
Racial Identity: Theory, Research and Practice (Westport Conn.: Greenwood Press, 1990), J.S. 
Phinney, "Ethnic Identity in Adolescents and Adults: Review of Research," Psychological Bulletin 
108, no. 3 (1990).  
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first poles – but is still not identical to either model.47 The current perspective is of an 

encounter between two national identities, which are examined and constructed 

through interaction.  

 

The current School for Peace approach reflects Israel’s social hegemony, in which the 

Jewish majority holds social and political power. Although recognised by the Arab 

minority as well as international critics of Israeli politics, this dynamic is hotly 

contested by significant proportions of Jewish Israel, who are educated to believe that 

democracy portends social and political equality across ethnic lines. The School for 

Peace challenges this assumption by confronting existing power structures as the 

point of departure in dialogue encounter experiences, rather than as an external reality 

to be ignored or denied. In this way, the School has made a unique contribution to the 

field of conflict resolution and intergroup encounter in Israel: rather than seeking to 

create a haven of coexistence which is disconnected from external realities, it 

reproduces and works with that reality as a microcosm in the dialogue encounters it 

conducts.  

 

The framework of the youth encounter project is similar to the School’s general 

approach to dialogue encounter, but instead of the open, unstructured dialogue that 

characterises adult encounters, the encounters for youth are structured with 

preplanned activities designed to alleviate some of the anxiety that adolescents can 

experience when they are made to cope with “loaded situations”.48 The focus on 16 

and 17-year-olds stems from the School’s belief that this age group is already 

primarily concerned with shaping its own social and political identity: 

 
Prior to that age, youngsters are involved in forming their personal and sexual 

identity, and hence an encounter revolving around questions of social identity is less 

effective and sometimes even destructive.49 

 

The youth encounter project aims to challenge the participants’ awareness of Israel’s 

sociopolitical reality and to improve their understanding of Jewish-Palestinian 

                                                 
47 Halabi and Sonnenschein, "Awareness, Identity, and Reality," 48. 
48 Zak, Halabi, and Zriek-Srour, "Encounters for Youth," 98. 
49 Ibid., 97-8. 
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relations. The goal, therefore, is not to try and change reality, but to equip participants 

with the tools they may need to analyse the situation and perhaps promote change in 

their immediate social environment.50 

 

Process 

The School for Peace selects its participants for the four-day Youth Encounter 

workshops by approaching high schools whose students have participated in earlier 

programs, and newly interested schools. The staff has found asymmetrical program 

interest between Arab and Jewish schools: while the “overwhelming majority” of 

Arab students in a single class who are offered the program choose to participate, 

only 30 or so Jewish students out of an entire grade of around 200 express enough 

enthusiasm to be chosen to attend. The selection process is designed to allow all those 

who wish to attend to do so, but also to ensure equal numbers of Arabs and Jews are 

available for the formation of a group: to this end, the program is presented to a class 

of Arab students who are all likely to wish to attend, but to an entire grade of Jewish 

students, a small proportion of whom will express interest.51  

 

Two weeks before the encounter, the Arab facilitator meets with the Arab students 

and the Jewish facilitator meets with the Jewish students to conduct the uninational 

meeting, a fundamental component of the process that reinforces the nature of the 

encounter as one between two separate national groups with their own identities.52 

The uninational meeting allows the students to gather information about the 

workshop and to ask questions about each other before they arrive at the village.  

 

The first day of the youth workshop53 focuses on exercises and games that will 

encourage the participants to get personally acquainted, to facilitate the creation of a 

comfortable environment. The day begins with a welcome, first from the Arab and 

                                                 
50 Rabah Halabi and Nava Sonnenschein, "The Jewish-Palestinian Encounter in Time of Crisis," 
Journal of Social Issues 60, no. 2 (2004): 373-89.  
51 Zak, Halabi, and Zriek-Srour, "Encounters for Youth," 4. 
52 Sonnenschein, Nava, and Ahmad Hijazi. ""Home Group": The Uninational Framework." In Jewish 
and Palestinian Identities in Dialogue: The School for Peace Approach, edited by Rabah Halabi, 159-
77. New Brunswick NJ: Rutgers University Press, 2004, p 159. 
53 The following section outlining days 1 through 4 of the youth-focused dialogue encounter is drawn 
from Zak, Halabi, and Zriek-Srour, "Encounters for Youth," 100-17. Additional direct quotes are 
independently cited. 
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then from the Jewish program co directors. They address the group first in Arabic and 

then in Hebrew, purposely reversing the external reality of Israeli society and 

demonstrating the staff’s support for the equality of Arabic. The ice is broken 

between the groups by getting-to-know-you games, and the evening activity focuses 

on strengthening the acquaintance process through a game of riddle-solving that 

requires participants to swap information between the groups.  

 

The first part of the second day is dedicated to cultural exploration across group lines. 

The participants are divided into groups of four and given subjects to discuss that 

relate specifically to differences between Jewish and Arab culture, such as “relations 

between boys and girls in my society” and “division or roles between the sexes in 

each society”. The ensuing uninational meetings allow each group to come to terms 

with the processes that have occurred and the inward effect they have had on the 

group as a national entity. Political discussion is then initiated using “photolongage”, 

a projective free-association technique that asks participants to choose a photograph 

from a selection and use it to describe themselves as a Jew or Arab in Israel. The day 

ends with another uninational meeting in which the participants process their 

experiences in the recent sessions.  

 

The third day begins with a “simulation game” in which participants are given a 

hypothetical future political scenario regarding Arab-Jewish relations, divided into 

national groups, and asked to devise strategies for solving disputes over education, 

security, symbols and representation, and the character of the state. The Jewish group 

elects a presiding minister and four committees headed by deputy ministers, while the 

Arab group organises into a chairperson for the Supreme Arab Monitoring 

Committee and four delegations. Mirroring reality once again, the delegates do not 

meet on neutral ground but in the government “offices” of the deputy ministers, 

which are arranged with props. Several rounds of negotiations ensue, and when the 

groups finally reach an agreement, they put its main points in writing. When time 

runs out and the negotiations end, the presiding minister and the chairperson of the 

Supreme Monitoring Committee host a ceremony in which they summarize the 

morning and present to all participants the various delegations’ achievements. Each 
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pair of committee heads, Jewish and Arab, reports bilingually on the agreements they 

reached and the difficulties that delayed or prevented agreement: 

 
[The objective of the simulation] is different from those set for the participants thus 

far. We emphasize that the participants must try to reach agreements. At this stage of 

the negotiations, the participants must take responsibility to move the process 

forward and achieve results.  
 

The third day ends with a performance by each national group, which they prepare 

with the help of their accompanying teacher. The final day of the encounter is 

dedicated to taking stock of experiences and preparing the participants to say 

goodbye to one another. After a dialogue session, they write a goodbye letter to the 

group that deals with their thoughts, experiences and impressions of the encounter. 

Finally, the program directors present certificates to the participants at a ceremony 

designed to give them a sense of empowerment. 

 

Responses and shifts during the workshop experience 

Though the youth-oriented workshops have only four days in which to tackle the 

sociological issues that affect Israeli society, facilitators who have mediated sessions 

over the years have observed considerable shifts in the attitudes of participants; their 

reflections on every stage of the process provide an effective means of evaluating 

these shifts. 

 

During the initial uninational meetings, the facilitators have observed that the two 

groups have different concerns. While the Jewish students express curiosity about the 

Arab students and ask questions about living and sleeping arrangements, the Arab 

students are primarily concerned with communication: their ability to adequately 

express themselves in front of the Jews, whether they should speak Arabic, and 

whether their body of knowledge is inferior to that of the Jews’. They express 

concern over the effect discussing political issues will have on the positive 

atmosphere they wish to create, wonder how they will be treated by the Jews, and 

question the nature of the Jewish group’s preparation for the encounter. In this way 
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the preparatory sessions set the scene for the way the Arab students’ experience with 

Jewish Israeli society is mirrored in the encounters.54 
 
In the official welcome of the first day, the two groups sit separately, exchanging 

looks and whispering, avoiding contact across group lines and apparently assessing 

each other within the framework of their expectations. Nevertheless, the icebreakers 

contribute to an atmosphere of openness and goodwill that characterises the mood of 

the first day. The atmosphere is also a consequence of the Jewish students’ realisation 

that there are commonalities between the two groups that may grow into friendships 

if the interpersonal level of communication is maintained. Once again, the staff 

identifies the emerging dynamics of the first day as a microcosm of Israeli society’s 

dynamics: 

 
There is an atmosphere of optimism in the group, optimism mixed with caution and 

curiosity. The caution typically manifests itself in the wish to touch on political 

subjects, on the one hand, and the reluctance to damage the atmosphere, on the 

other… when each participant says his or her name and explains the meaning of the 

name, politics does come up because some of the names have a national-political 

meaning… and some of the participants were named in memory of family members 

who were killed in politically charged circumstances. But along with moments of 

embarrassment and tension, the atmosphere is also lightened by periodic bursts of 

laughter. The situation is somewhat reminiscent of relations between Arabs and Jews 

in Israeli society in general, in that everyone avoids talking about politics, and the 

power relationships – which are so crystal clear – remain.55 

 

By the time the evening’s riddle-solving activity takes place, the atmosphere has 

become one of friendly, cooperative competitiveness. The cultural exploration 

exercise that follows on day two, though, reveals dialogue that the facilitators liken to 

a negotiation between two groups: 

 
The Jews report that they learned a lot from the discussions about Arab culture. In 

contrast, the Arabs report that they already knew what the Jews were telling them. 
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This pronouncement creates an uncomfortable feeling among the Jews, who worked 

hard and spoke candidly and are now being told, “We knew all that.”56 

 

Gender relations emerge as the main subject for discussion: the Jews believe their 

values are “Western” and therefore superior to the Arab, “Eastern” values, which are 

primitive and conservative: 

 
The tenor of the discussion is that if the two groups are to live together, the Arabs 

will have to change – because the Jews’ outlook is preferable. Generally the Arab 

group also views itself as the group that must change. But sometimes, for argument’s 

sake, the Arab group goes to the other extreme and takes a determined stand in 

defense of tradition, claiming that conservative values are good and that Western-

style freedom leads to promiscuous behaviour by Jewish girls. The Jewish group also 

tends to dig in, presenting their culture in an extreme fashion, as totally free and 

without boundaries.57 

 

The facilitators identify this period in the proceedings as a reflection of the transition 

from interpersonal to intergroup dialogue – the participants begin to relate to one 

another as members of a distinct group, rather than as individuals, and to cope with 

their images of themselves and one another. The proceeding uninational meetings 

allow the participants to process their ideas, and again the group reactions diverge. 

While the Arab group’s meeting tends to focus on personal cultural criticisms in an 

attempt to deal with the perceived shortcomings of Arab society, the Jewish group is 

preoccupied with its feelings of superiority, fears that the positive tone of the evening 

before has been damaged, and anger that the possibility of developing positive 

personal relations has become elusive. This allows them to see group affiliation as a 

critical element in their relations with the Arabs.  
 

During the photolongage exercise, the Jews usually open the dialogue but the Arabs 

direct it. While the Jews choose pictures that portray peace or the complicated nature 

of the situation, the Arabs choose images that portray despair, destruction and grief: 

 

                                                 
56 Ibid., 103. 
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[The Arabs] tell of discrimination; the Jews reply with the issue of Arab violence. 

Each group chooses to talk about subjects in the arena in which it feels strong. The 

Arabs know that they are right and that they are entitled to their rights. They sense 

that the subject of discrimination and suppression is a bargaining card. The Jews 

evidently agree that justice is on the side of the Arabs on the matter of their rights, 

and hence they attach in the “moral” arena; in their eyes, the Arabs are less moral: 

they are violent and do not value human life. They discussion is heated. There is a 

feeling that the conflict is a conflict of the zero-sum type.58 

 

In the uninational meetings at the close of the second day, the Arab group generally 

feels dissatisfied and discouraged, doubtful of the overall worth of the dialogue 

encounter, and determined to strengthen themselves against the Jewish group’s 

arguments. The Jewish group, meanwhile, “vacillates” between the urge to protect 

and justify their society’s existing power dynamics and the desire to establish an 

egalitarian society: 

 
The Jewish participants end the second day… feeling angry and bewildered. This is 

the first time during the workshop and in their lives in general that they are 

encountering an Arab group that is adamantly demanding its due. It is also the first 

time they are being required to argue with the other side instead of among 

themselves, and suddenly the variations within the group become blurred because 

one of its most basic axioms has been shattered, namely that the Jews have more 

justice and morality on their side than do the Arabs. 59 

 

The change in perspective makes things less clear for the Jewish group, who begin to 

view the situation as multidimensional for the first time. This represents a “crisis” for 

the Jews, whose fundamental understanding of society’s dynamics has been defied by 

the Arabs’ arguments.  

 

In the simulation game on the third day, the participants assume their assigned roles 

with a seriousness that amazes the facilitators: 

 
The young people enter into the negotiations and forget they are playing a game. 

Their responses are sensitive; they insist on certain points; they send delegations to 
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persuade the opposing side; and sometimes they even cry when they feel that they 

are losing. The seriousness is also evident in the way the participants relate to the 

presiding minister and the chairperson of the Supreme Monitoring Committee. Their 

authority is accepted; people turn to them when there is a crisis in the negotiations 

and consult with them. The de facto autonomy inherent in this activity is clearly 

tremendously meaningful to the young people. 60 

 

Despite the dedication with which the participants approach this task, the outcomes 

are often hard to deal with – the subsequent uninational meetings expose feelings of 

regret amongst the Jews for “giving away too much”, difficulties with compromises 

and the sharing of political power, and anxiety over the opinions of those at home 

who may express anger at those who haven’t “stood firm in their role as ‘sentries at 

the gates’.” The Arabs, meanwhile, feel that the Jews only played at negotiating and 

took the exercise less seriously than the Arabs would have liked; the feeling results 

from the chasm between reality and the simulation: 

 
If they have reached agreements, then it was a game because it’s a fact that in the 

outside world the Jews are not so eager to compromise; and if they haven’t reached 

agreements, then the Jews weren’t approaching the task with due seriousness.61 

 

The cultural performance on the third evening tends to be more difficult for the Jews 

than the Arabs: the Arab group finds it relatively easy to present a performance based 

on Arab culture, while the Jews often sing a peace song, a task they often find 

embarrassing and confusing. The facilitators are unclear on the reasons for this 

dichotomy, but it could be attributed to the fact that Jewish Israeli society is less 

ethnically homogenous than Palestinian Israeli society. The latter has a strong Arab 

cultural tradition to draw on; the former is a mix of Eastern and Western origins 

whose commonality is Israeliness over Jewishness. In the informal time that follows, 

the participants usually want to remain in each other’s company but get embroiled in 

a “war of cassettes”, in which they argue over the style of music to be played. When 

Arabic music is played, only some Jews dance, and vice versa, while sometimes a 

compromise is reached by electing two disc jockeys. 

 
                                                 
60 Ibid., 112. 
61 Ibid., 113. 
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After the awards ceremony on the final morning, there is a strong sense that a group 

entity has been created and a feeling of satisfaction at having built something 

together. While the participants sit separately during the first day’s meeting, at the 

last meeting they sit intermingled in an atmosphere that is “electric and full of 

energy”.62 

 

Measuring Outcomes – “success,” “effectiveness” or “resonance?” 

While the School For Peace has been conducting dialogue encounter programs since 

1980, it only began to comprehensively evaluate the influence of these projects in 

2003.63 To date, the School has produced one article – “Youth Constructing 

Identities” by program director Rabah Halabi – that draws specifically on interviews 

with program participants. The published evaluation is restricted to the pilot research, 

and the results of the follow-up interviews were expected in late 2005. The School 

produced a comprehensive evaluation of the nuances of its programs through the 

publication of Israeli and Palestinian Identities in Dialogue – the School for Peace 

Approach (upon which this chapter draws heavily), but this collection of essays does 

not evaluate the effects of the programs on their participants or how they use their 

experience once they return to their segregated worlds.64 Instead, it concentrates on 

difficulties and challenges, the philosophy of the organisation, and theoretical models 

of application and implementation.  

 

The scarcity of research conducted on the School for Peace approach is reflected in 

the general peacebuilding field: despite the significant growth in application of 

peacebuilding programs around the world, there continues to be a deficit in empirical 

evaluation on the ground, due at least in part to low levels of awareness regarding the 

importance of evaluation; budgetary restraints; “avoidance tactics”; and a general 

lack of evaluation skills.65 The School for Peace emerges, therefore, as an excellent 

example of a youth-oriented peacebuilding program that has produced the raw 
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material necessary for comprehensive evaluation, in the form of graduate participants 

and programs that have augmented in response to the changing political environment. 

These materials, as well as those gathered by researchers of other programs, are used 

here to discuss success and resonance.66  

  

Discussing the effectiveness of any program necessarily requires an examination of 

what “success” actually means. While program directors and facilitators are by no 

means united in their definition of success, Mohammed Abu-Nimer’s in-depth 

studies, which included consideration of the School for Peace model, defined success 

as producing changes in participants’ attitudes toward each other on a personal rather 

than collective level. These changes manifested in the raising of self-awareness; the 

strengthening of democratic values; an increased interest in improving Arab-Jewish 

relations; a raised awareness of the complex nature of the conflict; and the reduction 

of tension, fear and alienation. Success, Abu-Nimer points out, is perceived by all 

intervenors as a change that might ultimately translate into the altering of practical 

individual behaviour.67 

 

Many coexistence programs view the very act of intervention as an indicator of 

success – the development of close personal friendships across group lines during the 

process, they argue, is a major criterion of success. The School for Peace, however, is 

one of only two Israel-based programs that views success as a function of perception 

change and a development in awareness of the complexity of the Arab-Israeli 

conflict.68 Even so, the staff has difficulties measuring or even identifying the 

necessary criteria both before and after the program, as one intervenor described: 

 

                                                 
66 There is little published evidence of interviews with participants that might shed some light on the 
long-term resonance of programs. The increasing pool of articles that do attempt to evaluate resonance, 
furthermore, frequently discuss “coexistence” and “peace education” programs in the most general of 
terms, often making little to no distinction between program style, and failing to distinguish between 
organisations. Articles that discuss the broad field of peace education through the examination of 
multiple case studies attempt to make generalised conclusions using combined evaluations of overall 
success. Consequently, it is difficult to find source material for a systematic evaluation of the specific 
effectiveness of the School for Peace model of dialogue encounter. Instead, the discussion will draw on 
studies that have been conducted on various peacebuilding initiatives in Israel. 
67 Abu-Nimer, Dialogue, Conflict Resolution and Change, 115-6. 
68 The Van Leer Institute conducts the other program. Ibid., 117. 
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I have no criteria for perceptional [sic] and attitudinal change. I can work years and 

years with the same school and I cannot say if there are attitudinal changes.69 

 

The discourse of program evaluation, therefore, suggests that an argument can be 

made for or against the “success” of peacebuilding programs in terms of their ability 

to affect individual value systems, develop awareness of personal roles in the conflict, 

and encourage the according construction of identity, which are the primary goals of 

the School for Peace programs.70 The School for Peace programs, however, do not 

intend to change the external political reality but rather work towards changing the 

participants’ awareness of the conflict and their own social and political identity.71 

Despite the desire to treat dialogue encounter as a tool of societal change, motivating 

participants to contribute to peace on a macro level is not the goal of the School for 

Peace programs. Halabi and Sonnenschein clearly state that their encounter  

 
does not in and of itself change reality. In the best case it may alter the insight of the 

participants and thereby change the way they experience reality…  that attempt to 

blur reality, to prettify it, could probably reduce those feelings of frustration by 

encouraging participants to stay cocooned in their illusions. That, obviously, is not 

our mission. In any case the most effective path to changing reality is social and 

political action. The encounter we conduct is an educational activity and as such is 

limited in its ability to change the face of society.72 

 

Any extrapolations regarding the long-term contribution of such programs to the 

greater peacebuilding process, therefore, should not be viewed as a reflection of the 

success or failure of the programs’ objectives but as a possible additional ramification 

of dialogue encounters. 

 

This thesis, however, is specifically concerned with the effect such programs may 

have on the greater peacebuilding process. It is therefore necessary to evaluate not 

only whether the personal shifts described above actually occur (the School for Peace 

criteria of success), but also whether they are accompanied by attitudes and activities 

                                                 
69 Abu-Nimer, Dialogue, Conflict Resolution and Change, 117. 
70 Halabi and Sonnenschein, "The Jewish-Palestinian Encounter in Time of Crisis," 373-89.  
71 Halabi and Sonnenschein, "Awareness, Identity, and Reality," 54.  
72 Ibid., 55. 
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that contribute positively to conflict situations. To this end, some measures of 

evaluation that might indicate the strength of these contributions need to be 

identified. The definitions of success so far prescribed do not adequately address the 

issue of resonance, which is the best measure of the long-term effectiveness of such 

programs and their subsequent contribution to the greater peacebuilding process. 

They also do not deeply examine how attitudes change after program involvement, or 

how these changes manifest amongst young people in society. With the limits to 

published analysis in place, and having identified the factors that might assist a 

comprehensive evaluation specific to the parameters of this thesis, this chapter now 

turns to an examination of studies exploring the success and resonance of dialogue 

encounter-based approaches to peacebuilding. It then analyses the degree to which 

these attitudes are reflected in the children who participate. 

 

In his pilot research into the effect of School for Peace programs on participants, 

Rabah Halabi found through interviews that the encounters succeeded in destabilising 

the Jews’ basic perception of Arabs, which allowed them to humanise the other side: 

 
I understood that we meet them from a position of power and that we can be really 

condescending towards them. We think we’re the best and that we’re the center of 

the world. We feel like we’re above them. It’s sad but that’s the way we feel.73 

 

While the Jewish participants become aware of their membership in the stronger, 

more privileged group that allows discrimination against the other national group, the 

Arabs begin an empowerment process that allows their construction of the frightening 

Jew to be confronted face to face:74 

 
In the encounter something changed in me and I began to speak without reservations. 

In the beginning I would think twice before speaking because I was afraid of what I 

might awaken. I understood that I was wrong. They say whatever they have to say 

without hesitation, so I let them know what I have to say too. I have to speak to them 

at eye level.75 

 
                                                 
73 Interviewed program participant, quoted in Halabi. "Youth Constructing Identities".  
74 Ibid. 
75 Ibid. 
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Through their encounter with the other, the participants are able to examine their own 

identities and engage in a process of identity reconstruction that strengthens their 

sense of self as members of a national group. Importantly, the process allows the 

Arabs to regain control of their “inner world and thoughts; control that to a large 

extent has been forfeited to the Jews”, while simultaneously allowing the Jews to 

incorporate the Arabs into their own world view.76 The different stages in the 

encounter are designed to facilitate these shifts in perception, self-identification and 

categorisation of the other. The two national groups act as a mirror for each other to 

confront different truths,77 but because of the asymmetry of power relations, each 

participant experiences different changes:78 

 
Generally the Jews report on the changes that happen to them during the encounter. 

Typically they are proud of these changes and see making them as a courageous act 

deserving of recognition by the Arab group. They even expect that those in the Arab 

group will change in the same way and demand that they do. The Arab group tends 

not to report on the changes it undergoes; generally it even reports a complete 

absence of change. Maybe the Arabs’ sense is that to change would signify 

weakness, or perhaps they feel that in the situation as it stands the group that should 

change itself and thereby change reality is the Jewish group, the strong group.79 

 

Confrontation of the asymmetry in society often causes frustration and 

disappointment for the Arab group, whose members frequently participate in the 

program in order to try to change this reality.80 School for Peace interviews with 

youth encounter workshop coordinators Rechela Yanai and Nada Mata, however, 

revealed that although the Arab group initially feel frustration, they report feeling 

empowered and affected by the encounter in summary discussions conducted two 

weeks later:81 

 

                                                 
76 Ibid. 
77 Halabi and Sonnenschein, "The Jewish-Palestinian Encounter in Time of Crisis."  
78 Halabi and Sonnenschein, "Awareness, Identity, and Reality," 53. 
79 Ibid. 
80 Ibid., 55. 
81 "What's New - Youth Encounter Workshops: Interview with School for Peace Program Coordinators 
Nada Mata and Rechela Yanai". Neve Shalom/Wahat al-Salam School for Peace 2005 [Retrieved June 
17 2005];available from www.sfpeace.org. 
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That is interesting because in staff meetings we often discuss our impression that the 

Arab participants appear to be weak and unable to cope with the Jewish group. It 

surprises us to hear that from their perspective they made important 

accomplishments.82 

 

In her discussions with Arab students from a mixed Arab-Jewish town, Nada Mata 

found the encounter had imbued the students with a sense of ambition and the 

impression that they were capable of advancing change.83 In her summary discussions 

with Jewish students two weeks after an encounter, Rechela Yanai found the 

participants had been confused and moved by the experience to the extent that they 

began a reexamination of their political positions: 

 
I held a summary discussion in a high school that was known for its right-wing 

leanings and I was astounded by what I heard from the students. They spoke about 

equality, about oppression and about the need to give the Arabs rights. The teachers 

told me that on the bus ride home from NS/WAS the students lectured the security 

guard that accompanied them about Arab rights… During the workshop the 

facilitators sometimes fall into despair and feel we are not doing enough. But we are 

doing something. We are breaking commonly held conceptions and when they are 

here they understand that the situation as it is must be changed.84 

 

Mata identifies the dialogue encounter process as allowing Jewish youth to break out 

of the mould created for them by Israel’s cultural hegemony before they enter the 

militarist world of the army: 

 
I believe that we are exposing them to something that they are never exposed to in 

their natural surrounding. I also grew up in Israeli society. It was only in the 

university that I underwent change. My attitudes were nationalist, Zionist, and 

militarist. It is very difficult to break out of the mold that you are put into. The 

youths’ minds are not yet closed. They have not yet been in the army, and when they 

go I hope they will be aware of the power that they have in their hands. Even if only 

a few of them reach this understanding we will have done a lot.85 

 

                                                 
82 Ibid. 
83 Ibid. 
84 Ibid. 
85 Ibid. 
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While current political tensions make encounters between Israelis and subjects of the 

Palestinian Authority almost impossible, studies were conducted into the outcomes of 

such encounters when they took place in the late 1990s and early 2000s. In 1998, 

Hebrew University Professor Ifat Maoz led a study into the pre and post-encounter 

attitudes, values and perceptions of Jewish Israeli and Palestinian tenth-graders who 

participated in a series of dialogue encounter workshops jointly managed and 

conducted by a Palestinian-Israeli NGO.86 Held during the relatively optimistic 

political era of the late 1990s, the workshops were able to involve Palestinian 

students from the West Bank and Gaza; the result was workshops that reflected the 

schism between two separate national identities rather than between two groups 

coexisting within the same state. Importantly, Maoz’s research to date represents the 

only quantitative and qualitative analysis of Palestinian-Israeli youth dialogue 

encounters in English; the scarcity of ensuing research into interactions between these 

specific groups is reflective of the degree to which encounters between youngsters 

from Israel and the West Bank and Gaza have decreased dramatically since the onset 

of the Second Intifada. Maoz’s findings, therefore, cannot be grafted onto the current 

programs at Neve Shalom’s School for Peace, since the latter has indefinitely 

suspended its Palestinian-Israeli encounter programs, but they represent a valuable 

contribution to a body of literature that has been logistically unable to give much 

consideration to this specific area of the peacebuilding sector. 

 

Through the administration of questionnaires before and after the workshops took 

place, Maoz assessed how the dimensions of students’ attitudes towards one another 

altered because of the dialogue encounter experience. Through her initial 

questionnaires, Maoz found an asymmetry of stereotypic perceptions between her 

subjects: Jews perceived Palestinians to be less intelligent and broad-minded than 

Palestinians perceived Jews, while Palestinians perceived Jews as less friendly, good-

hearted, generous, considerate, and peace-desiring than Jews perceived Palestinians. 

Both sides, however, believed themselves to be harbouring murderous, threatening, 

violent and inhuman perceptions of the Other, generally as a result of negative media 

coverage that presented monolithic imagery of the other side. The dialogue encounter 

                                                 
86 The ensuing discussion of Ifat Maoz’s research refers to Maoz, "An Experiment in Peace."  
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experience allowed the participants’ perceptions to mature by incorporating new, 

unfiltered information into their concepts of the other: 

 
Vered [Jewish Israeli female]: ‘The encounter showed me that the media is not 

always accurate, and that there are there also [sic] human beings, not like they 

describe them’. Yael (JIF):’It is enough that I understood following the encounter 

that not all are mad and crazy like in the television. That there are people who are 

willing to speak logically.’ Oded, a Jewish Israeli male participant (JIM): ‘In the 

beginning of the encounter we generalized that all Palestinians are murderers, all are 

stone throwers, all are haters of Israel, but they showed the opposite side from what 

we thought.’87 

 

While the participants’ attitudes showed substantial evidence of transformative shifts, 

it soon became clear that they manifested differently for Palestinians than they did for 

Jewish Israelis. Both groups came to the workshops with generalised images of the 

violent other, but only the Jewish participants reported a change in their perception of 

Palestinians as generally violent. For their part, the Palestinians concentrated on 

presenting the Jews with evidence that would change the latter’s attitudes, 

specifically through the presentation of their national group as a multilayered one 

with various social strands, and through identifying violent elements of Jewish Israeli 

society. This finding is consistent with research conducted at the School for Peace, 

the Abraham Fund and the University of Haifa, all of which have found that the 

minority group in protracted social conflict (in this case, the Palestinians) tends to be 

the one that pushes for a change in perception in the minds of the majority group.  

 

Maoz also found that through an altering of cognitive intellectual stereotypes, the 

Palestinian group was empowered by the encounter, which encouraged them to be 

less “intellectually impressed” by the Jewish participants who they could 

consequently approach as equals. Most significantly, Maoz also mentions that 

interviews revealed contact between the participants continued voluntarily after the 

workshops were complete: six months and one year after workshop participation, the 

students were initiating shared activities like mutual visits and group meetings. These 

results are reflective not only of the resonance of the program for the participants, but 
                                                 
87 Ibid.: 728.  
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of the more relaxed political climate which made it possible to cross the borders 

between Israel and the West Bank and Gaza. Such meetings in the current era, of 

course, are infeasible and dangerous for both groups. 

 

While Maoz isolates weaknesses in her methodology – including the lack of a control 

group and the suggestion that any form of contact, not specifically dialogue 

encounter, might elicit transformative shifts – her analyses are a valuable contribution 

to the argument that the implementation of dialogue encounter-based peacebuilding 

initiatives amongst Israeli and Palestinian youth successfully deconstructs stereotypes 

and moves participants towards a more positive view of their perceived adversaries. 

Taking her conclusions one step further, these initiatives also reflect the positive 

agency of youth in protracted social conflict, and open up a psychological and 

political space for youth to explore and refine the nature of their involvement in that 

conflict. Building tolerance in individuals has historically proved to advance the 

development of more peaceable communities: Mohammed Abu-Nimer identifies the 

encounter programs of the 1980s being integrally linked to the thwarting of the 

Kahane movement, and argues that encounter groups are powerful educational tools 

for, as well as a symbol of, change.88 Even though the encounter itself does not 

change reality, it assists in the construction of a society whose members are more 

open to identifying and tackling the dynamics of conflict.  

 

Four years later, as part of her PhD dissertation, Yifat Biton conducted a study on 

peace education in the context of intractable conflicts. Through “Pathways into 

Reconciliation”, a high school-oriented program administered by the joint 

Palestinian-Israeli NGO Israel-Palestine Center for Research and Information 

(IPCRI), the study explored how students’ attitudes towards peace changed in the pre 

and post-program environment. Unlike Maoz, Biton used a control group, which was 

chosen at random between two suitable classes of parallel age; in total, around 550 

Palestinian and Israeli students participated in the pre and post-test data collection.89 

                                                 
88 Abu-Nimer, "Education for Coexistence," 405, 21.  
89 Yifat Biton, "Israeli and Palestinian's [Sic] Understanding of "Peace" as a Function of Their 
Participation in Peace Education Programs" (PhD, University of Haifa, 2002). Results cited are drawn 
from Yifat Biton and Gavriel Salomon. ""Peace" in the Eyes of Israeli and Palestinian Youths as a 
Function of Collective Narratives and Participation in a Peace Education Program". University of 
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The study found that perceptions of peace reflected the nature of national collective 

narratives that were partly built on the real-life experiences of each side during the 

Second Intifada period. Significant differences were revealed between the Palestinian 

and the Israeli concept of peace in the pretest environment: while 87 per cent of 

Palestinians associated peace with independence and freedom, the end of 

discrimination and racism, and the establishment of Palestinian nationhood, only 2 

per cent of Israelis made the same connections.  

 

On the other hand, 89.5 per cent of Israelis preferred to associate peace with the 

absence of violence (the “negative peace” explored in chapter 1), while only 13 per 

cent of Palestinians agreed. Participation in the program, however, appeared to shift 

perceptions toward more positive views of peace: the number of Palestinian students 

who made positive associations rose from 5.4 per cent to 26.4 per cent, while the 

corresponding number of Israelis rose from 10 to 37 per cent. In the control/non-

participant groups, however, the differences between pre and post-test scores were 

considerably different: one per cent of control group Palestinians made positive 

references to peace before and after the program; amongst Israelis, the figure 

decreased from 6.7 to 2.3 per cent. In its exploration of attitudes towards the other, 

the study found that the control group, particularly amongst the Palestinians, 

demonstrated negative feelings toward the Other which increased in intensity in the 

post-test environment, probably as a result of the increase in violent conflict in the 

political climate while the study was being carried out. The members of the 

experimental group, however, reflected little to no change in their attitudes towards 

the Other.  

 

Peace education programs, Biton and Salomon therefore concluded, could be 

instrumental not only in changing negative attitudes and restructuring approaches to 

peace, but also in preventing the worsening of negative feelings in the context of 

external political unrest. Unlike Maoz, however, Biton and Salomon argue that 

                                                                                                                                           
Haifa, Center for Research on Peace Education: 2004, Gavriel Salomon, "Does Peace Education Make 
a Difference in the Context of an Intractable Conflict?," Peace and Conflict: Journal of Peace 
Psychology 10, no. 3 (2003).  
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positive feelings toward friendships made with members of the other group did not 

resonate over a six-month period, a result that did not surprise them given the 

escalation of violence during the period in which the study in question was carried 

out.90 The difference in conclusions likely has much to do with the fact that Maoz’s 

study was carried out in the relatively peaceful post-Oslo era. 

 

Dialogue encounter, and the broader field of peace education from which the above 

studies drew their findings, therefore, succeeds in stimulating the individual 

participant to reexamine his or her own national identity, perception and 

understanding of the complexities of the conflict, and positioning of the members of 

the other national group. Further, it can be tentatively concluded that such shifts in 

perception might motivate the participant to take part, directly or indirectly, in 

effecting change on a macro level once they return to their communities, even though 

this is not a primary goal of the encounter process. The resonance of transformative 

dialogue encounters has a great deal to do with whether instruments that ensure this 

eventuality are in place outside the immediate context of the program – if the 

experience is treated as an island, it is less likely to have longitudinal effects. The 

next section explores this challenge in more detail. 

 

Limitations and Restrictions of Adolescent-Oriented Dialogue Encounter 

So far this chapter has examined the ways in which dialogue encounter programs are 

implemented amongst Arab and Jewish adolescents in Israel and the extent to which 

these programs can be considered a success in terms of the emotional shifts they elicit 

in their participants, and the way those shifts manifest in society. Although the 

School for Peace does not aspire to encourage participants to affect change on a 

macro level, the shifts that inevitably occur provide the emotional framework for 

youth to reexamine their value systems. This reexamination frequently allows 

adolescents to build a more tolerant and realistic picture of the conflict in which they 

live, which may in turn contribute to the maturation of a generation more inclined 

towards peacebuilding as an alternative to conflict management.  
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In no way, however, should the field of peacebuilding and peace education through 

dialogue encounter in Israel be regarded as a wholly successful enterprise that makes 

significant contributions to peacebuilding on a macro level. As it stands, NSWAS’s 

School for Peace represents a highly progressive approach to dialogue encounter in 

the country, yet it still faces criticism and lacks the quantitative data that might assist 

in a deep understanding of the nature of youth-oriented peacebuilding. To a 

substantial degree, these criticisms reflect the lack of institutionalised support for 

organisations like NSWAS, and the subsequent failure to recognise the importance of 

such infrastructure in societies experiencing protracted social conflict. This chapter 

now turns to a discussion of some of these limitations and criticisms. 

 

Like the research restrictions outlined in the above section on program success, 

however, it should be noted that the paucity of resource material dictates that the 

following discussion be based on evidence not necessarily intricately linked to the 

School for Peace. This discrepancy is addressed by clearly showing which programs 

(and the conclusions drawn from them) are similar in approach to the School for 

Peace, and which deviate from that particular style. The emerging picture, therefore, 

should shed light on some of the difficulties facing Israel’s entire youth-oriented 

peacebuilding sector, and not just on those facing the School for Peace. 

 

Funding: too much, yet not enough 

Paradoxically, Israel’s general coexistence and peacebuilding sector suffers from a 

paucity of funding on the one hand, and an excess of support on the other. While the 

Israeli Government through the Ministry of Education has funded coexistence 

initiatives implemented within Jewish and Arab schools since the 1980s, its support is 

generally limited to programs that do not question the Jewishness of the state. As 

discussed, the School for Peace is one of the few coexistence programs that does 

question this reality and thus sets itself apart from the majority of initiatives being 

supported by the Ministry for Education. Programs being protected and funded by the 

Ministry, therefore, are limited in their ability to provoke change as they are 

necessarily restricted in the range of issues and content they can address.91 
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It is also necessary to point out the relatively negligible proportion of the Israeli 

budget that is dedicated to coexistence. In 2002, US$456,000 was allocated to 

funding Arab-Jewish projects92 – the same year it spent US$8.97 billion on military 

defence93 and allocated US$2.8 billion to health.94 This comparatively tiny figure, 

however, actually represents an increase from less than half that amount in 2000.95 

Viewed in conjunction with criticisms that Israel overlooks the needs of its Arab 

pupils,96 it could be argued that promoting Arab-Jewish projects does not appear to be 

a significant priority of the current government. This is despite – or perhaps because 

of – the deterioration of Palestinian-Israeli relations since the Second Intifada began.  

 

 In contrast, organisations such as Givat Haviva and Neve Shalom/Wahat al Salam 

receive the majority of their funding from international and mainly liberal, left-wing, 

often US-based organisations like the Ford Foundation and the Abraham Fund, the 

latter of which donated US$6 million to coexistence projects between 1989 and 

2002.97 This has provided the fuel for criticisms of dialogue encounter models as 

serving only the interests of the dominant Jewish majority, since it is highly unlikely 

that even liberal Jewish organisations would succeed in raising money for 

intervention programs that did not necessarily adhere loyally to Zionist values. Abu-

Nimer suggests that the lack of Arab support for these organisations contributes to 

Arab suspicions that they are Jewish-owned, operated, and serving of purely Jewish 

interests.98 Consequently, the financial picture that emerges shows an imbalance of 

support that contributes negatively to the organisations’ ability to assert symmetrical 

power relations between the two national groups in question. It also reveals the 
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limitations to longitudinal success: without adequate funding, long-term programs 

and assessment are extremely difficult to carry out, which restricts their potential to 

elicit transformative shifts. 

 

Redressing the power asymmetry: deconstruction or reinforcement? 

The School for Peace’s approach to dialogue encounter differs from that of its fellow 

programs because it encourages Arab empowerment in the encounter context in order 

to make the Jews confront the unbalanced external sociopolitical reality.99 Earlier, 

this thesis introduced Sara Helman’s concept of essentialisation, which she argued 

resulted from dialogue encounters between groups experiencing structural inequality. 

Although Helman assumed this was because of encounter approaches that do not 

address or question this structural inequality, her argument came to include the 

methods undertaken at the School for Peace, whose encounter groups for university 

students formed the case studies for her research: 

 
My interpretative analysis… shows that dialogue encounters between groups in a 

situation of domination and structural inequality do not inevitably crack the code of 

essentialism. Instead, they may reproduce monological discourses of culture and 

identity and solidify them.100 

 

Helman found that through dialogue encounter, the university student participants 

assisted each other in reinforcing commonly-held beliefs about Jewish and Arab 

culture as they tried to respond to each others’ accusations: 

 
Essentializing on the part of the loudest representatives of the Jewish group became 

salient at moments in which they felt that the “iconicity” of Israeli-Jewish culture, 

that is, the natural association between liberalism, democracy and Jewishness, were 

under attack. When they could not restore moral integrity, to say nothing of moral 

superiority to their national identity, they reverted to a monological argument. 

Essentializing also became the answer to the Palestinian students’ claim for equal 

access to citizenship and Israeliness.101 
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In his research, Daniel Bar-Tal supported the theory that perceptions can be 

reinforced in dialogue encounters between groups whose conflict is predominantly 

ethnocentric in origin, rather than being based in intergroup conflict102 over resources. 

Although the School for Peace identifies the Palestinian-Israeli conflict as an 

intergroup conflict, the evolving culture of mistrust and hostility has created a social 

environment in which ethnocentrism plays a dominant role. The eradication of 

stereotyping, therefore, plays an important part in dialogue encounters in Israel: even 

though the conflict is not immediately characterised in ethnocentric terms, it often 

manifests that way. Since “coexistence” requires the recognition of equal status and 

treatment of both groups without superiority, Bar-Tal argues, conflicts whose 

negative intergroup relations are founded upon ethnocentrism have a higher chance of 

experiencing change through coexistence initiatives than intergroup conflict does. 

Despite this, a common criticism of the dialogue encounter approach in Israel is that 

such initiatives only reinforce the existing power structure, “eternalising” Jewish 

dominance and allowing for the continuation of discrimination against the Arab 

population.103 While the School for Peace certainly works within the context of this 

risk, it still has no control over the unbalanced sociopolitical reality to which its 

participants return once the program is over. For this reason, there is doubt over the 

extent to which these encounters are truly able to alter their participants’ perception 

of reality, since 

 
[e]mploying the harmony and intercultural approach during an encounter, which 

artificially detaches participants from the realities of their everyday conflict, may 

strengthen, rather than subvert, negative attitudes toward the other community once 

graduates return home.104 

 

Language 

Although Arabic is recognised as one of Israel’s two official languages, Hebrew 

remains the dominant tongue and is spoken amongst Jews and between Jews and 

Arabs. While Arabic is offered as a second language in the Jewish secondary school 

education system, it has only very recently become a compulsory subject (unlike 
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English, which has been compulsory in primary and secondary schools since the 

education system’s inception), largely relegating it to interaction between Arabs and 

within the separately-run Arab education system. Thus Arab citizens of Israel are 

generally fluent in Hebrew, but relatively few Jewish citizens speak Arabic. This 

dynamic is perfectly mirrored in dialogue encounter programs, even though many 

programs encourage and assist in the use of Arabic through translation. Since 

language expresses identity, culture and tradition as well as being a tool for 

communication, it is a crucial factor in the determination of identity of groups, people 

and their corresponding relationships:105 

 
People who have lost their language lose their authentic sense of self by becoming 

speakers of a foreign tongue. In the extreme case, identification with the oppressor is 

also seen: the use of the foreign language does not have merely an instrumental 

motivation arising as a pragmatic response to the desire to obtain, via language, 

social recognition or economic advantage; rather, there is an integrative motivation 

catering to the desire to be a part of the dominant group. This desire involves 

identifying with the dominant group and its culture and, indeed, accepting the 

superiority of the dominant culture.106 

 

A resonating dynamic in the School for Peace encounters – and indeed in any 

encounter that takes place under the auspices of Israel’s Jewish cultural hegemony – 

is the inherent imbalance between Arabic and Hebrew. Despite both languages 

having equal status during workshop, there is a tendency for Hebrew to dominate in a 

similar manner to that which it enjoys in the political reality. Although the Arab 

participants are likely to feel more comfortable and self-expressive speaking in their 

own language, they feel compelled to speak Hebrew, usually because of concerns that 

speaking Arabic will diminish their status in front of the Jews. Yet if they revert to 

Hebrew and speak falteringly, they risk expressing their opinions in a more limited 

fashion and, more importantly, subjugating their own culture to adhere to the 

dominant lingual hegemony: 
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The shame of not knowing Hebrew takes precedence over the chance to express 

oneself.107 

 

The overwhelming tendency is for the Jewish group to express itself far more vocally 

and confidently than the Arab group, whose members feel torn between two 

problematic modes of linguistic self-expression. The result is that the already 

asymmetrical power relations are magnified by the implications of the language 

barrier between the groups: not only do the participants have to utilise imperfect 

channels of communication, but the perceived superiority of Hebrew to Arabic 

reinforces the existing Jewish cultural hierarchy.  

 

Peacebuilding as a function of political conflict: the effect of the Palestinian-Israeli 

conflict on youth-focused programs 

The nature of peace education is closely associated with the specific prevailing social 

conditions, and as such operates as a function of the specific needs, goals and 

concerns of that society. The myriad of ways in which peace education is defined, 

implemented and measured in global conflicts reveals the different conditions and 

varying manifestations of violence under which it operates.108 Societies themselves, 

furthermore, learn about and interpret the concept of peace according to the different 

narratives upon which their cultural hegemonies are constructed – conflict, its 

implications and possible solutions are to a significant extent dictated by a 

community’s experiences of the conflict.109 When conflicting societies have 

contradicting narratives, they are also likely to have conflicting interpretations of 

“peace”. As chapters 3 and 4 demonstrated, the Palestinian-Israeli conflict is a salient 

example of how the collective narratives of PSC communities contribute to their 

experiences and recollections of and responses to that conflict. In their research into 

the attitudes of Israeli and Palestinian high-school students towards peace and 

conflict, Yifat Biton and Gavriel Salomon found that the divergent everyday 

experiences of both sides created variations in the problems, definitions and solutions 

they discussed in their programs: 
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It is easy to see how these different conceptions reflect the real-life experiences of 

each side during the difficult days of the Intifada. This is evident particularly in the 

Israelis’ responses who experience the constant threat of suicide bombers and other 

acts of terror. Hence their consistent emphasis on peace as the cessation of violence. 

On the other hand, the Palestinians’ responses reflect somewhat more clearly the 

influence of their collective narrative – based as it is on the absence of independence 

throughout their past history, culminating in the current conquest by Israel. This is 

reflected in their consistent emphasis on peace as a matter of independence and 

freedom, while disregarding peace as the cessation of violence, the lifting of curfews 

or the removal of movement restrictions. Thus, although collective narratives are 

argued to symmetrically shape perceptions in times of conflict… they may affect 

perceptions more pronouncedly for one side, possibly the weaker one, while current 

events may shape perceptions more strongly for the other, possibly the stronger 

side.110 

 

If there is such a strong tendency for different experiences of conflict to elicit 

different responses in program participants, it can be argued that these two national 

identity groups with an obvious disparity in national memory might be pursuing 

radically different political agendas.111 If this is the case, the extent to which these 

programs can realistically expect Arabs and Jews to accept and validate each others’ 

positions becomes questionable. 

 

Furthermore, while the coexistence sector received a boost in funding and emotional 

support by the Israeli population during the politically optimistic years 1993 to 2000, 

the ensuing Intifada years shrank the confidence of the peace camp and deflated 

enthusiasm for and faith in peacebuilding programs. The first year of the Intifada 

demonstrated this clearly: most Jewish and Arab schools cancelled their scheduled 

meetings through the School for Peace, with only five student encounter workshops 

taking place, compared with 22 the previous year. The adult workshops, however, 

met as scheduled, which possibly reflects the increased challenges of working with 

youth in this area, even though the few youth workshops that did take place were 

                                                 
110 Ibid, 11.   
111 Salomon, "Does Peace Education Make a Difference?," 5.  
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more comfortable in atmosphere than the adult encounters were.112 Disillusionment 

was rife amongst coexistence practitioners who had until then been considered 

stalwarts of the sector – Sarah Ozacky-Lazar, coordinator of the Jewish-Arab Center 

for Peace at Givat Haviva until 2004, described her efforts of the previous years as a 

“complete disaster” in 2000.113 By 2002, Givat Haviva had reported a 60 per cent 

downturn in participation in encounter groups, from 12-13,000 in 1997 to just 5000 in 

2001.114 The pessimism of Israel’s political atmosphere was so pervading that several 

grass-roots organisations temporarily suspended their programs to deeply reassess 

their encounter methodology.  

 

Significantly, it also pushed the School for Peace to give up its programs that reached 

across the border to Palestinians in the West Bank and Gaza. Facilitators and 

potential participants saw such encounters as pointless in a sociopolitical atmosphere 

that had deteriorated so dramatically since the late 1990s, when the contemporary 

encounter methodology was first applied. The attentions of youth-focused Palestinian 

organisations had become fixed on empowering Palestinian children and giving them 

ownership of the collective sense of indignation, rage and despair felt towards the 

Israeli occupation. Jewish Israeli youth, for their part, resented and raged against 

suicide bombings that deepened the sense of fear that characterises Israeli collective 

consciousness. Both reactions resulted in a decrease in desire to address the conflict 

with encounter initiatives. 

 

The current conflict, consequently, severely restricts the involvement in 

peacebuilding programs of Palestinians under the jurisdiction of the Palestinian 

Authority. While a number of grass-roots organisations often carry out their 

initiatives with the cooperation and involvement of Palestinian peace organisations 

and participants, the vast majority of projects in the current political climate only 

involve Arab citizens of Israel. Logistical difficulties are part of the reason this has 

become the case, but the existential crisis that now characterises both Arab and 

                                                 
112 Halabi, "Introduction," 11. 
113 "Israeli Peace Activists in Despair over Violence," The Florida Times-Union, October 12 2000. 
Retrieved September 14 2002, http://global.factiva.com. 
114 Daniel Ben-Tal, "A Bubble in the Storm," The Jerusalem Post, April 19 2002. Retrieved September 
14 2002, http://global.factiva.com. 
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Jewish societies has also dictated that there is little desire on the part of West Bank 

and Gazan Palestinians to meet for “peacebuilding” with their Jewish Israeli 

counterparts. The strengthening of the self-perception of West Bank and Gazan 

Palestinians as an occupied and oppressed nation has strongly contributed to the lack 

of desire to approach peace with the same agenda as Jewish Israelis. Palestinian 

adolescents have developed a powerful sense that peace means an end to Occupation 

and the assertion of political and socioeconomic rights; in this new environment, 

dialogue encounters are seen to be fruitless and condescending attempts at instilling 

the Jewish Israeli agenda.  

 

However, the lack of involvement of Palestinian youth doubtlessly contributes 

negatively to the long-term effects of such programs – the involvement of Palestinian 

Israeli youth may certainly contribute to the wellbeing of Israeli society, but until 

West Bank and Gazan Palestinians are intimately involved in the process, there is 

little chance for a true shift in attitudes between the two nations, and even less 

opportunity for the youth from both sides to mobilise for change on a macro level. 

Unfortunately, the current climate dictates that peacebuilding processes for Israeli as 

well as Palestinian youth are extremely unlikely to take place in Palestine and are 

problematic when attempted in Israel, since the asymmetrical power relations are 

reinforced through such an arrangement. A third option is to remove Israeli and 

Palestinian youth from the region and engage them in peacebuilding processes in 

more neutral environment. This option will be explored in the next chapter. 

 

The fear of love: at what price peacebuilding? 

Of all the difficulties and restrictions inherent in youth-oriented peacebuilding 

projects, there is one that has received no attention from both practitioners and 

researchers in terms of published material on the field: the implications of intimate 

contact between adolescent members of two national groups whose communities 

discourage interfaith marriages. Remarkably, the implications of sexual and romantic 

connections between Arabs and Jews in Israel is a subject largely ignored by 

academics and intellectuals, except within the framework of literary and cinematic 
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symbolic representation and analysis.115 Marriages in Israel are conducted only within 

a religious framework, which means marriage is only permitted between a couple 

who share the same religion. Those who wish to marry outside their faith, or even in a 

civil ceremony as increasing numbers of non-religious Jewish Israelis do, must do so 

overseas.  

 

For many of the teenage participants of peacebuilding programs, the experience 

represents the first time they have come into contact with members of the other 

group; only when they reach university do Arab and Jewish youth come into regular 

contact with one another in an educational setting. Involving teenagers in three-day or 

year-long workshops that allow them intimate contact with each other has the 

potential to upset the separation of Israel’s Arab and Jewish communities. There are 

more potential implications for teenagers than for adults, who are more likely to be in 

established relationships and less likely to be tempted by the mystique and illicitness 

that makes prohibited romantic relationships exciting and alluring. The psychosexual 

pull towards experimentation and risk-taking that characterises adolescence has the 

potential to be at least explored in intercultural peacebuilding programs for youth. As 

such, it is worth considering whether tacit governmental and societal support for such 

programs is to a certain extent controlled by concern over this eventuality. In the 

1980s, when the coexistence sector was gaining momentum, Israeli society became 

embroiled in a “salient, public and vivid” discourse over the implications of 

initiatives that would increase contact between Arabs and Jews.116 The argument was 

instigated and led by the influential religious sector of Jewish Israeli society, which 

has generally advocated a separation between the two groups. In 1985, a powerful 

Rabbi told a Jerusalem-based religious newspaper that 

 
We should relate to the issue of Arab-Jewish youth encounters as one of the most 

dangerous threats that we face in the state today, a threat that who knows where it 

can lead. One soul of Israel people for us is the whole world. In the Arab-Jewish 

                                                 
115 See discussion on representation of the other in Chapter 3. 
116 Author. Personal communication with Daniel Bar-Tal, Tel Aviv University, September 13 2005. 
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encounter programs we are threatening thousands of souls. This is a threat to our 

existence and uniqueness in our country.117 

 

This opinion did not reflect the attitudes of Israel’s secular majority, but it is useful to 

consider the increasing political power of Israel’s minority religious sector today, 

particularly amongst the ultra-Orthodox Haredim. Representing a growing proportion 

of the Israeli electorate including non-Haredi voters, the ultra-Orthodox hold 

considerable power in the Knesset and are skilled political protagonists with 

aggressive tactics that advocate Israel’s religious charter.118 The political platform of 

the influential Shas Party, which is advised by a council of religious sages, advocates 

that Israel should be governed according to strict Jewish law.119 A policy such as this 

is unlikely to advocate government-supported peacebuilding programs between Arabs 

and Jews. When the power of the religious minority over the Knesset is taken into 

account, it is worth considering that such policies, though only representative of the 

religious minority, may well negatively influence the support for such programs. 

 

Conclusion 

This chapter explored three main questions: the extent to which child-centred 

dialogue encounter programs in Israel succeed in eliciting shifts in the attitudes of 

their participants; the extent to which the adolescent participants make a unique 

contribution to the greater peacebuilding process; and the discourse of criticism and 

restriction that affects success. Programs like the NSWAS School for Peace have 

tried to address inherent challenges in the sector, and have gone further than many 

others in recent years in their attempts to formulate a realistic model of 

implementation. Short-term research reflects positive changes in the tolerance and 

attitudes of program participants, but the paucity of longitudinal research makes it 

difficult to draw definitive conclusions that are not based purely on conjecture.  

 

                                                 
117 Hamodee’a, October 18 1985, quoted in Abu-Nimer, Dialogue, Conflict Resolution and Change, 
39. 
118 Asher Cohen and Bernard Susser, Israel and the Politics of Jewish Identity: The Secular-Religious 
Impasse, (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 2000), xiii. 
119 Israel Votes [Website] 2003 [Retrieved November 27 2005];available from 
http://israelvotes.com/demo/platforms_shas.html. 
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Finally, while some of the many challenges facing the peacebuilding sector are being 

faced, some are still largely ignored, which negatively affects the success of such 

ventures. The next chapter explores a youth-oriented peacebuilding initiative that 

attempts to deal with some of the structural insufficiencies inherent in the Israel-

based programs. 
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Chapter 6 

“A community of enemies”: peacebuilding, track two diplomacy and conflict 

transformation at Seeds of Peace International Camp 

 
In order to make peace with your enemies, you must first make war with yourself 

– former “Seed” 

 

Chapter 6 addresses some of the restrictions faced by the peacebuilding programs 

discussed in chapter 5, by examining Seeds of Peace International Camp, a U.S.-

operated initiative for adolescents. Seeds of Peace is a U.S.-based peace organisation 

for children from global conflict zones, which operates summer camps to encourage 

the fostering of positive relationships between them. This chapter assesses the 

structure, goals, processes and outcomes of Seeds of Peace’s initiatives, and examines 

its approaches to and success in utilising youth as agents of peace in the context of 

the Israel/Palestine conflict. It explores the effectiveness of removing children from 

the conflict zone’s influences and conducting peacebuilding practices in more 

geopolitically neutral environments. Through investigation based on fieldwork, 

observation, data analysis and consultation, chapter 6 assesses Seeds of Peace for its 

successes, and discuss the influences on its restrictions. The material presented here 

adds a depth of understanding to both the adolescent-oriented peacebuilding process 

explored in the previous chapter, and the impact of conducting these processes 

outside the conflict zone. 

 

Background 

In 1993, former journalist and Middle East correspondent John Wallach founded 

Seeds of Peace, an independent organisation that uses a summer camp framework to 

foster constructive relationships between teenagers from the world’s most dangerous 

conflict zones. Capitalising on contacts he had made throughout his career, which 

included uncovering the Iran Contra affair and a stint as foreign editor of Hearst 

Newspapers, Wallach cemented his idea at a Washington dinner party, where he 

privately committed Israeli and Egyptian leaders to sending youngsters to a peace 

camp in the U.S. After receiving further commitment from the PLO, Wallach issued a 

press release to prevent the commitment from falling through. The first session of 
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Seeds of Peace took place in the same year, after Wallach convinced the respective 

governments to send a small delegation of teenagers to Camp Powhatan, a traditional 

American-style boys’ camp on Lake Pleasant near rural Otisfield, Maine. The 

Jordanian, Israeli and Palestinian governments were reluctant to send young minds so 

far from home, but Wallach insisted that their youth was precisely what made these 

teenagers appropriate for the task. He wanted them to experience a peacebuilding 

camp before the combined pressures of parents, grandparents, school systems and the 

media had “programmed” them too politically.1 Wallach also believed there was an 

advantage to separating the youngsters from home: far away from the war-ravaged 

Middle East, the camp would distance them from everyday conflict and allow them 

freedom from their communities’ expectations and restrictions. This would encourage 

real psychological and emotional progress, dissolve the image of the enemy as the 

Other and begin a process that would create a structure of trust and understanding.2  

 

The organisation was established originally in response to the Arab-Israeli conflict, 

which Wallach believed needed to be addressed not only by Israeli Jews and 

Palestinians, but also by Arabs from neighbouring countries. To this end, Seeds of 

Peace conducted two sessions each summer at the Maine camp between 1993 and 

1998, the first of which was a boys-only session for Israelis, Palestinians and 

Egyptians.3 The program has since expanded to involve children from other major 

regional conflict areas, largely in response to consistent media coverage of the camp 

and its effect on the teenagers who participate. Thus children from India and Pakistan, 

the Balkans, Afghanistan and Cyprus also attend Seeds of Peace sessions, though 

two-thirds of the funding for the program is dedicated to the Arab-Israeli conflict. In 

2001, Seeds of Peace began holding three sessions every summer, each of which 

brings a new contingent, or “delegation”, of teenagers to the camp, whose basic 

wooden cabins, basketball courts, dining hall and soccer fields on the shores of 

                                                 
1 John Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face: The Seeds of Peace Experience, (Washington DC: United 
States Institute of Peace, 2000), 5-6.  
2 Ibid., 7.  
3 The first session of Seeds of Peace was a boys-only program due to the involved governments’ 
reticence to send female adolescents into a mixed social environment. The decision was based mainly 
on Islamic religious and cultural restrictions (see Ibid.). In 1999 and 2000, third sessions were held in 
Connecticut and Greece respectively, the latter involving children from the Balkans for the first time.  
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Pleasant Lake make it similar – at least at the outset – to almost any other American-

style summer camp.  

 

Structure of Seeds of Peace  

Seeds of Peace is an independent, U.S.-based organisation with administrative 

headquarters in Washington DC and New York City. Three sessions are held in 

summer between June and August each year, the first two being three weeks in 

duration, and the third running for two weeks to correspond with school schedules. 

Each delegation is accompanied by adult delegation leaders who are responsible for 

the campers in transit, and provide support if required while in camp. The delegation 

leaders also take part in peacebuilding activities run by Seeds of Peace staff. 

 

The teenagers who attend Seeds of Peace are chosen through a competitive selection 

process that either operates through the country’s education system or through local 

organisations with governmental permission.4 Each teenager must be fluent in 

English and is expected to write an essay on some aspect of the conflict in his or her 

region. While sceptics may assume that teenagers who wish to attend an international 

peace camp would by definition lean toward dovishness, this is by no means an 

accurate assumption. Local involvement in the selection process, whether through the 

education system or not, results in the building of a delegation that is “acceptable to 

its constituency and accountable to its people”5 – the teenagers chosen to represent 

their government and country often mirror the political persuasion of the government 

in power at the time, rather than the ultimate goals of Seeds of Peace itself. Not only 

does this build delegations that more accurately reflect the political mood of each 

country, but it also ensures that the more hawkish teenagers in each society – those 

within whom a profound transformation is most necessary – are given the opportunity 

to explore and reevaluate their attitudes.  

 

Consequently, the Palestinian delegation to Seeds of Peace is represented by the 

children of diplomats; teenagers from refugee camps, villages, cities and towns in the 
                                                 
4 Selection processes vary between countries. While the Israeli delegation is chosen by government 
representatives through the education system, children from the Palestinian Authority, India, Pakistan, 
Afghanistan and Egypt are chosen by committees of local citizens. 
5 Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 8. 
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West Bank and the Gaza Strip;6 observant as well as secular youth; and Christians as 

well as Muslims. The Israeli delegation is represented by Sephardic and Ashkenazi 

Jews; Muslim, Druze and Christian Arabs;7 and teenagers from West Bank 

settlements as well as from cities, towns and kibbutzim within Israel proper. 

Religious observance, however, tends to be underrepresented in the Israeli 

population, due in part to Seeds of Peace’s unwillingness to augment the program to 

accommodate Orthodox Judaism’s dietary and Sabbath restrictions.8 Egypt, Jordan, 

Yemen and Morocco conduct their selection processes along similar lines, although 

Egypt tends to select its delegation from English-language schools attended mainly 

by children of the elite.9  

 

The teenagers are delivered delegation by delegation by bus from the Boston airport. 

They are exhausted and bewildered upon arrival, which is often late at night after 

delays at checkpoints. For this reason the Israeli delegation usually arrives before the 

Palestinian delegation after visa issues and security checks cause hold-ups that are 

usually resolved by influential Seeds of Peace representatives. They are greeted by 

the enthusiastic and extroverted team of counsellors and facilitators (figure 1), and 

then divided into groups that reflect their regions of conflict. For the majority of the 

three-week session they spend most of their time in three specific groups: the bunk 

group of eight; the dining hall table of 10; and the dialogue group of 12 to 14.10 Each 

group contains equal numbers of campers from both sides of a conflict. 

 

                                                 
6 Since the outbreak of the Second Intifada in September 2000, Seeds of Peace has experienced 
significant difficulties in its attempts to bring Palestinian children from the West Bank and Gaza Strip 
to camp in the United States. 2003 was the first year since the outbreak of the Intifada that Palestinian 
children from the West Bank were able to attend camp; children from Gaza are still unable to attend. 
7 Palestinian Israelis are represented in the Israeli delegation in the same percentage as they are 
represented in Israel itself (approximately 18 per cent of the population). See Wallach, The Enemy Has 
a Face, 9. 
8 See “Criticisms and weaknesses of the Seeds of Peace approach” for discussion on implications of 
religious observance. 
9 Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 9. 
10 Ibid., 24. 
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Figure 1: The counsellors and facilitators welcome the first delegation of campers 
(Source: author’s private collection) 
 

Each session at Seeds of Peace is comprised of five main sets of activities, which are 

designed to foster the goals and principles of the organisation.  

• Daily activities include water sports such as swimming and 

sailing; land sports such as soccer, baseball, hockey and tennis; 

arts and crafts projects; and nightly entertainment programs 

designed and performed by the campers and counsellors. There are 

also outings to nearby parades and baseball games, a function of 

the need to retain good public relations amongst the camp’s 

neighbours and supporters, and to expose the campers to 

American culture.  

• Group Challenge is a ropes-course program that fosters 

acceptance and respect by encouraging teamwork and cooperation 

amongst group participants.  

• Dialogue sessions are daily, 105-minute dialogue encounter 

gatherings, during which campers confront difficult issues relating 

to nationalism, conflict and identity.  

• Colour Games are three days of fast-paced competition that splits 

the entire camp into just two teams that compete in various 

activities ranging from sports to word puzzles to arts and crafts.  

• A three-day trip to Washington DC, during which campers visit 

the Holocaust Institute and the White House, are introduced to 
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venerable members of Congress, and often meet the U.S. 

President.11  

 

Philosophy, intentions and goals 

From their first moments at Seeds of Peace, the campers are shown that their task 

over the next three weeks is to build their own community – one that transcends the 

mutual distrust, bitterness and stereotyping inherent in their home communities. It is 

for precisely this reason that Wallach chose to conduct the camp in what he called the 

“neutral” environment of the United States – basing the camp in Israel or Palestine, 

he reasoned, would send an unintentional yet subliminal message of empowerment to 

one side and disempowerment to the other. Though it is debatable whether the U.S. 

can be considered “neutral” territory, since both Israelis and Palestinians consider 

themselves compromised by its foreign policy towards Israel/Palestine, locating the 

camp in the middle of a gentle wilderness, the likes of which many campers have 

never before experienced, is intended to send them an implicit message of safety and 

neutrality. In addition, the remoteness of the camp separates its participants from the 

influence of textbooks, parents, teachers and other community pressures,12 making 

them more comfortable with the idea of reaching out for new ideas that would 

perhaps face opposition and ridicule in their home environments.  

 

To this end, the campers share living, eating and sleeping quarters for the duration of 

the three-week program, which is densely packed with activities from the 7.30am roll 

call at “lineup” to “lights out” at 10pm seven days a week. Almost every rule at Seeds 

of Peace is implemented with an agenda. Meals, for instance, are eaten “family style” 

– served into individual plates and bowls by the dining hall counsellors from one big 

communal pot at the head of each table – to drive home ideals of acceptance, equality 

and the deconstruction of fearful attitudes. In a concerted effort to encourage the 

campers to transcend distrust and fear, staff are instructed to break up cliques from 

the same delegation and, more importantly, to stop groups of campers speaking 

Hebrew or Arabic instead of English. This latter rule – which is strictly enforced to 

                                                 
11 As of 2005, this arm of the program was dropped – the teenagers now stay at camp for those extra 
days. 
12 Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 24. 
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the extent that campers are encouraged to implement it amongst themselves – is in 

place to prevent suspicions of plots being hatched, or insults being delivered, in a 

foreign language.13 Such measures to install equality and openness amongst the 

campers is intended not simply to break down barriers but to lay the foundations of a 

process whose desired outcome reflects the very political role the teenagers are 

playing as chosen “Seeds of Peace”. The nurturing, loving environment encourages 

the campers to gravitate away from their comfort zones and establish connections 

with campers from the other side, thereby experiencing true “coexistence”. It also 

assists in imbuing each camper with a sense of self-confidence that will be strong 

enough to withstand both the pressures and opinions of fellow campers and the 

constructed reality they have brought from home. Chosen to represent the diversity of 

their respective communities, they are under considerable pressure – from both their 

adult delegation leaders and their fellow delegation members – to adhere to the 

dominant historical national narrative discussed in chapters 3 and 4. The Seeds of 

Peace approach is to instil a deep sense of personal faith, strong enough to withstand 

such pressure.  

 

Confidence-building has a dual role: the newly-established sense of personal pride 

and faith in personal belief systems lays the groundwork for the development of new 

relationships, perspectives and political positions while at camp,14 but also helps the 

campers to perceive their work as capable of impacting on a global level. For this 

reason, the media plays a crucial role in the success of the organisation. While the 

staff work hard to protect the campers from media exploitation, regular “open days” 

and subsequent 60 Minutes segments, TV news stories, newspaper articles and 

magazine profiles are an important dynamic for both the financial viability of the 

organisation and the process of empowered politicisation of the youth involved: 

 
Sometimes the media help to remind us of exactly why Seeds of Peace was founded. 

After a bus bombing in Jerusalem, the Portland Herald, the largest newspaper in 

Maine, carried a particularly gruesome photograph of Israeli corpses on its front 

page…. But beneath the fold, on the same page, there was a photo of Israeli and 

Palestinian teenagers holding hands. The story began: “Nowhere in this country was 
                                                 
13 Ibid., 25. 
14 Ibid., 27. 
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news of the savage and deadly bombing in West Jerusalem more heartfelt than in 

Otisfield.” The photo and the article let the youngsters see for themselves that they 

were providing hope to a hope-starved world.15   

 

The media’s involvement in disseminating the Seeds of Peace message assists in 

driving home an important distinction the camp makes between the traditional role of 

children in conflict and the role the organisation hopes its campers will embrace. The 

organisation encourages the campers to speak up in public arenas, and does not 

impose any censorship on what they choose to discuss: 

 
They are not pawns to be moved around in the name of peace; they are the 

peacemakers themselves.16 

 

Giving the campers such responsibility challenges them to reject the role of 

victimhood traditionally assigned to children in conflict and discussed earlier in this 

dissertation. While peacebuilding measures have been historically rooted in calls for 

cessation of conflict “for the sake of our children” and other similarly overused 

clichés, Seeds of Peace calls for the children themselves to mobilise their personal 

consciousness, awareness and passion; to make themselves part of the solution 

instead of a manifestation of the problem. The culmination of each session in a trip to 

Washington DC reinforced this goal: the campers visited the White House and were 

met by the U.S. President or senior government officials who congratulated them on 

their role in peacebuilding and answered their questions in front of the press.17  

 

The 1993 signing of the Oslo Accords on the White House lawn was a major coup for 

the inaugural session of Seeds of Peace: capitalising on his journalistic contacts, 

Wallach managed to have the first-ever campers present for the signing ceremony of 

the Declaration of Principles, during which U.S. President Bill Clinton made direct 

reference to the “teenagers in the green tee-shirts” for whom the Accord was perhaps 

most important. The image of Clinton, Israeli Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, and 

Palestinian President Yasser Arafat holding green Seeds of Peace tee-shirts in front of 
                                                 
15 Ibid., 31. 
16 Ibid. 
17 Meredith Gantcher. "Seeds of Peace: A Decade of Peacemaking". Seeds of Peace: New York, 2003, 
14.   
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a smiling teenage delegation was televised all over the world (figure 2); the global 

impact increased interest in the program and consequently the number of countries 

that began to send their own delegations.18 

 

 Figure 2: Shimon Peres, 
Yitzhak Rabin, Bill Clinton and Yasser Arafat with Seeds of Peace participants at the 1993 
signing of the Oslo Accords (Source: Seeds of Peace [Website] 2005 [Retrieved November 25 
2005]; available from www.seedsofpeace.org) 
 

Such confidence, however, requires the experience of a transformative process whose 

lessons cannot be learned purely on a basketball court or in a dining hall. While these 

activities are imperative to the program’s emphasis on “rehumanisation” and 

cohabitation, a significant proportion of intense, psychologically challenging personal 

growth occurs within a more structured framework: the daily, 105-minute dialogue 

encounter sessions based on the conflict transformation theory described in chapter 1. 

 

Dialogue Encounter Sessions 

Soon after the first Seeds of Peace session in 1993, it became apparent that sports 

activities and group living arrangements did not sufficiently address the powerful and 

painful sociopolitical issues the campers were facing, both in their everyday life at 

home and through the new camp experiences of proximity to and confrontation with 

the other side. In a concerted attempt to tackle these issues more intimately, Seeds of 

Peace established a “coexistence” program as an integral part of the three-week 

peacebuilding exercise. Initiated, developed and led by experienced conflict 

resolution facilitators, the program remains one of the most powerful vehicles for 
                                                 
18 Ibid.4-5.   
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attitudinal change at Seeds of Peace, and one that has elicited the most revealing 

reactions from participants. The dialogue encounter sessions were originally termed 

“Coexistence”, but the terminology was changed in 2005, when camp director Tim 

Wilson came to view the entire camp experience as one of coexistence. “Dialogue 

Sessions” replaced “Coexistence” to differentiate between the conflict transformation 

sessions and the other integrated camp activities.19 

 

Though political discussions are encouraged throughout the daily camp program, the 

dialogue sessions provide a safe and contained space in which highly-skilled 

facilitators with experience in mediation, conflict resolution and conflict 

transformation, as well as demonstrated ability to work with youth, assist the campers 

in building relationships based on honesty, understanding and respect.20 In keeping 

with the effort to maintain a power balance and gain the trust of the campers, 

facilitators work in dyads, or teams of two, that provide equilibrium between their 

respective nationalities and ethnic or religious backgrounds (figure 3).  

 

 Figure 3: Dialogue encounter groups 
are comprised of equal numbers of Arabs and Jews, with facilitators (Sharon Komash, back 
row, right, and Amjad Musa, middle row, right) who give the conflict equal or no representation 
(Source: author’s private collection) 
 

At the first session of 2003, for example, a Jewish Israeli facilitator worked with a 

Palestinian facilitator; a Palestinian Israeli facilitator worked with a Jewish Israeli 

facilitator; an American Jewish facilitator worked with a British Iranian facilitator; 

and two American facilitators with no political or religious ties to the conflict worked 
                                                 
19 Author. Personal communication with Bill Taylor, Seeds of Peace, May-June 2005. 
20 Gantcher. "Seeds of Peace: A Decade of Peacemaking", 13.   
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together. Likewise the nationalities of the campers are balanced as much as possible: 

all groups have an equal number of Palestinians as Jewish Israelis. Though the Israeli 

delegation treats its Palestinian Israeli delegation members as “Israelis”, it becomes 

increasingly obvious throughout the course of each Seeds of Peace session that these 

campers in particular experience an acute crisis of self-identity and are often torn 

between loyalty to the State of Israel – of which they are citizens – and loyalty to 

their fellow Palestinians, with whom they share a nationality. For this reason, in the 

first 2003 session the Director of Coexistence altered the original coexistence groups 

to ensure at least two or more Palestinian Israelis were represented in each group, 

thus lessening the sense of isolation they experienced through confusion over 

nationality. Smaller numbers of Arab campers from Morocco, Egypt, Yemen and 

Jordan, and one or two American campers, make up the rest of the dialogue groups. 

 

Three-phase facilitation 

The “three-phase facilitation” model implemented by the Seeds of Peace coexistence 

program loosely binds all facilitators.  

• Phase one, which occupies the first two or three sessions, focuses 

on establishing a friendly working relationship among the 

campers, playing “ice breaker” games that promote an atmosphere 

of familiarity, and addressing issues such as confidentiality and 

emotional safety.  

• Phase two involves the exchange of experiences, stories and 

historical narratives that confront the inconsistencies between the 

collective memories of both national groups.  

• Phase three involves the preparation of campers for return to their 

respective communities, raising issues related to the likely 

discrepancy that now exists between their newly-developed 

wisdom and insight, and the possibly more rigid, biased opinions 

of those back home. 

 

Considering there are only 12 sessions in which to achieve – or at least address – all 

of these objectives, the dialogue program is a densely-packed emotional journey that 
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could be described as a more concentrated and structured version of the day-to-day 

experience of camp life at Seeds of Peace. 

 

Approaches to Dialogue Encounter Sessions 

Facilitators are assigned two separate dialogue groups of approximately 12 to 14 

campers each, with which they meet daily for 105 minutes. While the overarching 

goals of the 12 sessions are the same for all groups, the diversity of the facilitators’ 

professional and personal backgrounds means that their approaches vary 

significantly. In the first 2003 session there were four coexistence groups whose 

facilitators were from Israel and Palestine. Sharon Komash, a Jewish Israeli from Tel 

Aviv, worked with Amjad Musa, a Palestinian Israeli from a village near Haifa. 

Manal Tamimi, a Palestinian from Nablus, worked with Ariel Huler, a Jewish Israeli 

from Tel Aviv. With the exception of Ariel, whose experience in mediation centred 

on dialogue between right-wing settlers and secular Israelis, all these facilitators had 

worked within the framework of the Neve Shalom/Wahat al-Salam model of dialogue 

encounter described in chapter 5. Thus their approach was primarily characterised by 

dialogue, storytelling, the exchange of experience and an emphasis on listening to 

alternate narratives.  

 

In contrast, Lamide Davies, a New York-based British Nigerian performance artist, 

and Liza Chambers, an American with experience as a human rights observer and 

informal facilitator in South Africa, drew on the techniques of Brazilian theatre 

director Augusto Boal, whose “theatre of the oppressed” empowers audience 

members to generate social action through participation, making theatre a vehicle for 

grass-roots activism.21 American mediators Beezie Dallas and Denise McFarlane, 

meanwhile, emphasised confrontational dialogue similar to the Neve Shalom/Wahat 

al-Salam model, but developed from their experience with traditional conflict 

resolution, mediation and negotiation in the business arena. Finally, Elham Atashi, an 

Iranian American, and Laura Goldberg, a Jewish American, took a more casual, 

relaxed and informal approach to their coexistence sessions, which centred on 

                                                 
21 "Background: Boal's Theatre of the Oppressed". Women's international league for peace and 
freedom [Website] 2003 [Retrieved September 15 2003];available from 
www.wilpf.org/uforje/topp.htm. 
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discussions about history, communication exercises and a development of mutual 

respect. Seeds of Peace encourages a variation of approaches to ensure the campers 

stay motivated and engaged by the sessions throughout the program.22 

 

Transformation and attitudinal shifts in dialogue encounter sessions 

This section draws on information gleaned from observing the dialogue sessions in 

the first two weeks of Seeds of Peace’s session #1, 2003, during which a logbook was 

kept and extensive field notes were taken. Observation was conducted unobtrusively, 

with the intended effect of being virtually invisible to the participants. This approach 

was designed to encourage participants to treat the dialogue sessions as personal and 

private exercises, rather than as performances for researchers. Dialogue facilitators 

and Seeds of Peace staff believed this approach was essential for the comfort of the 

participants, and to encourage them to be as open with their emotions as possible. 

Records of conversations with participants that took place outside the confines of the 

dialogue session provided additional information, as did John Wallach’s The Enemy 

Has a Face. 

  

The process of attitudinal transformation in the dialogue encounter framework is a 

“messy” one. During the first few sessions, and indeed the first few days of camp in 

general, the campers are cautious with one another, often regurgitating rhetoric about 

“peace” and “friendship” they sense is expected of them by Seeds of Peace and the 

governments that chose each delegation. The campers are usually impatient to start 

discussing “real issues”, but at this stage the facilitators, who emphasise that 

establishing trust and comfort is of paramount importance before real confrontation 

can begin, deny them the urge: 

 
Today the group focused on ice-breaking activities that were primarily concerned 

with getting to know each other’s basic facts – name, nationality etc. The group was 

pretty quiet and the kids seemed fairly self-conscious the way all teenagers are at 

first. [The facilitators] wrote a series of questions on several sheets of paper and 

asked a series of kids to pick out some questions which they answered and then 

posed to other members of the group.  

 
                                                 
22 Seeds of Peace. "Seeds of Peace Staff Manual Summer 2003". Seeds of Peace: 2003, 39.   
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Friendship was a theme that came out a number of times in the answers – two said 

friends were the most important things to take to a desert island because without 

them, “I’d commit suicide or just go crazy”. Another said that “to be alone would be 

terrible”. While Paz, a Jewish Israeli boy, said one thing he wanted to do before he 

was 25 was to fall in love and “I won’t mention the obvious but there’s one thing 

we’d all like to do before we’re 25” (which was pretty funny), an Arab boy (don’t 

know whether he was Israeli or Palestinian) said he wanted to finish his studies and 

“have a good job”. Paz also mentioned he’d like to visit Iraq because “it’s a very 

interesting country and I don’t think that we see the real face of it”. Another boy said 

his favourite holiday was “right now, at Seeds of Peace”. And while an Israeli girl 

said she could teach people to dance, an Arab girl said she could teach people 

justice.23 

 

As the icebreaker activities merge into phase two of the process, it becomes clear to 

all concerned that “incredible hatreds” lie beneath the surface of each Seed’s 

experience of the conflict.24 Facilitators help the groups realise that before a workable 

peace can be attempted, these stereotypes must be addressed. A popular approach to 

this concept amongst the facilitators is to ask each group to split into “Arab” and 

“non Arab” sub groups and indicate their perceptions of the other cultural group by 

completing a poster. The “Arab” group, consisting of Palestinians, Palestinian 

Israelis, Egyptians, Jordanians, and Moroccans or Yemenis, therefore, write their 

perceptions of “non Arab” (a euphemism for “Jewish Israeli”) life in terms of family, 

financial, political and cultural values and norms. The “non Arab” group does the 

same for its perception of “Arab” life. An alternate approach is to ask each group to 

indicate what they believe to be the other’s perceptions about them.  

 

What makes these activities resonate for the campers is not merely the completion of 

each poster, but the subsequent whole-group discussion that ensues. Campers are then 

asked to look at the poster that describes their cultural group and indicate which 

stereotypes or assumptions are incorrect, or, more importantly, cause them emotional 

pain or indignation. Thus non-Arab/Jewish campers can communicate feeling pain or 

hurt that their Arab counterparts think they have no claim to the disputed land; the 
                                                 
23 Extract from personal observation journal, dialogue encounter session #1, Group A, June 25 2003. 
Names of all participants have been changed and names of all facilitators have been removed to protect 
the privacy of the groups. 
24 Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 44. 
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Arab campers can show their pain at the belief that Arab mothers care less for the 

wellbeing of their children than do non-Arab mothers. The process of deconstructing 

stereotypes helps them to understand their beliefs as part of a larger set of often 

distorted and culturally insensitive values whose resonance affects their perception of 

the conflict as a whole. It also plays a major role in “rehumanising” the enemy, a 

transformative and crucial step in the dialogue encounter process.  

 
Interesting twist on the stereotyping exercise: [the facilitators] asked the kids to write 

down the stereotypes the other group had of them, and then to indicate which of 

these stereotypes they found the most hurtful. The Israelis in the group indicated that 

the most hurtful issue was being called Nazis; the Palestinians said the most hurtful 

was the idea that Muslim parents sell their children and that their lives are cheaper 

than the Israelis’. “We don’t like to kill anyone – this is defence of our land,” said 

Issam. Sarah [an American] said “it hurts me when they say we don’t want peace, 

because peace is one of the things I strive for best in my entire life.” Muna, a 

Palestinian Israeli, said “they think Palestine is theirs. It’s not theirs, it’s ours”.25 

 

In phase two of the coexistence program the campers begin to confront some 

politically and emotionally explosive issues in a setting they have never before 

experienced – face to face with the “enemy”. As introductory activities dealing with 

stereotyping and identity segue into more provocative activities designed to spark 

discussions of empathy and personal exploration, the campers begin to hear stories of 

personal experiences that do not necessarily fit with their own understanding of the 

conflict. In this context the concept of a dual narrative, explored in chapter 1, is 

introduced to them. As they begin to confront stories that run against the position of 

their own nation, they respond with attacks to undermine the claims of the other side. 

 

In the initial stages, the arguments are almost purely a manifestation of the power 

play inherent in the relationship between these two societies as a whole, not just 

between their youth at Seeds of Peace. Both sides become embroiled in trying to 

prove the moral righteousness of their nation’s political decisions instead of pausing 

                                                 
25 Extract from personal observation journal, dialogue encounter session #3, Group I, June 28 2003.   
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to listen to and consider the stories being presented to them. The following extended 

extract from my observation journal clearly illustrates this tendency:26  

 
[The facilitators] put a bunch of photographs on the floor and asked the kids to 

choose one that represents how they feel toward the conflict in the Middle East. [One 

facilitator] noted later that most of the Israelis chose a non-conflict-related picture 

and explained it in metaphorical terms, whereas the Arabs chose pictures directly of 

the conflict. Ari [a Jewish Israeli], for instance, chose a picture of a horse and a man 

at a rodeo and said the struggle between them represented the struggle between the 

Israelis and the Palestinians, and, when questioned, emphasised that neither horse 

nor man represented one side or the other. It was the struggle in general, he said.  

 

Sara [a Jewish Israeli] chose a sunset over a cliff with a man standing at the cliff face 

and said the darkness represented the dark of conflict and the light in the sky was the 

light that had to come someday, while the man on the cliff was lonely and alone in 

the struggle.  

 

Soha [a Palestinian], however, chose a picture of a soldier against a wall pointing a 

gun at civilians, and was instantly [attacked] by Dylan, an American... “How do you 

know that’s really a picture of an Israeli soldier and Palestinian civilians? Are there 

any identifying words in Arabic in the picture? This picture might be of a U.S. 

soldier somewhere,” he said. I felt he totally missed the point of the whole exercise, 

which was to explore how they all felt about the conflict, not to determine the 

accuracy of photojournalism. This, of course, elicited a huge debate about what 

really goes on in the Territories, why, whose fault it is, how it can be stopped and the 

corruption of the PA, at which point Azza [a Palestinian] started yelling … her eyes 

went very dark and she said “You are shooting and bombing us in our homes. Don’t 

say that about Arafat, that man is like my father – don’t you ever, ever talk that way 

about him”. 

 

According to Dylan, “if the conflict was really as cold-blooded as you’re making it 

out to be, all the Palestinians would be dead already”. 

 

Paz chose a picture of a house devastated after a cyclone or hurricane – it was 

definitely NOT a house in the Middle East – and said this picture represented the 

way Palestinians and Israelis had lived together side by side for years and then 

suddenly, this disaster had overcome them both. Soha, of course, wanted to know: 

                                                 
26 Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 44-47. 
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was this an Israeli or a Palestinian home? Paz said neither, it was a metaphor for the 

conflict… another huge discussion ensued about how many Palestinian homes had 

been destroyed (Elham said 1184 around where she lived in Tulkarm). Again this 

was shot down by Dylan, who questioned whether you could believe anything you 

read on the internet. Interestingly Dylan and Ari got into a fight about this with Ari 

sticking up for Elham. It seems increasingly obvious that [there is] a barometer of 

suffering – everyone wants everyone else to know how hard it is for their side.27 

 

It is frequently extremely difficult for the campers to participate in these exchanges, 

since the content of the stories often contradicts their own strongly-held views. 

During this stage, the dialogue sessions become highly emotional, fraught with 

explosively-charged arguments and one-on-one confrontations often characterised by 

tears and shouting: 

 
The major discussion was on education… and the fascinating thing here was that 

none of the kids could accept the possibility that the content of their history 

textbooks could be in any way incorrect. It began when Maryam, who I had been 

talking to out on the swing outside the [camp director’s house], said that the Israeli 

dream was to conquer all of the Middle East “from the Nile to the Euphrates” (Iraq, 

Jordan, Syria, Lebanon, Palestine…) …she said she read this in her history textbook 

and Ayelet said that with all due respect, the Palestinian textbooks weren’t to be 

trusted because the responsibility of their production had been turned over to the PA 

which had abused the privilege and used the opportunity to educate Palestinian 

children in anti Semitism. Nothing anyone said could convince Maryam that this 

belief about the “Israeli dream” was wrong. Then it turned on the Israelis, who 

defended their textbooks by saying that since Israel was a democracy, they had no 

doubt that “everything I read in my textbook is true”. [There wasn’t] a lot of 

listening going on. Daniel, an Israeli boy, left the session pretty upset – something he 

said about Maryam’s language skills was misconstrued by her and the girl to her 

right, and he tried to explain it but got exasperated and walked out.28 

 

As arguments over land rights, historical inaccuracies and social injustices intensify, 

the campers compete with each other to prove their side has suffered the most, as this 

exchange, documented in The Enemy Has a Face, illustrates: 

 
                                                 
27 Extract from personal observation journal, dialogue encounter session #7, Group A, July 2 2003. 
28 Extract from personal observation journal, dialogue encounter session #6, Group H, June 30 2003. 
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Zachi: I don’t hear you saying that Palestinians get killed when they sit in their 

homes and are not throwing stones. In Hebron in the last four weeks, I think it was 

one or two men who got killed. You said that every day, every day in Gaza, there are 

a lot of killings. 

 
Mohammed: There are injuries too, lots of injuries. 

 

Zachi: With Israelis too; the soldiers are getting hurt too. 

 

Mohammed: But you have one soldier injured. We have twenty, twenty injured to 

your every one. 

 

Zachi: I’m not trying to compare suffering, You are trying to blame us for your pain, 

for your feeling unsafe. Look, where is the problem? In you, not in us, because you 

are responsible for your pain, not us. I mean you are the one that’s throwing stones. 

Our soldiers are just protecting themselves. 

 

Mohammed: We throw stones because of what your government does, like taking 

land. 

 

Zachi: But there are other ways to express yourself.  

 

Mohammed: Excuse me, but you want to know why we throw stones? I want to help 

you. Ask me, why am I throwing stones? Because I see my lands, our lands, 

Palestinian lands stolen every day, every day. I see my city destroyed and the 

building of settlements every day. I see my two friends killed, I see blood on the 

ground. I see my aunt die in an ambulance when soldiers, your soldiers, stopped the 

ambulance and talked with the driver…29 

 

From the facilitators’ viewpoints, exchanges like this one help the campers to feel 

empowered; for many of them it is the first opportunity they have ever had to express 

their rage, frustration and suffering in the presence of members of the other side of 

the conflict. By revisiting their pain as well as forcing the other side to recognise it, 

they are able to make a connection between their suffering instead of simply 

reaffirming the righteousness of their cause. Observation of these processes revealed 

that two important realisations are reached during this period: one, that both sides 

                                                 
29 Transcript of coexistence session in Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 51. 
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have experienced suffering as a result of the ongoing political conflict; and two, that 

they can use this realisation to approach their historical debates more constructively, 

paving the way for a respect for both sides’ histories, an acknowledgement of the 

multidimensional nature of the conflict, and a shared vision for a workable peace.30  

 

The ultimate goal of this process, therefore, is that the campers will grow from their 

newfound understanding of each other’s suffering; being constantly confronted with 

the humanity of the other side is designed to assist them in learning how to build a 

peaceful future. Before this happens, however, they must learn to accept the validity 

and value of each other’s experiences, which usually occurs at some point in the 

second week of the session after the campers grow tired of fighting over each and 

every point and express a desire to move forward. Mutual acknowledgement of their 

suffering helps them to do this.31 Once the campers cease attempts to deny each 

others’ stories, the real process of recognition and mutual affirmation begins. In phase 

three, issues of personal safety are once again discussed, though in a more pragmatic 

sense in this phase – taking into account the highly-charged political atmospheres in 

which the campers live, the facilitators help them develop the skills they will need to 

ascertain when, where and how they will discuss their experiences and newfound 

opinions back home.32 It is within this framework that the campers emerge from the 

coexistence program more empowered, tolerant, and understanding than before.  

 

Symbols and Triggers: daily coexistence 

In addition to the dialogue encounter sessions are countless day-to-day confrontations 

that give the campers the opportunity to question and reassess the political framework 

with which they arrived at camp and within which they always operated at home. 

Coexistence processes are addressed and explored within the framework of the 

structured daily sessions, but are by no means limited to this environment. The 

intensity of the living and eating arrangements – when the dining hall is full there is 

little room to manoeuvre one’s food to one’s mouth – provide the first step in 

breaking down the barriers between nationalities and ethnicities. For the first time, 

                                                 
30 Seeds of Peace. "Seeds of Peace Staff Manual Summer 2003", 37-8.   
31 Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 52-5. 
32 Seeds of Peace. "Seeds of Peace Staff Manual Summer 2003", 37-8.   
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Seeds are exposed to their supposed “enemies” engaging in exactly the same daily 

life activities as they do themselves: eating, drinking, playing sport, walking, 

laughing, singing, making jokes. In sharp contrast to the completely segregated lives 

they live in Israel/Palestine, these daily activities provide an immediate challenge to 

the barriers that are firmly in place in the minds of the Seeds. An anecdote that 

features most prominently amongst Seeds of Peace staff and campers describes the 

reaction of many new campers to the news that they will be sharing a cabin with 

campers from the “other side”. Many campers relate having felt so fearful at the 

prospect that they lay awake for the first few nights at camp, afraid the other campers 

would murder them in their beds. Others simply react to the inherent distrust of the 

other that plagues both societies, as this 15-year-old Palestinian explains: 

 
At the first moment when we reached the camp, we were so tired, the bus had 

broken, we were kept waiting until late at night… I thought when they took us to the 

bunk everyone would choose to sleep next to who they wanted because that’s the 

plan I had. We were four Palestinians who were very close friends, and I said “Okay, 

we’ll sit together, we’ll forget the Israelis.” Then we met our counsellor Andy, and 

he said “Okay, you’re with me,” and there were two Israelis, and there were two 

Jordanians, a Moroccan, a Qatari, and there was me. We started walking to the bunk, 

and our bunk was the last one in camp… I was holding my bags and walking, late at 

night, to the last bunk, and then I saw the showers and everything, and I said “Oh 

God, how can I come here?” In the morning I didn’t put away my things from my 

bag. I kept them in my backpack. I didn’t trust the Israelis. I put my bags behind my 

bed.33 

 

The simple act of experiencing proximity to each other often resonates as one of the 

most powerful memories of camp for the campers; one Palestinian remembered an 

“unimaginable” feeling when an Israeli passed him the ball so he could score on an 

Israeli goalkeeper during a soccer game.34 By no means do arguments and 

discussions cease at the end of the daily coexistence sessions; rather, they are 

continued in the dining hall, on the basketball courts (where campers have been heard 

to yell “Nazi”, “traitor” and various other epithets at each other) and in the bunks at 

night. Walking past the crude wooden cabins before and after lights out, it is possible 

                                                 
33 Amer (15-year-old Palestinian), quoted in Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 22-3. 
34 Ibid., 29. 
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to hear the campers earnestly discussing coexistence issues that emerged that day, or 

political dilemmas that were addressed in the day’s dialogue session. 
 

The profundity of such experiences resonates strongly with the campers themselves, 

for whom the constant, casual intimacies of camp life contrast sharply with their prior 

experiences of each other: 

 
“Picture this: an Israeli kid, a Palestinian kid, an Egyptian kid, and a Jordanian kid 

sleep next to each other, share their food, the soap, the toothpaste, everything. Tell 

me – is this a dream or reality?” asked Dan, an Israeli. “If you think it’s a dream,” he 

announced, “come to my bunk and see!”35 

 

Primed for confrontation even before they arrive, the campers spend the first few 

days of camp eyeing each other warily, tightly divided along delegation lines, waiting 

impatiently for the time they can challenge each other with “the truth” about the 

political impasse in Israel/Palestine. These desires are fed by the fact that both the 

Israeli government and the Palestinian National Authority send their delegations to a 

“pre-camp camp” before sending them to Seeds of Peace. These three-day 

preparation sessions consist of history lessons to inform campers of “the facts” 

relating to the conflict, as well as group bonding exercises to encourage loyalty to 

each other and their respective governments. All things considered, it is unsurprising 

that the first days of camp are underscored by a psychological tension as each side 

tries to size up the other. “A group of Palestinian boys came up to me on the second 

day,” related Ziad Abu-Rish, the assistant head counsellor for the boys at the first 

2003 session. “They nodded over at a group of Israeli boys they had been watching 

and said to me ‘can we go and talk to them?’ I said ‘this is camp, you don’t have to 

ask permission, you can go talk to whoever you want!’.”36 

 

Daily coexistence brings seemingly innocent issues to the surface, sometimes causing 

a “trigger” effect that prompts confrontations over symbolism and meaning. The 

wearing of a Star of David or map of Palestine around one’s neck has serious political 

                                                 
35 Ibid. 
36 Author. Personal communication with Ziad Abu-Rish, Boys' Head Counsellor, Seeds of Peace, June 
2003.  
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significance amongst these teenagers, for whom such symbols carry heavy cultural 

meaning. “Unpacking” these symbols, as the process is referred to, is a difficult 

experience that requires the examination of personal values and the consideration of 

what those values might mean for the other side. While Israelis worry over the 

meaning of the Palestinian flag, for example, Palestinians fear the Israeli flag, told by 

their grandparents that it represents a hidden Israeli dream of establishing a Jewish 

state from the Nile in Egypt to the Euphrates in Iraq. Discussing symbols like these, 

as well as words that invoke fear or power, helps them to be understood in terms of 

the meanings they convey.37  

 

Wearing of such symbols is discouraged – at the beginning of the observed 2003 

session, one female Israeli camper got off the bus draped in an Israeli flag which was 

immediately removed by staff – but it is ultimately up to the campers themselves to 

reach within and formulate an understanding of the pain such symbols might cause 

the other side. In The Enemy Has a Face, Wallach recounts an exchange between 

Palestinian and Israeli campers who were struggling over the meaning of a 

Palestinian flag. To the consternation of some Israelis who shared his bunk, a 

Palestinian boy had hung a small flag over his bed. As suggested by a staff member 

who had been approached by both sides over the issue, the campers eventually 

approached each other to discuss why the flag was present and why some members of 

the bunk didn’t want it there: 

 
The more Numan [the Palestinian] talked about the pride in his own country and 

wanting to have his own country established, the more Yaron [the Israeli] 

understood. He became less concerned whether it was hanging in his bunk or not and 

decided it was okay.38 

  

The Holocaust is another such trigger; the mere mention of the word at camp is a 

prescription for verbal chaos as both sides try to deny each other ownership of the 

term. For Palestinians, the term is applicable to as well as an excuse for the events 

and fallout from al-Nakbah in 1948; for Israelis, the Holocaust was a unique and 

                                                 
37 Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 61-3. 
38 Ibid., 60. 
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incomparable evil that remains completely distinct from the Palestinian experience.39 

Unpacking symbols in this manner helps to elicit a shift in the campers’ approaches 

to and understanding of each others’ realities. Deconstruction of these terms and 

references is a painful and confusing experience, but it drives home the idea that 

history and emotion is subject to interpretation and perception and should be 

accorded respect at all costs.  

 

Criticisms and weaknesses of the Seeds of Peace approach 

While Seeds of Peace can be regarded as an excellent example of a dialogue-oriented 

peacebuilding initiative for children in conflict zones, the model itself is not without 

flaws. For the most part, these flaws are acknowledged and discussed amongst the 

staff in a concerted effort to improve and increase the effectiveness of the experience, 

and to alter the goals of the program to reflect the changing political climate. Some 

problem areas, however, are inherently more complex than others, and have proven 

especially difficult to resolve. Some of these difficulties are discussed below.  

 
Language as Power 

As chapter 5 showed, language is a powerful tool in any confrontational setting; it is 

an especially potent force at camp. Though all campers are required to speak English, 

the first 2003 session marked the first time since the beginning of the Second Intifada 

in 2000 that Palestinian children from the West Bank had been able to attend camp. 

Since 2001, Gazan children have been entirely prevented from attending as a direct 

result of increased violence, checkpoint closures and bureaucratic issues. The Second 

Intifada also caused frequent and extended interruptions to Palestinian schooling, 

which in turn compromised the Palestinian children’s progression in English.  During 

the first week of dialogue encounter at session #1 of 2003, much of the facilitators’ 

debriefing meetings were spent discussing the glaring power imbalance that they 

believed characterised the dynamics in most dialogue groups. 

 
[Two facilitators] are very upset by the imbalance in English-speaking capability in 

[dialogue] – at first I thought that the Palestinian were simply more shy than the 

more boisterous Israelis but… It does seem that the Arabs are far less comfortable 

                                                 
39 Ibid., 64. 
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with expressing themselves in English but are embarrassed to admit this in front of 

the Israelis, because they think it’s perceived as a sign of weakness.40 

 

Although Seeds of Peace insists staff and campers maintain an English-only 

environment, it soon became apparent that to continue to do so in certain dialogue 

groups would inevitably compromise the Palestinians’ contribution to and experience 

of the process. At least four or five Palestinian campers kept almost entirely silent 

during the first week of dialogue sessions, until frequent requests for participation 

and the offering of translation on the part of their facilitators41 coaxed them into 

increased confidence: 

 
[A Jewish Israeli and a Palestinian Israeli facilitator] successfully campaigned to at 

least attempt to deal with the language issue by getting Jawad, a Seeds of Peace 

alumni who now studies in Washington DC, to translate this morning. They put the 

proposition to the group, who responded by saying they thought people should at 

least try to speak English… a lot of these kids don’t get that there are West Bank 

kids who almost literally don’t speak a word of English. That’s certainly the case 

with Nisreen, who not only speaks just Arabic but seems intent on keeping it that 

way (or at least keeping totally silent in dialogue sessions). [The Jewish Israeli 

facilitator] responded to this by saying she felt resentment on the Israeli side, and 

that language was power, which is the strongest thing I can remember [her] saying in 

dialogue sessions so far. So the translation was taken on board and as far as I could 

see Jawad did an amazing job – he sat behind Sami and Nisreen who barely 

acknowledged him, actually, though at least Sami did seem to respond to Jawad’s 

translation. At the beginning of the session Sami was listening to the translation and 

then responding in English – sometimes he had written down his comments in 

English before he said them. Towards the end of the session he seemed to gather the 

courage to speak in Arabic, which was a big coup since the facilitators have been 

trying for days to get the Arabic speakers comfortable with the idea of speaking it in 

dialogue sessions. Nisreen, however, just seemed totally disinterested in the 

conversation, although this could be because of the fairly extreme opinion she holds 

on land ownership – while the rest of the group managed to agree that a Palestinian 

state should be made from the West Bank and Gaza Strip, Nisreen’s one comment in 

                                                 
40 Extract from personal observation journal, June 28 2003. 
41 Though not all facilitators have a working knowledge of Hebrew and/or Arabic (such skills are 
considered unnecessary because of the English-language rule at camp), those campers with little 
English skills were placed with facilitators from the Middle East. Translation was therefore available if 
necessary. 
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the entire session was that Palestine should be declared in all of Israel, the West 

Bank and the Gaza Strip. She wouldn’t elaborate though, which made me think she 

didn’t know why she held this opinion or she was scared to share it with a group that 

was, on the whole, more moderate.42 

 

One facilitator related having seen a number of campers whose parents had written 

down translations of key words for them to use at camp, including “Road Map”, 

“suicide bomb”, “checkpoint” and “curfew”. In one observed dialogue session, Sami, 

a shy, quiet Palestinian boy with minimal English skills read out pertinent questions 

for the Israelis that he, or possibly his family members, had written out earlier in 

English.  

 

Since Seeds of Peace takes no role in the selection process of campers, it is unable to 

monitor the extent to which the children chosen to attend camp have English skills 

that will allow them to communicate at the optimum level.43 Israeli children, on the 

other hand, experience few interruptions to their schooling, learn English from the 

first grade and are exposed to American media which assists their mastery of the 

English language, giving them a definite language advantage over their Palestinian 

counterparts. The ensuing dynamic, therefore, tends to suggest that Palestinian 

campers are in general more subdued and less argumentative than more boisterous 

and sometimes verbally dominating Israelis.  

 

In observed dialogue sessions where a translator was present, however, it became 

apparent that if Palestinians and Israelis had been more evenly matched in their 

ability to communicate in English, the dynamic may have been significantly different. 

In an attempt to address the problem, trilingual facilitator Amjad Musa served as 

interpreter for two groups in the second session of 2003, translating everything into 

Arabic, Hebrew and English (the latter was to accommodate the one American in the 

group). The Hebrew speakers reacted negatively to this development, with one 

                                                 
42 Extract from personal observation journal, dialogue encounter session #7, Group C, July 1 2003. 
43 Bill Taylor, who directed the Dialogue program in 2003, believes this was in fact entirely the fault of 
Seeds of Peace. According to Taylor, the West Bank children who participated in 2003 were chosen by 
Palestinian “notables” and Seeds of Peace staff. While the Palestinians were on their way to camp, the 
staff were warned about the nonexistent English skills of some of the Palestinians – too late, Taylor 
says, for the staff to do anything about it. 
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camper choosing to move out of the group. Another initially wanted to move but 

ultimately stayed, and reported later that she was glad she did so. The facilitators and 

the director of dialogue concluded that the time dedicated to translation allowed the 

campers to process what was being said, which was difficult to achieve when 

communication was taking place quickly in English.44 Ziad Abu-Rish, the head boys’ 

counsellor fluent in English and Arabic, described to me his experience with a 

Palestinian boy during a General Swim session. The boy lifted his shirt to show Ziad 

the rubber bullet marks on his abdomen, which he said he had received from the 

Israeli army. As he didn’t know the English word for “bullet”, he was unable to relate 

this experience to his fellow campers during dialogue sessions. Because the process 

of conflict transformation at Seeds of Peace is based on the belief that campers must 

listen to each others’ conflict experiences in order to understand their point of view, a 

lack of ability to communicate trigger words such as “bullet” limits the degree of 

understanding that could be built between the two sides.  

 

Palestinian Israelis 

During the observation period, one aspect of the conflict emerged and remained the 

most difficult to tackle within the Seeds of Peace framework – the crisis of identity 

and loyalty faced by Palestinian Israelis at camp. As support for recognition of a 

unique Palestinian identity and nationalism has gathered momentum over the last 

decade, Palestinian citizens of Israel, historically referred to as “Arab Israelis”, have 

increasingly come to identify not as “Israeli”, but as Palestinian. It is far more 

common to hear Palestinian citizens of Israel refer to themselves as Palestinian 

Israelis rather than Arab Israelis, as the terminology in this thesis reflects; one 

Palestinian Israeli facilitator at the Seeds of Peace 2003 session defined himself as 

“an Arab who lives in Israel”. Though the Israeli government has expected and 

received loyalty from its Palestinian Israeli citizens, the recent surge in Palestinian 

nationalism in the West Bank and Gaza, and the strengthening affinity felt by 

Palestinian Israelis with their brethren in the West Bank and Gaza, has encouraged 

them to reconsider the meaning of their own nationalism. While nationality is 

traditionally associated with citizenship, it is increasingly dependent on ties to 

                                                 
44 Author. Personal communication with Bill Taylor. 
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ethnicity and shared historical experiences. This dichotomy of belonging resonates 

strongly for Palestinian Israelis, who hold Israeli citizenship as members of an ethnic 

and religious minority, but share a history, culture and ethnicity with the Palestinians 

of the West Bank and Gaza. The implications of this dichotomy and its 

reconsideration are felt and experienced acutely at Seeds of Peace. 

 

At the observed 2003 session, a male counsellor with five years’ experience at Seeds 

of Peace asserted that Palestinian Israelis are not served by the Seeds of Peace 

facilitation model, which, he believed, remained a “fundamental flaw” of the 

program.45 While the coexistence program at Seeds of Peace encourages exploration 

of campers’ own national pride and identity and a respect for those from the other 

side, it does not adequately address the acute feelings of split loyalty, confusion, guilt 

and betrayal that often plagues the Palestinian Israeli campers. Feelings like this are 

brought to the surface in dialogue sessions during exercises that address personal 

identity: many facilitators said the Palestinian Israeli members of their coexistence 

groups literally remained standing in the middle of the room when the groups were 

asked to divide up along nationality lines. If the Palestinian Israelis walked toward 

the Israeli group, the Palestinian group challenged them; if they walked toward the 

Palestinian group, the Jewish Israelis called them traitors. In 2005, a Palestinian 

Israeli boy had the following viewpoint: “I can’t say anything. I’m an Israeli and if I 

say something against them, I’m saying something about myself. I’m also a 

Palestinian, so if I say something against them, I’m saying something against 

myself”.46 Facilitators reported tears resulting from this searing sense of split loyalty.  

 

Similar themes reverberate throughout camp for Palestinian Israelis whenever issues 

of nationalism arise. The flag-raising ceremony that marks the official start to each 

camp session, during which members of each delegation gather under their flag and 

sing their national anthem as the other delegations look on (figure 4), again 

challenges the position of the Palestinian Israelis. Do they sing the Israeli or the 

Palestinian national anthem? The implications of the decision are built powerfully on 

issues related to acceptance by and approval of their fellow campers. Significantly, 

                                                 
45 Informal meeting with selected counsellors and facilitators, Friday June 27 2003.  
46 Author. Personal communication with Bill Taylor. 
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staff members report that some Israeli delegation leaders have “threatened” that the 

Palestinian Israeli campers will be sent home if they sing the Palestinian anthem. The 

delegation leaders do not have the power to carry out such threats, but the campers 

believe they do, and many Palestinian Israelis sing the anthem regardless. In 2005, a 

delegation leader shouted at some campers under the U.S. flagpole while the U.S. 

national anthem was being sung and the media’s cameras were focused there.47 

 

  
Figure 4: Members of the Palestinian delegation sing their national anthem at the flag-raising 
ceremony (Source: author’s private collection) 
 

Delegation Leaders 

While their role at camp is to provide a support base for members of their delegation 

if required, and to participate in their own coexistence program, the Israeli and 

Palestinian delegation leaders often participate in the coexistence process in 

profoundly negative ways. Their contributions tend to be very different from the other 

delegation leaders, who show complete support for Seeds of Peace and its processes. 

The Israeli delegation leaders in particular – quietly nicknamed the “thought police” 

by some Seeds of Peace staff – have been known to manipulate and pressure their 

campers when issues of nationality arise. An especially salient example of this took 

place during one of the weekly religious services that are intended only for campers 

who wish to participate. Watching the Israeli delegation organise for the Shabbat 

service, it soon became apparent that the Israeli delegation leaders had made all their 

campers take part in the Jewish ritual, including the Palestinian Israelis. This was an 

                                                 
47 Ibid. 
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upsetting development for the Seeds of Peace staff, particularly in the light of the 

difficulties already faced by the Palestinian Israelis. Many of the Israeli delegation’s 

Jewish campers, furthermore, came from extremely secular backgrounds, and it was 

clear that a number of them had perhaps never before uttered the religious prayers 

they were now being made to sing. The Palestinian and Israeli delegation leaders also 

persisted in speaking to their campers in Arabic and Hebrew respectively, and it was 

rumoured that those who challenged the delegation leaders were being threatened 

with an early return home. Fear of the delegation leaders could be expected to 

influence the confidence-building measures instigated by the Seeds of Peace 

framework – though the campers are answerable only to Seeds of Peace staff, it is 

also understandable that they feel pressure from delegation leaders, who appeal to 

nationalist loyalty when ideological conflicts arise. 

 

Religious observance 

While Seeds of Peace exercises a philosophy of religious tolerance and respect, initial 

attempts to bring strictly observant Jewish youngsters to camp proved to compromise 

the nature of the program. The restrictions of Orthodox Judaism made it problematic 

for them to participate. Dietary laws, for instance, require all food to be kosher: while 

no pork is served at Seeds of Peace out of deference to both Islam and Judaism, the 

effort required to provide completely kosher food to religious youngsters proved too 

great. Other problems arose on Sabbath days: Orthodox Judaism prohibits “work” 

from sundown on Friday to sundown on Saturday, which prevents observant 

youngsters at camp from travelling in vehicles, participating in sporting events, and 

operating electricity.  

 

While initial attempts were made to accommodate these restrictions, it was eventually 

decided that the three-week experience was too short to effectively remove a day 

from the calendar for these youngsters. Strictly observant Muslim youngsters, 

however, face fewer restrictions: although many Arab campers observe Islamic 

rituals, there are few restrictions on activity that are comparable to that of Judaism’s. 

Observant Muslim youth, therefore, are able to abide by the tenets of Islam at camp 

while participating fully in camp activities. The result is that observant Jewish Israeli 

children are underrepresented at Seeds of Peace. Since Jewish religious observance 
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among Israelis usually corresponds with intolerant and uncompromising views on 

peace and conflict, the Jewish children whose political views are strongly linked to 

religious rationale do not generally attend Seeds of Peace initiatives.  
 

Resonance and Effectiveness of the Seeds of Peace program 

Described by the press as “the miracle in the Maine woods”, Seeds of Peace risks 

being dismissed as a cathartic adventure for demographically insignificant groups of 

youngsters whose experiences will neither resonate once they return home nor impact 

upon the conflict to any significant extent. Once the campers return to the Middle 

East, critics ask, how relevant will their shifts be, and will their loyalty to the Seeds 

of Peace philosophy withstand the pressures of the political situation? 

 

Though the U.S. media given the program a considerable amount of exposure, a 

number of news segments have focused on the ultimate disillusionment some 

campers felt upon returning home. Particularly disappointing to the Seeds of Peace 

staff was NBC’s 2002 profile of five boys who attended the inaugural session in 1993 

and who, nine years later, were drawing upon the recent developments of the Second 

Intifada to express their frustration with the peace process and their ultimate lack of 

faith in the effectiveness of programs such as Seeds of Peace.48 While other, similarly 

structured news segments emphasise the strength and tenacity of friendships 

established at camp, even those with a positive approach tend to be reported in tones 

tinged with sadness, suggesting that the continuation of such a program is futile 

amidst the seething resentment of the escalating conflict.  

 

The central questions asked of Seeds of Peace tend to revolve around three core 

issues. First, to what extent does the camp experience precipitate a definite, 

perceivable shift in attitudes towards war, peace and coexistence in its participants? 

Second, can an isolated, short-lived experience motivate teenagers to the extent that 

they become willing to take risks for peace once they return to the home community? 

And third, to what extent can the activities and philosophies of a proportionally tiny 

                                                 
48 "Profile: A Separate Peace; Israeli and Palestinian Men Who Attended Seeds of Peace Camp as 
Boys in 1993 Discuss Their Feelings for Each Other Now". Reported by Keith Morrison. Produced by 
NBC News (New York: 2002) Transcript. July 15 2002. http://global.factiva.com. 
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number of teenagers impact positively on the broader community, considering the 

intimidating numbers they are up against once they return home? The next segment of 

this chapter addresses these core issues. 

 

Assessing the Effectiveness of Seeds of Peace  

Until its commissioning of the Zogby Report in 2003, and its own evaluation which 

was carried out in 2004, Seeds of Peace had no official attitudinal evaluation of its 

campers that determined exactly how “effective” the program was in eliciting a shift 

in attitudes, or the degree to which its philosophy resonates for the teenagers in the 

long term. It had, however, conducted hundreds of interviews with graduates of the 

Seeds of Peace program in order to gauge their responses, many of which are 

documented in Wallach’s book. Revealing as these interviews are with regards to the 

resonance and transformative ability of the program, it is imperative to consider that 

the bulk of campers profiled in his book were interviewed before 2000, when the 

peace process began to deteriorate completely and contact between Israel and 

Palestine became, at times, totally restrictive.  

 

In addition, Wallach himself harboured reservations towards carrying out a rigorous 

and scientific study – he believed that anecdotal evidence was sufficient to gauge the 

attitudes of participants. Other staff disagreed with his argument, believing that the 

campers were fond of Wallach and may have told him what he wanted to hear; it is 

for this reason that scientific studies were not instigated until after his death in 

2002.49 Assessing whether or not youth-oriented dialogue encounter can make a 

unique contribution to peacebuilding in Israel/Palestine must consider the context of 

the conflict itself; for this reason, the immediacy of the two reports provide 

compelling evidence to assess the effectiveness of the Seeds of Peace program in the 

sociopolitical environment in which it operates. 

 

1. To what extent does Seeds of Peace precipitate a definite, perceivable shift in 

attitudes towards war, peace and coexistence in its participants? 

                                                 
49 Author. Personal communication with Bill Taylor. 
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The Seeds of Peace evaluation was conducted in sessions 1 and 2 of 2004, during 

which surveys were distributed to campers before camp began and immediately after 

it ended. Questions were both quantitative and qualitative in nature. In total, 290 

surveys were completed and analysed, of which 127 were from session 1 and 150 

were from session 2, and 13 of which were completed by delegation leaders from 

unspecified sessions.50 Israeli campers completed 97 of the surveys,51 identifying as 

American Israeli (2); Arab Israeli (1); Druze Israeli (1); Israeli (83); Israeli 

Palestinian (2); and Palestinian Israeli (8). Palestinian campers completed 81 of the 

surveys, identifying as American Palestinian (1); Israeli Palestinian (2), Jordanian 

Palestinian (2); Palestinian (68); and Palestinian Israeli (8).  

 

Campers were given a statement and then asked to indicate, on a scale of one to 

seven, the degree to which they agreed with that statement (1 meaning “strongly 

disagree”; 7 meaning “strongly agree”). Quantitative questions posed in the survey 

centred on the evolution of attitudes towards war and peace; perception, 

understanding and trust of campers from “the other side”; the development and 

maintenance of friendships; the extent to which campers felt they desired and were 

able to influence events in their home communities; and the sociopolitical rights of 

“the other side”. Full details of results were tabled in appendices to the report, and 

were separated by nationality. 

 

Three separate questions regarding peace were posed, each of which defined the 

concept in different ways (the first question incorporating the least ambitious 

definition; the final question the most ambitious). There was a definite tendency for 

optimism about the possibility of achieving peace to increase across the board for all 

nationality groups over the duration of the camp period. Overall, campers also 

increased their level of commitment to peacebuilding, even when peace was given the 

most ambitious definition: those defining themselves as Israeli reflected a 1.4 per cent 

                                                 
50 Bill Taylor and Marieke Van Woerkom. "Seeds of Peace Middle East Pre/Post Camp Survey". Seeds 
of Peace: 2004.  
51 Of the 290 total surveys analysed, only the 178 filled out by Palestinians and Israelis are discussed in 
this thesis. The remainder specified their nationality as American (30), Druze (8), Egyptian (23), 
Jordanian (32), Moroccan (3), Qatari (5), Tunisian (5) and Yemeni (4), and the relevance of their 
responses falls outside the constraints of this thesis, which is concerned with conflict transformation in 
the Israel/Palestine context. 
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increase in commitment, while those defining themselves as Palestinian reflected an 

8.88 per cent increase. Revealingly, however, those defining themselves as Israeli and 

Palestinian showed a decrease in commitment to peacebuilding, with a 28.57 per cent 

drop in commitment when “peace” was given its most ambitious definition.52 This 

could well reflect the tendency for Israeli Palestinians to leave camp move confused 

about their identity than when they arrived.  

 

Of all the changes in trust levels between nationalities at camp, those experiencing 

the most dramatic shift in trust were Palestinian and Israelis. Israeli campers revealed 

a 24 per cent increase in their trust of Palestinians; a 13.85 per cent increase in their 

trust of Arabs; a 9.69 per cent increase in their trust of Muslims; and a 1.44 per cent 

increase in their trust of Arab Israelis.53 Similarly, Palestinian campers revealed a 

49.16 per cent increase in their trust of Jewish Israelis; a 35.09 per cent increase in 

trust of Jews; and an 18.48 per cent increase in trust of Arab Israelis. Taylor and van 

Woerkom identified Israelis’ and Palestinians’ change in trust for each other as the 

most dramatic changes compared with the change in trust levels of other nationality 

groups.54 

 

When asked to consider whether certain nationality groups could be considered a 

“friend” to one’s own nationality, campers again reflected a strong shift in attitudes 

towards the other side. Israelis experienced a 39.9 per cent increase in the extent to 

which they considered Palestinians to be a friend; an 18.89 per cent change toward 

Muslims; a 6.52 per cent change toward Arab Israelis; and a 21.81 per cent change 

toward Arabs. These changes were by far the most dramatic when compared with 

changes in Israeli attitudes toward other nationalities represented at camp. Similarly, 

Palestinians reflected a 32.55 per cent change in the degree to which they considered 

Jewish Israelis to be a friend and a 23.11 per cent change toward Jews. Asked about 

the extent to which they thought a friendship with an individual from the other side 

was possible, a less dramatic, but nevertheless discernable trend emerged. Israelis 

experienced a 14.85 per cent increase in willingness to consider friendships with 
                                                 
52 Taylor and Van Woerkom. "Seeds of Peace Middle East Pre/Post Camp Survey", 6.   
53 The term “Arab Israeli” is used here instead of the term “Palestinian Israeli”, which is used in the 
rest of this thesis, purely because as it is used in this particular section of the Seeds of Peace report. 
54 Taylor and Van Woerkom. "Seeds of Peace Middle East Pre/Post Camp Survey", 12.   
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campers from the other side; a 7.69 per cent increase toward Muslims; a 0.76 per cent 

increase toward Arab Israelis, and a 6.51 per cent increase toward Arabs. 

Palestinians, meanwhile, experienced an 18.4 per cent increase towards Jews and a 20 

per cent increase toward Jewish Israelis, a change Taylor and van Woerkom 

interpreted as dramatic.55 Open-ended questions posed to campers in the post-camp 

survey revealed an overall 61 per cent change for the better in attitudes toward the 

other.56 

 

When questioned about the right of the other side to live in a safe, independent state 

of their own, a small but discernable increase in positive responses emerged. While 

responses were already fairly high in the pre-camp survey (the lowest score was 4.24 

out of 7 and related to the Palestinian attitude toward a state called Israel), the 

average increase was 5.49 per cent for the Israeli attitude toward Palestine, and 15.31 

per cent for the Palestinian attitude toward Israel.57 

 

Overall, the Seeds of Peace report reflects a consistently positive trend in the shift of 

attitudes as a result of the camp’s programs. Although some of these shifts are less 

dramatic than others, they do not suggest that the program is only moderately 

successful. There are two factors to take into account: first, that the campers generally 

revealed a fairly benign attitude toward peace in the first place, and second, that any 

positive change (as opposed to a negative change or no change at all) is interpreted as 

a success amongst peacebuilding practitioners, as chapter 5 discussed. Analysis of 

pre-camp surveys reveals most campers already possessed relatively moderate 

attitudes towards campers from the other side, which suggests a smaller degree of 

latitude between pre- and post-camp perceptions. Despite the fact that some shifts 

seem fairly small, they were always in a positive direction and reflect a strong trend 

toward improvement of attitudes as a direct result of the Seeds of Peace program. 

Very few campers’ answers revealed a lack of shift in perception – almost all post-

camp answers differed from the pre-camp answers.  

 
                                                 
55 Ibid.17-18, 23-24.   
56 Ibid, 43.  The figure of 61 per cent in this particular instance refers to the TOTAL number of Middle 
Eastern campers surveyed, not specifically to Israeli and Palestinian campers. 
57 Ibid, 44-5.   
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Revealingly, the open-ended questions showed the three most culturally interactive 

activities – dialogue sessions, Colour Games and group challenge – were consistently 

listed as the first and second most useful and favourite activities amongst the 

campers.58 This suggests that the campers themselves felt they benefited the most 

from exposure to members of the other side of the conflict. The Seeds of Peace 

report, consequently, reveals the overall success of the camp’s programs and 

initiatives in precipitating shifts in awareness, tolerance, understanding and trust of 

the other side and conflict-related issues. Even the less dramatic shifts point to an 

overall trend toward an understanding that coexistence and peacebuilding initiatives 

help to foster positive feelings between youth members of conflict societies. 

 

2. Can an isolated, short-lived experience motivate teenagers to the extent that they 

are willing to take risks for peace once they return to their communities? 

Taylor and van Woerkom intended their surveys to be followed by another 

assessment once the camp participants had been home for six months. Both 

subsequently left the organisation, however, and the follow-up survey was not 

administered, which makes it difficult to draw conclusions about any longitudinal 

effects. Regardless, the surveys that were administered revealed that Palestinians and 

Israelis expressed a strong desire to remain involved in Seeds of Peace’s regional 

follow-up programs, and to become involved in other peace-related activities at 

home.59 Similarly, most campers reported a perceived increase in their own ability to 

influence people from “the other side” regarding the conflict.  

 

Hundreds of Seeds of Peace graduates have been interviewed since Seeds of Peace’s 

inception for their views on the organisation and the effectiveness of its programs. 

Overwhelmingly, the reactions were optimistic and reflected feelings of fulfilment 

and political realignment, despite the numerous challenges many faced upon 

returning home: 

 
“When I went home, I was very happy because I was going to tell the people what 

happened to me. And first I expected that they would be happy too. But everything 

                                                 
58 Ibid, 57.   
59 Ibid, 52.   
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was completely different,” says Hiba, a Palestinian camper from 1997. Her friends 

said she had been brainwashed. At school she was suddenly regarded as an outsider. 

“Hiba, what’s wrong with you?” asked her classmates when she talked about her 

experiences at Seeds of Peace….  

“At first I was hopeless. How can I convince those people to forget their pain?” 

asked Hiba. She decided to invite an Israeli she had met at camp to their home. “My 

family said it was okay, but for my friends and other people around me, it was, you 

know, crazy. At first, they didn’t believe me. ‘What are you saying, an Israeli girl to 

your home?’.” She came a few days later. When Hiba’s mother told them that a 

Palestinian boy had been shot that afternoon near their home, she was surprised at 

the reaction of her daughter’s Israeli friend. Hiba said her mother expected the Israeli 

girl to be pleased. Instead, “she was very sad and said how bad it was, why did they 

do that?” said Hiba. “My mother didn’t expect an Israeli girl to say that in our house. 

So she liked her a lot and asked me to invite her again to our house.”  

At school, Hiba did not try to disguise her new feelings. “Look, I’m thinking in 

another way,” she told her friends, arguing that it was “higher” than their way of 

thinking because she wanted to talk about the intricacies of the peace process.60 

 

The Seeds of Peace experience also motivates them to invest their new political self-

confidence in speaking out in the educational and public arena: 

 
And Hiba seems prepared to act on that new self-confidence…. on the same day of 

the interview in her Bethlehem home, she said she had another argument with her 

teacher. “Do you know what the Israelis think?” Hiba had interrupted. “That’s not 

our lesson today,” replied her teacher. “Just let me explain something, what they 

think,” said Hiba. “They think many different things. They have their own history 

and we have our own history. We must respect their history. Even if I think there is 

something wrong in their history, I must keep silent. I’m sure that they think our 

history is wrong. But they must also respect. That’s what you have to do,” she 

implored. “You have to understand the thing you are talking about from all sides, 

from our side and from their side…. The thing I’ve learned,” she says, “is that I can 

maintain my beliefs and know something better.”61 

 

Through the establishment of close personal relationships with members of the other 

side, the campers are able to push through the boundary lines of prejudice so that new 

encounters with old experiences are imbued with fresh implications: 
                                                 
60 “Hiba”, quoted in Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 88-9. 
61 “Hiba”, quoted in Ibid., 89. 
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Roy, an Israeli camper, also discovered that “serious things are going on there [in 

Gaza and the West Bank] – that Palestinians are not treated as human beings.” He 

had been led to believe that all Palestinians support Hamas, “that they all want war. 

But when I got to speak with them I found out they’re not all in one direction like 

they’re blindfolded and when the leader decides something they all have to 

follow.”… 

It is noteworthy that Roy did not make this discovery in his coexistence workshop 

but in his bunk, where, he said, “it’s more personal, more intimate.” There he 

developed a friendship with Mohammed, the Palestinian whose pregnant aunt died 

because the ambulance taking her to a hospital was prohibited from crossing a Gaza 

checkpoint. To Roy, it meant a lot that Mohammed took out the clothes he had 

bought for his parents and eight brothers and sisters and showed them to him. “It was 

awesome because we really got to speak and we really bonded. We switched T-

shirts,” Roy said proudly. Mohammed always spoke about his gun wounds, he said, 

“like his bullet wounds here on the ankle and on the back. Up until then I thought it’s 

a fake. Like I thought it was probably a couple of pricks, not something serious. 

Then he told me how it hurt him personally and it offended him as a person, not only 

physically,” said Roy… 

But what brought it home to Roy was watching Israeli television footage of a 

Palestinian being shot in the head with rubber bullets. “…So that was the first time I 

saw what my friends might be facing, you know, in the Gaza Strip. How can I not 

care how Sa’ad lives or how Amer lives because I care for them. So I cannot just 

ignore it,” he said.62 

 

Many campers become even more vocal as a result of their feelings of alienation and 

persecution for their newfound beliefs.63 The energy devoted to establishing a tightly-

knit group of teenagers with a loyalty to themselves and each other rather than to the 

dominant political narrative, the emphasis on friendship, the promulgation of a 

duality of history and the promotion of a strong sense of confidence through 

leadership and peacebuilding initiatives within the camp setting ensure that the return 

home, though by no means a smooth transition, does not spell the end of the 

coexistence experience. In a sense the challenge has only just begun, for it is one 

thing for the campers to feed off the frenzy of energy generated by the camp 

experience, and quite another to find the motivation within themselves to carry on the 
                                                 
62 “Roy”, quoted in Ibid., 94-5. 
63 Ibid., 96. 
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responsibilities of ambassador and peacebuilder once separated from those who 

shared the adventure. This reality is recognised by the participants: the Zogby report 

revealed that only 30 per cent of Israelis and 5 per cent of Palestinians believed their 

friends would strongly support their new views toward the other side.64 

 

The practicalities of maintaining cross-border friendships in the context of the Second 

Intifada, however, are particularly problematic: frequent border closures and 

checkpoint bureaucracy, as well as significant dangers to both sides, currently make it 

extremely difficult for campers to visit each other without bureaucratic assistance. 

Seeds of Peace’s original program tag line – “make one friend from the other side” – 

is no longer the organisation’s central goal for each participant, the focus having 

shifted towards encouraging campers to understand that there is more than one way to 

view a conflict.65 The small shift in perception about establishing and maintaining 

cross-conflict friendships could well be due to the teenagers’ own awareness of 

geopolitics: they may desire those friendships, but their knowledge of how difficult it 

will be to maintain them at home is a strong feature of their experience.  

 

For this reason, Seeds of Peace invests in an energetic alumni program whose 

activities not only keep the experience alive for former campers by encouraging them 

to remain in contact, but also spread the philosophy of the organisation by expanding 

its initiatives into the global arena. One arm of the alumni program is SeedsNet, is an 

email forum for Seeds of Peace graduates, which provides an ongoing safe and secure 

space in which former campers (only Seeds of Peace participants and staff have 

access to the site) can continue political and philosophical discussions and keep each 

other informed of the goings-on in their personal lives, which helps reinforce the 

humanity fundamental to the program. In this context they are able to build a support 

network to which they can refer when confronted with challenges in their home 

environments, and help each other to stay motivated and engaged in the issues 

initially explored at camp. The following SeedsNet excerpts reflect the degree to 

which graduate campers remain moved and affected by the processes initiated at 

                                                 
64 Will Daley. "Moving Towards Understanding". Zogby International: 2004, 4.   
65 Author. Personal communication with Bill Taylor. 
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camp, as well as the lengths to which they go to keep one another informed of the 

human experience of conflict: 

 
Subject: Dear Paul ofcourse other can read..! 

From: "[A Palestinian girl]"  

Date: Mon, 22 Sep 2003 14:44:16 +0200 

X-Message-Number: 3 

 

dearest paul .. 

i wanna respond to your letter’s comment about what happened with reem. 

… paul… you have to know that you are making new reasons for new attacks and 

that wont work. paul, i dont want innocent people to get killed from both sides. i 

dont want children to suffer. but paul this way ur IDF which i see everyday like 

everybody sees the sky is treating us disrespectfully, which means before asking 

them to do such a thing as investegating houses, they should learn above all how to 

respect us as human beings. before we are palestinians and the other side. 

i dont care if i got hamas or another organization where i live. i do think that i have 

the right me and my children to sleep the whole night and spend our days normally. 

you are not better than us. u dont deserve it while we dont…  

paul you can’t stop freedom fighters in ways which gives them more reasons to 

atack. if it happened with a  little child waking him up at 3 am what do you think hes 

gonna think of the army ? what he’s gonna say when he’s seeing his dad raising his 

hands up? questioning by the solidiers? maybe his little baby brother is crying?   then 

how is he goning to continue what he was dreaming about? what will hapened then ? 

how is he going to tell his friend about it the other day at school ?. 

paul this how it is and u say why they got such a hatred for israel?!?!?! 

Yours [A Palestinian girl] 

lots of respect 

second session 2003 

 
Subject: to Reem and all the campers! from [A Palestinian girl]. israeli campers.. plz 

read it! 

From: "[A Palestinian girl]" 

Date: Mon, 22 Sep 2003 20:24:29 +0200 

X-Message-Number: 10 

 

A, dear [Israeli boy]; 

actually i dont know what to say, but maybe we in Nablus face a lot of these  
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inhumane and unkind behaviors from the israeli soldiers! so that i can  feel with u 

very well.... and i want to say that i’m really proud of u .. u knew how to deal with 

this kind of people... they don’t even deserve to speak with them, coz this is not their 

way in life, their way is to kill,  to destroy,  

and to ruin! 

i’d like to share with all of u what happened just 1 hour ago in Nablus,,, people were 

in their work, in their shops, in their homes, and everything  was normal until the 

israeli soldiers entered the city all of a sudden, attacked all the people in the shops... 

stopped cars and people in the street... broke 3 cars!! and began shooting in a 

horrible way! they arrested 26 guys for no reason!! they did nothing. just as a kind of 

capturing!! and one of their unhumane behaviors of course! so guys.. do u think that 

there is any need for attacking and shooting ?!! they r just keeping in ruining our 

lives in any way, in destroying.. and breaking our wills!what can i say? and what can 

we do?!! nothing........ but hope one day we’ll exchange the force, and then we’ll 

know how to treat u and deal with u so  

that u may feel our suffering!!! 

[A Palestinian girl], 

2nd session 2003 

Nablus66 

 

Exchanges such as these form part of a lengthy, daily email thread that is sent to all 

graduates on the mailing list and moderated by Seeds of Peace staff. The letters 

reflect an ongoing interest in the issues raised at camp, and a desire to teach each 

other about the different ways in which the conflict manifests. As they relate daily 

events to each other, they broaden their understanding of each other’s lives and how 

they are affected by political violence, continuing Seeds of Peace’s support for dual 

narratives and the exchange of life experiences.   

 

Highly motivated and involved former campers are encouraged to return to camp for 

a second year through the Peer Support Program, which encourages those who have 

stayed actively engaged with Seeds of Peace in the interim to further build on their 

leadership and dialogue skills. When they attend camp for the second time, they are 

able to provide additional support for first-time campers by drawing on their own 

                                                 
66 SeedsNet Digest, September 22 2003. In order to allow these emails to fully reflect the writing styles 
of their authors, spelling, punctuation and grammar is reproduced here exactly as it appears in the 
Digest. Email addresses have been deleted to protect privacy. 
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experiences with the conflict transformation process. Through a separate, more 

enriched coexistence program which includes outward bound adventures and 

exploration of the Brazilian martial art capoeira, the “PSs” provide an opportunity for 

Seeds of Peace to train home-grown leaders who can return to the region and 

continue to work for peace. To this end, efforts are made at camp to provide 

opportunities for the PSs to exercise and strengthen their leadership skills.67 Through 

their pre and post-camp surveys, the Peer Support campers revealed even more 

dramatic increases in beliefs about achieving peace and desires to remain actively 

engaged in peace-related activities than did first-year campers;68 campers who return 

to Seeds of Peace appear to be particularly moved by and committed to the idea of 

working for peace within their own communities.   

 

Responding to the difficulties faced by campers wanting to keep in contact with 

friends from the other side as well as those wishing to continue exploring coexistence 

and peacebuilding, Seeds of Peace established the Jerusalem Centre for 

Coexistence in 1999 with the blessings of both the Israeli government and the 

Palestinian Authority. The full-time staff maintains a dynamic range of programs 

aimed at keeping coexistence relevant and geographically possible amidst travel 

restrictions, curfews, terrorist attacks and military operations. As well as maintaining 

and reigniting contact between the older Seeds of Peace alumni and operating a 

hotline for graduates “overwhelmed” by daily events, the centre offers advanced 

facilitation training and provides a forum in which graduates can meet with political 

officials and the media, providing them with the opportunity to become spokespeople 

for their generation.  

 

Amongst the centre’s many activities are cultural exchanges between Arabs and Jews 

(continuing despite the overwhelming effects of the current political climate), issue-

oriented workshops, art projects promoting new modes of self-expression and 

communication, and video projects including the recent production of Peace of Mind, 

                                                 
67 Seeds of Peace. "Seeds of Peace Staff Manual Summer 2003", 18.   
68 Taylor and Van Woerkom. "Seeds of Peace Middle East Pre/Post Camp Survey".  
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a documentary filmed entirely by alumni and produced by Global Action Project.69 

As one of the few organisations with the influence and means to reunite Palestinians 

and Israelis in the current political context, Seeds of Peace also holds “check in” 

meetings throughout Israel and the Palestinian Territories, which allow program 

graduates to share their challenges and confront obstacles together; and advanced 

coexistence programs which refine the dialogue skills learned at camp. Importantly, 

the Jerusalem Centre also runs a strong outreach program, in which Seeds of Peace 

graduates from both Palestine and Israel speak to high school audiences and 

community leaders about their experiences at Seeds of Peace and the philosophy of 

the organisation.70 

 

In the six years since its inception, 2,000 Seeds of Peace graduates have become 

involved with the Jerusalem Centre. Staff members interpret this figure as reflective 

of the high degree to which the original US-based program resonates for graduates 

upon their return home. As much a channel through which to maintain friendships as 

a framework for continued peacebuilding initiatives, the popularity of the Centre 

reflects the continued commitment of many Seeds of Peace graduates for whom the 

Maine experience is merely one step in a greater process of peacebuilding.  

 

Seeds of Peace also sponsors the publication of The Olive Branch, a bi-monthly 

news magazine written, edited, produced and researched entirely by Seeds of Peace 

graduates from all its conflict zones. Doubling as a vehicle for increasing the 

visibility of graduates and their coexistence work,71 The Olive Branch publishes 

editorials, current events analyses, youth opinion polls, cartoons and interviews, and 

provides a written channel through which campers stay involved and motivated. 

Within the framework of the magazine, the Seeds of Peace graduates are given 

another chance to share ideas, collaborate on a joint project and reap the benefit of the 

results.  

 

                                                 
69 Gantcher. "Seeds of Peace: A Decade of Peacemaking", 42-7.  See Global Action Project [Website] 
2004 [Retrieved August 26 2004]; available from www.global-action.org. 
70 Seeds of Peace [Website] 2005 [Retrieved November 25 2003];available from 
www.seedsofpeace.org. 
71 Gantcher. "Seeds of Peace: A Decade of Peacemaking", 38.   
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I’m a Seed. Do you know what a Seed is? It’s not easy to be a Seed, especially in 

this situation where everything is black. We just came to sop camp and made a white 

point into the middle of the darkness. Since I came back from camp I’m a new 

person. I see things differently, especially in the place I live, which is on the border 

between Israel and the West Bank. I am a Palestinian-Israeli, and I can see every 

action and reaction from both sides. Actually I live the two lives of both sides at the 

same time. It’s not easy but it’s very special, because I believe that everything that 

makes you different is the same thing that makes you special. We are all special 

because we are Seeds, no matter where we are from. We are the future and the hope, 

so keep your hearts open and welcome everyone. 

Amani Jaber (Taybeh)72 

 

The Olive Branch allows program graduates to refine their communication skills by 

giving them a forum in which to explore and exercise their political beliefs. In the 

Spring 2005 issue, for example, Sagi Ganot from Holon writes of the Gaza 

disengagement: “For me, the plan signifies not only increased security and economic 

improvements, but also an ease to the life of Palestinian Gazans and increased 

understanding of the moves Israel must take in the future. It’s not a “necessary evil,” 

he writes, “but a brave course of action that will prove vital in the long run, for 

Israelis and Palestinians alike.”73 Since The Olive Branch’s contributors live in other 

conflict regions besides Israel/Palestine, the magazine has a distinctly worldly edge, 

reminding its contributors and readers of the global impact that their peacebuilding 

activities can elicit. 

 

3. To what extent can the activities and philosophies of a proportionally tiny number 

of teenagers impact positively on the broader community?  

A recurring theme in the stories Seeds of Peace graduates tell about their experiences 

is the compulsion they feel to spread what they have learned at camp. Azza, a 15-

year-old Palestinian from Jericho, told me how she wanted to go home and tell people 

about peace. “I will tell them first that everyone in Palestine, every single person is 

suffering,” she said. “Sharon is suffering, Arafat is suffering, every person in 

Palestine and Israel is suffering, not only us. Even if they’re not hurt from inside, 
                                                 
72 Amani Jaber, "Letters," The Olive Branch, Fall 2002, 3. 
73 Sagi Ganot. "Two Views of Disengagement". The Olive Branch (online edition) [Website] Spring 
2005 [Retrieved November 1 2005];available from 
http://www.seedsofpeace.org/site/PageServer?pagename=OB_v9i1elections. 
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they’re hurt when they see what’s happening. I will try to tell all the people in Jericho 

with me – all my friends, that everybody wants peace, everybody likes this idea. They 

have to know it.”74 Likewise, the following excerpt from a conversation with Thalia 

and Chana, two Jewish Israelis, reveals the domino effect a transformative shift can 

have: 

 
Q: [Are you] getting to know each other and playing sport and talking about boys 

and that kind of thing? 

 
Thalia: Boys, we haven’t got to that part yet, you know (laughs)…. We have lots of 
politics, but you can go with us to whatever game you want to, today we had Group 
Challenge, it was so much fun, I was so scared and everyone was cheering me on, 
not the Israelis, I had a Palestinian, Hanin is her name, she was saying “Ok Thalia, 
come on, trust me”. I wanted to cry, I was so scared, and they were all cheering. You 
should see that. And then you would understand friendship. 
 
Q: And does that kind of thing have an effect on how you feel about politics? When 

you go home? 

 

Thalia: When we fight in [dialogue sessions], we fight on our opinions, no matter if 

they’re our friends, if we like them or not. Those are our opinions. But outside we’re 

friends. And I just realised, you know, when I got here and I met my bunkmates, the 

Palestinians, I was really embarrassed, like “hi…”. And I wasn’t so sure what to say 

to them. 

 

Q: Was that the first time you’d ever had anything to do with a Palestinian? 

 

Thalia: I live in Tel Aviv. I have nothing to do with Palestinians. And that was 

freaky. And then in a couple of days I got used to it. They are people, like us. 

They’re people, and they’re nice people. You have to step out of politics. 

 

Q: Is there anything you think you’re going to go home and teach your parents and 

your brothers and sisters and friends? 

 

Chana: I will try, definitely. Because all my family is, you know, in the right wing 

there. And I am the only one in the left wing.  

 

Q: How did that happen? 

 

                                                 
74 Personal communication with “Azza”, Seeds of Peace session #1, June 2003. 
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Chana: I have no idea how. I just understand the other side, I guess. Because I know 

that when they throw stones, they throw stones because there are soldiers coming up 

to the land but they didn’t understand the soldiers are actually coming because there 

is terror.75 
 

Although they are usually eager to return home and share their experiences with their 

communities, many Seeds of Peace graduates experience open hostility and 

resentment from their friends and family when they attempt to share the ideals they 

learned at camp. It is often extremely difficult for those at home to hear the newly-

formed opinions of their teenagers, who have just had an extended period of intense 

contact with members of the “other side” that rivals anything their contemporaries at 

home have experienced. Nevertheless, the strong patronage of the Jerusalem Centre 

for Coexistence shows that campers graduates are succeeding in opening their 

communities to the ideology of Seeds of Peace: frequent “open days” at the Centre 

that cater for graduates to introduce friends and family encourage a ripple-effect 

approach that inevitably impacts upon the broader community. It is more difficult to 

speak with authority on this subject with regards to the Palestinian perspective than 

the Israeli perspective, since the Second Intifada has restricted the degree to which 

Palestinians from the West Bank and Gaza can take part in follow-up programs. It is 

not surprising, therefore, that the Zogby report revealed a sizeable gap in responses 

between Palestinians and Israelis when they were asked about their perceptions of 

expected support from family and friends once they arrived home: 65 per cent of 

Israelis said their family would “strongly support” their changed views of the other 

side, while only 18 per cent of Palestinians felt the same way.76 However, even if 

graduates do not manage to elicit transformative shifts in their communities (which is 

not the intention of Seeds of Peace in the first place), their experiences still make 

them highly capable of establishing informal and unstructured dialogue within those 

communities. Even dialogue that precipitates internal conflict about peacebuilding 

issues is a step on the road toward openness, trust and understanding.  

 

While Seeds of Peace is commended for its ability to alter the lives of children in 

conflict zones, there remains a considerable degree of external scepticism towards the 
                                                 
75 Personal communication with “Thalia” and “Chana”, Seeds of Peace session #1, June 2003.  
76 Daley. "Moving Towards Understanding", 11.   
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idea that there can be broad-ranging consequences from such endeavours. Dialogue 

encounter groups and peacebuilding camps may elicit transformative shifts in their 

participants, it is argued, but there is little likelihood that these internal changes can 

have any effect on the broader political environment. Wallach, however, argues in his 

book that the simple process of camper selection means the involved governments are 

working  – though not hard enough – to create peace: 

 
Through publicizing the program in their schools, selecting the participants, and 

honoring us with high-level visits by senior officials, the governments are sending a 

message about the importance of peace between ordinary people. But they could do 

far more. If nations saw themselves as responsible for preparing their people for the 

peaceful resolution of conflict, they would surely spend less on arms and more on 

arming themselves for peace. If people saw their leaders as responsible for finding 

peaceful solutions, leaders would surely make it much less difficult for people to 

meet openly with the enemy.77 

 

Through its close ties with the media, Seeds of Peace maintains a powerful public 

presence that allows its activities to reverberate in the general community. In October 

2003, for example, 120 Seeds of Peace graduates took part in “Breaking News, 

Making Headlines”, a youth media conference in New York City that was attended 

by panels of high-profile journalists from Al-Jazeera, Al-Hayat, Associated Press, 

Ha’aretz, Newsday, the Los Angeles Times and the New York Times, amongst many 

others, and examined the role of the media in conflict, challenging the teenagers to 

come up with solutions to issues such as misinformation and media bias. In a series of 

structured workshops that included the input of media specialists, technicians and 

field experts, the participants worked in television, radio and print to create and 

analyse feature and opinion-editorial media pieces. Their final products were 

presented to Her Majesty Queen Noor of Jordan at the end of the conference. The 

main function of the exercise was to teach Seeds of Peace graduates the media skills 

they need to spread their message of understanding and coexistence,78 but it also gave 

participants the opportunity to raise their political profile and draw media attention to 

their role in conflict as agents of peace.  
                                                 
77 Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 114. 
78 "Seeds of Peace Annual Report 2003". Seeds of Peace: 2003, 15.  Retrieved June 14 2005,  
www.seedsofpeace.org. 
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Other conferences, such as the May 1998 Middle East Youth Summit in Switzerland, 

challenge graduates to examine the geopolitical reality of their region and attempt to 

“solve” certain sticking points between their leaders. Unlike their leaders who had 

faced ceaseless impasses over the same issues, the teenagers were able to sit down 

with one another at this conference and draft a 50-page plan for a final Israeli-

Palestinian settlement. The experiment – to see if the trust and friendships established 

at camp would make a difference when dealing with the difficult issues that divided 

the region’s leaders – paid off:79 

 
What did play a critical role in the success of the summit was that the delegates were 

friends. They understood that despite their differences, which were real and deep, 

they also had a lot in common. They knew that what they had discovered about one 

another, and what they shared with one another, made it worth their while to take 

some risks.80 

 

Similar themes were prevalent in Seeds of Peace’s “Uprooting Hatred and Terror” 

conference after the September 11 bombing of the World Trade Centre. During the 

conference, 150 delegates from 22 countries produced a 28-page “Youth Charter” 

that addressed the root causes of terrorism and was officially presented to UN 

Secretary-General Kofi Annan.81 Seeds of Peace’s emphasis on the development of 

leadership skills greatly encourages graduates of the program to resist the temptation 

to become subsumed by the pressures of conflict once they return home, but it also 

plays a strong role in ensuring the organisation remains highly regarded and respected 

by the governments that most need change. Seeds of Peace plays an assertive role in 

ensuring its participants are exposed to high-level domestic and international 

governmental officials both during and after camp, which in turn encourages those 

officials to explore alternate approaches to conflict resolution within their own 

contexts.82  

 

                                                 
79 Wallach, The Enemy Has a Face, 99-102. 
80 Ibid., 102. 
81 Seeds of Peace. 
82 Gantcher. "Seeds of Peace: A Decade of Peacemaking", 28.   
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What remains lacking, however, is demonstration of those governments’ commitment 

to the ideals promoted within the framework of Seeds of Peace. Although the Israeli 

and Palestinian governments support the activities of the program, the organisation is 

funded entirely by private (85 per cent) and public (15 per cent) sector donations 

from the United States, which included US$849,450 from governmental grants and a 

total annual operating cost of US$5 million.83 Even the Jerusalem Centre for 

Coexistence was established and continues to operate as a direct result of US-based 

fundraising and grants. While Seeds of Peace enjoys sound ideological support from 

the Israeli and Palestinian governments, therefore, there remains much to be said for 

those governments’ commitment to carrying out those ideals at the grass-roots level 

within their respective domestic spheres. Seeds of Peace may provide the foundations 

stones upon which a basis for children’s involvement in peacebuilding can be laid, 

but so far the governments involved have greatly underutilised this potential. 

 

Conclusion 

Seeds of Peace International Camp is a grass-roots peacebuilding organisation that 

focuses almost completely on adolescents as crucial building blocks in the house of 

peace. The subject of a number of sceptical journalistic appraisals and even more 

sugar-sweet, hugs-around-the-campfire profile pieces, Seeds of Peace could best be 

described as an “imperfectly successful” model of youth-oriented peacebuilding. The 

imbalance in donations from Jewish compared to Arab organisations; the constant 

conflict experienced between delegation leaders and Seeds of Peace staff; and the 

restrictions on Palestinian post-camp involvement due to the Second Intifada, not to 

mention the inevitable clashes that arise when 140 volatile, highly intelligent 

teenagers experiencing the aggressive changes of adolescent development are thrust 

together for the most intense three weeks of their lives, all contribute to a myriad of 

difficulties the organisation faces during every session of camp. Every session is 

different and presents its own set of problems. Peacebuilding organisations, as 

explained in chapter 1, deal with human beings as the fundamental building block of 

negotiation and dialogue; it is therefore unreasonable to expect that Seeds of Peace 

could hope to run a flawless and faultless peacebuilding program. The available data 

                                                 
83 "Seeds of Peace Annual Report 2003", 22.   
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suggests, however, that the organisation fosters an ideology that carves out an 

intricate and positive niche for children living in conflict societies, and that it has 

been, on the whole, extremely successful in establishing and maintaining this niche.  

 

Far from dispensing with the image of victimhood, Seeds of Peace embraces the 

concept, but for entirely different purposes and through entirely different means. 

Instead of regarding children as the ultimate collateral damage whose death and 

suffering represents the end of a long, wearying journey of violence, Seeds of Peace 

transforms the concept of victimhood into just one step along the road of 

peacebuilding in divided societies, regarding it as a building block of social change 

rather than merely a consequence of youth involvement in conflict. Forcing the youth 

to come to terms with each other on a purely personal level allows the barriers of 

race, religion, nationality and ethnicity to be deconstructed, making room for the 

simple recognition of humanity to be a powerful factor in the success or failure of 

further negotiations on politics.  

 

Once the youth have acknowledged each other’s suffering, they are freer to consider 

the role of their own side in the continuation or cessation of violence, and freer still to 

recognise the validity and worth of each other’s history. Affirmation of their political 

beliefs, abilities, value systems and self-worth imbues these youth with a sense of 

confidence that leads to an unprecedented political empowerment and often an 

uncompromising commitment to a change in their personal belief systems. The 

consequential attention the media pays to such adolescents further consolidates the 

image of the adolescent in conflict as an empowered tool of social change, rather than 

a passive victim of violence and hatred. The long-term effects of such empowerment, 

however, are yet to be determined.  
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Conclusion 

 

This thesis expanded the body of literature on children and armed conflict by 

examining the potential for children to contribute meaningfully to peacebuilding 

processes. It discussed how augmentation of contemporary armed conflict increased 

the involvement of civilians and brought children to the forefront of violent 

confrontation between ethnic and national groups. This thesis then showed how 

increased acknowledgement of the relevance of children to social and political 

decision-making processes has broadened the scope for their involvement in societies 

experiencing protracted social conflict. Namely, this thesis explored two key ideas: 

the potential for children to take a critical role in grass-roots peacebuilding processes 

through multilateral initiatives incorporating dialogue encounter processes; and the 

cultural influences of conflict societies that enhance and restrict the success of such 

initiatives. The protracted social conflict between Israelis and Palestinians was used 

as a case study with which to examine these questions. 

 

Chapter 1 discussed how the contemporary predominance of intrastate, identity-based 

armed conflicts in the international system has been accompanied by a parallel 

increase in the frequency and scope of civilian agency. Conflicts have become 

entrenched in long-standing resentment over the denial of human psychosocial needs 

and weaknesses, which has encouraged identity to emerge as a primary factor in 

intrastate hostilities. The realisation that contemporary conflicts needed to be 

approached in ways that addressed these dynamics led to the application of conflict 

resolution techniques in international negotiation. Grass-roots members of society 

were eventually acknowledged as imperative agents in attempts to implement a 

sustained, positive atmosphere of peace in conflict societies; the emerging field of 

peace and conflict studies began to explore the effect of conflict transformation 

processes through mediation and reconciliation at the grass-roots level. Through the 

implementation of community programs designed and conducted overwhelmingly by 

non-governmental organisations, civilians living in PSC situations have begun to 

engage as track two diplomats by taking part in conflict transformation initiatives. 

Some of these initiatives are unilateral in approach and focus on creativity, 

empowerment, and the implementation of peace education programs in schools; 
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others are multilateral with an emphasis on face-to-face encounters between members 

of adversary groups. The latter approach involves an intersecting of conflict 

resolution with group therapy techniques that confront stereotypes, prejudices and 

collective memory, and encourage the traversing of the boundaries between national 

identities. Since culture is a primary factor in identity-based conflict, and educational 

institutions are partly responsible for the initial “freezing” of attitudes towards the 

Other, chapter 1 hypothesised that engaging children as agents of conflict 

transformation through both unilateral and multilateral programs may allow the 

“thawing” and “refreezing” steps in the transformation process to be addressed at a 

crucial juncture in conflict societies. 

Building on this hypothesis, chapter 2 assessed the role of children in societies 

throughout history, and showed how changes in attitudes towards them accompanied 

parallel changes in economic and social development. From being perceived as weak, 

immoral and intransigent creatures, children became recognised as valuable 

commodities of society. Developments in the perception of childhood complemented 

these changes, with the opening of avenues that allowed it to be studied 

independently of adulthood. The research was strengthened by a deepening 

understanding of the relationship between children and nationalism, which examined 

how children are politically socialised by nation-building processes. The research 

showed how children have overwhelmingly been treated as receptacles of nationalist 

ideology, rather than as political resources, in conflict situations. This tendency is 

reflected in the nature of contemporary conflict, which involves the negative agency 

of children both actively and passively.  

Chapter 2 found that the ideals promoted by the 1989 Convention on the Rights of the 

Child and the 2002 Optional Protocol to the Rights of the Child on the Involvement 

of Children in Armed Conflict are not necessarily complementary in PSC societies, 

and suggested that an alternate role for children living with conflict might be 

advocated – one that engages them as positive agents of peacebuilding processes 

through unilateral and multilateral conflict transformation processes. The potential for 

prosocial behaviour to be encouraged and nurtured through intervention in the 

political socialisation process at various stages throughout childhood is reflected in 
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the body of independent organisations operating peace education programs that focus 

specifically on children. Finally, chapter 2 posited that teenagers in particular might 

make a meaningful and distinctive contribution to peacebuilding initiatives through 

dialogue encounter because of the unique qualities of the adolescent stage of 

development and the cumulative effects of political socialisation.  

Chapters 3 and 4 began to explore the hypothesis posed by chapters 1 and 2 by 

examining the function of children in Israeli and Palestinian societies. These chapters 

demonstrated how culture is imperative in identity-building processes through an 

analysis of the impact of the Israel/Palestine conflict on cultural consciousness and 

national memory.  By establishing the characteristics of Palestinian and Israeli society 

that exacerbate a culture based on hostility, mistrust and fear of the Other, chapters 3 

and 4 demonstrated how deeply-entrenched societal attitudes towards the Other 

influence the political socialisation of Israeli and Palestinian children. They revealed 

value systems that are suited to conflict transformation processes that might instigate 

prosocial behaviour, but also identified current structures in both societies that might 

be used to channel adolescent political energy in more constructive directions. 

Palestinian children are deeply affected and highly influenced by feelings of 

dispossession, loss and displacement that resulted from the dual experiences of al-

Nakbah and Occupation. Though moderate voices in Palestinian society call for the 

promotion of a culture of peace, the dominant national Palestinian narrative relies 

heavily on these influences to shape cultural consciousness, and has developed a 

parallel attitude towards Jewish Israelis based on hostility, resentment and often 

hatred. The Palestinian media and its education system are partly responsible for the 

nourishment of such beliefs, with the sustained Israeli Occupation of the West Bank 

(and, until August 2005, the Gaza Strip) further contributing to negative attitudes. 

Many Palestinian children display overtly violent feelings towards Jewish Israelis and 

exhibit symptoms of stress and anxiety that are related to the PSC experience.  

Jewish Israeli children, meanwhile, are deeply influenced by the Zionist national 

narrative, which draws on the legacy of anti-Semitic persecution, Holocaust suffering, 

militaristic nation-building, fear of and triumph over neighbouring Arab states, 

distrust of the PNA, and fear of terrorist acts by Palestinian militants. While Israel’s 
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hegemonic messages about Palestinians are generally not overtly negative, the 

subliminal messages, transmitted through media and education channels, portray 

Arabs alternately as inferior and menacing. An influential movement of Post Zionism 

augmented the perception of the conflict and contributed another voice to the cultural 

narrative, but Zionist expressions of national identity still pervade Israeli society. 

Anti-democratic attitudes have surfaced amongst a significant proportion of Jewish 

Israeli children, in contrast with a lowered commitment to Zionist ideals and a 

decreased enthusiasm toward military service that reflect a lack of faith in their 

political leaders. Both chapters showed that the Israeli and Palestinian governments’ 

efforts toward strengthening and sustaining nation-building processes amongst their 

children have so far superseded any commitment to counteracting their embedded 

hostile, intolerant attitudes.  

Chapters 5 and 6 tested the hypothesis that children living with the Israel/Palestine 

conflict have the potential to function as agents of peacebuilding processes. They 

examined and drew data from several key organisations implementing dialogue 

encounter programs amongst Israeli and Palestinian children – primarily from one 

Israeli program that focuses on interaction between Jewish and Palestinian Israelis 

(Neve Shalom/Wahat al Salam), and one US-based program for Israelis and 

Palestinians (Seeds of Peace). Through analysis of before-and-after attitudes, program 

design, and weaknesses and restrictions in the different approaches, this section of the 

thesis established the extent of the success of dialogue encounter projects amongst 

Israeli and Palestinian children. It also laid the foundations for further analysis of the 

future role of children in track two diplomatic initiatives in the Israel/Palestine 

conflict, as well as for children living with PSC around the globe. 

Findings of current study – the potential for peacebuilding through dialogue 

encounter amongst Israeli and Palestinian children 

First-hand observation of dialogue encounter groups, together with analysis of data 

on the process of transformation within Israeli and Palestinian children, revealed that 

young people are capable of making valuable contributions to the process of grass-

roots peacebuilding in Israel/Palestine. Israeli and Palestinian children are raised in 

cultures that have engaged in active political socialisation of their youth; 
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consequently, children from both societies have demonstrated heightened political 

awareness, outspoken opinions on the conflict, and value systems toward the Other 

generally rooted in collective fear rather than experiences of independent, individual 

contact. As adolescents, they demonstrate interest in issues related to conflict, 

identity, ethnicity and morality, while being increasingly capable of abstract 

reasoning, self-reflection, analysis and the development of social consciences. The 

sense of rebellion and resentment of authority that often accompanies the onset of 

adolescence generates an energy that is vulnerable to negative societal influences, yet 

suitable for channelling in positive directions. Adolescents from both societies 

consequently emerge as particularly appropriate raw material to engage in 

peacebuilding processes. 

Further evidence for the suitability of Israeli and Palestinian adolescents for 

peacebuilding initiatives was found in the degree to which involvement in such 

initiatives prompted profound shifts in attitudes toward the Other. Qualitative and 

quantitative data collected from NSWAS, Seeds of Peace and other Israel-based 

peace education programs consistently revealed either positive shifts in the attitudes 

of program participants, or a lack of shift in a negative direction. In the context of the 

Second Intifada, during which many of the studies that provided the data were carried 

out, a lack of negative shift in attitude is still seen as a sign of success, considering 

the rapid deterioration of macro-level intergroup trust. Those who participated in 

conflict transformation processes through intergroup contact were much less likely to 

experience a further deterioration in their attitudes towards the Other than members 

of control groups who did not participate. In the same context, even minimal shifts in 

attitudes – revealed by some of the Seeds of Peace results – are evidence of 

remarkable program success against a sociopolitical backdrop of increased violence, 

resentment and distrust. Peacebuilding programs through dialogue encounter in the 

Israel/Palestine context have managed to engage their adolescent participants in 

processes that force a reexamination of national narratives and personal identities, 

and contribute to a personal reassessment of attitudes towards the Other. The 

emphasis on identity exploration, acceptance of a dual narrative and the development 

of cooperative intergroup relationships opens pathways for Palestinian and Israeli 

children to become more familiar with each others’ experiences and points of view. 
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This in turn allows them to develop more empathic stances towards their traditional 

adversaries, which decreases hostile and uncompromising attitudes. Importantly, it 

also allows children to replace culturally embedded, monolithic impressions of the 

Other with first-hand interaction that encourages the development of mutual respect 

for the two identities in conflict.  

The emphases on political awareness, acceptance of macro-level political realities, 

reinforcement of group identity and personal empowerment in dialogue encounter, 

therefore, strengthen the potential for adolescent participants to function as track two 

diplomats in the Israel/Palestine conflict. Peacebuilding amongst adolescents through 

dialogue encounter teaches young Israelis and Palestinians the skills they need to 

challenge ideas, and encourages them to remain motivated to work for peace. The 

longitudinal effects of this education are reflected in Seeds of Peace’s camp and post-

camp initiatives that harnessed the skills and attitudes instilled at camp, and applied 

them to problem-solving exercises based on real-life political scenarios. The success 

of the overarching goal of track two diplomacy – to create an environment through 

public education that encourages leaders to take risks for peace – is reflected in the 

support of political luminaries including Queen Noor of Jordan, Shimon Peres, 

Madeleine Albright, Kofi Annan, Yasser Arafat and Bill Clinton that Seeds of Peace 

enjoys. This conclusion, however, begs a discussion of the extent to which this 

potential is recognised, nourished and applied in the Israel/Palestine context, and the 

circumstances of the programs that limit far-reaching positive consequences of child-

focused peacebuilding initiatives.  

Limitations and restrictions of initiatives 

Peacebuilding initiatives between Israeli and Palestinian adolescents elicit 

transformative shifts in their participants that contribute to the improvement of 

intergroup attitudes and have the potential to help deflate intergroup hostilities. None 

of the programs discussed, however, are without weaknesses that reflect the political 

impasses inherent in the conflict itself. One such weakness is that only some 

organisations are able to follow up their week-long or three-day sessions with 

longitudinal programs that work to deeply embed newly-acquired attitudes. Funding 

shortages are the major reason for this discrepancy. Research assessed in chapters 5 
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and 6 highlighted the importance of reinforcing a sense of attitudinal transformation 

against a social backdrop of hostility to which most participants return. Without 

adequate longitudinal infrastructure, the effects of many programs risk being 

forgotten by participants.  

Another weaknesses is that none of the regional organisations are operated purely by 

PNA Palestinians – either they are managed jointly by Jewish and Palestinian Israelis 

and implement programs almost exclusively within Israel itself, or (far less 

frequently) they are managed jointly by Israelis and PNA Palestinians. The rationale 

for this tendency is partly pragmatic, reflecting logistical difficulties that restrict face-

to-face meetings between Israelis and Palestinians in the current political climate. It is 

also attitudinal, however, demonstrating the way the concept of “peace” differs 

between two societies of unequal power. In the first instance, even those regional 

organisations that do focus on meetings between Israelis and Palestinians experience 

enormous difficulties in actually carrying out their initiatives. Freedom of movement 

across the border has been curtailed by the deterioration of relations between Israel 

and the PNA, causing significant restrictions to face-to-face encounters that manifest 

both physically and financially; chapter 5 discussed how the costs of these encounters 

severely restrict the frequency with which most encounters can take place. Face-to-

face encounters in Israeli/Palestine require the movement of one identity group to the 

domain of the other, and the flow of group participants has been fraught with 

bureaucratic difficulties in both directions.  

In the second instance, the palpable deficiency of purely Palestinian-operated 

peacebuilding initiatives between Israelis and Palestinians is a reflection of both the 

current situation of the Palestinian nation-building process, and society’s reaction to 

the Israeli Occupation. Chapter 5 discussed how Jewish Israeli children tended to 

conceive of “peace” as an absence of violence, while Palestinian children were more 

likely to regard it as a state in which justice, equality, freedom, independence and 

nationhood have been attained. The latter’s attitudes reflect the tendency for the less-

powerful group in a conflict to concentrate on achieving goals that will contribute to 

its empowerment. Since the Palestinians view themselves as the marginalised and 

weaker group in the Israel/Palestine conflict – a view shared by peacebuilding 
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practitioners who base their approach on this assumption – they tend to focus youth-

based community initiatives on activities that will strengthen and build the 

confidence of Palestinian children. Evidence for this tendency is reflected in the 

activities of the prominent youth-focused Palestinian NGO PYALARA, which uses 

the media as a tool with which to inspire and motivate Palestinian youth to work for 

social change. Energy is directed less at intergroup reconciliation and more at internal 

activism and advocacy, which is viewed as a priority in the fight against Israeli 

Occupation. Jewish Israeli society, however, has completed the nation-building 

process, and as the “stronger” identity group is afforded the luxury of prioritising 

reconciliation and intercultural appreciation as tools of peacebuilding. The fallout of 

this imbalance, however, is that the power discrepancy between the Palestinian and 

Israeli identity groups is exacerbated: since peacebuilding through dialogue encounter 

is viewed as a function of cooperative relationships, the lack of corresponding 

initiatives on the Palestinian side reinforces the existing power structure and limits 

the extent to which the Israeli and Israeli-Palestinian initiatives can succeed.  

The Israeli initiatives operated by Jews and Arabs have contributed significantly to 

the importance of Jewish-Arab coexistence in Israeli society, but are limited in the 

current political climate to implementing their initiatives only amongst Jews and 

Arabs within Israel itself. This approach excludes the PNA Palestinians and operates 

more as a domestic cultural coexistence initiative than as a peacebuilding approach to 

intergroup conflict. The identity crisis beginning to be felt acutely by Israel’s 

Palestinian citizens has widened the chasm between Israel’s Jewish and Arab 

population and turned many coexistence initiatives into peacebuilding exercises; 

however, the exclusion of the PNA Palestinians from these programs marginalises a 

critical group in the conflict and limits the effectiveness of these particular programs. 

Though Israel’s Palestinian citizens are themselves a crucial element of peacebuilding 

programs, the limiting of Jewish/Arab-operated Israeli initiatives to the domestic 

sector does not address the Palestinian-Israeli conflict in its entirety. This criticism 

also applies to the overwhelming tendency towards secularism in the Jewish Israeli 

participants. Although these children are often markedly rigid in their political 

outlook and therefore well-suited to participation in transformative processes, the 

consistent absence of representatives of Israel’s religious sector limits the effects of 
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peacebuilding to certain demographics of society. Considering that Israel’s religious 

Jews generally display less democratic and tolerant attitudes towards Palestinians 

than do its secular Jews, the exclusion of this demographic from peacebuilding 

processes is likely to negatively affect the macro-level impact of such initiatives. 

The transferral of dialogue encounter-based peacebuilding to “neutral” environments 

such as the United States successfully addresses the logistics of including PNA 

Palestinians in initiatives, but ironically, does not adequately tackle the unique 

situation of the Palestinian Israelis. Seeds of Peace’s model of dialogue encounter in 

the context of daily coexistence emphasises national pride mixed with recognition of 

the other group’s experiences and needs. While it forces a critical reexamination of 

participants’ personal identity status, it offers few solutions to the inevitable 

imbalance between Arabs and Jews in Israeli society. In this way the approach differs 

from the one taken by Neve Shalom/Wahat al Salam’s School for Peace, which uses 

the power imbalance as a starting point for identity exploration and asks participants 

to work within that framework. Moreover, Seeds of Peace’s focus, particularly in its 

post-camp initiatives, is on resolving violent conflict between Israel and Palestine, 

not on forcing a redressing of the social inequalities in Israeli society. In this way, the 

Palestinian Israelis function at Seeds of Peace as members of an ethnic group, but 

their identity as members of a national group is significantly blurrier. Seeds of 

Peace’s flag-raising ceremony and certain activities in the dialogue sessions reinforce 

this perception: in both instances the Palestinian Israelis are ideologically torn 

between citizenship and history. The data that reveals them to be more confused 

about identity after camp than before is a testament to this aspect of the program. The 

nature of the Jewish/Arab relationship in Israel is perhaps best served by the Neve 

Shalom/Wahat al Salam model, therefore, while the logistical difficulties and political 

goals of the Israel/Palestine conflict lend themselves best to the Seeds of Peace 

model.  

Power imbalances, furthermore, are reinforced by the fundamental restrictions posed 

by language in all dialogue encounter models. While the Israeli and Israeli-

Palestinian programs discussed address this problem as diligently as possible by 

conducting completely bilingual sessions, this does not solve underlying insecurities 
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or the conscious implications associated with translation. The tiny proportion of 

Jewish Israelis who speak Arabic, compared to the large percentage of Palestinian 

Israelis who speak Hebrew, means most domestic encounters take place largely in 

Hebrew, even though facilitators encourage the use of Arabic. The Arab students’ 

reticence to seem weak in front of the Jewish students reinforces the tendency for 

them to communicate in Hebrew, and consequently, the ease and articulation with 

which they express themselves is often compromised. This can strengthen the 

existing power imbalance even while it is being addressed.  

Transferring peacebuilding process to linguistically neutral environments, 

unfortunately, does not solve the language problem and can even complicate it 

further: Seeds of Peace’s strict English-only rule significantly favours the Jewish 

Israeli participants, whose English skills are overwhelmingly better than the 

Palestinians’ and often much better than the Palestinian Israelis’. Under such 

circumstances, it can be difficult for Palestinian participants to assert themselves 

verbally, which in turn can compromise the extent to which the Jewish Israelis can 

develop an appreciation of their historical experiences. The greater context of daily 

camp life, however, acts as a partial buttress for this weakness: many participants’ 

most transformative moments occur during sports matches or in the dining hall, and 

not during the structured dialogue encounter sessions. Language imbalances between 

national groups, therefore, contribute to the gap between program implementation 

and effectiveness in the dialogue-encounter approach to peacebuilding. The problem 

is addressed diversely through the different approaches, but definitive solutions 

remain elusive. 

Peacebuilding initiatives are mostly chronically underfunded, but this issue questions 

where funding should come from as much as it questions how much should be spent. 

Clearly, financial difficulties are at the heart of most regional peacebuilding 

organisations, which rely on private donations and occasionally small governmental 

grants to continue their work. Neve Shalom/Wahat al Salam’s School for Peace 

operated for almost two decades before it began to receive funding from the Israeli 

government in the 1990s; Seeds of Peace relies heavily on private donations and US 
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government grants, the former of which is usually provided by Jewish donors with a 

liberal left-wing orientation.  

Two arguments surface in this context. The first advocates seeking funding from the 

Palestinian, Israeli and U.S. governments as testament to their commitment to civilian 

engagement in the resolution of sustained conflict. The second argues against this 

recommendation, asserting that NGOs by definition must remain independent from 

the vested interests of governments. Both arguments have validity in the context of 

child-oriented civilian involvement. It is reasonable to assume, for instance, that the 

Israeli government will be willing to provide financial assistance only to programs 

that do not fundamentally challenge the status quo of Israeli society, and that the 

PNA would be unwilling to finance an Israel-based program that did not have the 

creation of an independent Palestine as its central goal. The fact that Israel’s funding 

of the coexistence sector generally supports programs that encourage cooperation but 

not existential questioning of the state itself supports this assumption, and 

complements the discussion about Israel’s cultural hegemony in chapter 3. The 

PNA’s complete lack of funding of these programs is further evidence for this 

assumption, and again complements chapter 4’s reflection of the priority of nation-

building over coexistence. This rationale supports the idea that peacebuilding 

organisations remain as removed from governmental influence as possible, even at 

the expense of financial assistance. 

Chapter 1, however, discussed how the resolution of conflict is no longer regarded as 

a purely bureaucratic endeavour, and relies as much on the track-two involvement of 

civilians at the grass-roots level as it does on track one negotiations. The argument 

established that the sustained resolution of conflict through transformation requires 

the involvement and interaction of all sectors of society, and a concurrent track-one 

recognition that civilians have a crucial role to play. The implication is that 

governments must invest both financially and ideologically in peacebuilding ventures 

so civilians might have opportunities to participate in and contribute to the cessation 

of conflict. By this rationale, Israeli and Palestinian governmental recognition of the 

value of track two diplomacy through peacebuilding processes is a critical aspect of 

the sector, and should be demonstrated financially as a genuine commitment to the 
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creation of peaceful societies. While the Unit for Education for Democracy and 

Coexistence in the Ministry of Education and Culture continues to operate, its support 

for programs tends to reflect a reinforcement of the political status quo, rather than a 

fundamental challenge to the nature of the Israeli state itself. It also dedicates the bulk 

of its support to Arab-Jewish, rather than Israeli-Palestinian, initiatives, further 

reflecting the deprioritisation of grass-roots reconciliation across national lines in the 

eyes of the current government.  

The PNA, for its part, can be equally criticised for its failure to provide financial 

support for Israeli-Palestinian peacebuilding in any manifestation, concentrating 

instead on funding ventures that generally promote negative agency of Palestinian 

children. The relatively low esteem in which both governments appear to hold grass-

roots peacebuilding initiatives can therefore be seen as a major impediment to the 

potential macro-level impact of such a philosophy. This dissertation, therefore, 

identifies a fundamental discrepancy between the potential for peacebuilding through 

dialogue encounter to positively affect PSC situations, and the extent to which this 

potential is recognised, nourished and promoted by the Israeli and Palestinian 

governments. 

Directions for future research 

The relationship between identity-based conflict and track one negotiations is a 

dynamic one with diverse implications for future directions in negotiating and 

building peace between conflicting national groups. This thesis exposed a number of 

under-researched aspects of the relationship, namely the unique contributions to 

peacebuilding that can be made by adolescents in conflict societies. It also 

strengthened the discourse that connects identity-based conflict to cultural hegemony, 

which impacts upon the tendency for civilians to respond positively to encounters 

with and perceptions of the traditional enemy Other. Further useful research could be 

conducted in this area with regards to children: namely, the nature of the relationship 

between society’s unilateral attempts at nation-building through the nurturing of the 

image of the Other, and the consequential attempts to “unfreeze” and “refreeze” these 

perceptions through multilateral initiatives. Specifically, the field would benefit 

enormously from longitudinal and broad qualitative and quantitative assessment of 
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before-and-after attitudes as a result of participation in the dialogue encounter 

process. 

This field of research would also benefit from a project that assessed the relationship 

between grass-roots initiatives and the decision-making processes of governments in 

conflict. Currently, such a relationship can only be speculated upon although the 

potential for mutual benefits, as well as long-term positive consequences for the 

cessation of protracted conflict, is significant. Such research might encompass 

consultation with governmental agencies and the monitoring of closely-associated 

control and experimental groups, and would contribute significantly to assessing the 

extent to which track two diplomacy might influence world events. 
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Glossary of Hebrew and Arabic terms 
Arabic 
 
Al-Hayat al-Jadida: A Palestinian newspaper 
 
Al-Jazeera: An Arab-language television channel in the Middle East 
 
Al-Nakbah: “The Catastrophe”, a term used by Palestinians to describe the events and results of the 1948 
Arab-Israeli War 
 
Al-Quds: Jerusalem; also the name of a Palestinian daily newspaper 
 
Fida’iyyin: Freedom fighters and partisans 
 
Kaffia: Traditional headdress worn by Arab men 
 
Intifada: “Shaking off”, a term used by Palestinians to describe the 1987-1993 and 2000- uprising against 
the Israeli Occupation of the West Bank and Gaza 
 
Shahid: Marytr 
 
Wahat al Salam: Oasis of Peace 
 
Hebrew 
 
Amelek: A biblical and symbolic enemy of the Jewish people 
 
Ashkenazi/m: European Jew/s 
 
Ein breira: “No alternative”, used by Israelis in reference to the 1982 invasion of Lebanon 
 
Goy: Non Jew (Yiddish) 
 
Ha’aretz: A fairly left-leaning, Hebrew language daily newspaper, published in English on the internet 
 
Haredi/m: ultra-Orthodox Jew/s 
 
Kibbutz/im – Farming collective(s), based on completely communal living 
 
Kosher: Food prepared according to a set of strict dietary requirements, according to religious Jewish law 
 
Mizrahi/m: Middle Eastern Jew/s 
 
Moledet: Homeland 
 
Moshav/im: Farming collective/s, similar to kibbutzim except that farmers own their land and property 
 
Neve Shalom: Oasis of Peace 
 
Sephardi/m: Jew/s originating from Spain and Portugal 
 
Tekuma: “Rebirth”, 22-part Israeli television documentary 
 
Yediot Ahronot: A Hebrew language daily newspaper 
 
Zachor: Remembrance 
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